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iiiAbstratMost HTML douments on the World Wide Web omprise far more than the artile ortext whih forms their main ontent. Navigation menus, funtional and design elements orommerial banners are typial examples of additional ontents whih an be found alongwith the main text. In the ontext of web data mining appliations or tehnial solutionsto improve aessibility via sreen readers or small sreen devies it is neessary to drawthe distintion between main and additional ontent automatially.The solutions for determining the main ontent in a web doument an be dividedinto the two ategories of ontent extration and template detetion. Content extrationsolutions are operating on single douments and are based on heuristis. Template dete-tion algorithms instead analyse a olletion of several training douments to determine aommon template struture and use this knowledge to �nd the main ontent.This thesis gives an extensive overview of existing tehniques and algorithms from bothareas. It ontributes an objetive way to measure and evaluate the performane of ontentextration algorithms under di�erent aspets. These evaluation measures allow to drawthe �rst objetive omparison of existing extration solutions. The omparison also revealstypial problems of these solutions. The newly introdued ontent ode blurring extration�lter overomes at least some of the problems and proves to be the best ontent extrationalgorithm at the moment.An analysis of methods to luster web douments aording to their underlying tem-plates is the third major ontribution of this thesis. In ombination with a loalisedrawling proess this lustering analysis an be used to automatially reate high qualitysets of training douments for template detetion algorithms. As the whole proess an beautomated it basially allows to perform template detetion on a single doument, therebyombining the advantages of single and multi doument algorithms: the independene of amanually reated training set of the former with the better theoreti underpinning of thelatter approahes.
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vZusammenfassungDie meisten HTML Dokumente im World Wide Web bestehen aus deutlih mehr Inhaltenals dem Artikel oder dem Text der den eigentlihen Hauptinhalt darstellt. Das Navigations-menü, funktionale oder gestalterishe Elemente, sowie Werbung sind typishe Beispiel fürzusätzlihe Inhalte die neben dem Hauptinhalt eines Webdokuments auftauhen. Für WebData Mining Anwendungen oder tehnishe Lösung zur Verbesserung des Webzugri�s überSreen Reader oder Geräte mit sehr kleinem Bildshirm ist es nötig die Untersheidungzwishen Haupt- und zusätzlihen Inhalten automatish vorzunehmen.Bei den Lösungsansätzen zur Bestimmung des Hauptinhaltes eines Webdokuments lässtsih zwishen Algorithmen zur Inhaltsextraktion (Content Extration) und Verfahren zurTemplateerkennung (Template Detetion) untersheiden. Methoden zur Inhaltsextraktionoperieren auf einzelnen Dokumenten und basieren auf Heuristiken. Algorithmen zu Tem-plateerkennung hingegen analysieren eine Sammlung von Trainingsdokumenten, um einegemeinsame Templatestruktur zu erkennen und mit diesem Wissen dann den Hauptinhaltzu bestimmen.Diese Arbeit gibt einen sehr umfassenden Überblik über die bestehenden Verfahrenund Algorithmen für beide Herangehensweisen. Sie liefert objektive Maÿe zur Bewertungder Leistung von Algorithmen zur Inhaltsextraktion unter vershiedenen Gesihtspunkten.Die Bewertungsmaÿe erlauben einen ersten objektiven Vergleih bestehender Verfahren.Dabei werden auh typishe Problem der Ansätze zur Inhaltesextraktion deutlih. Derneu eingeführte Content Code Blurring Filter überwindet zumindest einige dieser Problemeund ist derzeit der leistungsfähigste Algorithmus zur Inhaltsextraktion.Eine Analyse vershiedener Methoden zur Gruppierung von Webdokumenten bezüglihder ihnen unterliegenden Templates stellt den dritten gröÿeren Beitrag dieser Arbeit dar.In Kombination mit einer lokalen Websuhe kann dieses Templatelustering für die au-tomatishe Erstellung von Trainingsdatensätzen zur Templateerkennung eingesetzt wer-den. Dadurh lassen sih die Vorteile beider Welten verknüpfen: die Unabhängigkeit vonvorgegebenen Trainingsdaten der Inhaltsextraktion mit den besseren theoretishen Grund-lagen der Templateerkennung.
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Chapter 1IntrodutionA modern HTML doument on the World Wide Web (WWW) ontains di�erent kinds ofontent. In partiular it usually ontains far more than its main ontent. A doument ona news web site, for instane, might ontain an artile reporting about a reent event butit most likely onsists also of some other ontents, like navigation menus, ommerials ora opyright notie. The latter ontents do not ontribute to the information the doumentwants to ommuniate, they serve other purposes. Hene, a human user who is primarilyinterested in the news artile usually ignores these additional ontents and fouses on themain ontent. Ignoring uninteresting ontents is a very ommon behaviour and humansan atually distinguish quite fast and quite well between the main ontent and other kindsof ontent.A omputer program whih aesses a web doument in order to retrieve some infor-mation from it should be able to make the same distintion. The task of automatiallyidentifying the main ontent in a web doument is not easy, though. Where a human useran use all his bakground knowledge, the semanti ontext or the visual arrangement anddesign layout of the web doument, a omputer program laks all this additional informa-tion. Thus, algorithms whih want to detet the main ontent in an HTML doument usedi�erent approahes to aomplish their task.It is these algorithms, the tehniques they use and the evaluation and omparison oftheir performane whih lie in the fous of this thesis. In other words: we are interested inhow a omputer program an �nd the main ontent in an HTML web page automatially.In this introdutive hapter we will �rst take a look at how the presentation of infor-mation has evolved in the environment of the WWW. Of partiular interest is how webdouments have hanged under the aspet of their ontents, as these hanges have hada strong in�uene on how human users pereive web douments and how the searh forinformation on the web is organised. In this ontext we will also desribe several situationswhih motivate the need of �nding the main ontent in a web doument automatially andwe will ome to a �rst general de�nition of ontent extration as the task of �nding themain ontent. 1



2 Introdution1.1 Contents on the World Wide WebThe WWW has beome a huge resoure for information. Nowadays the impression mightarise, that there atually is no information whih annot be found on the web. Severalpubliations whih wrap the size of the web in dry numbers seem to on�rm this impression.Benoit, Slauenwhite and Trudel [BST07℄ have systematially analysed a representative partof the Internet's IP address spae to look for publily aessible web servers. Saling theirresult up to the entire address spae led to an estimate of about 10.7 million publi serverson the WWW. Eah of those web servers may host several web sites, and eah web site inturn ontains several web pages. An artile [KK07℄ on Pandia � a web site devoted to topisrelated to searh engines and searhing information on the web in general � summariseda few other estimates about the size of the web. Referring to di�erent soures the artileomes up with numbers between 15 and 30 billion unique web pages provided by between109 and 433 million web sites. All those estimates were independently published aroundthe end of the year 2006 and the beginning of 2007, so they were all formed roughly inthe same time period. The ounterpart to this vast o�er of information on the WWW isa large group of onsumers: the same artile on Pandia mentions a number of above onebillion users. Independently of the quality of all those estimates they do give an idea ofthe magnitude of the WWW � and its growth rate does not seem to deline. Quite theopposite, the reent trends of user or ommunity generated ontents whih are ommonlysubsumed under the term �Web 2.0� might ause another leap in the growth of ontentson the web.However, the onstantly inreasing size of the web gave raise to two problems alreadymuh earlier: how to �nd information as a onsumer and how to organise and managethe information as a ontent provider. Web diretories and searh engines have beomethe main solutions to the �rst problem, web ontent management systems (WCMS) in allpossible variations the solution to the seond one. The funtionality of the mentionedsystems has hanged over the time and evolved with the web to adapt to shifts in thepresentation and style of web ontents. At the same time the hanges of the systems haveoften a�eted the ontents on the web and the style of douments themselves.Web diretories are probably the oldest way to organise the aess to the informationof the web. Yahoo, for example, started in 1994 as a general web diretory. While todaythe diretory servie plays a minor role on the Yahoo web portal, lots of other web sitesare still organised as web diretories. The Open Diretory Projet � also referred to asDMOZ � ertainly is one of the more renown representatives.Any diretory onsists of a olletion of addresses on the web, usually lassi�ed andategorised aording to a hierarhi sheme. It an be ompared to a very big, wellorganised and publily available olletion of link bookmarks. The link entries are usuallymade manually, either by the editors of the web diretory, by the authors of a web sitethemselves or by independent third parties like normal web users who found and reportedan interesting page on the web. While typially also the lassi�ation into the topialategories and the order in whih the entries are listed are determined manually, theseproesses might nowadays be omputer aided.



1.1 Contents on the World Wide Web 3Managing manually all the information on the web soon started to beome more andmore di�ult � even for professional web diretories like Yahoo with employed, full timeeditors and open projets like DMOZ based on a huge workfore of volunteers. The ontin-uous and fast growth of the web was beyond the apabilities of the human editors of webdiretories. Though web diretories do still exist, their role as entral soure for �ndinginformation has long sine been taken over by searh engines.Searh engines basially onsist of two main omponents: rawlers, whih are automatiagents browsing and indexing the web along its hyperlink struture, and a retrieval engine,whih �nds the relevant pages among those rawled and indexed when given a query forsome information [Glö03℄. An important point in the development of searh engines wasthe apability not only to �nd web douments ontaining the signi�ant keywords of aquery, but to rank the douments in a way that lists the more relevant and thereby bestresults �rst. The advent of the Google searh engine was a ground-breaking suess in this�eld, and its good performane at ranking the results has lead to its predominant positionamong web searh engines � a position whih Google has managed to defend up till today.Brin and Page's PageRank [BP98℄ � the algorithm underlying Google � and Kleinberg'sHITS [Kle99℄ allow to identify good soures of information in a hyperlinked struture likethe web. Both algorithms have been developed independently and more or less at the sametime and both use the web's hyperlink struture to dedue the quality of a doument. Thebasi idea of PageRank and HITS is that if a web page is a good resoure for information,a lot of other pages will referene it via hyperlinks. And further, if a good soure forinformation is referring to another page, this referened page very likely is a good soure,too. Though the algorithms have been adapted and re�ned sine their �rst presentation,their basi onept remains unhanged.While web diretories and searh engines provide a pratial solution to keep the prob-lem of �nding information on the web under ontrol, the management of information froma provider's point of view has essentially been solved by WCMS. By now, these systemshave beome a generally available mainstream tehnology and over a wide range of ap-pliations for di�erent senarios. They appear in many di�erent forms and with di�erentranges of funtionality: from omplex enterprise ontent management systems (ECMS) torelatively easy to use blogging systems, from high pried ommerial produts to free opensoure software and from general purpose solutions for all kinds of ontent to speialisedprograms designed for small market nihes or even a single web site only. In any ase, whenhosen appropriately to the �eld of appliation and the needs of a given environment, allapproahes improve the administration and handling of a web site. To distinguish this kindof managed sites from manually maintained web sites, Kao, Lin, Ho and Chen introduedthe term systemati web sites [KLHC04℄.The basi features of all WCMS should be roughly the same, as the management of aweb site requires at least the separation of struture, ontent and layout [ABS00℄1. This1Quite often, the funtions for user and work�ow management, ontent syndiation options or a sophis-tiated publishing onept are onsidered important, too. However, they do not a�et the way ontentsare presented on the web and, hene, are not of importane in our ontext.



4 Introdutionseparation of the ontent of a web doument from the presentational aspets is usuallyahieved by a system of doument templates and a presentation independent storage of theontents. The �nal douments on the web are reated dynamially by �lling the ontentsinto the template framework. The possibility to further ombine a ontent with di�erenttemplates allows to reuse it in di�erent ontexts. The most obvious and straight forwardexample is to o�er a printer friendly version of a doument, whih has a simpli�ed layoutand e.g. omits the navigation menu.The template onept also allows to separate the struture of a web site from its pre-sentation and the ontents. The struture of a web site mainly orresponds to the organi-sational hierarhy of the douments and the hyperlinks onneting them. In a WCMS, thishierarhy information of a doument is modelled independently from the template and theontent data. Only when a doument is ompiled into its �nal form in an HTML formatby ombining template and ontents, the link strutures and navigation menus are dy-namially reated and �tted into the template as well. This allows to easily add, reloate,arhive, delete or interlink single douments, as in a systemati web site all hyperlinksa�eted by suh ations are adapted automatially to the new situation.This automatism tends to stimulate the reation of enrihed web douments. As adapt-ing the navigation struture, intra-site hyperlinks or presentation styles does not involvehanging manually every single page, a WCMS redues a web site manager's reservationsfor doing so. The ontent providers atually seem to beome muh more willing to pro-vide several interrelated navigation strutures on their web site that improve handling andusability of the site, but whih would be impossible to manage without a dediated infor-mation system. Aordingly most systemati web sites nowadays ome along with di�erentviews on the navigation, several kinds of relations between the douments, referenes toother artiles or speial funtions like user added omments, the option to send artilesby e-mail or even the possibility to personalise the appearane of a web site to the user'sneeds. All the mentioned examples illustrate funtions intended to aid a user when lookingfor information on a web site. And all of them ause the web douments to beome riherin ontents and the network of hyperlinks on the web to beome muh denser � mainly onan intra-site level, but due to ontent syndiation, the e�ets an be observed on inter-sitelink strutures as well.It has to be said, that all these additional ontents do not provide additional informa-tion. They are solely intended to help the users to �nd what they are looking for. So,where an additional ontent provides more data than, for instane, a simple link, it has toimport information from another doument. This auses a lot of information to be kept ina redundant way, when looking at the resulting douments on the web.The fat that WCMS allow the reation of larger and more omplex web sites is in-reasing this problem additionally. While larger sites ertainly ontribute to the web'sgrowth rate, they in turn also reate most of the redundant ontents. Gibson, Puneraand Tomkins [GPT05℄ estimated in 2005 that the redundant ontent generated by WCMSmakes up approximately 40 to 50% of the ontent on the web.Redundany an spread beyond a doument or web site level as well. Kao, Lin, Ho andChen distinguish in [KLHC04℄ between intra-site redundany and inter-site redundany.



1.1 Contents on the World Wide Web 5Yi, Liu and Li [YLL03℄ desribed the same phenomenon a bit earlier but less spei�as loal and global noise disturbing web mining appliations. While the �rst kind ofredundany is mainly a side e�et of template usage in systemati web sites and it desribesontents ourring repeatedly in several douments, the inter-site redundany is aused byontent syndiation, several web sites being managed by the same WCMS software, mirrorpages, illegal opies or older versions appearing in web arhives. Inter-site syndiation andexhange of ontents or the multiple publiation of the same ontent on several managedweb sites auses a redundany even of the informative ontents in douments at severalloations on the web.Most human users do not have problems to ope with the additional ontents on asystemati web site � they simply ignore them. Web designers are nowadays aware, thata user does not really read a web doument, but solely sans it [Kru06℄. By �sanning�the designers mean, that a user is taking a glimpse at a web page and tries to identifythe interesting parts of the doument. To do so, he or she passes quikly with the eyesover the sreen, takes up the layout, the struture and merely reads a few words here andthere. This entire sanning proess takes only a few seonds � even less time is neededfor the user to simply get a �rst subjetive impression whether he likes or dislikes a webpage [LFDB05℄. If and only if this fast sanning reveals that the doument might ontaininteresting information, the user starts reading. And even in this ase the user will usuallynot read all of the web page but just those parts whih promise to be interesting.While making life easier for the ontent providers and most onsumers looking forinformation, the additional ontents an ause problems at another point. The rawlersof a searh engine, for example, have several problems with the additional ontents. Theyannot san the douments in the same way a human user does. Hene, they have to handlemuh more data and a riher hyperlink struture. The latter aspet further in�uenesthe performane of PageRank and HITS. The idea underlying those algorithms is basedon assumptions whih do not re�et any more the hanged usage of hyperlinks. A webpage that is referened by many other pages might not neessarily be a good soure ofinformation, it might simply be part of the dense network of WCMS generated doumentswith a high rate of intra-site links. Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan [BYR02℄ desribed severalsenarios in whih the results of modern ranking algorithms are severely in�uened bytemplate generated douments.But also human users might enounter problems: users whih do not use the lassialway to aess web pages via the visual user interfae of a standard browser. A visuallyimpaired user, for instane, does not see the entire web doument at one, but has to waitfor a sreen reader program to read the ontents in a more or less linear way. Reallingthe observations of Gibson et al. of a rate of 40 to 50% of additional ontents, in the mostunluky ase the user might have to wait for about half of the page to be read before evennotiing, that it is not interesting. Obviously, reading half of the doument will take farlonger than the few seonds most other users need to san the page. There are severalother senarios, where it is impossible to quikly �iker with the eyes over a web doumentto �nd the possibly interesting parts, e.g. if the sreen resolution or size does not permit



6 Introdutionto display the entire doument, or where a low onnetion bandwidth limits the speed ofdata transmission.In all these situations the users � may they be human or the rawlers of a searh engine� annot san the douments as a human user normally would do. Hene, they have toope with more ontent and invest more time in �nding the relevant information in adoument. Looking at the pereption of web douments from this point of view leads tothe onlusion that what the web designers desribe as �sanning� an be ompared to a�ltering proess. Experiened web users have learned how to distinguish the interestingfrom the additional ontents simply by looking at a doument. Noteworthy about thisrelatively intuitive desription of how douments are pereived is also that it underlinesone more the existene of di�erent kinds of ontent in web douments. We are now goingto take a loser look at these ontents.1.2 Contents of a Web DoumentThe di�erent kinds of ontent appearing in a web doument an be seen best when lookingat an example. Figure 1.1 shows a sreenshot of a web doument as it is rendered anddisplayed by a modern web browser. It is an artile taken from the Spiegel online web sitein late 2006, reporting about the failure of the German-Frenh Quaero projet, a projetintended to produe a European searh engine to takle the dominane of Google2.As mentioned above a human user has no problem to get a rough idea of what theartile is about by taking a brief look at it. Given the neessary bakground knowledge,a human probably knows quite well already by reading the headline and the teaser (theintrodutory paragraph) what the main topi is. Having spotted those two fragments ofthe doument, it omes quite natural to ontinue reading below. The paragraphs to theright and below the image omplete the main ontent of the doument as pereived by theuser.For most users with a ertain experiene in browsing the WWW the just desribedbehaviour will be the typial way to approah a new doument. This behaviour orrespondsperfetly to what was desribed above as sanning a doument and then reading the relevantparts. As now we want instead to take a look at all the ontents in the douments we willhave to deliberately avoid the natural approah we humans take when reading a doument� or better: when pereiving it.Overoming the temptation to just fous on the main ontent and paying instead at-tention to all the present ontents, the vast amount of other ontents beomes �visible�.Looking more losely at the sreenshot in �gure 1.1, the �rst thing we notie when readinga doument entirely and top down will be the header of the doument. The most prominentpart of this header is the large red horizontal bar bearing the logo of Spiegel online, de-piting additionally that it is the international setion whih is urrently visible. The grey2The projet atually has not been stopped, but the German-Frenh ooperation broke up. The de-velopment of Quaero is now driven mainly by the frenh partners, while on the German side the work isontinued in the Theseus projet.



1.2 Contents of a Web Doument 7

Figure 1.1: An example of a WCMS generated web doument as it is presented by astandard browser.bar positioned above the logo provides short links to pages o�ering servies like an RSSfeed or a subsription to a newsletter. Another grey oloured bar below the logo is insteadthe main navigation element, providing links to all major topi ategories, highlighting theurrently seleted ategory and showing its sub-ategories.Below the header the doument splits into roughly three parts, whih form a olumneah: the artile to the left, a olletion of referenes in the middle and a ommerialbanner to the right. It an be argued, whether the ommerial banner is a olumn atthis level or if it lies parallel to the entire doument. As it is aligned with the top ofthe other two olumns, the layout of the doument suggests the three parallel olumnsinterpretation. Anyway, the desription of the three olumns is not very preise either, asat least the �rst two of them an be further subdivided. The artile itself is preeded by a
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Figure 1.2: The lower part of the WCMS generated web doument.link to a printer friendly layout of the doument and by the options to send the artile bye-mail, to send a feedbak message to the authors and to modify the font size of the text.The artile itself onsists of the title, the teaser, the main text body and an image. Someother indiretly related information like the date of publiation is interspersed as well. The�rst element in the seond olumn is an advertisement, followed by a olletion of artilespublished reently on the same web site and some referenes to artiles on other web sites.The elements in this olumn are learly separated from eah other and, again, ould bestill subdivided further.The three parallel olumns have di�erent length. In partiular the artile is muh longerin terms of spae. The lower end of the doument is shown in �gure 1.2. Only the leftolumn is reahing that far down; the other two olumns are shorter and do not haveany ontents in the lower setion of the doument. The olumn ontaining the artile isonluded by a referene to Tehnorati3, a list of related artiles on Spiegel online and aopyright note. The footer losing the doument is ranging aross the �rst two olumnsand onsists again of a olletion of navigation links to provide quik aess to entralpages of the web site.So, the doument shown here as an example of di�erent ontents ontains the mostommon kinds of ontent, whih an be lassi�ed as follows:3Tehnorati is a searh engine speialised on blogs and news artiles. It aims at keeping its index upto date in real time by allowing web authors to notify the searh engine of hanges on their web site.



1.2 Contents of a Web Doument 9Main ontent: The artile of this doument is ertainly its primary ontent. It is thepayload of the doument, the main information whih is to be transmitted to theuser. Vie versa, it is also the main reason for a user to onsider a doument forreading.Navigation: The header and the footer are the main navigation elements in this page.Navigation elements do not ontribute to the ontent but they are neessary for theusability of the doument in the ontext of the hyperlink struture of its web site.Navigation omprises both: elements whih allow moving to other douments andelements whih allow to dedue the urrent loation in the web site struture.Link lists: Lists or olletions of hyperlinks referring to other douments on the sameweb site or external resoures. Our example provides di�erent kinds of link lists: themost reent stories are douments from the same soure grouped aording to a timeproperty, i.e. the newest, most reent douments belong to this list. The related linksare formed by douments whih have a topi similar to the one of the main artile.And the links to artiles on third party blogs are also related to the main topi, butrefer to external douments outside the sope of Spiegel online.Commerials: Advertisements and ommerials are widespread and an be found onmost web sites. They represent a ommon way of providing a soure of inome,thus partially �naning the web site. In this example two di�erent approahes ofembedding ommerials an be seen: the banner in the right olumn is a singlegraphial entity, realised as an animation, using an appropriate tehnology suh asFlash or animated GIF images. The seond type is represented by the advertisementin the middle olumn, whih onsists of text extended by an image. In fat the layoutand the appearane of this seond ommerial are muh loser and more similar tothe other parts of the doument. As suh, it is less prominent than the banner, butvie versa the hane to ignore it altogether as an obvious ommerial is redued aswell.Funtional elements: The links whih allow to send the artile as an e-mail or to alter thefont size allow interation with the doument. As the name suggests these elementsprovide funtions related to the doument, di�erent from pure navigation.Template elements: Some parts are ommon to most or even to all douments found ona web site, suh as the opyright notie or the header with the logo of the web site.They provide information ommon to the entire web site or ontribute to the lookand feel of a web site.The above list of ontent types is not exhaustive and the identi�ation of the kinds ofontent annot always be made as lear as in this ase.Staying again with the initial notion of what is interesting for the user and what is not,a muh rougher lassi�ation used already earlier is to simply subdivide the ontents intomain ontent and additional ontents. The main ontent arries the primary information,



10 Introdutionthe additional ontents are simply extensions to it. The names for these two di�erent lassesof ontents vary in literature. The main ontent is also labelled as primary, prinipal or oreontent. The additional ontents instead are sometimes referred to as template generatedontents or even as noise, when it omes to the topis of quality and purity of data in theontext of text or data mining.Looking again at the entire doument with this simpler subdivision of the ontents intotwo lasses, the estimates of Gibson et al. [GPT05℄ seem quite realisti: nearly half of theontents of the doument are template generated, orresponding to the mentioned ratio ofabout 40 to 50 %.1.3 Content ExtrationAs mentioned above, a human user tends to ignore the ontents he or she is not interestedin and, thus, will usually fous on the main ontent. The �sanning� of the doument priorto reading it is the proess of looking for prominent parts whih suggest the loation ofthe main ontent. Sanning was already ompared to a �ltering proess and � looking at ahuman user's performane in �nding the interesting parts of a doument � it is a fast andusually quite reliable �lter.There are several senarios, where a omputer based detetion of the main ontent ouldbe useful or neessary. Supporting web searh engines to provide more reliable results orto aid humans with visual disabilities were two of the examples mentioned earlier. Whenperformed by a omputer, the �ltering proess of �nding the primary ontent is alledontent extration (CE). It was Rahman, Alam and Hartono [RAH01℄ who used the termCE �rst in 2001. Sine then, it is the expression found most often in publiations dealingwith this topi, even though also the terms separation of primary ontent bloks, oreontent detetion or extration of informative bloks are used to desribe the same or verysimilar onepts.Obviously, a omputer program does not have the ability to aess a doument in thesame way as humans do. First of all it laks the understanding of the ontent. While ahuman user an base the deision about the main ontent on the semantis of the infor-mation in a web page, a omputer has no aess to the meaning of a doument4. Further,a program usually must base its operations on the soure ode of the doument or onsome derived representation of it. Laking the visual impression of the doument, it hasdi�ulties to �nd elements with harateristi positions on the sreen like the headline,the teaser and the paragraphs whih form the main ontent.There are few approahes whih use rendering information of web browsers to get anidea of how the layout of a web doument on a omputer sreen looks like. But even if arendered version of the doument is available it remains di�ult to provide general rules onhow to loate and reognise the main ontent. Looking again at the doument of �gure 1.14The Semanti Web initiative is working on tehniques for desribing semantis of ontents in a mahinereadable format. However, the semanti annotation of the a web doument will very likely over only themain ontent anyway and further is not intended for human speeh or writings [BLHL01℄.



1.3 Content Extration 11there are some examples of those di�ulties. A harateristi of the headline ertainly isthat it is written by using a larger font size and weight. It is di�ult to formalise, though,why the header writings beside the Spiegel Online logo are not part of the headline.Likewise, a paragraph of the main ontent an be stated to be a longer text witha normal sized font. It remains the question what is a normal sized font and why theadvertisement to the top of the middle olumn still does not belong to the main ontent.Even when adding other, additional onditions and restritions whih seem to desribe themain ontent, it soon beomes obvious that they will not �t all douments available on theweb. So, even rendering and visually analysing a web doument does not provide all thelues neessary to reliably detet the main ontent. It is likely due to this problem and theomputational overhead oming along with it, that rendering information is hardly everused for analysing web douments.The searh for related work revealed atually only one approah [ZL05℄ whih reallyinorporated visual rendering information during the phase of doument analysis. It usedthe Internet Explorer's API to dedue the sreen position of ertain doument elements.However, the intention in this ase was not to �nd the main ontent, but to disover layoutstrutures for wrapper indution � a task whih has similarities to CE and whih we willlook at loser in hapter 3 when dealing with related work.So, as using rendering information does not seem to be the key to disover the mainontent, most approahes are solely based on a soure ode analysis. The thought, thatthe layout is anyway mainly aptured in the HTML struture of a web doument ertainlyorresponds to reality in most ases. There are, however, ases when ignoring everythingexept the pure HTML information an be misleading to dedue a visual representation.A good example of how muh the presentation of the same HTML soure ode an varydue to the use of additional tehnologies suh as asading style sheets (CSS) or JavaSriptis the web site CSS Zen Garden [She07℄. This web site is devoted to the use of CSS as theonly tehnique to in�uene the layout of a web doument. A large olletion of examples� some of whih are shown in �gure 1.3 � shows quite impressively how the same HTMLode an have a very di�erent visual presentation simply due to an exhanged CSS stylespei�ation.Given that neither visual information nor the HTML soure ode an provide de�nitivelues about the loation of the main ontent in a doument, roughly two di�erent kinds ofapproahes evolved to solve the CE task: heuristi approahes operating on single dou-ments and solutions based on the analysis of template strutures in doument olletions.This division or lassi�ation of CE approahes has also been made by Gibson, Puneraand Tomkins in [GPT05℄. They onsidered the single doument CE approahes as loaltehniques, while multi doument solutions were referred to as global tehniques.The heuristis of the single doument approahes are build on assumptions that dousually hold for the main ontent. The most important and wide spread assumption isthat the main ontent is a ontinuous text, like in the artiles of a news web site. On thebasis of this assumption, the idea often is to look for a long and rather uninterrupted text.Obviously, on web sites whih present main ontents other than texts, e.g. olletionsof photos or mainly tabular data for short produt desriptions, these single doument
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Figure 1.3: Four sreenshots from CSS Zen Garden: the same HTML doument has adi�erent appearane due to di�erent CSS de�nitions.methods will usually fail. Certainly, some of those methods ould be adapted to look fordi�erent kinds of main ontent, but then they would likely fail on extrating plain textmain ontents.The CE approahes based on multiple douments exploit the fat that, in a olle-tion of douments whih are all based on the same template, the template portions of thedouments our more frequently or even in every doument. By loating these ommonfragments, the algorithms attempt to dedue the template struture in a reverse engineer-ing approah and use the knowledge about this struture to loate and extrat the mainontent. Therefore, these approahes are often referred to as template detetion (TD) al-gorithms. Most TD algorithms are appliable also in other areas than CE, like web sitestruture analysis or for deteting and di�erentiating in a more detailed way between thekinds of additional ontent.Even though the general problem of deduing a template struture from a set of dou-ments is NP-omplete, there are several pratial approahes whih simplify the task a bitin order to �nd a solution e�iently. These approahes rely far less on assumptions aboutthe ontents and have a muh better theoretial underpinning than the single doument



1.4 Contributions 13approahes. Most important, they are usually independent of assumptions about how themain ontent looks like, and thus an also operate on main ontents onsisting of imagesor tabular data. Their drawbak, instead, is that they an only be applied to templatebased douments. If a doument is simply not based on a template, there will be no setof douments with ommon parts. Aordingly the algorithms annot dedue a templatestruture � or if they try to, they fail. Under this aspet, TD algorithms do not re�et ahuman user's approah to �nd the main ontent, as humans do not require to see severaldouments, before they are able to spot the main ontent. They are able to loate themain ontent even in douments with a unique layout and struture.The need of a doument olletion an be a problem in general, namely as these ol-letions need to be reated in the �rst plae. Building lean and reliable doument sets isa task whih so far has rarely been dealt with. Further, the few attempts to automate thetask have hardly brought the desired results.1.4 ContributionsThis thesis deals with several topis in the ontext of CE. In addition to giving a quiteomplete overview of methods and tehniques developed so far in the �eld of CE, it makesthree ontributions whih are new to the topi.Before going into the details of these ontributions, we will �rst provide some basibakground knowledge in hapter 2 whih is needed to follow the approahes and solutionspresented in this thesis. Chapter 3 is dealing extensively with related work in the �elds ofCE and TD. Some algorithms are desribed quite in detail, as they are either used later onfor omparison, inorporated as a basis to build other solutions on top of them or as theyprovide an insight into how CE and TD algorithms work in general. This insight is neededto motivate several deisions and developments during the disussions of the evaluationmethodology and for the general onversion of multi doument TD into single doumentCE algorithms. For the same purpose, we give a formal de�nition of CE in hapter 4 anda summary of possibilities on how to realise the extration proess in pratie.The �rst major ontribution is made in the ontext of evaluation of CE methods.Though there is relatively little researh work dealing with CE methods, there is even lessdealing with their evaluation. Most publiations do ontain a setion about evaluation,but hardly any develops an objetive and appliation independent way to analyse theperformane of a CE algorithm. In the ontext of developing the evaluation measures,several existing CE algorithms have been implemented, analysed and, for the �rst time,ompared diretly with eah other under performane aspets.In a seond step, several new single doument based approahes have been developed.Two approahes have been translated from losely related domains to CE by adoptingalgorithms from appliations for wrapper generation and for TD. Content ode blurring, athird algorithm, is a ompletely new approah to CE whih is overoming several drawbaksof existing single doument CE methods.



14 IntrodutionThe last ontribution of the thesis is dealing with solutions to bridge the gap betweensingle doument based CE algorithms and multi doument TD solutions. As it was alreadymentioned before, the �rst approah laks the theoreti underpinning while the seond hasthe drawbak of being in need of manually reated training sets. In this ontext, we willanalyse several approahes to ompare doument strutures and automatially build leantraining sets for TD.Finally, we onlude with a summary of the results and will take an outlook at futurework in hapter 8. In partiular we will look at the upoming HTML 5.0 standard, thetehnial hallenges in the Web 2.0 environment and the reently inreasing interest ofomputer linguists to exploit the web as a soure for building large sale text orpora.These trends will very likely in�uene the importane and the role of CE in the nearfuture.Some of the results presented in this thesis have been published in a ondensed format di�erent onferenes. The evaluation framework and a omparison of some existing CEalgorithms were presented at the International Conferene on Internet Tehnologies andAppliations ITA'07 in Wrexham [Got07℄. The results about template lustering were pre-sented at the European Conferene on Information Retrieval ECIR'08 in Glasgow [Got08b℄and the proess of automati training set reation for TD at the European Conferene onInternet and Multimedia Systems and Appliations EuroIMSA'08 in Innsbruk [Got08a℄.A paper on the ontent ode blurring algorithm has been aepted at the InternationalWorkshop on Text Information Retrieval TIR'08 in Turin [Got08℄ and will be publishedin the proeedings in September 2008.



Chapter 2Basi Terms and ConeptsCE is a onept whih appears in di�erent �elds of appliation. Depending on the fousand the purpose of those appliations they involve a wide range of tehnologies, oneptsand methods from di�erent areas of omputing siene.This hapter provides a basi introdution to some of these �elds and an explanationof the terms, methods and tehniques whih are neessary to understand the onepts ofCE algorithms, motivate ertain evaluation deisions or are used frequently throughoutthis thesis. Three essential �elds are addressed here: �rst, some ommon data models forweb douments and their representation, seond, an overview of basi issues from the �eldof information retrieval (IR) and �nally methods and data strutures used to representdouments for data and text mining appliations. All the topis are dealt with only brie�yand in the light of their relevane for CE. This introdution should provide the reader withthe knowledge required to follow the algorithms and methods presented in this thesis. Atthe end of the hapter some further reading is suggested whih may � in ase of interest �give a deeper insight into the disussed topis.2.1 Web DoumentsCE is operating on web douments, rendering them thereby into the entral objets ofinterest and analysis in this thesis. As mentioned already in the introdution, CE isapproahing the douments from a di�erent perspetive than a human user. It hardly everoperates on the ommonly known visual presentation of the douments in a web browser,but rather aesses them via their soure ode or some derived struture. Therefore, thetehnologies and formats behind the douments and in partiular the ways to work withthem might need to be looked at brie�y in the given ontext.2.1.1 (X)HTMLThe string representation of a web doument orresponds to an HTML format. Nowadaysthe most ommonly used formats follow the reommendations of the World Wide Web15



16 Basi Terms and ConeptsConsortium (W3C) for HTML 4.01 [RHJ99℄ or its XML based suessor XHTML 1.1[W3C07℄1. Both are markup languages whih struture a plain text by outlining spei�strutural elements of the doument. The elements are marked by parenthesising theaording text fragments in tags � speial harater sequenes that do not belong to thetext itself. The string representation of a web doument is more ommonly referred to asits soure ode and it is the basis for all other higher and more elaborate representations,both visual for presentation in a web browser or strutural for omputational purposes.The tehnial information whih text enoding is used for transforming the haraters ofthe soure ode into bytes and vie versa on how to deode the bytes again into haratersis ontained in the doument itself.The major di�erene between HTML and XHTML is the striter syntati regulationderiving from the underlying XML of the latter, ompared to the less rigorous SGML basisof the former. Element names, for example, are ase sensitive in XHTML and all elementsneed to be losed, i.e. they have to onsist of an opening and a orresponding losingtag or have to be expliitly marked as empty tag. The advantage of the reformulation ofHTML using XML as a basis is that it allows to operate on XHTML douments with allappliations supporting the XML standard as data format. This beomes espeially handywhen parsing, analysing or modifying web douments.Two tehnologies to be mentioned in this ontext are XSLT [W3C99b℄ and XPath[W3C99a℄. XSLT is the transformation omponent of the Extensible Stylesheet Language(XSL) for XML. It allows the transformation of douments from one XML format intoanother one. XPath is a path language for XML and it �nds its use also in XSLT. Itallows to address parts of an XML doument in a standardised way. Both tehnologies arefrequently used when working with XML douments and they appear in the ontext of CEas well. The elISA system [VdC04℄, for example, whih is desribed in 3.2.6, uses XSLTtransformations extensively.Unfortunately, not all douments on the web are written in XHTML format, neitherdo all of them omply with the HTML 4.01 reommendation or at least a prior version.A large number of douments ontain syntati errors, and aordingly do not ful�l therequirements of the spei�ations. There are, however, a number of tools and programsavailable that allow to �x a syntatially broken doument � a proedure performed bymost web browsers, too2. One of the more known and established programs for this purposeis Tidy [Rag03℄. The Tidy projet was originally launhed by Dave Raggett at the W3Citself and is now atively developed by a group of volunteers. Tidy is able to turn the soureode of virtually any web doument into valid HTML or even XHTML ode. For easierinlusion in Java based appliations, as the ones developed in the ourse of this thesis, the1The XHTML 2 spei�ation [W3C06b℄ have so far reahed only the working draft status at the W3C.The works on the spei�ations are still ongoing and the format is not yet adopted in pratie.2It is a kind of viious irle � the good will of browser programs to render even syntatially brokendouments auses the web doument authors to be more lax about adhering to the standards, thus ausingthe need of browsers to be error-tolerant when handling the douments.



2.1 Web Douments 17Java version JTidy3 [GTG+08℄ represents a omfortable and suitable alternative to theoriginal Tidy.2.1.2 SAXGiven the possibility to onvert all web douments into XHTML ode by applying JTidy,it is always possible to assume XML syntax when working with a doument, and therebyproviding the option to work with all XML aware tools. One ommonly used method toaess XML douments is via SAX , the simple API for XML. Originally designed as a Javaprogramming interfae to XML douments it spread to other programming languages andis nowadays onsidered a de fato standard. SAX parses an XML doument and noti�esa ontent handler about the enountered parts in the doument, suh as tags, parsinginstrutions, omments or texts. Though a very ommon way to parse an XML doument,it also is a very simple and lightweight approah: it does not provide by itself a data modelfor storing an entire doument. Aordingly SAX does not diretly permit to perform moreomplex operations on a parsed doument. For this purpose the DOM representation ofan XML doument presented in 2.1.3 is a more suitable approah.As the SAX implementations are meant to be generally appliable to all XML dou-ments and as they require to pass a web doument beforehand through JTidy, an additionalsolution for working with raw HTML �les was used for the major part of the appliationsin this thesis. By implementing a SAX oriented parser, tailored in partiular to handleHTML douments, it was possible to be more error tolerant while parsing. This solutionallowed an easier, more spei� and very robust aess to HTML douments if needed.Even though performane issues were not the primary interest, the speialised parser wasalso faster than a full SAX implementation in ombination with JTidy. For parsing 500HTML douments of di�erent origin and size, JTidy took about 22 seonds to hek andorret all douments. Feeding the result afterwards to Apahe's Xeres SAX parser re-sulted in an overall parsing time of 698 seonds. The speialised SAX oriented HTMLparser performed the parsing in less than six seonds, therefore even faster than JTidyon its own. Certainly, JTidy is �xing more mistakes in the ode, asserts a well formedand valid XHTML doument as output and additionally onstruts a DOM representationduring the proess. Xeres, furthermore, omes with all the features of a full �edged XMLparser. However, most of those funtionalities are not required for the CE algorithms whihan be implemented on top of a SAX parsing proess.2.1.3 DOMThe Doument Objet Model (DOM) is desribed and extended in the W3C spei�ations[W3C98℄, [W3C00℄ and [W3C04℄. It is a standard interfae to aess and modify allXML/SGML based douments, thus, in partiular HTML and XHTML douments. The3Unfortunately the JTidy projet seems not be developed further, even though there is a list of openproblems with the program. However, it proved to be funtional enough for its intended purpose in theontext of this thesis.



18 Basi Terms and Coneptsspei�ation does not provide an implementation itself, but atually is a programminglanguage independent model outlining objets and methods for a data struture to representa doument as a tree. The stritly nested struture of the elements indues a naturalparent-hild relation whih is translated by the DOM diretly into a tree struture. Thetexts whih appear between the tags of the elements form leaf nodes whih are insertedinto the tree at the aording positions. The DOM further spei�es standardised methodsto aess and even modify the information attahed to eah element.Several appliations make use of the DOM tree representation of HTML douments.The most ommonly known is probably the aess via sripting languages like JavaSript inweb browsers. The sript ode is embedded in the web douments themselves and uses theDOM to aess and modify the lient side opy of the doument while it is being displayedby the browser � usually to generate lient side dynami and interative web pages. TheMozilla Firefox browser provides a graphial user interfae for viewing, analysing andmodifying the DOM model of a web doument. Figure 2.1 shows a sreenshot of this DOMinspetor . The appliation also gives a �rst idea of how the DOM tree looks like. Giventhe purpose of the DOM inspetor, the tree representation is very tehnial, though.Figure 2.2 shows a muh more vivid representation of the DOM tree of a web doument.It is a more artisti approah [Sal08℄ making use of DOM parsing, the Proessing [FR08℄visualisation framework and a physial library for simulating the attration and repulsionof atomi partiles. The nodes are oloured aording to their type and the overall imagegives a quite nie impression of the tree struture and the omplexity of its branhes.The methods provided by the DOM over ounting and aessing the hild nodes at-tahed to an element node and determining its parent. Combined with the possibility toloate the root node, i.e. the root element of the doument, the DOM allows all basioperations neessary to work with trees. A few other methods allow simpler aess toommonly used operations, suh as getting the siblings of a node, searh operations andthe retrieval of lists of nodes. On a node level the DOM spei�es aess to the elementname, to XML namespae information, to the attributes of the element and to their values.While it is not possible to hange all of this data diretly, it is possible to generate newnodes and insert them at any point as new hildren or to replae existing nodes. Thereplaement of a node an be realised either diretly or � as some implementations do notsupport this operation � indiretly via deleting the old and inserting the new node.While the possibility to modify the struture of a doument is oming handy whenremoving or hanging ontents or other parts of the doument, the tree struture represen-tation is partiularly interesting itself: it allows the appliation of tree based algorithms.The possibility to handle elements as nodes in a tree, having at hand the information aboutthe number and the kind of the hild elements, the parent element and the root of the treeis interesting for a number of methods like tree alignment, searh or tree over algorithms.Several appliations whih will be disussed in more detail in hapter 3 make extensive useof the DOM model for douments beause of its tree struture and the easy way to aessand modify the information inside a doument.



2.1 Web Douments 19

Figure 2.1: The DOM inspetor of the Mozilla Firefox browser allows displaying the DOMtree of an HTML doument.2.1.4 TemplatesAs already mentioned in the introdution, the inreased use of WCMS is one of the mainreasons, why web douments nowadays ontain more ontents � in terms of both volumeand diversity � than a few years ago. WCMS inrease the maintainability of a managedweb site by separating the ontent from format, layout and struture information. Thiskey funtionality is realised via templates.Templates an be seen as empty framework douments with slots whih are �lled withdi�erent ontents to ompile the �nal douments. They allow to reuse ontents for di�erentpresentation styles or to inlude the ontents only partially, e.g. for the inlusion of title andteaser texts in link lists. Apart from the slots for lassial text ontents, like news artileswritten by human authors, the templates ommonly also provide slots for automatiallygenerated or derived information, suh as a hierarhial struture for the navigation menu,
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Figure 2.2: A more vivid and artisti representation of the DOM tree of a web doument.the date of publiation or the name of the author of an artile. Another kind of slots arethose whih are �lled with external or syndiated ontents. Typial external ontents areommerials or news feeds from other web sites.An example of the slot struture of a template is inluded in �gure 2.3, whih showsa manually annotated sreenshot of a news website. Seven possible slots4 have been high-lighted and numbered to show di�erent kinds of ontents whih have been �tted in.1. The main navigation: An automatially generated navigation menu whih representsa hierarhial struture of the artiles. In this ase the hierarhial struture isimposed by a pre-de�ned set of ategories and sub-ategories in whih the artilesare lassi�ed. This menu is the main and most general mean of navigating betweenthe pages of the web site.2. A loation display : Provides the user with an orientation and a seondary mean ofnavigation. It is dynamially generated from both the navigation struture and theategory of the urrently displayed doument.4The true template and slot struture remains hidden, but looking at several douments from the sameorigin suggested a on�guration at least similar to the one outlined in the sreenshot.
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Figure 2.3: Sreenshot of a template based web doument in whih the ontent slots arehighlighted.3. The date of publiation: A visually represented meta data information of the dou-ment. Though stritly related to the doument it is automatially generated and notpart of the artile itself. Some more meta data might be hidden in the soure odeof the doument and is not diretly visible.4. The news artile: The �meat� of the page. The main ontent and the primaryinformation the doument intends to transmit to the user. Though outlined as asingle ontent, the artile is very likely not �tted into a single slot, but onsists of a



22 Basi Terms and Coneptsolletion of slots itself. Title, teaser, author, news body text and images inludingtheir aptions are typially strutured in a presentation independent way. The layoutand arrangement of this information within the main ontent slot is imposed by thetemplate as well and, thus, the �nal appearane of the artile in the doument isreated dynamially.5. Commerials: This example of a ommerial is perfetly blended into the templatestruture. It �ts both in style and presentation. Other, more frequent forms ofommerials are the lassial banners whih usually harmonise less with the rest ofthe doument.6. A list of related links: In this ase the related links omprehend the artiles whihhave been published reently. So, the relation onneting the douments is based ona time riterion. Other riteria ould be artiles published in a series, written by thesame author or texts whih deal with similar and related topis.7. External links: While in the previous slot the ontent was omposed of internal linkswithin the same web site, this element o�ers links to external resoures from anothernews web site. It is an example of ontent syndiation.This example shows one more how template based douments seem to foster the in-lusion of additional ontents in a web page: it is mainly the ontent in slot 4 whih makesthe doument interesting for a reader. While maybe the related and external links arestill interesting for further reading, they usually would not attrat a user to browse thisdoument in the �rst plae and an be � together with the ontents of all other slots �ounted among the additional ontents.Apart from providing the managed web sites with an easy to handle uniform lookand feel, templates a�et the strutures of the eventually reated web douments as well.Sine the framework ode of the template is ommon to all douments, they have a soureode whih is very similar from a strutural point of view. This side e�et is partiularlyinteresting for CE appliations and underlies several TD algorithms. In a olletion ofdouments whih are based on the same template the reurrent soure ode fragmentsallow to infer the template struture and hene to dedue the loation of the slots.2.2 Information RetrievalTo a ertain extent, CE an be seen as a speial task of information retrieval (IR), as itorresponds to �nding the relevant information in a larger pool of data5. The main ontentrepresents the relevant information, while the entire doument, with all its ontents, formsthe data pool. Hene, CE an be seen as a kind of IR on a doument level.5Quite often the term IR is bound to the domain of retrieving relevant douments from a larger olle-tion. However, leaving the doument requirement aside, the IR de�nition of Van Rijsbergen in [VR79℄ �tsthe CE task very well.



2.2 Information Retrieval 23So, �nding the main ontent an be interpreted as the task of loating the relevantontents in a doument. Therefore the proess itself might involve tehnologies and meth-ods taken from the IR domain and the losely related �elds of data mining and mahinelearning . Espeially for the evaluation of CE it is neessary to give a short overview andexplanation of the terms and measures used in these �elds.2.2.1 Conepts, Instanes and AttributesIn order to gain a deeper understanding of some data, i.e. to ondut data mining (DM)or to apply mahine learning, we have to provide three things: a onept � or better aonept desription � the instanes or examples and the attributes of the data.The onept an be desribed as the aim of the learning task, the kind of understandingto be derived from the data. A onept an be the assignment of ategories to web dou-ments, e.g. the general topi they deal with, or it an be the grouping of douments whihbelong together, e.g. beause they are all based on the same template. As the oneptitself might not be obvious and not all onepts hidden in a data set might be known or ofinterest, the input for the mahine learning task is onsidered a onept desription Thisdesription outlines the intended onept whih is to be learned: a lassi�ation sheme,the luster groups of the data, a deision tree, et. The example of �nding the topi ate-gory for a web doument would orrespond to a lassi�ation sheme, the example of thedoument groups based on the same template to a luster analysis. Providing the oneptdesription for a mahine learning task might be the most di�ult parameter to set, asit requires to have already a feeling or an idea about what might be hidden in the data.Providing the wrong or an unsuitable onept desription might ause the results to bemeaningless or wrong in the light of the intended purpose.One the onept desription has been �xed, any algorithm needs data to learn fromin order to provide a result for the onept. This data omes in the form of a set ofinstanes or examples. To follow again our previous examples the instanes would be theweb douments for whih we want to �nd the topi ategory or the groups of ommonunderlying templates. An instane an be seen as a single realisation of the onept whihhas to be learned and thus provides some experiene from whih to learn the onept.The instanes are inseparably tied to their attributes. Comparing the instanes toobjets in an objet-oriented programming language, the de�nition of the attributes orre-sponds perfetly. So, if an instane is said to be the realisation of the underlying onept,it is de fato realised by the values its attributes take. Following the above mentionedexamples, the attributes interesting for a topi lassi�ation might be the words in a webdoument. For the template lustering instead the HTML struture might be more impor-tant. The attributes in this ase would more likely be the tags or the DOM nodes.In general, the nature of the attributes an be very di�erent. On the lowest levelattribute values are divided into numeri or nominal values. Numeri values are ontinuousand have basially no limits, neither in bounds nor in preision, e.g. there is, at leasttheoretially, an unlimited number of real values in a �xed interval. Nominal values on theother hand do not have this ontinuous harateristi. They an be onsidered as items



24 Basi Terms and Coneptsdrawn from a �nite set of alternatives. Some attributes are handled as nominal values,even though they orrespond to an apparently unlimited set of values. Texts or wordsare examples for this. The problem with this kind of data is that it is hardly possible tomake assumptions on whih realisations might our for these attributes and how to handlepreviously unseen ourrenes. Under this aspet numerial values an usually be dealtwith in an easier way due to their ontinuous harater. The range of temperature values,for instane, an be predited and instanes with previously unseen attribute values anbe ompared with instanes with similar values.Eah single instane has at least one attribute but an have an arbitrary number ofthem; and all instanes in a data set have the same attributes. It is, however, possible thatsome attribute values for some instanes are missing. Missing data is � just like faulty orbiased data � an issue that has to be faed, but these topis are beyond the sope of thisshort introdution.If all attributes of the instanes have a numeri harater, the instanes an be rep-resented as vetors. This translation of the instanes into a vetor spae allows to applyvarious mathematial funtions for operating on the instanes. Most important is a nearlyself evident onept of omparing two instanes by omputing the distanes in the vetorspae. However, distane and similarity measures an be de�ned more generally and validalso for instanes whih do not map into a vetor spae.2.2.2 Distane and Similarity MeasuresTo ompare instanes and their attributes it is neessary to provide some kind of funtion toformalise the omparison. Typially these funtions are formulated as distane or similarityfuntions.A distane funtion d : I × I → R for omparing instanes from a set I in a DM or IRontext should ideally be a metri, thus should satisfy several requirements:Non-Negativity: the distane between two instanes x, y ∈ I is at least zero:
d(x, y) ≥ 0.Nonidential instanes have positive distane: the distane funtion for two instanes
x, y ∈ I has a value of zero, if and only if they are idential:
d(x, y) = 0⇔ x = y.Symmetry: the distane between two instanes x, y ∈ I is the same, no matter fromwhih perspetive:
d(x, y) = d(y, x)Triangle inequality: given three instanes x, y, z ∈ I, the distane between x and y isless or equal to the sum of the distanes between x and z and between z and y:
d(x, y) ≤ d(x, z) + d(z, y).



2.2 Information Retrieval 25Not in all ases all these requirements are needed and not always they are met. Asusually the instanes are ompared diretly, the triangle inequality might not be neessary.Likewise it might be possible, that two nonidential objets have a distane of zero, orthat even the requirement of symmetry an be violated. Espeially in ases where nomathematial or algorithmi way exists to alulate a distane, but human experts areasked to estimate distanes between the instanes, the properties of a metri distanefuntion are very likely not ful�lled. In these ases the distane funtion is sometimesreferred to as a dissimilarity funtion (e.g. in [Kru64℄) to state expliitly that it is nota metri. However, as the term distane funtion is ommonly used throughout domainspei� literature for both metri and non-metri distanes it is adopted in this thesis fordissimilarity funtions as well.A similarity measure s : I × I → R is less restrited. It has to satisfy:Non-Negativity: similarity values are never below zero:
s(x, y) ≥ 0.Idential instanes have a similarity of 1: the similarity of two instanes x, y ∈ I is1, if they are idential:
x = y ⇒ s(x, y) = 1Note that two instanes may have a similarity of 1, even if they are not idential.Symmetry: the similarity between two instanes x, y ∈ I is always the same, no matterfrom whih perspetive:
d(x, y) = d(y, x)Maximality: a similarity measure has a maximum value of 1:
d(x, y) ≤ 1.Further, a similarity value of 0 states that two instanes are entirely di�erent. Thesemanti meaning of the statement, that two instanes are entirely di�erent depends onthe senario and might not always be easy to de�ne. A similarity lying in the interval (0, 1)states that two objets are similar to a ertain degree. The higher the similarity value, themore similar the objets are. As for the distane measures, in some ases the demand forsymmetry is omitted.Any similarity measures an be onverted into a (non-metri) distane measure d′ bysimply subtrating it from the maximum value 1:

d′(x, y) = 1− s(x, y)It an easily be veri�ed that d′ satis�es the requirements of non-negativity and sym-metry (if s is symmetri). Non-idential instanes will have a positive distane if and onlyif they have a similarity di�erent from 1.



26 Basi Terms and ConeptsLikewise a distane measure d an be used as a basis for a similarity measure. If amaximum distane dmax is known, the distane an be normalised and subtrated from 1to obtain a similarity s′:
s′(x, y) = 1−

d(x, y)

dmaxIf no suh maximum is known, there are two other ommonly adopted strategies toonstrut a similarity measure, one based on a fration and one based on the exponentialfuntion (see e.g. [SGM00℄):
s′′(x, y) =

1

1 + d(x, y)

s′′′(x, y) = e−d(x,y)All three methods provide a possibility to onstrut similarity measures whih satisfythe requirements of non-negativity, maximality, symmetry (if d is symmetri) and thatidential objets have a similarity of 1. The last two approahes though will never resultin a similarity of zero. Aordingly they will never state, that two objets are entirelydi�erent. This re�ets the fat, that as no maximum distane is known, there mightalways be another objet with an even bigger distane, thus being even less similar.2.2.3 Query, Result Set, Ground Truth and Gold StandardThe tasks of DM and in partiular of IR an often be formulated as a query on a set ofdata. A lassi�ation an be seen as a query to retrieve the orret lass for an instaneor the instanes for a given lass, and a lustering task as a query for the instanes thatbelong to the same luster. A deision an be interpreted as a query for the orret deisionwithin given options and a predition task as a query for the predited value. The answerprovided to a query is the result set , onsisting of no, one or several items.When it omes to evaluating the performane of a learned DM sheme, it is oftenneessary to provide external knowledge about the data. In ase of a lassi�ation taskthis would mean to provide the orret lassi�ation, for a luster analysis it would bea desirable luster on�guration. This external knowledge of the orret lustering orlassi�ation � usually provided by an expert � is referred to as ground truth or goldstandard . An evaluation of an IR method an then be evaluated by omparing the resultsets it provides with the result sets the gold standard suggests, and by how far they onformto eah other. Van Rijsbergen [VR79℄ uses the terms retrieved items (instanes atuallyretrieved by an IR method) and relevant items (instanes whih are interesting aordingto some gold standard).Providing a gold standard for an evaluation set is di�ult and/or time onsuming. Atypial approah is to subdivide the set of instanes whih are available for training amahine learning algorithm, and to use only a part of the instanes as training set whileemploying the remaining ones as evaluation set. This is possible as the instanes in the



2.2 Information Retrieval 27training set often provide a gold standard themselves, as they usually have to ontain e.g.the orret lassi�ation.In IR, quite often the ranking of the results is very important. The ranking desribesthe order in whih, for example, relevant douments are presented to the user. For CEranking is a less relevant issue. The results, i.e. the words of the main ontent, are providedin the same order as they appear in the analysed web doument.2.2.4 Evaluation and VisualisationFor the evaluation of a learned onept, there are various measures and approahes. A-uray, the onfusion matrix, reall and preision as well as the dedued F1-measure areommon quality measures for DM tasks and are predominantly used throughout this the-sis. We will now look at their de�nition and disuss the way they evaluate the quality ofa learned onept.Most simple, the result of a lassi�ation task an be orret or inorret. A orretlassi�ation is the desirable result, any inorret lassi�ation is an error to be avoided.The auray of a learned lassi�ation sheme is the ratio of orretly lassi�ed instanesamong all lassi�ed objets. Optimally the auray is 1. A problem of the auraymeasure is that neither it goes into the details of the errors nor it spei�es where theorret lassi�ations have been made.In the simple ase of a binary lassi�ation, i.e. a lassi�ation of objets into twodisjoint lasses or simply deiding for a given objet and a given lass whether the objetbelongs to this lass, exists a better and more detailed approah to look at the performane.For eah binary lassi�ation task there are four possible outomes when assigning aninstane to a lass. The most obvious outome: an instane belongs to a given lass andhas also been assigned to it. In this ase the result is onsidered a true positive (TP)� a positive assignment to the lass whih orresponds to the truth. Aordingly a truenegative (TN) is an instane whih has been lassi�ed orretly as not belonging to a givenlass. The ases in whih the lassi�ation is wrong, i.e. does not omply with the groundtruth, are alled false positives (FP) (has been assigned to a lass, but does not belong toit) and false negatives (FN) (has been delared as not belonging to a lass, but in realitydoes lie in the lass). While the �rst two are the desirable ases, the last two over theerrors made by a lassi�er. Further, there is usually a trade-o� between the FN and FPlassi�ations. Designing a system to be very strit in demanding the attributes of an itemto omply with the requirements might avoid FP assignments of instanes but inreasesthe risk of FN. Vie versa setting up the system to be very lax it is very likely that FNlassi�ations are redued at the risk of inreasing FP errors. Depending on the senario,it might be possible to estimate whih of the two errors is worse and aordingly should beavoided. However, the onsequenes and aordingly the preferene of FP and FN errorsannot be estimated in general.The onfusion matrix is a ommon method used to visualise how TP, TN, FP andFN lassi�ations are distributed. Table 2.1 outlines the struture of a onfusion matrix,



28 Basi Terms and ConeptsTable 2.1: The onfusion matrix assigns the result of a binary lassi�ation of a single iteminto one of four ategories. item was assigned to a given lass(item has been retrieved)yes noitem atually belongs to the lass yes true positive (TP) false negative (FN)(item is relevant) no false positive (FP) true negative (TN)with the results of the lassi�ation in the olumns versus the atual lass aording to theground truth in the rows.Changing the point of view from lassi�ation to the query interpretation of an IR task,the instanes that appear in the �rst olumn (assigned to lass = yes) orrespond to theinstanes in the result set, the instanes in the �rst row (atually in lass = yes) to thosein the expeted result set onforming to a gold standard.The reall and preision measures are following more the idea of the query interpre-tation. The reall is the ratio of retrieved relevant instanes to all relevant instanes, sothe ratio of true positives to the sum of true positives and false negatives. Expressed in asimple way: the reall tells whih ratio of the items that would be interesting in the notionof a given query was atually retrieved.De�nition 1 (Reall) An IR appliation returns for a given query a result set of retrieveditems R. Aording to a ground truth the set of relevant items is Q. The reall r for thisquery is alulated by:
r =
|R ∩Q|

|Q|

(

=
TP

TP + FN

)Note that for an empty set Q this formula is ill de�ned as the denominator beomeszero. The reall in this ase an generally be set to a value of 1, with the explanation thatall the interesting instanes (whih were none) have been retrieved.The preision measure is looking at the omposition of the result set from a di�erentangle. It omputes the ratio of relevant instanes in the result set to the overall numberof retrieved instanes, so it is the ratio of true positives to the sum of true positives andfalse positives. Again expressed in simpler words: the preision shows whih ratio of theretrieved items was atually interesting under the given query.De�nition 2 (Preision) Given the sets of retrieved items R and of relevant items Q fora query as above, the preision p is alulated by:
p =
|R ∩Q|

|R|

(

=
TP

TP + FP

)



2.2 Information Retrieval 29Here the formula beomes ill de�ned for an empty set R, i.e. if no instanes wereretrieved. Also in this ase the preision is often de�ned to have a value of 1, as the resultset is very preise in the sense that no uninteresting items are ontained.Both, reall and preision, are bound to have values in the interval [0, 1], and for boththe performane of an IR appliation is better if the value is higher. For most IR methodsthe size of the result set an be ontrolled more or less diretly via parameters. In thisway the resulting reall and preision measures an be in�uened as well. As explained inthe de�nition, empty result sets sore a perfet preision. On the other hand, if the resultset ontains all items from the data set, the reall is perfet, i.e. has a value of 1, sinein this ase R ∩ Q = Q. Obviously, inreasing the reall is usually ounterprodutive tothe preision sore and vie versa. Out of the two measures the reall value an usuallybe more diretly in�uened by inreasing the number of items to be inluded in the resultset. An ideal trade-o� between reall and preision, though, annot be deided generally.As one involves the FP and the other the FN errors made, as above, it depends on thesenario whether to prefer a high reall or a high preision.However, there is a ommonly used measure whih ombines the reall and preisionrating into a single sore: the F1-measure, sometimes also simply referred to as F-measure.This measure � like reall and preision � an have values in the interval [0, 1], where, again,high values orrespond to a good performane. To further reward good performane underreall and preision and penalise a bad performane of either of those measures, the F1-measure is designed to have a value of 0 if either reall or preision are zero, and a valueof 1 if both reall and preision have a value of 1.De�nition 3 (F1-measure) For a reall value of r and preision value of p, the F1-measure is de�ned as:
F1 =

2 · r · p

r + p

(

=
2 · TP

2 · TP + FP + FN

)Also F1 may beome ill de�ned: if both reall and preision are zero. It is obvious,that the F1 value in this ase is best de�ned to be zero itself.The F1-measure was formally introdued by Lewis and Gale in [LG94℄ but is basially areformulation of the E-measure with parameter β presented by Van Rijsbergen in [VR79℄:
Eβ = 1−

(β2 + 1) · r · p

β2p + rLewis and Gale de�ned F1 = Fβ=1 = 1 − Eβ=1 to get a measure whih gives equalimportane to reall and preision, and for whih higher values orrespond to better e�e-tiveness.Comparable to the onfusion matrix for the di�erent kinds of outome of a binarylassi�ation there are some diagrams that allow a quik overview of the reall and preisionperformane of a method.Most ommonly used are the preision reall harts whih plot the preision sore of amethod for given reall values. This kind of hart allows to see quite easily how preision



30 Basi Terms and Coneptsand reall are developing together. Further visualisation methods are ROC urves, whihplot true positives in the result set against the ontained false positives, both as perentageof the total numbers of positive and negative hits. This kind of diagram is originating fromthe �eld of ommuniations, when it omes to transmission of signals over noisy hannels.Hene the name, whih stands for reeiver operating harateristis. In the business world� in partiular for marketing analysis � lift harts are a widespread visualisation tool. Theyplot the number of true positives against the result sets perental size relative to the entiresize of the data set.2.3 Web Douments and Text MiningClassi�ation of web douments often omes down to or is based on lassi�ation of textdouments, web mining (WM) on a doument level is losely related to text mining (TM)and the lustering of web douments often relies on lustering texts.As one large �eld of appliation for CE is to aid WM, it is interesting to see howdouments an be represented for WM purposes and how lustering and lassi�ationmethods operate on these representations. The in�uene of CE on the representations isdi�erent and will be disussed in more detail in hapters 4 and 5.2.3.1 Doument RepresentationsThe simplest representation of douments for mining tasks is to build an inverted index ofontained words. An inverted index lists the words found in all douments and ontains foreah entry the referenes to the douments whih the word appears in. A good omparisonfor suh an index is the index of a book, as for example it an be found at the end of thisthesis. Whether listing all appearanes of all words or just the appearanes of interestingwords at relevant positions is just a matter of the intended purpose. A book will very likelylist only interesting or relevant terms, a database with a full text searh option will builda omplete index of all words. But even for a full text searh usually stop word redutionand stemming are performed in order to redue the size of the index both in terms of wordsand referenes. The onepts of stop words and stemming will be desribed in more detailin 2.3.2.An inverted index onsiders only the presene or absene of a word in a doument,thus a doument is tehnially represented by a set of words. As it does not over anymean to dedue some notion of importane of the words in the doument, it is used inWM environments merely as a data struture to quikly retrieve single douments whihontain a partiular word. A higher analysis of the douments is di�ult to base on theindex alone. The bag of words model for a text is already a more suitable and also veryommon representation. Opposite to the set approah of the index, the bag of wordsstores how often eah word appears in a doument. A ommon way to implement bag ofwords is through vetors. Enumerating the words of the doument (e.g. in lexiographialorder) allows to assign eah word to an entry in a vetor. Hene, for n di�erent words



2.3 Web Douments and Text Mining 31in the doument, the doument an be stored in an n-dimensional vetor. As for theindex, a stop word redution and an appliation of stemming algorithms prior to the bagof words onstrution an redue the dimension of the vetor drastially. This step isneessary espeially when onverting a whole set of douments into their bag of wordsrepresentations, as for an inreasing number of douments, the dimension of the vetorspae an beome very high. The reason for this lies in the need to measure the similarityor dissimilarity between douments: to be able to ompare two douments, they usuallyhave to live in the same vetor spae, thus requiring the vetors to provide entries for allthe words appearing in the doument olletion � even if a word does not appear in thepartiular doument the vetor represents.Not withstanding this drawbak, the bag of words model for douments is one of themost preferred and used as it allows the appliation of vetor based algorithms. Further, thevetor representation even opens up all the possibilities that ome along with a vetor spae,for example a variety of distane and similarity measures, the possibility of transformingthe whole spae into another oordinate systems or applying other geometri onstrutions.Other representations and analysis methods are built on top of the bag of words model.Knowing the number of words per doument, again with the assumption of having athand a whole set of douments, allows the alulation of entropy values, e.g. based onShannon's information theory [Sha48℄ or the TF-IDF (term frequeny-inverse doumentfrequeny) [SM83℄ value, or to analyse orrelations between doument ategories and wordappearane, e.g. using the χ2 test [YP97℄.The bag of words model does not take into onsideration the word order or word ontext.Bi-grams � or more general n-grams � try to �nd a ompromise between preservation ofontext and the bene�ts of remaining in a vetor based environment. An n-gram buildsn-tuples of onseutive words in a text. Common values for n are 2 and 3, resulting inthe partiularly denominated bi- and tri-grams respetively. The n-grams an be retrievedfrom a text by sliding a window with a length of n words over the text and storing thevisible text fragments as entries of the vetor.A ommonly adapted alternative to the vetor storage are in this ase the proximitymatries. The bi-gram proximity matrix (BPM) is a square matrix in whih the value ofentry aij orresponds to how often the i-th word is followed immediately afterwards by thej-th word. Likewise the tri-gram proximity matrix (TPM) realises the same onept witha three dimensional matrix of ubi shape for word triples.An alternative to building the n-grams on the basis of words is to use haraters asatomi elements for the tuples. This harater based variation is sometimes referred to as k-mer and uses a window with a �xed length of k haraters to determine the text fragments.The ontext and the words are preserved to a ertain degree by the overlap of the singleharater tuples and the restrited number of ombinations appearing in real language.This approah has the advantage of being relatively tolerant to mistakes in spellings and�exions of words as a subset of the k-mers of a word is very likely not a�eted by a spellingmistake or the hanges due to �exions. In fat, for longer words and a small k the hanesare good that most k-mers remain unhanged and thus allow to assert a ertain degree ofagreement between the original word and a misspelled or �exed version of it.



32 Basi Terms and Conepts2.3.2 Case Folding, Stemming and Stop WordsAs several tehniques and approahes are based on words, there are three onepts whihare interesting in this ontext: ase folding, stop word redution and the proess of stem-ming. All of them are intended to redue the amount of data to analyse by reduing thenumber of di�erently spelled but semantially equivalent words.Representing a text or a word as a string raises the problem that small and apital lettersare onsidered to be di�erent haraters. Aordingly two strings are di�erent if there aredi�erenes in apitalisation though they might ontain the same harater sequene. Onthe other hand, a word an appear with a small or a apital �rst letter simply due to itsposition in a text, e.g. at the beginning of a sentene or in a title. These positions, ingeneral, do not hange the meaning of the words though. TM appliations therefore oftenuse ase folding to unify the writing of words by onverting them ompletely in upperor lower ase writing. This proess is not without drawbaks. In languages di�erent fromEnglish a apital letter might hange the meaning. For example, in German a apital lettermarks nouns and the word �Weg� (path, way) is semantially di�erent from �weg� (away,missing). Di�erenes might our also in English, for instane, if it omes to names ofpeople or ompanies: �General Motors� has a di�erent meaning than the words �general�and �motors�.Stop words are words whih appear very frequently in texts, but are not meaningfulby themselves. Typial examples are adjetives, prepositions or other partiles. They areneeded to onstrut syntatially and semantially orret sentenes, but they are uselessfor an index, as they ontribute to the meaning only in ombination with other words.Therefore they are �ltered from an inverted index or similar data strutures. Commonpratie is to use a manually reated and language dependant list of stop words for �ltering,though this lists vary very muh from appliation to appliation. E.g. in [Ran07℄ it isestimated that the English stop word list used by the Google searh engine onsists of 36words, the internal stop word list of the MySQL database server used for text indexingonsist, aording to its manual, of 544 entries [MyS07℄.Even though they �lter out a lot of words from a single doument, stop words do hardlyredue the number of di�erent words. Staying with the example of Google: if the estimategiven above is orret, the searh engine's inverted index for English words is shortened by36 entries � a negligible redution onsidering the total number of English words. So, stopword redution mainly redues the spae needed to store the referenes to douments, notso muh the amount of words in the index itself.Another proedure to redue the number of di�erent words is stemming . Stemming isthe proess of reduing �exions of words to a stem � either the grammatial ground formof the word (e.g. �to go� for �gone� or �went�) or an arti�ially onstruted stem whihis omputationally more onvenient (e.g. �berr� for �berry� and �berries�). As reating aomplete list of all words, their grammatial ground form and their �exions is di�ult andvery time onsuming, the seond approah is probably more ommonly used in WM andTM appliations. It is realised by applying a so alled stemming algorithm. Stemmingalgorithms use a set of rules to dedue the stem of a given word. The rules are set up in a



2.4 Further Reading 33way to work for most words of a language, but they never over all ases of �exions. One ofthe most prominent algorithms in this �eld is the Porter-Stemmer [Por80℄ for the Englishlanguage. However, there exist a variety of other stemmers, also for other languages.Opposite to the stop word redution, stemming does not redue the number of referenesin an index. The referenes are simply attahed to the word stem instead of the originalversion. The list of di�erent words in the index is redued remarkably though.Further linguisti operations, like reognition of multi word expressions, resolution ofsynonyms, disambiguating homonyms or part of speeh tagging, are rarely used at this levelof doument representation. They involve the need for a sophistiated natural languageproessing (NLP) system whih often auses too muh overhead.2.3.3 MethodsA ategory of algorithms frequently used for lustering and lassi�ation tasks of web or textdouments are instane based methods. These methods refer to a portfolio of doumentsand deide the lass or luster of new douments by omparing them to the doumentsin the portfolio. Aording to a similarity or distane measure, instane based algorithmsassign an unseen doument to a lass or luster by evaluating its similarity/distane to theknown douments. The most ommon instane based lustering method is the so alledk-means approah. For lassi�ation tasks, instead, the k nearest neighbour algorithm isvery wide spread.Another group of algorithms is formed by statistial methods. Based on models forprobability they dedue from e.g. orrelations of words and ategories a lassi�ationsheme. The Naïve Bayes (NB) lassi�er is the most prominent representative of thisategory and works with onditional probabilities and, as the name says, is based on theBayes theorem.We will desribe some of those methods in more detail later on in hapter 7. As theywill merely be needed in the ontext of lustering web douments with respet to theirunderlying template, we will desribe them diretly in the senario we use them in.Less used methods for text lassi�ation are rule dedution systems, arti�ial neuralnetworks and kernel based methods like support vetor mahines.Another important topi in the ontext of WM are algorithms to determine a relevaneranking of the retrieved douments. Google's PageRank and Kleinberg's HITS are the mostprominent and representative algorithms in this �eld and have already been mentioned inthe introdution. In the environment of CE algorithms, ranking the extrated ontents hasnever been dealt with and so far is of no signi�ane.2.4 Further ReadingWhile providing the reader with enough bakground knowledge to follow the ideas andalgorithms disussed and developed in this thesis, the onepts and tehniques dealt within this hapter are muh riher both in theory and pratie.



34 Basi Terms and ConeptsThe �rst address for further reading in the �eld of tehnologies and formats for web do-uments are ertainly the reommendations and quasi-standards published by the W3C. Inaddition to the already mentioned tehnial papers about the formats for HTML [RHJ99℄and XHTML [W3C07℄, the Consortium provides a vast amount of information and tuto-rials. Best starting points are ertainly the web sites of the orresponding working groupsat [CSP08℄ and [Pem08℄ respetively.Aessing XML douments via SAX is desribed in most books on XML. Brownell[Bro02℄ is one of the few authors dealing with SAX only. However, the homepage of theSAX projet [Meg08℄ provides itself several resoures and a brief introdution.Like SAX also the DOM is dealt with in most XML books in more or less detail. Agood introdutory desription an be found in [Spe99℄. The spei�ations of the DoumentObjet Model are loated at the W3C and are spread over several douments [W3C98℄,[W3C00℄ and [W3C04℄. The onsortium's working group provides some additional publi-ations on the DOM at [HWW08℄.A good introdution to WCMS is given by Bühner, Traub, Zahradka and Zshau in[BZTZ00℄. The tehnial realisations of templates are di�ering too muh from system tosystem to o�er a single and omplete resoure for further reading. The artiles of the portalContentManager [Zs08℄ o�er brief introdutions to the topi, usually without being toospei� and restrited to a single WCMS. Abiteboul, Buneman and Suiu deal with thegeneral task of publishing data on the web in [ABS00℄. Aside from other related topisthey also desribe the abstrat layout of a web site management system, whih in itsfuntionality orresponds to a WCMS.There is a vast amount of books dealing with IR and its evaluation. Classial introdu-tions are the already mentioned book of Van Rijsbergen [VR79℄ or the one of Salton andMGill [SM83℄. More modern and very good introdutions are given by Witten, Mo�at andBell in [WMB94℄, Witten and Frank in [WF00℄ or Berthold and Hand in [BH03℄. Ferber[Fer03℄ onentrates more on the appliation of DM in the area of text olletions, similarthe book of Heyer, Quastho� and Wittig [HQW06℄. When foussing on WM and searhengines, the book of Liu [Liu07℄ is an exellent overview of the urrent state of researhand pratie. In [Cha03℄ Chakrabarti is emphasising more on searh engines, disussingthe related tehniques and algorithms in a more detailed manner. Dealing with very dif-ferent aspets, some of the hapters on Internet omputing and WM in [Sin04℄ might beinteresting as well.



Chapter 3Related WorkCE is a topi whih is rarely addressed diretly and on its own. Often it is merely a tool tosupport other tasks, therefore the methods to perform CE are frequently developed withinother appliations. One typial senario is to extrat the main ontent in order to improvethe performane of a text lassi�ation system. This inlusion in other systems is probablyalso the reason why the CE methods themselves are rarely ompared with eah other.In this hapter we will follow the development of CE in literature and will position itamong other, similar tasks. By outlining the similarities and di�erenes, we will try toreate a quite lear pro�le of what CE is and to provide a rough lassi�ation of existingalgorithms. A part of this pro�le analysis is represented by the olletion of appliationsenarios where CE is useful.The publiations on the appliation of CE often ome along with suggestions for CEalgorithms. We will take a look at the more important and well developed approahesamong those algorithms. After a quite omplete survey of CE and TD algorithms followsan overview of approahes and tehniques whih are useful to evaluate CE or to reate thedoument olletions whih serve TD as training sets.3.1 Content Extration and Related TopisThis hapter starts with a glane at the development of CE and a survey of related topis.We will outline the similarities and di�erenes of CE with the lose by �eld of informationextration (IE) and address the question of appliations whih bene�t from CE.3.1.1 The Problem of Content ExtrationAs mentioned already in the introdution, CE is the task to identify the main ontent ina doument. The main ontent is de�ned in opposition to the additional ontents suh asnavigation elements, related links or ommerials. In hapter 4 the problem and task ofCE will be spei�ed more formally. Until then, this intuitive notion will be su�ient to35



36 Related Workunderstand the related work disussed in this hapter � espeially beause none of thoseworks formulates a preise de�nition of CE itself.The spreading use of WCMS was already mentioned earlier as one reason for an inreasein the amount of additional and redundant ontent. Gibson, Punera and Tomkins [GPT05℄analysed the phenomenon in 2005 to quantify the amount of template generated ontent onthe web. Based on an analysis of several large web sites, they estimated that the templategenerated ontent makes up approximately 40 to 50% of the ontent on the WWW. Usinghistori data of the same web sites they were even able to determine a growth rate oftemplate ontents of approximately 6% per year.Gibson et al. further provided a rough lassi�ation of solutions whih address thetask of deteting and �ltering template generated ontents. They di�erentiated betweenloal tehniques, whih operate on single douments and are based mainly on heuristis,and global tehniques, whih are based on multiple douments and exploit the fat thattemplate generated ontents appear more frequently.The loal, single doument based approah of CE is basially the more universal so-lution, as it an be applied on virtually every HTML doument. In partiular also ondouments whih have not been reated by a WCMS and do not have an underlying tem-plate struture. The works of Rahman, Alam and Hartono from 2001 [RAH01℄ probablydesribe the �rst solution for single doument CE. In addition to formulating for the �rsttime the task of �nding and extrating the main ontent in a doument, Rahman, Alamand Hartono oined in this ontext the term of �ontent extration� for the proess of build-ing �a faithful reprodution of the original pages with the important ontent intat�. Lateron Gupta et al. piked up and established the term CE in several of their publiations onthe Crunh framework [GKNG03℄, whih will be presented in more detail in 3.2.1.The tehniques Gibson, Punera and Tomkins used to alulate the ratio of templategenerated ontents in a web doument, instead, are based on a multi doument approah.Multi doument solutions are usually more reliable in their extration performane, butan only operate on douments based on a ommon template. The algorithms Gibsonet al. employed will be desribed in 3.3.8 and are based on the works of Bar-Yossef andRajagopalan [BYR02℄. It is ommonly agreed that Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan were the�rst to desribe the problems indued by template based web douments in the environmentof searh engines and that they formulated the task and neessity of template detetionwithin a set of douments.The atual theoreti problem of using a set of web douments to dedue a tem-plate struture was analysed in more detail in 2003 by Yang, Ramakrishnan and Kiferin [YRK03℄. They assumed a senario of a web template whih is �lled with data froma bakground database and further onsidered the possibility that some attributes of thedata items an have null values. An attribute with a null value is omitted in a generatedweb page and thus does not reate the loal frame embedding the data either. Hene,ertain table ells or formatting instrutions might be missing for the aording web pages.The task to dedue from a set of given web douments a ommon shema desribing theimpliit template information is the basi idea underlying wrapper indution and multidoument based CE.



3.1 Content Extration and Related Topis 37Yang et al. show that �nding an unambiguous shema for template desription isequivalent to �nding an unambiguous list of union-free regular expressions (UFRE) whihis onsistent with respet to a set POS of positive and a set NEG of negative examples.UFRE are de�ned similar to regular expressions, but do not allow the use of the unionoperator | or any other mean to de�ne alternatives. The onsisteny of the list of theexpressions with the positive and negative examples demands that they desribe all thewords in the POS and none of the words in NEG. The negative examples are reatedautomatially from the positive examples by swapping the slot ontents, whih in this wayintentionally auses the ambiguity the negative examples are meant to prevent. Thus, thedemand for unambiguity of the shema states that for eah example in POS exists exatlyone expression in the list of UFRE whih desribes this word.By reduing the SAT-problem to the problem of �nding a onsistent UFRE for a set ofpositive and negative examples and to the problem of �nding an unambiguous onsistentUFRE for a set of strings they show that those problems are NP-omplete. The idea ofthe redution is to formulate the SAT lauses of onjuntive normal form into positive andnegative string examples in a way that the entire expression of SAT is satis�able if andonly if exists an UFRE whih is onsistent for these examples.3.1.2 WrappersIE is the proess of extrating strutured data from douments on the WWW. To harveststrutured data is a typial task in senarios where web pages always present data of asimilar type or kind, suh as online atalogues, telephone lists, produt desriptions or theresults of online searh engines. These pages are mainly generated via WCMS and are basedon templates whih are �lled with database stored information about the listed or presenteditems. Wrappers are programs whih are extrating again the original information from aompiled web page, thus, they extrat a ertain target data from the doument ontext.The web douments suitable to harvest information from are generally subdivided intotwo ategories: detail pages and list pages [Liu07℄. A detail page desribes one single itemin detail. Using the example of an online atalogue, an aording detail page would presenta single artile from the atalogue with all the data available. A list page instead is usuallyappearing as part of the navigation struture and lists a briefer desription for severalitems. For example, the atalogue web site would list all produts from the same ategory,providing an overview of information like the name of a produt, its prie, manufaturer,a small image and a hyperlink to the orresponding detail page. The essential di�erenebetween detail and list pages is that a detail page is equivalent to one entry in the database,while a list page ontains several data items. However, wrappers an be built for both kindsof web douments.Liu [Liu07℄ further subdivides the reation of wrappers programs into three ategories:reating wrappers manually, through wrapper indution and by automati extration.Manually reated wrappers are hand made by a human expert after analysing extensivelythe soure ode of some web pages ontaining the target data [GRVB98℄. Looking for pat-terns, the expert tries to �nd a way to loate the nested data in the web pages. One the



38 Related Workpatterns have been established, spei� and dediated wrapper programming languages ordevelopment frameworks like Jedi [HFAN98℄, TSIMMIS [HMGM97℄, Minerva [CM98℄ orthe Lixto projet [GKB+04℄ with its extration language ELOG [BFG01℄ aid the expert inrealising the wrapper itself.Wrapper indution is the �rst step to automate the reation proedure for wrappers.It orresponds to a supervised learning proess. Providing the wrapper learning algorithmwith douments for whih the target data has been previously outlined, it dedues thepatterns for extration itself. A standard approah is to automatially look for the so alledlandmarks in the ode: sequenes of tags or partiular words whih delimit the informationfragments. Being able to learn and on�rm the extration patterns of a wrapper on atraining set larger than a human programmer an handle, wrapper indution leads to morerobust results, whih might even be able to deal with exeptions and speial ases. Anintermediary step to full automation is to aid the human user in the proess of reating thetraining data. Algorithms �nding and �ltering similar douments are used to streamlinethe searh for suitable training douments.Full automati extration is reahed when the algorithms are able to dedue the dataitems from the training set without the need to previously outline the target data. Theproess is usually based on determining the template struture (see also 3.3) and its ontentslots. In a seond step the data found inside the slots of the douments is interpreted by theprogram as the data items from the database bakground and is used to build a wrapper.It is still left to a human user to attah a semanti meaning to the extrated data andeventually hek the results for orretness. But, leaving aside this interpretation of thedata, automati extration an be ahieved without human ontribution. It is thereforesuitable to operate on large amounts of data. The omputational osts, though, mightrestrit the size of the training set, as the learning proess often involves the alignment ofmultiple strings or DOM trees.One approah for automatially building wrappers is partiularly interesting in theontext of CE: the XWRAP elite system of Han, Buttler and Pu [HBP01℄. It inorporatesan analysis omponent to �nd those nodes in the DOM tree of a doument whih are likelyto ontain important strutured ontents. The overall system is aiming at the developmentof wrappers for �nding partiular and strutured or semi-strutured information in webdouments and onverting them into XML �les. XWRAP's mode of operation is desribedas a three step proess, onsisting of the phases of doument preparation, primary ontentloation and objet separation. The seond step is of partiular interest in the ontext ofCE. Han et al. developed three heuristis to pin-point the primary ontents in a doument:largest tag ount (LTC), highest fanout (HF) and largest size inrease (LSI). While LTCand HF are methods to �nd in partiular the strutured ontent for a wrapper indutionsystem, LSI is loser to �nding a main ontent in the sense of CE. We will take a look atthis method in more detail in hapter 6.Another topi to mention is wrapper veri�ation. It belongs to the task of maintainingwrappers and is disussed e.g. by Kushmerik in [Kus00℄. As the template struture of aweb site may hange due to a relaunh or a hange of style, a wrapper built to �t them willvery likely fail with a new layout. Veri�ation that a wrapper is still working, reognition



3.1 Content Extration and Related Topis 39of a failure and eventual provision of an option to �x it are the proedures needed tomonitor and maintain wrappers in a prodution environment. The reognition of a failureinorporates some mean of measuring the performane of wrappers. The evaluation modelsfor wrappers developed in this ontext unfortunately annot be translated to the evaluationof CE. For a wrapper program it is legitimate to demand a perfet extration and thus touse a binary evaluation basis for orretly and wrongly extrated data. The data to beextrated by a CE method is usually not de�ned as learly as for wrappers. We will disussthis problem in more detail when dealing with the evaluation framework in hapter 5.Wrappers and CE programs have a lot in ommon: the extration paradigm, operatingon web douments and the IE harater. The di�erene is represented by the data in thefous of the two approahes. Wrappers head for strutured or at least semi-strutured data.Ideally, they an be used to feed their output into a database, by assoiating the atomi dataitems of the extrated data to table olumns in a relational database sheme. CE, instead,is aiming at the disovery and extration of unstrutured or, at most, weakly struturedtexts. Even though also the text in a single slot of a template ould be desribed as thesingle attribute of a data set, wrappers are usually not suitable for this detetion task.The irregularity of the strutures within the text might onfuse the learning algorithmimmediately or the dedued rules will not orrespond to the main ontent in new andpreviously unseen douments.3.1.3 Reognition of Named EntitiesNamed entities (NE) are words or sequenes of words whih denote the name of a loation,a person or a ompany or whih ontain information about a date, time, phone number,e-mail address or an amount of money in a ertain urreny. The ategories of NE usedin a partiular appliation depend on the senario and the ontext of the appliation anddo usually lassify the words aording to some domain spei� terminology. In general,NE an be said to be expressions whih represent instanes belonging to a given set ofategories. In some publiations, NE are also referred to as named tokens or simply astokens in a text.Disovering and outlining or extrating the NE in a doument is di�erent from the aimof the wrappers in 3.1.2. NE usually do not appear in the semi-strutured way neessary forbuilding and utilising a wrapper. It might be di�ult or impossible to �nd the landmarkssignalling the beginning and the end of NE. As they an appear even in ontinuous text,reognition solutions apply other methods to disover the NE.Witten, Bray, Mahoui and Teahan [WBMT99℄, for example, used a orpus of markedup douments with di�erent ategories of NE to dedue individual ompression shemes.New entities are assigned to the ategory whih provides the best performing ompressionsheme.While the task of identifying NE an be onsidered a very spei� kind of CE itself,it an aid �nding the main ontent or information in a text. Paradis and Nie [PN05℄used a olletion of positive and negative examples for NE to determine the informativeparts in web douments whih in turn helped a lassi�ation proess. They used a very



40 Related Workspei� senario in whih it was possible to di�erentiate between ategories of NE whihvery likely help in lassifying a doument and those whih represent a kind of noise andtherefore might mislead the lassi�ation algorithm.The system of Paradis and Nie is an example where NE reognition an help to aom-plish a CE task. However, the problem in general is di�erent from CE as NE are usuallyshort and appear as part of the text. NE reognition is atually even independent fromweb douments. CE, instead, is a problem spei� to the web environment and it usuallyenompasses the disovery of an entire text. But, CE an aid NE disovery tasks whenthey are performed on web douments. Being able to fous on spei� parts of the text ina web doument might improve at least the time performane of NE reognition.3.1.4 Text Summarisation by ExtrationThe aim of omputer based text summarisation is to provide a shorter version of a text,whih is still providing all or the major part of the information ontained in the originaltext. A reason driving the development of text summarisation software is the problem thathuman users are often onfronted with too muh information to handle in the availabletime � a problem ommonly referred to as information overload .Automati text summarisation is a �eld of natural language proessing (NLP) an besubdivided into extrating or abstrating approahes. Abstrating text summarisation is a�eld of researh losely related to text understanding. It orresponds very muh to a textsummary as made by a human author. Abstrating summarisation algorithms analyse atext and then formulate a new, shorter text with the same or at least the essential partof the information. Aordingly it requires an at least basi understanding of syntax andsemantis of a language and in partiular of a given text. Extrating approahes, instead,reuse partial or entire sentenes of a given text to express the important issues in fewerwords. Desribed in a di�erent way: an extrating text summarisation solution does notformulate a new text, but simply shortens an existing one by omitting ertain parts whilemaintaining the meaning.This extrating approah shows parallels to CE. Also CE appliations, in fat, stripo� ertain parts of the textual ontents of a web doument in order to shorten the text.Even though the intention is not to provide a brief summary of the text, but rather to freethe text from additional ontents, the parallels an be used when it omes to evaluationof CE appliations. The evaluation framework introdued in hapter 5 is inorporatingevaluation measures whih are similar to the ones used for extrinsi evaluation [GS93℄ oftext summarisation by extration, e.g. as desribed by Maru in [Mar99℄ or by Dorr et al.in [DMO+04℄.3.1.5 Appliations Using Content ExtrationCE is used in a variety of appliations. As mentioned already before, CE algorithms arerarely developed as suh but usually in ombination with an appliation based on or bene-�ting from the CE part. Web mining, improving aessibility, web page restruturing and



3.1 Content Extration and Related Topis 41streamlining, personalisation and web site struture analysis are some of the appliationswhih may inorporate CE algorithms. We will now take a short look at some spei�appliations to give examples for where CE is used in pratie.Finn, Kushmerik and Smyth [FKS01℄ lassi�ed web douments into opinionated orfatual artiles. For not getting their lassi�er onfused by additional ontents whih didnot belong to the atual artile, they inorporated a CE algorithm.Pinto et al. [PBC+02℄ used a CE related tehnique to �lter from a set of doumentsthose pages whih are not artile pages. They distinguished between artile pages andweb pages whih serve mainly navigational purposes but do not ontain muh information.Looking for data to feed into a question answering system, they improved the performaneof the system by leaning the input data from unsuitable douments via a CE approah.Vieira et al. [VdP+06℄ observed a general improvement in lassi�ation and lusteringof web douments after passing them through template leaning �lters. Those �lters wereessentially extrating the main ontent.The IsaWiki system of Vitali, Di Iorio and Campori [VdC04℄ allows a personalisationof virtually any doument on the web. To prevent the users from destroying the strutureof their personalised opy by editing layout ritial regions in a doument, the write aessis restrited to those regions whih atually ontain relevant ontents. To disover zoneswhih are interesting for editing, Vitali et al. also involved methods to disover the mainontent.Several appliations like Crunh (see also 3.2.1), the system of Buyukkokten, Garia-Molina and Paepke [BGMP01℄ or the ore-ontent lipping approah of Mantratzis, Orgunand Cassidy [MOC05℄ aim at optimising web pages for presentation on devies other thanthe standard omputer sreens. Freeing pages from unneessary lutter or restruturingtheir layout serves in partiular the presentation of douments via sreen readers for visuallyimpaired users or appliations running on small sreen devies, suh as PDAs and mobilephones.CE is, to a ertain degree, related also to the topi of analysing the HTML markup ofweb pages to dedue the presentation to the web user. In [HMS02℄ Henzinger, Motwani andSilverstein listed urrent hallenges for web searh engines. Even though the hallengeswere formulated already some years ago, most of them remain unsolved till the presentday. Among those hallenges is the problem of divergene between how HTML ode isstrutured in the soure ode and how it is �nally rendered and presented to the user.This divergene orresponds to the possibility to mark up words in a more prominent waythan how they are presented on the sreen. Vie versa it is possible to display ertaintexts in key positions on the sreen and provide them with a ertain layout to attrat theuser's attention, while the soure ode hardly reveals this feature. The di�erenes betweenpresentation and soure ode might mislead searh engines and, hene, are often exploitedfor searh engine spamming [GGM05℄, ausing irrelevant web sites to be listed for ertainqueries.The struture imposed on the text by the markup � Henzinger et al. refer to most webdouments as being vaguely strutured data � might suggest hints for suh attempts. The



42 Related Worktask ould also be reformulated as �nding the most prominent ontent. Hene, CE ould�nd appliation in the �eld of preventing searh engine spamming as well.3.2 Single Doument Content ExtrationCE methods whih are based on single douments perform the extration by analysingonly the doument at hand. No further information is used exept for what the doumentitself provides. Therefore the algorithms are usually based on heuristis and assumptionsof what makes up the main ontent of a doument.The major advantage of these methods is that they an be used out of the box: noadaptations � optional adjustments of the parameters left aside � or training phases areneessary. As most of these methods are additionally quite fast they are perfetly suitablefor on-the-�y extration. This is an important feature for all senarios where a CE systemis installed as a transparent layer between the user and the WWW. These systems areoften realised as loal proxy servers or browser extensions and perform the extrationtask whenever a web doument is reeived from the web and before passing it on to therequesting lient. Hene, in an on-the-�y system the CE operation must not take too long.The heuristis underlying the single doument methods are usually based on user ex-periene and an analysis of a wide range of douments. Aordingly, they work quite wellin most ases. However, if a doument does not satisfy the underlying assumptions themethods might fail miserably. A ommon assumption is, for instane, that the main on-tent is a long text with no or few tags. If the main ontent of a web page onsists onlyof a few words or maybe even of an image, a CE algorithm based on the afore mentionedassumption will loate no or a wrong main ontent.The �rst researh work about single doument based CE was presented by Rahman,Alam and Hartono [RAH01℄ in 2001. They desribed the problem and some fundamentalproperties a CE system should omply with.They also presented a CE appliation whih involved an analysis of the HTML strutureof douments in order to segment a web page into zones. The overall proess is desribedonly vaguely, but omprises an analysis of the proximity of the single zones, the lassi�-ation of the zones into di�erent ontent types like summarised ontent, table of ontentsor detailed ontents and �nally an NLP based analysis of the ontent itself. Inorporatingthe results of these analyses, Rahman et al. suggested to �nd semantially similar ontentfragments of the same kind and to label them as the main ontent of a web page. Thoughthey presented sreenshots of a system demonstrating the desribed proess, the authorsprovided absolutely no information about the implementation details or the inorporatedalgorithms.However, several other appliations have been developed sine this �rst approah tothe problem and most have been desribed and presented better and in more detail. Weare now going to take a loser look at solutions, whih are based on partiular approahesor whih are representative for an entire ategory of CE algorithms.



3.2 Single Doument Content Extration 433.2.1 CrunhThe aim of the Crunh framework is to rewrite HTML douments for displaying themon small sreen devies or to improve aessibility via sreen readers. Hene, it addressesspei�ally the impat that the inreased use of additional ontents has on these ways ofaessing web douments: additional ontents ause sreen readers to take muh longerto read a doument and diminish the available spae for the main ontent on the smallsreens of mobile phones and PDAs.Gupta, Kaiser, Neistadt and Grimm introdued Crunh in [GKNG03℄ as a frameworkbundling a olletion of heuristis to �nd the main ontent and perform some other trans-formations of a web doument. The framework is set up as a proxy server performingextrations and transformations on-the-�y.As mentioned above the extration proess is based on a olletion of heuristis. Oper-ating on the nodes of the DOM representation of an HTML doument, the heuristis areall designed to disover harateristi strutures of additional ontents. The main �lterswhih ome along with Crunh are intended to remove advertisements and disover linklists by determining the link-ratio (see also 3.2.4). Those link lists are then deleted orreloated in the doument. All deleted links an, for example, optionally be appended atthe end of the doument in order to keep the web page navigable within the ontext of itsweb site. Other operations aim at simplifying tables, e.g. by removing empty ells, or atunifying the layout of text bloks. Aside from the �lters whih are inorporated by default,Crunh provides a plug-in mehanism to keep it extensible for new heuristis and �lters.In other publiations [GKG+05, GKS05, GBKS06℄ the Crunh framework has beenre�ned further. One improvement is a genre lassi�er for web pages. Before proessing aweb doument, it is alloated to a genre ategory like international news web site, shopping,teh news, et. Assuming that layout and style of all web sites whih belong to the samegenre are similar, the parameters for the extration proess in Crunh are set to valueswhih have been disovered to provide the best results for douments belonging to thiskind of genre. So, the parameters are �xed aording to the genre and, thus, the style ofa doument.Crunh is written in Java and publily available. The latest version 2.0 an be foundalong with the soure ode and further information about the projet at [KGB05℄. Version3.0 seems to be under development but is not yet available.3.2.2 Body Text ExtrationA ommon alternative to using the DOM tree of a doument as basis for a CE algorithm isto tokenise its soure ode into a sequene of atomi elements and operate on these tokens.The �rst approah making use of this tehnique was the Body Text Extration algorithm(BTE).In the ontext of using the WWW as a repository of information for digital libraries,Finn, Kushmerik and Smyth analysed in [FKS01℄ whether a news web doument presentsan opinion or reports fats. As they realised, that additional ontents often mislead the



44 Related Worklassi�ation into fatual or opinionated artiles, they inorporated BTE as a pre-proessorfor extrating the main ontent of a web doument.The BTE algorithm is based on the assumption that the main ontent is a singleontinuous blok of text ontaining few or no HTML tags. To �nd this blok the �rststep is to tokenise all the text segments in the doument into words using white spaeharaters as delimiters. Then, after having represented all HTML tags as another kindof token, the whole doument an be seen as a sequene B0, . . . , BN−1 of N word and tagtokens. The idea underlying BTE is to �nd two token indies i and j in the token sequeneof a doument, for whih the number of text tokens between i and j and the number oftag tokens before i and after j is maximal.By assigning the tag tokens a value of 1 and the word tokens a value of 0, solving theoptimisation problem beomes equivalent to maximising the funtion Ti,j de�ned as:
Ti,j =

i−1
∑

n=0

Bn +

j
∑

n=i

(1− Bn) +

N−1
∑

n=j+1

BnFinn et al. also introdued the interpretation of the umulative distribution of thetag tokens as a funtion in whih a ontinuous plateau would represent the main ontentin a web doument. Figure 3.1 shows how a doument an be represented as a funtionfollowing this method. The example demonstrates quite niely how the main ontent ausesthe graphs to show a plateau approximately between the tokens with the indies 600 and1000.The BTE algorithm itself has not been tested, but it seemed to perform well in theappliation it was designed for. However, the main drawbak of the algorithm is its limita-tion to �nd exatly one ontinuous blok of tokens. If the main ontent onsists of severalparts sattered aross the whole doument and is possibly interrupted by other, additionalontents BTE is bound to make a mistake. Either, it will disard frations of the mainontent by utting them o� from the main blok together with the intermediate additionalontents. Or BTE makes the opposite error and inludes the additional ontents into theextrat together with the enveloping parts of the main ontent.A simple referene implementation of BTE as a Python module is available at [Fin05℄together with a short explanation of the algorithm. Algorithm 3.1 outlines the formalalgorithm as it has been implemented in this module. The Python module further uses amore ompat representation for the token vetor to ombine sequenes of onseutive tagor word tokens and thereby speeds up the proess a bit.3.2.3 Doument Slope CurveThe largest drawbak of BTE ertainly is the restrition of extrating one ontinuous blokfrom the doument only. Pinto, Branstein, Coleman, Croft, King, Li and Wei [PBC+02℄extended the BTE idea for usage in their QuASM system to look for several plateaus inthe umulative tag distribution funtion and thereby basially overame this weakness.
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Figure 3.1: The umulative tag token distribution in a web doument represented as afuntion. The arrows mark the plateau whih orresponds to the main ontent.QuASM is a question answering system based on web douments. Instead of providingdouments ontaining the information �tting to a searh query of a user, QuASM triesdiretly to give an answer to a user formulated question. When rawling web pages,QuASM does not take into onsideration every doument as a possible soure to extratinformation for answering questions. Instead, it �rst determines whether the doumentontains an artile and onsequently any useful information at all.For this purpose Pinto et al. tokenised the doument in the same way as Finn et al.were doing for BTE. But, instead of maximising the funtion Ti,j , they took a loser lookat the funtion desribing the umulative tag token distribution. They referred to thisfuntion as doument slope urve (DSC) d and formally de�ned it as:
d(i) =

i
∑

n=0

Bn, for 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1In the urve representation they interpreted long regions with a low slope as ontent,on the basis of the same assumption of the main ontent being mainly text with fewinterspersed tags. Having transformed the original problem into an analytial task it issu�ient to look at the urve alone and disover the above mentioned regions of low slope.



46 Related WorkAlgorithm 3.1: Finn's BTE algorithm.Data: B: Token vetor of an HTML doument of length N , where Bi orrespondsto the i-th token and has a value of 1 for tag tokens and 0 for word tokens.Result: Index tuple tindex = (i, j) with i ≤ j denoting the token range with themain ontentbegin
tindex ← (0, N − 1);
Tmax ← 0;// ount tag tokens till index ilookup0N[0℄ ← B0;for i = 1 . . .N − 1 dolookup0N[i℄ ← lookup0N[i-1℄ +Bi;// ount tag tokens after index ilookupN0[N-1℄ ← BN−1;for i = N − 2 . . . 0 dolookupN0[i℄ ← lookupN0[i+1℄ +Bi;// Searh optimumfor i = 0 . . .N − 1 dofor j = i . . . N − 1 do

Ti,j ← lookup0N[i℄ + lookupN0[j℄;for k = i . . . j do// Add word tokens
Ti,j ← Ti,j + (1− Bk);if Ti,j > Tmax then
tindex ← (i, j);
Tmax ← Ti,j ;return tindexendThis goal is ahieved by applying a windowing tehnique. The window size depends onthe doument length in terms of tokens. For douments of up to 200 tokens the windowis set to a size of 8 tokens. For longer douments a larger window is applied, up to amaximum size of 50 tokens for douments ontaining 5000 or more tokens1.The window is passed over the slope urve of the doument with an overlap of half of thewindow length l. If the average slope of the doument setion within the urrent windowis less than 50% of the average slope of the entire doument, the setion is delared to bea low slope setion. For a window starting at index i this ondition formally orrespondsto heking if:1The paper does not mention how to inrease the window size for douments with a length between200 and 5000 tokens, but a linear inrease seems an obvious approah.
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d(i + l − 1)− d(i)
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NIf three onseutive setions have been delared to have a low slope, they are onsideredto be the beginning of a low slope region, whih ontinues until three onseutive setionshave an average slope of more than 50% of the average slope of entire doument.Having outlined low slope regions in this way, QuASM uses them for two tests beforeonsidering a doument to be suitable for further proessing and for harvesting informationfor question answering.In the �rst test, the length of the low slope regions in terms of tokens is summed up. Ifthe amount of tokens in low slope regions makes up less than 10% of the tokens in the entiredoument, the doument is lassi�ed as not ontaining an artile and hene is disardedfrom the list of possible soures of information for QuASM.In a seond step the average slope of the setions in the low slope regions is alulatedagain and one more ompared to the average slope of the entire doument. If the averageslope of the seleted setions is less than 50% of the average doument slope the doumentis �nally aepted as ontaining an artile and passed on for further proessing. Thisseond test is not motivated any further. Reheking the slope properties of previouslyheked regions is probably intended to over suh ases in whih the end rule of threeonseutive windows with a high slope does not our or is met too late in the doument.As the low slope areas in the douments are not used further in the proesses of theQuASM system, it beomes obvious that this adaptation of BTE was never intended toperform CE, but simply for the binary lassi�ation of douments into those ontainingartiles and those whih do not. Given this intention, Pinto et al. observed a reall of0.862 and a preision of 0.688 for their lassi�ation task on a olletion of 188 doumentsof whih 87 were really ontaining artiles, while the others did not.However, it is fairly straight forward to onstrut a CE algorithm out of this DSCapproah, by simply onsidering the low slope regions as main ontent. The algorithm in3.2 determines for eah token in the doument whether it lies in a low slope region, hene itis general enough to realise both, the original purpose and extration of the main ontent.3.2.4 Link Quota FilterLink Quota Filters (LQF) are implementations of an intuitive heuristi for identifying andremoving link lists and navigational elements. Those elements typially onsist mainly ofhyperlinks and little or no other text. Vie versa, normal text as found in the main bodyof an artile might ontain hyperlinks but usually with an overall low ratio ompared tothe entire text. Aordingly, if a part of a doument onsists mainly of hyperlinks it isvery likely to be a navigational element or a link list.The determination whether a doument fragment onsists mainly of hyperlinks is doneby alulating the ratio of hyperlink ontent to the overall ontent � as demonstrated inalgorithm 3.3 � or alternatively to the none-hyperlink ontents. The resulting ratio issometimes also referred to as the link/text removal ratio [Gup06℄.



48 Related WorkAlgorithm 3.2: DSC algorithm.Data: B: Token vetor of an HTML doument of length N , where Bi orrespondsto the i-th token and has a value of 1 for tag tokens and 0 for word tokens.Result: L: Vetor of length N denoting whether token i is in a low slope region. Liis 1 for token in low slope regions, 0 otherwisebegin// Create doument slope urve
d[0]← B0;for i = 1 . . .N − 1 do

d[i]← d[i− 1] + Bi;// Determine window size
w ←= 8;if N > 5000 then

w ←= 50;else if N ≥ 200 then
w ←= ⌈0.00875 ·N + 6.25⌉;// Determine low slope regions

stotal ← d[N − 1]/N ;// History for last two windows
h← [0, 0];// Flag if urrently in low slope region
lr ← 0;for i = 0 . . .N − 1− w, stepwidth w/2 do

si ← (d[i + w − 1]− d[i])/w;// Determine if low slope setion
ls← 0;if si < 0.5 · stot then

ls← 1;// Chek history and update low slope region statusif lr = 0 thenif (ls = 1) ∧ (h[0] = 1) ∧ (h[1] = 1) then
lr ← 1;elseif (ls = 0) ∧ (h[0] = 0) ∧ (h[1] = 0) then
lr ← 0;for j = i . . . i + w − 1 do

L[j]← lr;// Update history
h← [ls, h[0]];return Lend



3.2 Single Doument Content Extration 49Algorithm 3.3: Linkquota funtion.Input: n: DOM nodeOutput: q: quota of links to overall textbegin
C ← desendants(n) ;
ttot ← 0 ;
tlink ← 0 ;foreah m ∈ C doif ¬isBlokNode(m) thenif isTextNode(m) then

ttot ← ttot + length(getText(m)) ;else if isLinkNode(m) then
ttot ← ttot + length(getText(m)) ;
tlink ← tlink + length(getText(m)) ;else
ttot ← ttot + length(getText(m)) ;
tlink ← tlink + Linkquota(m) · length(getText(m)) ;else

C ← C \ desendants(m);
q ← tlink/ttot;return qendImplementations of LQF are relatively wide spread and an be found in several varia-tions. These depend on the three ingredients referred to above: the doument fragmentsobserved by the �lter, how the ontents in these fragments are inorporated to alulatethe link/text removal ratio and the threshold value for this ratio. While the thresholdratio usually is a parameter, the doument segmentation and the way to alulate the linkratio a�it the algorithms in some details. A very simple LQF is outlined in algorithm 3.4and it an easily be adapted to di�erent ways of alulating the link quota or to onsidernested bloks as well.Gupta inorporated a Link Quota Filter in Crunh [GKNG03℄, whih alulates thelink/text removal ratio, by ounting the words in- and outside the hyperlinks within thesope of partiular DOM strutures, mainly table ells. The approah does not ount thewords themselves, but estimates the number by dividing the number of haraters in therespetive parts of the DOM struture by a onstant number of haraters per word. Thisnumber is preset to be �ve, but may be hanged via parameters of the algorithm. Underthis aspet Gupta's approah an be redued to ounting and omparing the number ofharaters inside and outside hyperlink anhor texts. The default threshold in Crunh ispreset to a value of 0.35 but this setting may be altered by the user as well.



50 Related WorkAlgorithm 3.4: A simple LQF algorithmInput: D: Doument, t thresholdOutput: D′: modi�ed doument without link list bloksbegin
N ← desendants(D) ;foreah n ∈ N doif isBlokNode(n) thenif Linkquota(n) > t then

C ← desendants(n) ;foreah m ∈ C doif ¬isBlokNode(m) thenif isTextNode(m) thendeleteNode(m);return DendThe most obvious drawbak of this implementation is its restrition on table ells asonly notion of doument fragments. As nested table strutures used to be a major designapproah for laying out web pages, the solution is ertainly historially motivated but willhave di�ulties with modern layouts. The reent tendeny to realise the layout of webdouments solely by div-layers in ombination with CSS formatting instrutions rendersthis approah unsuitable for a large number of today's web sites.Possibly this is one of the reasons, why Mantratzis, Orgun and Cassidy [MOC05℄ ex-tended the list of DOM objets whih form doument fragments. They added other bloklevel elements suh as the above mentioned div as well as table and tr. Mantratzis et al.referred to those elements as struturally signi�ant elements, as they highly in�uene thelayout of a web doument. Another major hange in their LQF implementation is to takeinto aount the e�et of struturally signi�ant nested elements. This means that thelink/text removal ratio alulated for one DOM element in�uenes the ratio of all parentblok strutures to a ertain degree. In this way the algorithm is supposed to be able tohandle link lists whih are built in a more omplex manner, e.g. onsisting of several nestedtables. For one of the struturally signi�ant elements to be lassi�ed as the root elementof a link list it has to satisfy two onditions: the ratio of the ontained non-empty anhorelements over all ontained elements has to be higher than 0.5, the ratio of the haratersin link elements over the haraters in the entire text has to be above 0.4. The ratios ofnested bloks are taken into aount but redued by a fator whih represents the distaneof the aording hild element to the potential link list root node in the DOM tree.Considering the nested elements might have drawbaks, though: a short text an getpolluted by nested link lists with a high link/text removal ratio. Hene, hoosing a suit-



3.2 Single Doument Content Extration 51able in�uene fator of the nested bloks beomes a ruial parameter. Mantratzis et al.unfortunately did not mention their hoie for this fator.A general problem with all kinds of Link Quota Filters is that they are spei�allydesigned to loate link lists but are not apable of deteting any other kind of additionalontent. Aordingly, ontents like headers, footers, funtional and layout elements arevery likely not reognised as additional ontents, as they do not fall in the ategory of linklists. Therefore, a LQF an only be part of a larger system � as in the ase of Crunh �and should not be the only way to approah the problem � as suggested by Mantratzis etal.3.2.5 (K-)Feature ExtratorThe link quota �lters in 3.2.4 were based on analysing DOM blok strutures. Two otherapproahes also using bloks as objets of analysis are the FeatureExtrator algorithmand its extended version K-FeatureExtrator of Debnath, Mitra and Giles disussed in[DMG05a℄ and [DMG05b℄ respetively. Both algorithms segment a doument into bloksand selet for extration those bloks whih are partiularly rih in a ertain kind of ontent,e.g. in text for lassial CE appliations.Quiet obvious, the de�nition of bloks and the way how to split a doument into thesebloks is a entral element of the algorithms. A blok orresponds to a sub-tree in the DOMand the riteria for building bloks are based on partiular elements in the doument whihde�ne the root node of a blok. The elements Debnath et al. list as the ones denotingbloks are table, tr, p, hr2 and ul. After reursively splitting a doument into bloks asshown in algorithm 3.5, they assign ertain features to the bloks. The features orrespondto the kinds of ontent inluded in a blok. As typial features the authors list the preseneof smaller, nested bloks, text, images, applets or ontained JavaSript ode. The featuresare deteted and reognised via the type and element name of their aording DOM nodes.FeatureExtrator and K-FeatureExtrator are designed to �nd those bloks whih arerih in a ertain feature. Obviously, for lassial CE tasks the desired feature is text, so,the algorithms extrat those bloks whih ontain mainly text. As the desired feature anbe inorporated as a parameter, the algorithms are very �exible and an be used not onlyfor �nding the primary text ontent, but also to loate and extrat bloks of another kindof main ontent, like images, tables or even JavaSript ode.Referring to the ratio of the desired ontent to all ontent in a blok as the probabilityfor this ontent, the FeatureExtrator algorithm �rst �lters and disards bloks with aprobability of less than 0.5. In a seond step the remaining bloks are then ranked aordingto their probability and the highest ranked blok is hosen to be the winner blok , i.e. theblok presumed to ontain the main ontent.Let us for example assume a web doument whih onsists of three bloks. The �rst ofwhih ontains two hyperlinks, an image and three words, the seond blok onsists of a2Their works do in fat list the horizontal ruler element as a blok struture, even though it is byde�nition an empty element in HTML and does not ontain any ontent. As suh it is unsuitable as rootnode for a blok of ontent in douments adhering to the W3C spei�ations for HTML.



52 Related WorkAlgorithm 3.5: Deomposing a doument into bloks aording to Debnath et al.Input: d: DOM node (�rst alled with root node of a doument), T : Set of blokde�ning HTML elements.Output: B: Set of bloks.begin
B ← D ;foreah t ∈ T doforeah b ∈ B doif b hasChildNode(t) then

BN ← getBloks(b,t);
B ← (B \ b) ∪BN ;return Bendfuntion getBloks(b,t);begin

B ← ⊘;
C ← desendants(b);foreah m ∈ C doif elementType(m) = t then

B ← B ∪ {m};return Bendhyperlink and four words and the last blok of a hyperlink, an image and no words. As weare interested in text, the desired feature is the presene of words. Aording to Debnathet al., the probability for words in the �rst blok is 3
2+1+3

= 0.5, for the seond blok
4

1+4
= 0.8 and for the last blok 0

1+1
= 0. In the �rst step, FeatureExtrator disards bloknumber three, as it has a probability for words of less than 0.5. From the remaining twobloks, the algorithms selets the seond as winning blok. It is extrated as main ontentbeause it is the purest blok for the desired feature.As not all main ontents of all web douments onsist of a single blok, the FeatureEx-trator algorithm has been extended to the K-FeatureExtrator. Instead of simply hoosingone single winning blok, the bloks with a probability high enough to pass the �rst �lterare lustered using a k-means luster analysis3. Afterwards the luster with the highestprobability for the desired feature is hosen as the winner set , so again all bloks from thisset are onsidered to be part of the main ontent.3The paper omits the detailed settings for the luster analysis. After inquiring the topi with theauthors, Mr. Debnath stated that setting the parameter k = 3 had empirially been found out to workwell.



3.2 Single Doument Content Extration 533.2.6 elISAThe elISA system is a rule based approah for analysing the struture of web pages. It usesan XML based format to apture an expert's knowledge for deteting the main ontent.Thanks to an elaborated mehanism for turning the rules into an appliable extrationsystem based on XSLT, new heuristis an easily be adopted by formulating them as anadditional rule in XML syntax.Vitali, Di Iorio and Campori introdued elISA in [VdC04℄ as a part of the IsaWikisystem. The aim of IsaWiki is to allow users to annotate and even hange virtually everypubli HTML doument on the web independently from write permissions on the hostingweb server. It is implemented as a lient side browser extension, whih is baked bya entral server. Whenever a user aesses a web doument via the browser, IsaWikiheks if a modi�ed version has been stored on the entral server. If this is the ase, thesystem inorporates the hanges of the modi�ed version into the urrently viewed webpage. For editing a urrently viewed doument, IsaWiki provides the user with in-plaeediting apabilities for ertain regions of the doument.The role of elISA in this ontext is to �nd those regions in a doument, whih theuser will be o�ered to edit. Based on the thought that modern web pages have a quiteompliated and sometimes even fragile layout struture, the IsaWiki user is supposed tobe able to edit the ontents of a doument only, not the strutures supporting the layout.This requirement implies the need that IsaWiki is apable of identifying di�erent kinds ofontent � among whih the main ontent is the most prominent.The indiations on how to �nd the di�erent ontents in a doument are spei�ed asheuristi rules. While the above mentioned Crunh framework uses di�erently formulatedand hard-oded heuristis to identify the main ontent, the rules of elISA are formulated ina uniform way. They are expressed in an XML based format and do all have a very similarand simple syntax struture. By applying an XSLT stylesheet the rules are transformed intoan XSLT stylesheet themselves, whih in turn an be applied to an XHTML doument. Theadvantage of the meta-stylesheet of elISA is the simpliity, extensibility and adaptabilityof the �le ontaining the rules. The editors do not need to have a deep insight into XSLTsyntax and XPath funtionality, but an maintain the original XML rules easily. To renderhanges or new rules operational it is enough to issue a reompilation of the XML soureode using the meta-stylesheet.The rules used in [VdC04℄ to desribe ontent and non-ontent regions were derivedfrom best pratie reommendations desribed in web design literature and experienesgained from an analysis of the strutures of representative HTML pages. The rules werenot intended to over all possible ases, but to provide a starting point for the IsaWikisystem. The rule set is ertainly meant to evolve and to be extended.For evaluation purposes Vitali et al. manually annotated 100 douments from di�erentbakgrounds to outline ontent, layout, navigation, form, footer and logo regions in thesoure ode. Using elISA with a set of 19 rules the system managed to orretly identifymost of the �rst four region ategories. The poorer performane for reognition of logos



54 Related Work...<RULE ontext="IMG"><CALL name="AttrSr" selet="./�sr"/><CHECK><WHENEVER test="ontains(l($AttrSr),'logo') orontains(l($AttrSr),'main') orontains(l($AttrSr),'home')"><SET attr="border">3</SET><SET attr="alt">"logo"</SET><SET attr="elISAtype">"logo"</SET></WHENEVER></CHECK></RULE>...Figure 3.2: Example of an extration rule formulated in the XML syntax of elISA.and footers was explained to be due to the various possibilities to realise these regions andto ahieve similar visual results with di�erent HTML ode.In [Di 07℄ Di Iorio desribed another appliation for elISA. Segmenting web doumentsand sorting the segments into one of the �ve groups of ontent, struture, presentation,dynamis and meta data, he introdued the Pentaformat onept to apture the hara-teristis of a doument in a dediated struture.3.2.7 Other AppliationsThe Opera Mini Browser is a Java ME (Mobile Edition) based browser for mobile phonesand hand held devies. Instead of ontating HTTP servers diretly to request a webdoument, Opera Mini uses a speialised proxy server hosted by the Opera ompany asa relay. The purpose of the proxy is not only to have a single point for onneting tothe WWW, but to enhane the performane of phones and PDAs when aessing webdouments. It ompresses the data to speed up data transfer and restrutures the webpages for sreens with a low resolution. The latter modi�ation allows to display alsothose pages whih were designed for resolutions muh higher than the ones of the smallsreens the devies usually provide.The whitepaper [WJ05℄ about the Extensible Rendering Arhiteture (ERA) underlyingthe Opera Mini browser desribes the general proesses of preparing and rendering standardweb pages for mobile phones and ontains hints to the inorporation of CE tehniques, eventhough on a very small sale. The tehnial details behind the extration proess, however,are not explained at all. In pratie, the system auses at most minor and very onservative



3.3 Multi Doument Template Detetion 55hanges to the ontents of a doument, a behaviour hinting to the areful use of simpleheuristis.The approah of entrally �ltering and restruturing web douments before displayingthem on mobile phones has reently beome more popular and some other appliationslike the TeaShark browser [Tea07℄ are based on similar onepts. However, more and moreweb sites provide dediated web douments for mobile devies, a development fosteredalso by the W3C Mobile Web Initiative [W3C06a℄. In many ases, web sites exploit thepossibility of an anyway utilised WCMS to publish the same ontent with di�erent layoutsvia the template mehanism. So, the overhead of ontent analysis and extration is atuallybeoming less neessary in this ontext.To a ertain degree, some browser extensions an be onsidered CE appliations aswell. In partiular, those appliations whih blok ommerial banners or odes loadedfrom external advertisement servers fall in this ategory. They do not perfetly maththe onept of CE, but are more �lters removing partiular kinds of additional ontent.However, some approahes are apable of learning and adapting the �lter rules, e.g. thesolution developed by Kushmerik in [Kus99℄.3.3 Multi Doument Template DetetionThe CE methods disussed up to this point operate on single and isolated douments. Theyinvolve impliit or expliit assumptions on how the main ontent of a web page usuallylooks like or how a doument is ommonly strutured. In fat, the notion of main ontentin these ases is usually restrited to textual main ontent. If the main ontent is an imageor even if it onsists of a table struture ontaining several small texts, the single doumentmethods might fail very likely.A �eld of researh losely related to the loal CE approah is the one of TD andtemplate reognition. The problem an be desribed brie�y as the task of analysing aolletion of web douments in order to dedue the struture of a ommon underlyingtemplate. Knowing the template struture, in turn, allows to loate the main ontent. So,TD an be a basis for multi doument CE.A �rst step in this diretion was already taken by the genre detetion mehanism inCrunh [GBKS06℄. In this ase, a global approah was used to dedue a more spei�but still heuristi assumption on the presumable struture of the douments, and therebyhoose better parameter settings. Other algorithms are looking more spei�ally at thedouments at hand to gain a deeper insight and, hene, base their extration proess inpartiular on the douments in the olletion.3.3.1 Page PartitioningIn 2002 Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan [BYR02℄ �rst desribed the problem of template dis-overy as a task of web IR and web DM. They gave a formal de�nition for templates,desribed the impat of template based douments on typial WM tools and introdued



56 Related Workan algorithm to lean template data from web douments, thereby improving the prei-sion of WM tools operating on those douments. The entral onept in their templatede�nition and detetion mehanism is that of pagelets. Pagelets are self-ontained regionsin a doument like the navigation menu, a searh funtion, an advertisement or the mainontent.The authors started by de�ning the three so-alled Hypertext IR Priniples, whih areimportant assumptions underlying most hypertext or referene based IR methods. Thepriniples are the Relevant Linkage Priniple (a hyperlink referenes a relevant resoure),the Topial Unity Priniple (o-ite douments or douments with large ommon biblio-graphy are related to eah other) and the Lexial A�nity Priniple (similar text andlinks indiate a mutual relevane of douments). These three priniples, so Bar-Yossefand Rajagopalan argued, are often violated on the web, espeially by template baseddouments. Deteting the template strutures and aordingly ignoring their ontents ina WM proess might retify the situation.To ahieve this aim, Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan desribed, additional to the abovementioned pagelets, also templates as a strutural harateristis of web douments. Atemplate is a olletion of HTML douments whih have the same look and feel and whihare ontrolled by a single authority4. Given these de�nitions in the paper, the use andappearane of pagelets and templates are learly orrelated. Templates favour the use ofpagelets as they an easily ombine di�erent soures of ontent and provide funtionalityaross an entire web site. Vie versa the organisation and management of pagelets with-out an underlying management system is di�ult, on a large sale even impossible. Therequirement of an underlying management system in turn favours the use of templates.Altogether, Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan's de�nition of pagelets and templates is one ofthe few attempts to give a formal de�nition of templates. Most other works adopt anintuitive approah to templates and their harateristis.In addition to the general, semanti de�nitions of what pagelets and templates are, Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan propose a syntati de�nition for pagelets. A pagelet is de�ned tobe a DOM node whih does not have a pagelet as an anestor node and does not ontainany hild node with at least k links. In the ourse of their works the authors report that intheir experiments they hose to set k to a value of 3. Aording to the syntati de�nitionthey de�ned a simple page partitioning algorithm to loate the pagelets in a web doument.The formal de�nition of a template is built on top of the de�nition of pagelets: atemplate onsists of a set of idential pagelets, whose original pages form an undiretedonneted omponent. In other words, a template is a olletion of pagelets with the samestruture and whih our throughout a set of douments. Further, the douments in thisolletion are required to be onneted at least indiretly by hyperlinks, so for eah twodouments in the set it has to be possible to �nd a sequene of links onneting them.4The single authority as ontroller of a template is required to onsider also speial ases like web sitemirrors or aidental similarities on one hand and the ase of several web sites managed by the sameWCMS on the other hand.



3.3 Multi Doument Template Detetion 57The pagelets of a template orrespond to the struture of the template and denote thereurrent fragments ausing the ommon look and feel. The requirement, that the pagesin whih the pagelets our form an undireted onneted omponent, is an attempt toformalise the demand for a template to be under the ontrol of a single authority. Note thatthis de�nition of templates does not neessarily orrespond to the intuitive approah of aframework doument. The templates of Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan orrespond more to aode fragment or a frequently used slot ontent in a framework doument. Consequently,the intuitive template onept ould be represented as a olletion of templates in thenotion of Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan all overing the same pages.In pratie, Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan relax the strit requirement of idential pageletsin a template and de�ne a template as a group of pagelets whih are at least approximatelyidential. To model this approximate identity they use shingles as desribed by Broder,Glassman, Manasse and Zweig in [BGMZ97℄. A shingle orresponds to the idea of n-gramsfor doument representation as desribed in 2.3.1. Shingles are basially all tuples of nonseutive words. Opposite to the approah for doument representation, the frequenyof a shingle/n-gram is not of importane in the ontext of pagelet similarity. Aordinglythe shingles for a pagelet are stored in a set struture rather than a vetor, and two pageletsare approximately idential if their shingle sets are equal. The intention of this approahis to avoid that a small perturbation in the text of a pagelet auses it to be treated asentirely di�erent.Given these de�nitions, the task of TD on a graph of hyperlinked douments G =
(VG, EG) orresponds to �nding all the templates T and their pagelets p1, . . . , pk whih arepart of the douments in VG.The example in �gure 3.3 shows �ve douments d1 to d5 whih all ontain pagelets.Idential pagelets are denominated with the same index, so all pagelets labelled p1 areidential in the above mentioned notion. Given that p1 ours in the douments d1, d2and d3 whih form a onneted omponent satis�es the template requirements for the p1pagelets. Likewise p3 quali�es as a template. Instead neither p2 nor p4 appear in a set ofdouments whih are onneted. Hene, they are not templates.As the de�nition of templates is sensitive to reurrent ontents, dupliate pages in aolletion have to be removed prior to the appliation of any TD algorithm. Otherwise, allthe pagelets in the dupliates appear more frequently and might lead to a detetion of nonexistent templates. The authors refer one again to the works of Broder et al. [BGMZ97℄,whih provide a suitable algorithm for the purpose of dupliate doument detetion.One the douments have been �ltered from dupliates, Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalanpresent two TD algorithms: one to be applied on a loal level, another one for appliationon a global sale. The loal TD algorithm is intended for usage on small data sets withfew douments. The loality of this algorithm is not to be onfused with the loality ofCE algorithms that operate on a single doument only.After the douments in G have been deomposed into their pagelets and their shingles,the loal algorithm uses the shingles to sort and group the pagelets. At this point, eahgroup already resembles a template. As mentioned above, the algorithm is designed forappliation on small sets of douments. In this kind of set the requirement that the web
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Figure 3.3: Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan's template riterion: douments d1, d2 and d3form a onneted omponent for pagelet p1, hene, qualifying p1 as template.pages ontaining the pagelets of a template are linked to eah other might easily be violatedas there are few links to tie the pages together. Following this thought the loal algorithmdoes not hek this onstraint of the de�nition.The global sale algorithm, instead, is meant to operate on larger sets and aordinglyrequires the templates to omply fully with the de�nition. Its �rst step is to ollet allthe pagelet shingles whih our at least twie in the doument set. The pagelets ofthose shingles are onsidered to be template andidates. In a seond step, the doumentsontaining these template andidate shingles are heked for being linked to eah otherusing a breadth �rst searh algorithm. By �nding the undireted onneted omponentsamong the pages, the pagelet groups of the template andidate are partitioned into the�nal templates. The templates found in this way fully satisfy the formal de�nition.For evaluation purposes Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan ompared the performane of theClever searh system [KRRT06℄ when applied on data sets of entire pages versus data setsof pagelets. The ore of the Clever system is mainly based on Kleinberg's HITS algorithm[Kle98, Kle99℄5. HITS uses the referenes in hyperlinked systems or similar strutures todedue network nodes whih are good soures for information (so-alled authorities) andthose nodes whih referene several good authorities (so-alled hubs). The results of BarYossef and Rajagopalan's experiments showed muh more preise results when searhingauthority pages related to a set of given topis.Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan explain further, that their notion of template detetion inthe sense of �nding groups of pagelets an be seen as an appliation of the frequent itemset problem. The latter is a lassial DM problem appearing often in onnetion withmarket basket analysis, as disussed e.g. by Agrawal, Imielinksi and Swami in [AIS93℄ andAgrawal and Srikant in [AS94℄.5There are atually several publiations whih refer to the Clever system, when basially they meanthe HITS algorithm.



3.3 Multi Doument Template Detetion 593.3.2 InfoDisovererLin and Ho developed InfoDisoverer [LH02℄ whih is based on the idea, that � oppositeto the main ontent � template generated ontents appear more frequently. To �nd thisredundant ontent, they disassemble the web pages of a training set into bloks of textand alulate an entropy value for eah of those bloks. The entropy value is based onthe frequeny of the words in the text bloks. A too high blok entropy value indiatesredundant ontents, whih aording to the underlying assumption are dedued to betemplate ontent.While the idea of partitioning a web page into bloks is similar to the page partition-ing of Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan, InfoDisoverer is based on another understanding oftemplates and uses a di�erent algorithm for the blok building. The bloks in the notionof Lin and Ho orrespond to visual omponents of a web doument, rather than to theontent and funtional oriented pagelets. Instead of de�ning the bloks over the number ofhyperlinks in the hild nodes, they use the approah outlined in 3.6 whih is based mainlyon HTML tables6.For the purpose of generality, they assume all douments of a web site to be based onthe same template. One a rawler has grabbed all the douments of a site and stored themin a training set, they begin to break down the douments into so-alled ontent bloks.All table ells and some similar strutures in a doument are onsidered to be a ontentblok and are represented by the texts ontained in them. Nested tables form ontentbloks on their own and are exluded from their parent's struture. The ontent bloksare stored in a simple tree struture, where an internal node orresponds to a ontentblok � for example a table ell � and leafs orrespond to the text nodes appearing in theDOM sub-tree of this table, without being ontained in nested tables. Lin and Ho reporta downstream re�nement of the granularity of the tree until the lassi�ation of ontentblok is unambiguous, but do not illustrate the tehnial details of this proess.One the bloks have been found, InfoDisoverer alulates the blok features, i.e.the words in the ontained texts after leaning them from stop words and applying thePorter stemming algorithm [Por80℄. Lin and Ho desribe the remaining features roughlyas �meaningful English keywords�7.The entropy alulation is a two step proess. First the entropy values of the featuresare estimated by analysing the term frequeny of the words in the douments of the trainingset. For this purpose the authors grouped together the features of the ontent bloks ofeah doument and thereby built a feature-doument matrix (F-D matrix). For furtheralulations or reuse in other IR system, they suggested to use term frequenies or termweight values (e.g. TF-IDF) for the entries in this feature-doument matrix. The entropy6While nowadays ertainly a bit outdated, the major part of web douments did make use of tablesstrutures to realise the layout of a web doument when the artile was written. Lin and Ho have atuallyonduted an analysis of the prevalene of table based layouts at the time of publiation and laim thatthis kind of layout struture was used for about 70% of the web douments. However, the onept ouldertainly be generalised from table ells to other HTML blok elements, suh as div.7The paper also overs brie�y the aspet of extending the approah to oriental languages suh as Chinese� a detail of no importane to the InfoDisoverer algorithm.



60 Related WorkAlgorithm 3.6: Building blok tree strutures in InfoDisovererInput: n: DOM nodeOutput: n′: onverted node for InfoDisoverer's tree struture of bloksbegin
C ← desendants(n) ;foreah m ∈ C doif isTableNode(m) then

C ← C \ desendants(m) ;
n′.addChildNode(BlokBuilding(m)) ;else if isTextNode(m) then
n′.addChildNode(getText(m)) ;return n′endof a feature then orresponds to the probability of a term and an be estimated by theterm weights aross the douments, if they are normalised to a range between 0 and 1.Using Shannon's entropy formula [Sha48℄ Lin and Ho arrived at de�ning the entropy of afeature Fi as:

H (Fi) = −
n

∑

j=1

wij log2 wijwhere wij is the entry in the i-th row and the j-th olumn of the F-D matrix, i.e. theterm weight for feature i in doument j of the training set8. A normalisation of the entropyvalues to the interval [0, 1] is ahieved by using the number n = |D| of douments in thetraining set D as base for the logarithm, so:
H (Fi) = −

n
∑

j=1

wij logn wijThe ontent blok entropy is aordingly estimated to be the sum of the feature en-tropies and is normalised by dividing by the number k of di�erent features in the ontentblok:
H (CBl) =

1

k
·

k
∑

j=1

H (Fi)where the sum overs all the features whih are present in the ontent blok CBl.On the basis of this de�nition, a ontent blok is lassi�ed as being redundant and partof a template if it has an entropy value above a ertain threshold, as high values orrespondto a blok appearing on many web pages. Vie versa, a ontent blok with a low entropy8Note that limx→0 x log x = 0, so terms with a zero entry in the matrix do not ause problems.



3.3 Multi Doument Template Detetion 61value is found only on few pages and thus annot be template generated. The hoie ofthe threshold value t is stated to be ruial to the algorithm.To solve the problem of an appropriate value for t Lin and Ho propose a greedy al-gorithm to �nd a good threshold � the authors onsidered it even an optimal threshold.The threshold value is inreased from 0.0 to 1.0 in steps of 0.1. As long as the inrease ofthe threshold adds new features, the proess is ontinued. If no new features are added,Lin and Ho assume the ritial boundary between informative and redundant bloks to bereahed.InfoDisoverer is evaluated on di�erent data sets of web douments. The ontent bloksof these douments were manually labelled to be either informative or redundant. Using theabove desribed way to �nd an optimal threshold setting, InfoDisoverer performed verywell in identifying the informative ontent bloks. For most tested senarios, it atuallyahieved perfet values of 1.0 for both, reall and preision. The value of the optimalthreshold setting ranged from 0.1 to 0.7.3.3.3 ContentExtratorThe idea to �nd redundant bloks in a olletion of web douments is also used by Debnath,Mitra and Giles in [DMG05a℄. The di�erenes of their ContentExtrator algorithm lie inthe way to build the bloks and how to measure redundany.Instead of Lin and Ho's ontent bloks Debnath et al. use a blok struture, whihis similar to the one used in their works on the (K-)FeatureExtrator and has alreadybeen desribed above in 3.2.59. The bloks are built as shown before in algorithm 3.5and, equally, also the blok features are identi�ed in the same manner as desribed above.The features over aspets as the number of ontained elements like JavaSript or imageelements and the number of words in ontained text bloks. A di�erene to the approahof (K-)FeatureExtrator lies in the handling of the text bloks. To di�erentiate the textsbeyond the number of words, they onsider an additional binary vetor noting whih ofthe words of the whole doument orpus are present in a given text. So, for the purposeof �nding the main ontent, text would be the desired feature again and a blok would berepresented by a binary vetor v of the words appearing in the blok.To be able to aount also for similar ontent bloks, Debnath et al. de�ne a blok sim-ilarity measure sim(Bi, Bj) using the lassial approah of alulating the osine betweenthe blok feature vetors vi and vj as desribed e.g. in [SGM00℄:
sim(Bi, Bj) = cos(vi, vj) =

〈vi, vj〉

|vi| · |vj|Two bloks are onsidered idential if their similarity is above a ertain threshold ǫ. Intheir pratial realisation Debnath et al. hose the value of ǫ equal to 0.9.9As a matter of fat, the works on ContentExtrator were atually published �rst and ontain sugges-tions for an early version of the FeatureExtrator algorithm. A more detailed desription and the lusteringextension of winning andidate bloks was then added later in [DMG05b℄.



62 Related WorkBeing able to measure the similarity of bloks and to treat similar bloks as idential,they alulated the inverse blok-doument frequeny (IBDF) for eah ontent blok Bi inorder to disover redundany:
IBDF i = f

(

1

|Si|+ 1

)where Si is the set of all douments ontaining the blok Bi or a similar blok Bj with
sim(Bi, Bj) > ǫ as above and f is said to be a linear or logarithmi funtion. A ontentblok is lassi�ed as primary ontent if it appears in few douments, so if its IBDF valueis below a threshold θ10.ContentExtrator is evaluated in the same way as Lin and Ho's InfoDisoverer on a setof web douments for whih the primary ontent bloks have been manually outlined. Onall the data sets involved in the omparison ContentExtrator ahieves a higher F1 sorefor retrieving the relevant ontent bloks, usually resulting from a muh higher preisionvalue. Another aspet evaluated is the umulative exeution time of the algorithms forlarge sets of up to 500 douments. Again, ContentExtrator performs muh better thanInfoDisoverer. The reason for the time improvement is not stated learly, but might resultfrom ContentExtrators ability to work reliably even with a small training set to alulatethe IBDF values. InfoDisoverer instead needs to analyse the whole doument set in orderto alulate its entropy values. However, the proposal for the FeatureExtrator algorithmis stated to be still faster. The reason for the faster performane in this ase ertainly isthat no training set is needed as it is a single doument algorithm.3.3.4 Site Style TreesThe Site Style Tree (SST) approah of Yi, Liu and Li [YLL03℄ ombines the tree struturesof the DOM with layout and formatting attributes of the nodes to �nd redundant parts ofthe analysed douments. Aordingly it fouses muh more on the visual aspets of webdouments than the other TD solutions.Given the task of lassifying web pages with produt desriptions and reviews intoprede�ned ategories about the produt type, the intention of the SST was to purify thedata from loal noise, i.e. the additional ontents. Aim of this puri�ation was to improvethe lassi�ation results, as the additional ontents might mislead the lassi�er.For this purpose, Yi et al. developed the SST to analyse the struture of a sampleof web pages from the same origin, i.e. the same web site. Ignoring the header part ofthe HTML douments � as it does not ontribute any visual ontent � they build an SSTstarting from the body element. An SST is di�erent from the DOM tree, as it ontainstwo di�erent kinds of nodes: style nodes and element nodes.The style nodes basially apture the entire sequene of sibling element nodes ourringat a given level of a sub-tree in the DOM. The ontained element nodes are similar to the10The funtion �nally used for f and the spei� value hosen for θ in the experiments is missing in thepaper. Neither is made lear the purpose for involving the funtion f .
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Figure 3.4: The DOM tree of a simple doument and the aording PST. The retangularstrutures in the PST orrespond to style nodes, the oval strutures to element nodes.element nodes of the DOM as they ontain the name of the element and its representationrelated attributes. But, instead of diretly referring to hild element nodes, their hildrenare style nodes, whih apture the entire sequene of hild elements in a single struture.Building an SST for a single doument is a straight forward proess based on the DOMrepresentation of the doument. Yi et al. refer to suh a single doument SST as a PageStyle Tree (PST). Figure 3.4 shows a very simple doument in its DOM and its PSTrepresentation. To ombine several PSTs into an SST, all possible hild style nodes for anelement node are olleted and attahed to the node together with the number of theirourrenes. As two style nodes are onsidered to be equal if and only if they ontainthe same sequene of element nodes with the same attributes, there is no need to performomplex tree alignments; therefore the omputational omplexity of building the SST iskept low. The result of this proess is a tree struture uniting all the PSTs of a web sitein a single SST.The next step in the proess is to identify the nodes of the SST whih orrespond tonoise and those whih are meaningful. To ahieve this, the �rst step is to alulate a valuere�eting the importane of an element node. Similarly to InfoDisoverer, Yi et al. hosethe entropy of the nodes to dedue importane. Given an element node E whih appearsin m douments, if E has l hild style nodes and pi is the probability for the i-th of thesenodes to appear with E, the importane of E is:NodeImp(E) =

{

−
∑l

i=1 pi logm pi m > 1

1 m = 1As this importane value does not inorporate the importane of the hild nodes yet, theseond step is to build a omposite importane for the nodes. This omposite importaneis neessarily de�ned di�erently for internal nodes and leaf nodes in the SST, as leaf nodes



64 Related Workdo not have hild nodes. For an internal element node E, again with l hild style nodesand their probability pi of ourrene with E, the omposite importane is:CompImp(E) = (1− γl)NodeImp(E) + γl

l
∑

i=1

(piCompImp(Si))

γ is stated to be an attenuating fator and Yi et al. set it to a value of 0.9 during theirexperiments. Further, this equation involves a omposite importane of style nodes, whihis de�ned as the average omposite importane of the ontained element nodes, e.g. for astyle node S with k element nodes Ej :CompImp(S) =
1

k

k
∑

j=1

CompImp(Ej)As already said, leaf element nodes do not have further attahed style nodes, so theomposite importane is de�ned in this ase via the atual ontents. Atual ontents wouldbe words, links, image �les et. and are referred to as the features of the node. Givenan element node E whih appears in m di�erent douments and has altogether l di�erentfeatures ai eah of whih with a probability of pij to appear in the ontext of E in page j,
E is assigned the omposite importane of:CompImp(E) =

{

1− 1
l

∑l

i=1 H(ai) m > 1

1 m = 1where H(ai) is one again the entropy of ai in the ontext of E, so:
H(ai) = −

m
∑

j=1

pij logm pijOne the omposite importane of the nodes is found, eah element node in the SSTis marked as being either noisy or meaningful . A node is de�ned to be noisy, if theomposite importane of itself and of all its desendants is below a given threshold t. Vieversa a node is meaningful if it is not noisy and does not ontain any noisy desendants.Note, that it is possible and even normal to �nd nodes in an SST whih are neither noisynor meaningful. All the nodes whih ontain hildren from both sets fall into this thirdategory. To further redue the size of the SST, the so-alled maximal meaningful and noisynodes are determined, whih orrespond to root nodes of ompletely noisy or meaningfulsub-trees. In the SST it is enough to keep these maximal nodes as it is known that theyontain only noise or meaning.For the �nal task of eliminating the noise in a given web doument, this partiulardoument is turned into a PST. Then its element nodes are mathed to those in the SSTand the nodes falling on noisy nodes are deleted, while the meaningful nodes are kept. Ifa PST node mathes an SST node whih has been delared neither noisy nor meaningful,the deision for extration is relayed to the next level in the tree, i.e. the mathing of the



3.3 Multi Doument Template Detetion 65hild nodes. Nodes �nding no ounterpart in the SST are onsidered to be presumablymeaningful and are kept as well.The authors mention a few implemented options for �ne-tuning the SST algorithm.Visually similar style nodes, for example, are merged under ertain onditions. The leafnodes in the DOM tree are not used as leaf nodes in the SST but rather their parents inorder to avoid a too exessive fragmentation of the tree, and small and rare element nodeswith an entropy value below a threshold of 0.1 are ignored when determining the noisy andmeaningful nodes.The SST approah was tested on a olletion of web douments desribing onsumereletroni produts from �ve similar ategories aross �ve di�erent web sites. Startingfrom a random sample of 20 pages from the web sites to empirially set a value for thethreshold t to separate noisy from meaningful nodes, the �nal training set for building theSSTs onsisted of 500 randomly hosen pages. Yi et al. then applied a k-means lusteringand a Naïve Bayes lassi�er(NB) on the page olletion. They ompared the results of thelustering and lassi�ation sheme when applied on the original douments, when appliedon the douments after having leaned the template data by using SST and �nally whenapplied on the douments after they were leaned by the page partitioning approah of Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan as desribed in 3.3.1. Yi, Liu and Li observed an improvement ofF1 for k-means lustering and of F1 and auray in lassi�ation with NB, when employingSST data leaning. Also in omparison with the page partitioning approah, SST yields asigni�ant improvement in lassi�ation and lustering performane.3.3.5 RTDM Tree Edit DistaneReis, Golgher, da Silva and Laender introdued in [RGdL04℄ a similar but more �exibletree based solution, whih does not look for exatly equal sub-trees only but onsiderssimilar sub-trees as well. Their researh work is omposed of three ontributions. First, afast algorithm for omputing a tree mathing for HTML based DOM trees. Seond, thede�nition of a pattern onept for trees whih is similar to regular expressions. And third,a heuristi based solution to dedue from a mathing of a tree pattern to a DOM tree,whih nodes of the doument ontain the title and the main text of a ontained artile.The algorithm introdued to �nd a tree mapping is alled RTDM (an aronym forrestrited top-down mapping). The original form of the algorithm is presented in 3.7 and isbased on the works of Yang on disovering syntatial similarities in programs via the parsetrees [Yan91℄ and the e�ient bottom-up tree distane algorithm of Valiente [Val01℄. Itis a restrition of the top down tree mapping problem as the algorithm looks for identialsub-trees only on the same level and within the sope of the same parent node. This,in ombination with the introdution of a threshold for pruning too expensive mappingoptions, leads to a quite good performane of the algorithm in pratie. The omputationalost in the worst ase is, however, still of quadrati order.When working with a set of douments whih has been downloaded from a web siteautomatially, Reis et al. suggested a pre-proessing step in order to detet groups of do-uments whih are based on di�erent templates. If a TD algorithm is applied to douments



66 Related Workwhih are based on di�erent templates, it will not be able to detet typial ommon stru-tures in the doument. Hene, building groups of douments whih are all based on thesame template allows to apply the TD algorithm individually for eah group and therebyto detet the di�erent template strutures.Algorithm 3.7: RTDMInput: Two DOM (sub-)trees T1 and T2 with diret hild nodes t1[i] and t2[j],threshold εOutput: Tree edit distane for (T1, T2)begin
m =length (t1);
n =length (t2);
M [0, 0] = 0;for i = 1 . . .m do

C(1,i) ←desendents (t1[i]);
M [i, 0]←M [i − 1, 0] +

∑

k∈C(1,i)∪{i}
delete (t1[k]);for j = 1 . . . n do

C(2,j) ←desendents (t2[j]);
M [0, j]←M [0, j − 1] +

∑

k∈C(2,j)∪{j}
insert (t2[k]);for i = 1 . . .m dofor j = 1 . . . n do

del←M [i − 1, j] +
∑

k∈C(1,i)∪{i}
delete (t1[k]);

ins← M [i, j − 1] +
∑

k∈C(2,j)∪{j}
insert (t2[k]);

sub←M [i− 1, j − 1];if sub > ε then
sub←∞;else if identialSubTrees (t1[i], t2[j] then
sub← sub + 0;elseif isLeaf (t1[i]) then

sub← sub+replae (t1[i], t2[j]);
sub← sub +

∑

k∈C(2,j)
insert (t2[k]);else if t2[j] is leaf then

sub← sub+replae (t1[i], t2[j]);
sub← sub +

∑

k∈C(1,i)
delete (t1[k]);else

sub← sub + RTDM(t1[i], t2[j], ε);
M [i, j]← min(del, ins, sub);return M [m, n]end



3.3 Multi Doument Template Detetion 67To disover those doument groups with di�erent underlying templates, the authorsproposed to build a similarity matrix based on RTDM for all douments in the olletion.By applying a hierarhial lustering method with a similarity threshold of 80% the do-uments in the training set are grouped together and the formed groups are assumed tore�et eventual di�erenes in the underlying templates.The onept the authors introdued to employ as a tree mathing pattern is the nodeextration pattern (ne-pattern). Those patterns an be seen as a kind of regular expressionsfor ordered and labelled trees. They o�er the possibility to use partiular wildard nodeswhih an be mapped onto arbitrary nodes or even entire sub-trees. The kinds of allowedwildard nodes over the ases of nodes for optional sub-trees (? -node), for arbitrarylabel nodes (. -node), for an iteration of nodes (+ -node) and for an optional iteration (*-node). The question whether an ne-pattern mathes (or aepts) a given tree is answeredby omputing a mapping with the RTDM algorithm and a partiular ost-model. Theost model onsiders the wildard nodes in a pattern and might assign an in�nite ost forertain mappings. If the overall mapping has less than in�nite ost, the pattern mathesthe tree.An ne-pattern for a given DOM tree orresponds to the DOM tree itself. To �nd anne-pattern, whih atually mathes an entire set of trees, Reis et al. used an iterativeproess. On the basis of tree mappings, they de�ne a way to ombine two ne-patterns intoa new ne-pattern whih aepts all trees aepted by the original two patterns. Applyingthis iterative proess to all douments in the initially reated lusters of the training set,Reis et al. reated ne-patterns orresponding to the aording templates of the doumentsin the lusters.To �nally deide whih parts of a new and previously unseen doument belong to thetemplate framework, one again a mapping is omputed between this doument and the ne-pattern. The text nodes whih are mapped onto wildard nodes are dedued to orrespondto ontents. A heuristi is then used to �nd those text nodes whih are most likely the titleand the body of a news text. The body is de�ned to be the longest text ontaining morethan a 100 words, the title to be a text with a length between one and 20 words, whihhas the largest intersetion with the body. The idea underlying the latter requirement isthat the words in the title most likely appear again in the main text.The overall algorithm was evaluated by its apability to extrat news from 35 di�erentonline news magazines. On average about 88% of the news were extrated orretly, 9%were extrated erroneously and 3% were not extrated.3.3.6 Doument Frequeny Based FilterA very simple approah based on the doument frequeny of text fragments was usedby Ma, Goharian, Chowdhury and Chung in [MGCC03℄. Considering the text fragmentsin web douments only, they developed an alternative and less ompliated approah fordeteting redundany.The authors segmented web pages aording to a quite small prede�ned set of tags,namely the table tags tr and td. The texts ontained in eah of the resulting doument



68 Related Worksegments are onsidered to be an information unit. Ma et al. then alulated for eahunit the doument frequeny and stored it with the aording text fragment in a suitabledata struture. The �ltering proess itself is pretty simple. All text fragments whihhave a doument frequeny above a ertain threshold are onsidered redundant, thereforetemplate generated and are hene deleted from the doument set.The intended purpose of this task was to improve auray of searh operations on aolletion of web pages. For evaluation Ma et al. ompared the number of relevant pages inthe top ten ranked results for given queries11, based one on the un�ltered and one on the�ltered douments. They observed an improvement in preision in most ases. A furtherevaluation overed how well the segmentation orresponded to the underlying templatetable. Exept for one web site, the so-alled template table detetion ratio reahed a valueof 1, i.e. a perfet detetion ratio.While the algorithm itself is quite simple, the works are interesting also under anotheraspet. It is one of the few papers addressing the topi of data leaning. Espeially entropybased TD algorithms are suseptible to arti�ial redundany. Dupliates of web pages ausedi�erent douments frequenies and skewed entropy values. To remove dupliates, Ma etal. pre-proessed their data with I-Math, a hash based algorithm for dupliate doumentdetetion [CFGM02℄. To further detet the ourrene of di�erent templates in the trainingset, they tried to luster the douments aording to their underlying templates. However,the attempt turned out to be too unreliable and they �nally deided against adopting it.3.3.7 LAMIS and WISDOM for Web Struture MiningIn [KCLH02℄ and [KLHC04℄ Kao, Lin, Ho and Chen piked up the ideas of InfoDisoverer'sfeature entropy [LH02℄ desribed in 3.3.2 and ombined it with Kleinberg's HITS algorithm[Kle98, Kle99℄ to analyse the struture of an entire web site.The primary intention of LAMIS is to harvest the informative struture from the hy-perlink network between the pages of a web site. The informative struture is de�ned tobe a set of index pages and a set of artile pages whih are referened by the index pages.The informative struture an be interpreted as the main hyperlink struture of an entireweb site. For this reason, the index pages are onsidered to be table of ontent (TOC)pages whih provide links to the artiles. Given this division the artile pages orrespondto Kleinberg's notion of authorities, i.e. soures of good information, and the TOC pagesorrespond to hubs, i.e. plaes whih refer to good authorities.The problem with �nding the TOC and artile pages via HITS is that intra-site re-dundany appearing among pages of a web site an in�uene the proess of determininghubs and authorities. Kao et al. gave an example where an advertisement page gets a veryhigh authority value, simply beause it is referred to by many other pages due to ommontemplate generated ontent. This topi drift12, they said, is a ommon problem of the11Looking at the preision among the �rst ten results is a ommon evaluation measure for IR systemwhih provide a ranking. In literature it is often denominated as preision�10.12Topi drift is a term used for a web page whih is drifting into another ategory due to the linkstruture. An example ould be a web page about poetry appearing in the result set of a searh for the



3.3 Multi Doument Template Detetion 69HITS algorithm whih was observed by Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan as well. To overomethis drawbak, Kao et al. proposed to inorporate weights in the link struture of the webpages. A link is supposed to get a higher weight if it is �more informative�.To analyse how informative a link is, they used the same priniples as in the InfoDis-overer system. The ontents of the links are split into features, whih orrespond againto the onept of meaningful words. For eah feature they alulate a normalised entropyvalue whih is based on a normalised F-D matrix. A feature Fi whih appears in the j-thout of n douments with a frequeny of wij aordingly is assigned an entropy value of:
H (Fi) = −

n
∑

j=1

wij logn wijThe entropy of a link anhor is the average of the entropy value of its features. Using theentropy H(A) of a link anhor, Kao et al. attah a weight of (1−H(A)) to the aordinglink before using the HITS algorithm. They show that this proess remarkably improvesthe auray of HITS on a web site level for deteting hubs and authorities.One the hubs have been found, the authors used one again the lassial InfoDisovererto extrat the informative bloks and inorporated the same greedy algorithm for �ndingan optimal entropy threshold. After the informative bloks have been determined, all pagesreferened by the hyperlinks in these bloks are onsidered artile pages.The authors named the proess desribed above LAMIS for �Link Analysis of MiningInformative Struture� and it was tested on snapshots taken from several web sites. Thesystem performed quite well in reognising TOC and artile pages when ompared witha manually labelled lassi�ation. Also the informative strutures extrated in this waywere quite similar to the manually reated ones and did simplify the link graph of the webpages signi�antly while maintaining the general struture.In the WISDOM system [KHC05℄, instead, Kao, Ho and Chen adapted the idea ofinformative strutures to the sope of single web douments. This so alled intrapage in-formative struture is de�ned to be a DOM sub-tree omposed by the informative bloks inthe doument and by the struture arrying them. WISDOM (for Web Intrapage Informa-tive Struture Mining based on the Doument Objet Model) is designed to automatiallyreognise and extrat the informative struture of a page.Though developing several new onepts, the basi idea of WISDOM is to �nd informa-tive bloks in a doument, ollet them in an information overage tree and perform some�ltering, merging and expansion operations to retrieve the intrapage informative struture.All of those steps are again heavily based on the entropy alulation of features (meaningfulwords) as it was used in InfoDisoverer. The main ahievement of WISDOM is to improveauray when searhing for dediated artile and TOC bloks in douments.Java programming language. This an happen simply beause a famous Java programmer's homepagefeatures not only Java-related information but also a link to his favourite poetry web site.



70 Related Work3.3.8 Methods to Determine the Usage of Web TemplatesThough the primary objetive of their work was not to detet template strutures, Gibson,Punera and Tomkins [GPT05℄ needed to develop algorithms apable of doing so in orderto estimate the ratio of template generated ontents on the web. The aim of their analysiswas to measure the amount of template material and its evolution on the web in the lastyears. Template material, in the authors' notion, is ontent whih is present aross severalweb pages. The purpose of this ommon ontent, they say, lies mainly in the domain offormatting, navigation and branding of web sites.Gibson et al. proposed two algorithms for determining a ratio of template generatedontent. The �rst algorithm is based on a DOM analysis, while the seond uses the meretext ontents of a web doument. Both approahes take ideas from the works of Bar-Yossefand Rajagopalan and the SST algorithm of Yi, Liu and Li mentioned in 3.3.1 and 3.3.4,respetively.The �rst TD algorithm analyses the nodes in the DOM tree of a doument and assignsto eah node a so alled template-hash. The template-hash represents the node element, itsattributes, its ontent and all nested elements. Counting the ourrenes of the templatehashes, it is possible to easily ount how often a node and its sub-tree appear in identialshape aross all web pages of a web site. In a seond step, the algorithm delares a nodein a doument to be a template node, if its frequeny in the web doument olletionis between a lower and an upper threshold. The lower threshold prevents rarely founddoument fragments to be delared template ontent. This re�ets the ommon hypothesisthat template strutures appear more frequently. Hene, the nodes with a low doumentfrequeny simply appear too seldom to be part of a template struture. In the experimentsof Gibson et al. this lower threshold was set to a frequeny of 0.1. The upper thresholdis intended to avoid onsidering small DOM tree strutures as template data, whih ouroften by themselves. An example given in this ontext is the br element, whih is foundoften and always has the same template hash, but does not neessarily belong to a template.However, in pratie the authors used an upper threshold frequeny of 1. In this way theyignored the impliations of the previous thought again with the reason that these items willnot in�uene the overall result remarkably13. Aside from a ertain frequeny, a templatenode has to follow the maximal noise rule used in the site style trees, that it is not hildof a template node itself. The basi algorithm was �ne-tuned and made more �exible byadopting a tehnique to ombine several template nodes, if they are separated only bysmall and rarely hanging ontents.The text based approah does not use the doument struture but only the text ontentsof a doument. By �rst removing all HTML tags, omments and ontents of sript-elements14, this TD algorithm reates what is referred to as detagged ontent . After thispre-proessing, the algorithm onduts two passes on the training data.13In fat, in the ase of the br element no atual ontent is added, as it is by de�nition an empty element.14The authors do not mention the removing of the ontent of style elements. However, their deletionan be assumed in analogy with the sript elements.



3.4 Evaluation of Content Extration Algorithms 71In a �rst step only a random sample of P pages from the overall training set is onsid-ered. Passing a window of length W haraters over the texts in the sample, Gibson et al.alulated a hash value for the urrently visible ontent. To identify redundant text, as inthe DOM-based approah, again the ourrenes of eah hash value are ounted. As anoption for downsizing the amount of olleted data, they introdued another parameter Dand used a partiular seletion mehanism to store only 1 out of D hash values15. After alldouments from the random sample have been proessed, only those hashes whih ourat least F times are kept. In their experiments, the four parameters were set to W = 32,F = 10, D = 0 and P = 200, whih orrespond to using 200 douments for this �rst pass,reating hashes for eah 32 haraters window, not to use the option of downsizing theolleted data and onsidering only those hashes whih our at least ten times.Afterwards, in a seond step all douments in the training set are sanned for frag-ments with the same hash values as found in the �rst pass. By ombining overlapping orontinuous fragments, one more, a onept of redundant template ontent is de�ned andits volume an be ompared with the remaining ontents of the doument.Using these two algorithms to detet the rate of template generated ontent in ol-letions of web douments, Gibson et al. analysed a sample of 200 web sites whih wererequired to ontain at least 200 web pages eah. The type of web sites was manually deter-mined and labelled aording to seven di�erent ategories like news, atalogue, private orportal web sites. The douments in total and in the single ategories were analysed eah forthe rate of ontained template generated ontent, leading to the results already mentionedin the introdution: approximately 40 to 50% of the ontent bytes on the web are tem-plate generated. However, the results in the single ategories vary very muh. Comparingfurther the obtained ratio to the ratios found in older versions of the same web sites takenfrom a web arhive [Ar08℄, the development showed that the ratio of template ontent onthe web is inreasing annually by 6 to 8%. The paper further disussed the results in moredetail and introdued a visual representation of template rih web site strutures. Thesetopis are omitted here as they fall outside the main sope of this thesis.3.4 Evaluation of Content Extration AlgorithmsThe researh work presented in 3.2 and 3.3 is a quite omplete list of CE and TD algorithms.If an algorithm is listed in the bibliography but has not been mentioned here it is solelybeause it represents merely a variation of one of the other approahes.Most of the publiations on CE and TD also address the evaluation of the developedalgorithms. The researh arried out on evaluating CE solutions an be onsidered verysmall, though. A general and objetive measure whih allows to ompare the entire range ofdi�erent CE solutions does not exist. Aordingly the algorithms presented in the di�erentpubliations are hardly ever ompared with other solutions.15To make sure to keep the same hashes aross all douments, they demand the hash of a text fragmentto be zero modulo D.



72 Related WorkA further problem for omparing the evaluation results is the lak of a olletion ofbenhmark douments. Eah approah is evaluated on a di�erent set of douments. Astandard olletion of douments for evaluation like the TREC data sets for IR tasksprovided by the Text Retrieval Conferene16 has not been developed.Going bak to the �rst problem, the measures applied to evaluate a CE system arequite di�erent, but an be generally divided into four ategories: human user, appliationspei�, indiret and IR based evaluation. We will look at the di�erent approahes anddesribe some senarios in whih they are applied. Of partiular interest for an evaluationmeasure is how generally appliable and objetive the approah is, if and how it an beautomated and how suitable it is for large sale testing.Before going into the details, the works of Rahman, Alam and Hartono [RAH01℄ need tobe mentioned again. They listed general requirements a CE system for HTML doumentsshould omply with. Being generi enough to work with any website, a fast extrationalgorithm and a non intrusive design are the most important aspets for the extration partof suh a system17. By non intrusive design Rahman et al. meant, that the system neitherrequires to be installed on the web server, nor that hanges to the web douments need tobe made in order for the system to operate on them suessfully. The �rst step in evaluatinga CE system should aordingly be to hek its ompliane with these requirements.3.4.1 Human User EvaluationThe easiest and most diret way to evaluate a CE system is to have human users judge itsperformane. As human users have a very intuitive approah to �nding the main ontentin a doument, they an easily rate the performane of a CE system when being providedwith both the original doument and the reated extrat.All publiations whih employed human user evaluation were settled in the ontextof software systems whih were in fat intended to aid a human user when interatingwith douments on the WWW via small sreen devies like handhelds, PDAs or mobilephones. Given the aim of these systems, the user based evaluation approah is a self-evidentsolution.Already Rahman et al. hose suh a way to evaluate a CE system they desribed in[RAH01℄. Giving an example of a web doument, they show how their system deomposesthe doument into single ontent fragments and how those fragments are lassi�ed intothe ategories of detailed ontent, table of ontents and other navigation elements, likethe top bar of the web page. In the presented paper they give only one example of asingle doument and its analysis. No massive testing has been done and neither has anyobjetive measure been employed in judging the performane. The evaluation was notintended for omparing the system with other approahes, but rather for demonstrationpurposes. Aordingly it is impossible to base a omparison on suh an approah or to use16The TREC onferene series [oST08℄ provides several data olletions for di�erent text retrieval se-narios.17Other riteria involve rapid deployment, eonomial use of network resoures and easy on�gurability,whih are more general features applying not only to CE systems.



3.4 Evaluation of Content Extration Algorithms 73it for a large sale evaluation. However, it might be possible to get a �rst impression ofthe performane of a CE system and to spot obvious �aws during the development phaseof a CE algorithm.In order to bring the results of a human user evaluation in a more omparable form,Chen, Ma and Zhang [CMZ03℄ requested the users to lassify the performane of a CEsystem into the ategories perfet, good and error. Using a orpus of 200 web doumentsseleted from 50 popular web sites, they omputed a segmentation and lassi�ation ofthe web pages and presented the results to the user. If the user found the segmentationto be without any error, the extration was onsidered perfet. If the page analysis on-tained few smaller mistakes the result was onsidered to be still good and an extrationwhih led to a loss of information or an unusable web page was delared to be an error.Providing this rough sale for judging the performane, allows to ompare systems to aertain extent. Nevertheless, as the users might still have their own subjetive idea of howa web doument should be segmented, at whih point a web page is onsidered �unusable�and whih segments are important, also the prede�ned ategories bear a ertain degree ofsubjetivity.One way to overome this �aw is to not ask the user for their judgement diretly,but rather measure some seondary indiations for the suess of the extration proess.Buyukkokten, Garia-Molina and Paepke [BGMP01℄ gave the users ten tasks to ful�l andmeasured the time they needed to aomplish their assignments. All the ten tasks wereabout �nding some partiular information within the pages of a web site. The tasks wereassigned to di�erent users and divided for some to be done with and for some withoutthe help of the CE systems. It turned out that CE redued the amount of additionaland distrating ontent signi�antly and allowed the users to fous and omplete the tasksmuh faster. In some ases Buyukkokten et al. observed a speed up of 83% for �nding therelevant information.If the experiments are designed arefully this or similar approahes really do allowto obtain quite objetive results based on human users' experiene with a CE system.However, the general �aw of human user evaluation remains: it is very time onsumingand thus expensive. Espeially the obvious lak of automation renders these approahesunsuitable for large sale evaluations.3.4.2 Appliation Spei� EvaluationAs the major part of CE algorithms has been developed in onjuntion with larger appli-ations, the evaluation is sometimes spei�ally tailored to the needs of these appliations.The above mentioned work [BGMP01℄ of Buyukkokten et al. ontained another evalua-tion measure, whih � though still user based � falls more into this ategory of appliationspei� evaluation. The intention of their system was to streamline web douments forpresenting them on PDAs. In addition to �nding information faster, they also wanted tohelp �nding information more diretly. For this purpose they olleted data about howmany I/O interations were neessary to arrive at a given information. As an I/O inter-ation they onsidered any operation with the stylus pen used for interating with the



74 Related WorkPDA. Buyukkokten et al. observed a redution of up to 97% of the user interations whenapplying their CE system.Gupta [Gup06℄ developed four measures for evaluating the performane of the Crunhframework. Two of those measures re�eted the intended appliation of Crunh to improvedisplaying web pages on small sreen devies (suh as PDAs or mobile phones) or toenhane the aessibility of web pages to sreen readers. For the so-alled sreen readertest two sreen reader software pakages were used to read a doument. Under both sreenreaders Gupta ompared the time needed to read the doument one in its original versionand one after it had been �ltered by Crunh. The test is supposed to measure the timebene�t for a visually impaired user when using Crunh to aess a web doument. Theonstrained devie test instead aimed at the improvements for users with small sreendevies. In this test the amount of relevant ontent visible on sreens with resolutions of320x240 and 640x480 pixels was ompared again between douments in the original andin the �ltered version. The experiment setup was restrited to onsidering the number ofwords of the main ontent visible on the sreen without srolling.The last two tests reveal a problem of this kind of evaluation measures: it might bedi�ult to de�ne what a good performane is. Gupta assumed a better performane ofCrunh if the used sreen reader software was presenting the doument faster or morewords �tted on a small sreen. As long as the CE �lter is working �ne, this is orret.But as soon the �lter removes also some of the relevant ontent the atual performanebeomes worse. The measures will not re�et this, though. There might still �t a lot ofwords on a small sreen and the sreen reading time is ertainly improving when the textis beoming shorter.The third test re�eted Crunh's tehnial layout as a proxy server. Its intention wasto test performane and salability of the implementation. For this purpose a setup ofdi�erent lients was used, whih requested di�erent numbers of web pages simultaneously.Measuring the time needed to load the douments with or without Crunh �ltering thedata allowed to get an insight into how fast the system an handle a doument and how itperforms under stress.In general, appliation spei� tests are very interesting, as they allow the evaluationof CE systems under the very aspet they are intended to be used for. The results providea very spei� method for omparing the performane of di�erent systems. A drawbak isthat the results an hardly be onsidered for other appliations or even to dedue a generalperformane. Automation might still be an issue as well, as the results of a CE proessmight need to be interpreted and adapted to the target measure, e.g. Gupta's onstraineddevie test requires a user to ount the words visible on the sreen.3.4.3 Indiret EvaluationIf CE is used to pre-proess data for other algorithms and if for those algorithms exist stan-dard evaluation measures, the CE performane an be measured indiretly by measuringthe improvements in the performane of the downstream algorithm.



3.4 Evaluation of Content Extration Algorithms 75The fourth measure used to evaluate Crunh is falling into this ategory. In the News-blaster test, Crunh is used as a �lter for the Newsblaster [MBE+01, MBC+03℄ system.Newsblaster is an IR and information analysis system, apable of traking news web sitesand reating multi doument summaries of news published by di�erent soures and in dif-ferent languages. The system rawls news web sites and linked douments, and is ableto deide whether a doument ontains an artile and onsequently a suitable ontentfor reating a news summary. Passing the rawled pages through Crunh improved theperformane of Newsblaster in the sense that its rawler was muh more foused on webdouments atually ontaining artiles. The rate of web pages rawled but then disardedas unsuitable was redued drastially thanks to the prior appliane of CE.Yi, Liu and Li [YLL03℄ evaluated their SST approah by looking at the improvementsin lustering and lassi�ation of web douments. Following the idea that CE supportsthese tasks by leaning the data from disturbing noise, they expeted the luster analysisand lassi�ation to obtain better results. The advantage of this approah is that theevaluation takes plae in the world of IR and DM, where objetive evaluation measuresare well developed, �eld tested and ommonly aepted. The douments were lusteredusing a k-means algorithm one in the original, un�ltered version, one using Bar-Yossefand Rajagopalan's PagePartitioning and one using SST. The same data was used for alassi�ation task based on a Naïve Bayes lassi�er. The performane in both ases wasmeasured using the F1 measure, to see the improvements in reall and preision.Provided the downstream algorithm allows the usage of appropriate performane mea-sures, the indiret evaluation proess an be automated very well and the results allowa very objetive measure for omparing di�erent CE solutions. A problem with this ap-proah is that it does not diretly look at the performane of the CE algorithm. In ertainsenarios even a bad CE performane an boost the performane of other algorithms basedon the output data. An extreme example ould be a CE approah whih eliminates allontents exept some navigation struture, whih, due to some sub menu entries, is per-fetly orrelated to the lassi�ation of the douments. The lassi�er approah as used byYi et al. would yield perfet results, while the extration of the main ontent in its truesense is an entire failure.3.4.4 Evaluation based on Information Retrieval MeasuresDiretly using IR measures to evaluate CE is the aim of the last ategory of approahesfor judging an extration system. The basi idea underlying all the evaluation methods �even though never stated learly � is that the main ontent is the relevant information ina doument. So, CE an be seen as the IR task of retrieving this relevant information and�ltering out all additional and irrelevant ontents.This approah is similar to measuring the performane of wrappers. Kushmerik, Weldand Doorenbos provided in [KWD97℄ and [Kus00℄ manually extrated information as a goldstandard. As for a wrapper it is omprehensible to perfetly extrat the desired data, it ispossible to alulate a suess rate based on the results of eah single extration proess.If the enapsulated data was outlined perfetly the wrapper was suessful, otherwise



76 Related Workunsuessful. This interpretation allowed to determine an auray value for the wrapper.For CE this approah is not suitable, as already slight hanges in the extrated ontentwould lead to a failure under the evaluation aspet. But in reality it hardly hanges theoverall suess if a few words too muh or too little are extrated. Even for a human expertit might atually be di�ult to outline preisely whih ontents belong to the main ontentand whih do not.Lin and Ho's InfoDisoverer [LH02℄ was evaluated using an IR approah whih addressesthis problem. As desribed in 3.3.2, InfoDisoverer segments a web doument into bloksand deides for eah blok whether it is informative or redundant. So, the items extratedby the algorithm are always entire doument bloks. To ompare those extrated blokswith the atual main ontent, Lin and Ho manually labelled the bloks in a set of doumentsto ontain either informative or redundant information. The extration proess was theninterpreted as a binary lassi�ation task in whih the bloks were assigned to one of thosetwo lasses. To do so aross all the manually analysed douments, the lassi�ation wasnot evaluated on eah single doument, but on the set of all bloks ourring aross alldouments. In this way it was possible to alulate a global reall and preision rating for�nding the relevant main ontent bloks in the douments.Debnath, Mitra and Giles [DMG05a, DMG05b℄ piked up this idea of doument blokbased evaluation for their ContentExtrator and (K-)FeatureExtrator algorithms, whihhave been desribed in 3.3.3 and 3.2.5, respetively. As those algorithms operate on blokstrutures as well, it �tted their approah. The doument segmentation is alulated in adi�erent way, but the onept remains unhanged. They manually deided for the bloksof a doument whether or not they were main ontent. Afterwards this lassi�ation wasused to evaluate the results of ContentExtrator and (K-)FeatureExtrator. Di�erent fromLin and Ho they integrated the resulting reall and preision ratings into the F1-measureto haraterise the performane with a single value. Additionally they onsidered the timeperformane of the algorithms to demonstrate that their approahes performed signi�antlyfaster than InfoDisoverer.While the IR approah is objetive and an be automated � with respet to the initialreation of a gold standard � it still has a few drawbaks if it is performed in the way ofInfoDisoverer, ContentExtrator and (K-)FeatureExtrator. First of all, not always themain ontent an be perfetly aligned with prede�ned blok strutures; espeially Lin andHo use table ells as main blok struture, whih ontradits urrent trends in web designand, hene, might not appear in a modern HTML doument at all. Additionally none ofthe blok based evaluation measures seems to take into aount the �amount� of ontentin a blok for the evaluation. Under this measure a blok with no ontent is onsideredas important as a blok ontaining long texts. When developing the evaluation measuresin hapter 5 these problems are disussed in more detail together with proposals for theirsolutions.



3.5 Strutural Similarity of Web Douments 773.5 Strutural Similarity of Web DoumentsComparing web douments and �nding similarities is an essential part of most TD algo-rithms. Knowing the similarities of the douments orresponds to reognising the templategenerated parts of the douments and allows onversely to dedue the loation of the tem-plate slots and their ontents. Cruz, Borisov, Marks and Webb distinguished in [CBMW98℄three di�erent kinds of similarity measures for web douments: tag frequeny based mea-sures, parametri funtions and measures based on edit distanes. Espeially the lattermeasures have been developed very well and an be generally subdivided in tree edit dis-tanes and dedued approahes operating on paths and sequenes. As mentioned alreadyin hapter 2 any distane measure an be turned into a similarity measure. Therefore wewill look not only at dediated similarity measures, but also at distane measures for webdouments.3.5.1 Tree-based SimilarityThe DOM tree is generally onsidered to represent best the struture of a web doument.It overs all ontents, the ontained tags, their aording elements and brings out thehierarhy of these elements as well. Additionally, trees are well studied strutures and awide range of algorithms for omparing trees has been developed. Furthermore, DOM treeshave partiular features whih are useful in this ontext: the nodes have labels and areordered on the basis of their orrespondene to elements or texts appearing in a sequenegiven by the doument. Further, the tree is rooted as the doument root element is �xed bythe W3C spei�ation and there are ertain restritions on whih elements an have whatkind of hild nodes due to the HTML doument type de�nition (DTD). The knowledgeof these features and restritions allows to speialise general tree algorithms in order toimprove performane and redue omputational omplexity.Before going into tree mathing algorithms for HTML douments, it has to be men-tioned that already XML douments have most of the above listed features. Therefore, itis possible to apply any XML doument mathing algorithm to HTML douments. Onerepresentative to be mentioned here is di�X of Al-Ekram, Adma and Baysal [AEAB05℄.The authors basially onverted Valiente's bottom up algorithm [Val01℄ for deteting iden-tial sub-trees to suit tree mathing for XML DOM trees. However, as HTML is a speialase and ideally a partiular XML format, further speialisations an be made.The RTDM algorithm of Reis, Golgher, da Silva and Laender [RGdL04℄, whih hasalready been desribed in 3.3.5, is one of those speialisations. The major restritionsused in RTDM to alulate a tree mathing are twofold: it is a top down approah andidential sub-trees are found only if they have the same parent. In ombination thosetwo restritions eliminate the possibility to math idential parts of two trees if they arespread in di�erent sub-trees or have a di�erent distane to the root of the tree. A furtherintrodution of a threshold parameter, used to prune o� sub-tree mathings whih aretoo expensive, allows to speed up the algorithm in pratie. The theoretial worst aseomplexity remains quadrati though.



78 Related WorkA di�erent approah to speed up tree mathing is proposed by Shi, Niu, Zhou and Gaoin [SNZG06℄ and omprises a redution of the tree size. Their aim is to identify parallelversions of web douments in di�erent languages. For this purpose they need to alignmultiple DOM trees in order to �nd whih douments orrespond to eah other. Workingwith an adaptation of a tree mathing algorithm used for natural language proessing theyredue the size of the trees prior to the alignment. By stripping o� all unneessary DOMnodes like omments or proessing instrutions, merging text nodes with their parentsand unifying image nodes with the texts ontained in the alt attribute, the DOM tree isredued both in depth and number of nodes.Zhai and Liu [ZL05℄ base their works on the same restrited tree mathing algorithmof Yang [Yan91℄ as Reis et al. did for RTDM. But instead of aligning the whole doument,they make a pre-seletion of ertain sub-trees in the doument. Using rendering informationobtained from the API of the Internet Explorer web browser, they enrihed a simpli�edversion of the DOM tree with sreen loations for eah element. As wrapper development isthe main target of their appliation, they used this additional information to identify whatthey alled data regions. These are regions whih have a entral position in a doumentand are onsidered to be suitable for IE. The relatively small DOM sub-trees of the dataregions were aligned to extrat patterns for generating a wrapper on this data.3.5.2 Path-based SimilarityIn [But04℄ Buttler disusses several ways to measure the similarity between XML dou-ments. Tree edit distanes are stated to be probably the best but also very expensiveapproahes to measure the similarity between douments. After having looked brie�y atother solutions to alulate a similarity he proposes a new approah based on DOM paths.DOM paths as an approah to takle the problem of the high omputational osts foraligning DOM trees was already dealt with earlier by Joshi, Agrawal, Krishnapuram andNegi in [JAKN03℄. Their approah tries to apture the tree struture by looking at thetree paths whih appear in a doument. As a tree path they onsider only those paths inthe DOM tree whih lead from the root node to a leaf node. An entire doument is thendisassembled into the bag of paths18 (BOP) ourring in its DOM tree. A bag of pathsontains eah path and how often it appears, but no information about the order in whihthe paths have appeared in the doument. For a whole olletion of douments, Joshi etal. further removed those paths, whih are too rare or our in nearly all douments. Thisfeature seletion was based on too high or too low doument frequenies of the aordingpaths. The doument frequeny of the paths also serves for alulating the similarity ofdouments. The similarity of two douments is based on the frequenies fj(pi) of path
pi in doument dj and on the maximum of the ourring frequenies fmax = maxi,j fj(pi).Eah doument dj is represented as an N-dimensional vetor (dj1, dj2, . . . , djN), where the
dij =

fj(pi)

fmax
. A similarity for two douments dj and dl is �nally omputed by:18The term is derived from the bag of words model used for text mining.



3.5 Strutural Similarity of Web Douments 79SimBOP (dj , dl) =

∑N

k=1 min(djk, dlk)
∑N

k=1 max(djk, dlk)Even though Buttler did not refer to this approah of Joshi et al., he suggested himselfa variation to the bag of paths tehnique. Starting from a general representation of adoument by the paths ourring in its DOM tree, he developed a way to also handle apartial mathing of paths, while keeping the omputational ost low. To ahieve this hemakes use of the shingling tehnique suggested by Broder, Glassman, Manasse and Zweigin [BGMZ97℄ already mentioned in the desription of Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan's TDalgorithm in 3.3.1. The idea is not to ompare omplete paths but rather breaking themup into smaller piees of equal length � the path shingles. The advantage of this approahis that two paths whih are di�ering only for a small part, but are quite similar for therest, will have a large �agreement� on the shingles. So, if ps(D) provides the path shinglesfor a doument D, the path shingle similarity an be omputed by:SimPS(D1, D2) =
|ps(D1) ∩ ps(D2)|

max(|ps(D1)|, |ps(D2)|)3.5.3 Sequene-based SimilarityPath based similarity measures an be onsidered a vertial approah to simplify the treestruture, as they onsider all parent-hild relations, but ignore, to a ertain extent, infor-mation about the sibling relation between nodes. Sequene based similarities, instead, anbe interpreted as a horizontal view of the trees. As obviously the sequene in whih thetags appear in the soure ode re�ets the hierarhial struture, this sequene an be usedfor alignment. Parent-hild relations, however, are more di�ult to trak in a sequene �in partiular aross several hierarhy levels.Representing the web douments as sequenes allows to map the tree alignment probleminto a string or sequene alignment problem. But if the problem is simply redued toomputing the longest ommon subsequene (LCS) of the sequenes the omplexity remainshigh. The ommonly adopted algorithm of Hirshberg [Hir75℄ for determining the LCS stillhas quadrati time omplexity. For ases where there are few mathes between the twosequenes Hunt and Szymanski redued the problem in [HS77℄ to O((n+r)·log(n)), where ris the number of mathes and n the length of the longer sequene. It is probably due to theomputational omplexity that there are no approahes using LCS to ompare doumentstrutures.Also Lindholm, Kangasharju and Tarkoma take a di�erent approah in [LKT06℄. Theyrepresent an XML doument as a sequene of XAS events as desribed in [KL05℄. Thoseevents are similar to the noti�ations of a SAX parser and orrespond to e.g. a starttag, a lose tag, an attribute and its value or a text fragment. Instead of looking for anoptimal mathing, they use a heuristi for sequene mathing based on the algorithmsxdelta [Ma00℄ and rsynh [Tri99℄ whih allows to ompute good alignments of sequenes



80 Related Workat linear time ost. The mathed sequene is transformed bak into an XML doumentwhih provides the ommon part of both original douments.Another approah was reently proposed by Chakrabarti, Kumar and Punera in [CKP07℄.They ombine the site-level TD algorithm [GPT05℄ of Gibson et al. to produe trainingsets for a lassi�er, whih in turn is supposed to learn typial template harateristis.After being trained, the lassi�er is said to be able to assign a templateness sore to eahsingle node in the DOM tree of a doument. Chakrabarti et al. report that the lassi�eris even apable of generalise the results from the templates of few analysed web sites to alltemplates on the web.3.5.4 Other ApproahesIn the lass of doument similarity measures based on tag frequeny distribution analysis(TFDA) Cruz, Borisov, Marks and Webb [CBMW98℄ desribe a weighted sum of di�erenesbetween tag frequenies in two douments. To ompute the distane, the douments are�rst passed through a �lter to eliminate everything exept the HTML tags. In a seondstep the frequeny for eah kind of tag in the doument is omputed; not ourring tagsnaturally have a frequeny of zero. Provided there exist N di�erent kind of tags and Fk,ibeing the frequeny of the k-th tag in doument i, the distane funtion for two doumentsan be omputed by:
dTFDA =

N
∑

k=1

(Fk,1 − Fk,2)
2 · wkThe parameters wk are weights for tags and the sum of the weights is restrited to be 1.The weights allow to give di�erent importane to di�erent kinds of tags, e.g. to promotetags whih provide the general struture, like div and td, over presentation oriented tags,like b or i.As Cruz et al. further represented the frequenies in perentages, and thus the valuesof Fk,i in a doument add up to be 100, the distane dTFDA annot exeed the value of10.000. This allows normalisation and an easy onversion into a similarity measure.When referring to the proess of �nding parametri funtions to alulate similaritiesof web douments, Cruz et al. distinguish three steps. The �rst one is to �nd a suitabledata struture for representing the strutural aspets of web douments. The seond is,to de�ne the parametri funtions themselves, whih operate on those data strutures andwhose values, in the third and last step, are aggregated into the �nal distane or similaritymeasure.As an example of a data struture they give a simple string format whih representsthe hierarhies of the unordered ul lists in an HTML doument represented by braes andusing numbers to show the number of ontained li entries. For the parametri funtionsthe examples are then to ount the length of the entire string, the number of openingbraes or the sum and average of the numbers of the li elements. The values of these



3.6 Summary 81funtions are ompared for two douments, the di�erenes are weighted and inorporatedinto a rather lengthy formula for a distane.The authors state that building a parametri funtion distane involves a lot of knowl-edge about the strutures and a good portion of heuristis. Indeed, the results an varyvery muh but allow at the same time to tailor a very senario spei� distane measure.An entirely di�erent approah is taken by Flesa, Mano, Masiara, Pontieri andPugliese in [FMM+05℄. Though based on the sequene of tags appearing in a doument, itis di�erent from other sequene alignment approahes as desribed in 3.5.3. Starting fromthe sequene of tags, they use a tag enoding funtion to assign a unique value to eahkind of tag. In a seond step a doument enoding funtion uses the tag values and thetag sequene as basis to generate a sequene of numeri values representing the doument.Having onverted a doument in this way into a time series, they adopt the disrete Fouriertransformation to analyse harateristi frequenies in the douments and to ompute adistane funtion.3.6 SummaryHaving looked at related researh work, we an say that CE � though its exat task is rarelyformally de�ned � has similarities to wrapper engineering, disovery of named entities andtext summarisation by extration. The high level division into single and multi doumentbased TD approahes we adopted is made by other authors as well. Several CE solutionshave been developed to an extent that they are ready to be employed and some evenprovide referene implementations. Also most TD algorithms are presented in su�ientdetail.However, evaluation is an open topi. No publiation provides an objetive and gen-erally appliable evaluation measure for CE. This gap is devastating to the developmentof new CE algorithms and the assessment of existing ones. Aordingly, our �rst task,after formalising the proess of CE, will be to develop suitable evaluation measures andto ompare the algorithms desribed in this hapter. Only one the performane of thesealgorithms is known and their weak points are deteted, it is possible to systematiallydevelop new approahes whih an overome the drawbaks of existing solutions.For the purpose of omparing web douments from a strutural point of view, sev-eral distane and similarity measures an be found. Their performane in the ontext ofomparing douments aording to their underlying templates has hardly been addressed,though. Further, the few attempts of applying doument distane or similarity measuresfor reating and leaning sets of training data for TD algorithms have not been evaluated atall. Buttler's statement that tree edit distanes are the best measure to ompare web dou-ments has never been analysed under the aspet of deteting underlying templates. Hene,in hapter 7 we will ompare several approahes for lustering web douments aordingto their templates under di�erent distane measures.
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Chapter 4Content ExtrationThe topi of CE was already the entral part of the last hapters. We used it so far withouta preise de�nition and adopted a very intuitive approah to explain what CE atually is.In this hapter we will go into the details of the general problem of de�ning the mainontent of a doument, take a more diversi�ed look at the di�erent kinds of ontent andformalise the onept of CE.4.1 The Main Content of a DoumentCE has been de�ned in the preeding hapters as the proess of �nding the main ontentin a web doument. Finding the main ontent also orresponds to identifying the other,additional ontents. Examples for additional ontents were already given in the introdu-tion and said to omprise navigation elements, layout strutures, link lists, ommerialsand template generated ontents.The harateristis of the main ontent of a web doument � though intuitively lear �are di�ult to desribe formally. A general de�nition of what makes up the main ontentannot be given. Even if in other publiations the terms prinipal, primary or ore ontentare used, the desribed onept is always the same and with it remain the di�ulties toapture it formally.Intuitively, the main ontent is the entral information of a doument. It is, so to say,what the doument is supposed to ommuniate and a doument might well ontain themain ontent only. Conversely it an be stated that a doument without a main ontentdoes not make any sense.In general, the main ontent may have di�erent forms. In most ases it will be text,as text still is the predominant method to transmit information on the WWW. Hene,the researh in this thesis fouses mainly on the extration of text ontents. There are,however, web sites or parts of web sites whih provide di�erent kinds of main ontent. Aphoto ommunity will have pitures as main ontent for most douments, video portalsdeal with movies or animated images. Software olletions will provide binary programs83



84 Content Extrationor soure ode, while digital online libraries will feature eletroni douments, more likelyin a PDF format than in a pure HTML format.In partiular the last two examples of a software olletion web site and a digital libraryare interesting, beause very likely the main ontent will not be visible in a rendered versionof the doument. Instead, the pages will provide some additional information about theprogram or the doument the user is about to download. While ertainly this additionalinformation makes little sense by itself, it is losely related to the main ontent and, in thisase, it is the only diretly visible part of it. Depending on the point of view, this loselyrelated meta data might even be onsidered to be a part of the main ontent.There are other ases, where the separation of main and additional ontents is not lear.Good examples are all the web sites, where a entral ontent is extended and enrihed �either by the authors or even by the users. After all, user generated ontent is a senariowhih is found more and more often in the ourse of the booming Web 2.0. But there areother, more lassial examples for this phenomenon.One representative is the Slashdot [MB08℄ web site, whih ollets news, rumours andstories from the IT world. While the atual news are usually quite short, the web site allowsthe users to disuss and omment the news. Opposite to most other sites, the disussionsand omments are diretly inluded in the doument of the news artile. Figure 4.1 showsan example of suh an artile and the following disussion. The omments are organisedin a style similar to newsgroup messages and it is more the rule than the exeption thatthe ontributions of the users are muh longer than the original message. Again, while thedisussion without the reported news is making little sense, it an be debated, whetherthe disussion is atually beoming a part of the main ontent. Some users will ertainlyappreiate the disussions very muh and might onsider them more entertaining, moreinteresting or even more informative than the initial news.A seond example is taken from a lassial news web site and demonstrates anotherquite ommon situation: an artile whih is enrihed with further but optional information.Figure 4.2 shows suh an artile whih was published on the BBC news web site. It reportsabout a new step in reduing the size of the strutures on omputer hips. While themain artile overs the tehnologial bakground and onsequenes of this development,an additional ontent is blended into the artile. A small box provides an explanation ofhow miro proessors work. This extension to the artile is general bakground information.Depending on who reads the artile, it an be onsidered part of the main ontent or anadditional ontent. A user with a good knowledge of omputing tehnologies and tehnialaspets of omputing siene will see it as an additional ontent, whih is not partiularlyinteresting to him and the doument ould perfetly persist without this information. Ifthe reader instead has no lue about how a omputer works, and whih purpose there ouldbe in reduing some to him unknown strutures on a omputer hip, this extension ouldbe extremely useful. For this user the artile without the explanation of how a omputerproessor works would provide far less information, aordingly the extension ould beonsidered as a part of the main ontent.These examples demonstrate quite niely, that even with the intuitive approah it isnot always easy to di�erentiate between main and additional ontent: the user's interest
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Figure 4.1: Slashdot news artile with user disussion.and bakground knowledge in�uene the di�erentiation. The di�erene between main andadditional ontent might even be simply a matter of taste. Some users like the o�er ofrelated links, others may be annoyed by suh extras.Summarising the observations we an state that it might be di�ult to outline the mainontent in a doument. The deision whih parts of the doument to inlude also dependson the user and is therefore to a ertain extent subjetive. Considering this observation asan intrinsi feature of the main ontent, we will, from now on, refer to the main ontent asthose parts of the douments whih are entral due to an expert's notion. On one hand,this ideal expert omes along with the neessary bakground knowledge to distinguishbetween ontents essential for the doument, extended ontents whih are still related tothe main ontent and unrelated additional ontent. On the other hand, we rely on theexpert to be able to put himself in someone's plae who has less expertise and to evaluatethe ontributions of the losely related optional ontents under this aspet. In the ourseof this thesis we will always try to strike a balane between keeping only the neessaryparts of a doument for the main ontent while not exluding too muh of the losely
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Figure 4.2: Additional information embedded in a BBC news artile.related ontents by taking a too speialised point of view. The aim of this attempt is to�nd a de�nition for the main ontent of a doument, whih most people from di�erentbakgrounds ould agree upon.4.2 A Formal De�nition of Content ExtrationFollowing the analysis of what is � or better ould be � the main ontent, omes thequestion of how to de�ne exatly the CE proess. Leaving aside the di�ulties to preisely�x the main ontent of a doument, we assume that the main ontent is known. Whentalking about CE methods so far, we desribed the proess as outlining the main ontent,as extrating the ore ontent or as removing the additional ontents from the doument.These desriptions orresponded to the pratial approahes taken in the disussed systemsto ahieve a ertain aim by utilising a CE algorithm. The pratial realisations and theirintended purpose will be desribed and disussed in more detail in 4.3.



4.2 A Formal De�nition of Content Extration 87However, in the ontext of the pratial approahes a formal de�nition of CE is never re-ally given � probably beause the task is intuitively lear and does not need to be formalisedin the environment of a spei� appliation. In the light of desribing harateristis ofCE algorithms and of developing objetive ways for evaluating the extration of a knownmain ontent (always with respet to the unlear shape of this main ontent), a formalde�nition of CE is needed.To remain as general as possible, we base the de�nition on the string representationof a web doument, i.e. the soure ode. After all, eah doument ontent is somehowrepresented in the soure ode. As mentioned above we fous on texts and these in parti-ular are learly visible in the HTML ode1. Looking at a doument in this way the mainontent is nothing else but a subsequene of this ode string. Note, that this subsequenedoes not neessarily need to be ontinuous. So, CE is after all a way to mark the aordingfragments of the soure ode. These markings whih delimit the main ontent an be mostsimply realised by denoting the positions in the string.Hene, CE an be seen as a funtion from the soure ode of an HTML doument toa set of pairwise indies determining at whih position in the string representation of thedoument the fragments of the main ontent start and end. We aordingly de�ne CEformally as a funtion fCE with:
fCE : D → {(si, ei) : 1 ≤ si ≤ ei ≤ |D|, i ∈ I}where D is the soure ode of a doument represented by |D| haraters, si and ei arethe start and end position respetively of the �rst and last harater of a part of the mainontent, with 1 ≤ si ≤ ei ≤ |D|. The index i is from a �nite indexing set I allowing toenumerate the main ontent parts of a doument, as there might be several of them.Though mainly foussing on textual main ontents, this de�nition also suits other kindsof main ontent to a ertain extent. Every ontent represented in a web doument has anaording representation in the soure ode. Images, for example, an be loated in thesoure ode via the aording img element, links to PDF �les via the anhor tag a whihde�nes the hyperlink to the doument. For external resoures it might even be enough tosolely outline the URL representing the loation of the aording �le.Apart from the pratial impliation of this de�nition to suit all those di�erent kindsof CE tasks, there is yet another reason supporting this approah. When dealing withtemplate based douments, the index tuples orrespond to the loation of the templateslot for the main ontent. Thus, the de�nition an � for the senario of template baseddouments � be motivated as re�eting the orrespondene of CE to a reverse engineeringof template strutures.There is, however, one kind of ontent whih is di�ult to apture in this way: ontentwhih is dynamially reated via JavaSript on the lient side. While the sript ode itselfmight still be possible to loate in the HTML soure ode, it is di�ult to apture itsdynami aspet and to deide whether it reates main or additional ontent. The AJAX1A speial ase might be partiular haraters enoded in HTML entities. They an, however, beonsidered to be onverted into a deoded form.



88 Content Extrationtehnology used in the Web 2.0 environment allows even to ontat the web server andobtain further data after the doument is displayed in a web browser. Dynamially reatedontents are big hallenge for CE algorithms in the future. So far, no approah is apable ofhandling this problem. Hene, we will neglet this speial ase also in the formal de�nition.4.3 Content Extration in PratieAording to the formal de�nition, an algorithm for CE will have to determine the indextuples and use them to outline the main ontent. Though the above de�nition basiallyallows to desribe the operational harateristis of all CE solutions, an outline of the mainontent in the form of the index tuples will rarely our. Considering the di�erent environ-ments of appliations that involve CE, the indies are hardly ever omputed expliitly andbasially never form the �nal results of the algorithms. Instead, the observed loations ofthe main ontent are used immediately for a further proessing of the doument. We willnow give a short overview of several approahes how appliations realise the CE proess.Extration: The main ontent found in a doument is properly extrated and taken outof the ontext of the surrounding doument struture. The extrat is usually �l-tered to remove the remaining embedded tags, omments or other HTML strutures,onverting the main ontent thereby basially into a plain text format. This �lterorresponds to the reation of the detagged ontent as mentioned by Gibson et al. in[GPT05℄. CE implementations based on this priniple might be adopted by applia-tions that operate on text only and do not need or are even unable to handle HTMLformats. Very basi sreen readers and text mining appliations are examples in thisenvironment.This partiular approah orresponds best to the interpretation of CE as a task of IRwithin a single doument, as in this ase the CE solution de�nitely tries to �nd therelevant parts of the doument for the query �What is the main ontent?�. We willkeep this interpretation in mind in the ourse of developing the evaluation measures.CE by Marking: The losest to the formal de�nition of �nding index tuples is ertainlythe option to simply mark the main ontent by wrapping it into speial markuptags. These tags an have a proprietary and appliation spei� form or an beXML/SGML tags, living in their own namespae for not interfering with the HTMLode. In the latter ase a ritial issue might be to pay attention that the doumentremains well formed and that the main ontent markup does not spread aross severalhierarhy layers of the HTML doument. This problem an be irumvented bysimply adding more tags and splitting the main ontent fragments into several smallerones that omply with the hierarhy or by using spei� HTML omments to outlinethe main ontent, as for omments the hierarhy restrition does not apply.When analysing douments on the web it an be observed, that some WCMS gener-ated douments do seem to mark the main ontent exatly in this way. They outline



4.3 Content Extration in Pratie 89the ontents in the slots of a template with omments or dediated tag strutures.It an be assumed that these marks are left either by web designers to indiate theintended loations of the template slots where a programmer then inorporated thedesign with the WCMS, or the programmers themselves left the marks for purposes oftesting, debugging and analysis. As these marks are very individual, not system spe-i� and do not appear in all ases, they are not useful for CE. It is an option, though,to use them for implementing speialised and tailor-made CE systems operating ondouments whih are all based on the same template with a known marking.A general disadvantage of this marking approah is that it remains impossible tooutline sub element strutures like attribute values of HTML elements. Marking e.g.only the URL referring to the image-�le in the aording img element annot be donewithout violating the HTML or the URL syntax.CE by Deletion: Instead of outlining the main ontent in a dediated way to mark itsposition in the doument, it is possible to operate on the additional ontents. Themain ontent an, after all, be outlined by simply removing all other ontents. Theadvantage of this approah is, that the HTML struture of the doument an beleft untouhed. Only the text fragments are altered or � when working with a DOMrepresentation � the text nodes in the DOM tree are deleted. An appliation senariofor this approah are pre-proessors for more sophistiated sreen readers, whih areable to handle HTML data, or WM appliations, whih bene�t from being able tofous their analysis on the main ontent without sari�ing the knowledge of theHTML struture.CE by Hiding: Though very similar to CE by deletion at the �rst sight, there is a signif-iant di�erene when solely hiding the additional ontents, instead of deleting them.Namely that they are still present and an be aessed by downstream appliations ifneessary. Hiding additional ontents is tehnially realised either by wrapping theminto omments, or by modifying the presentation style to render them invisible. TheCSS spei�ations atually provide an aording formatting instrution, so that nodi�ult intervention in the soure ode is neessary.CE by Replaing: A third way to handle the additional ontents in order to promote themain ontent is to replae them. Substituting the text with white spae haratersis very similar to deleting it. Some browsers, however, do distinguish between emptyHTML elements and elements whih ontain white spae when rendering a doument.Hene, removing the ontents entirely might result in a di�erent rendering and alteredlayout of the douments. This risk is redued by replaing the ontents with whitespae. Another senario is to replae the ontents with prede�ned alternative ontentsor dediated haraters, e.g. the three point ellipsis. This allows a visual impressionof how muh additional ontent has been removed.CE by Restruturing: An option rarely used is to restruture the entire doument, onethe loations of the main ontent fragments are known. Mainly those appliations



90 Content Extrationpre-proessing HTML douments for sreen readers or small sreen devies makeuse of suh tehniques. Instead of removing or hiding the additional ontents, theysimply move them to less prominent loations. Moving the navigation menu andlists of related links to the end of the doument allows the user to get to the mainontent �rst, but maintains all possibilities of navigating the web site and aessingall ontents. However, the restruturing might also omprehend the removal of someparts of a doument if they are onsidered entirely uninformative, like elements whihpurely serve layout purposes.All these di�erent ways to realise CE omply with the de�nition given in 4.2, even if theobserved e�ets might be di�erent. The CE solutions desribed in hapter 3 are all basedon one or the other of those approahes. Thus, the formal de�nition we gave � though itappears to be very simple � desribes all pratial CE appliations well enough to re�etreality. Further, it provides a theoretial model whih allows the development of moreobjetive evaluation measures.



Chapter 5Evaluating Content ExtrationAs CE algorithms often represent only a part of larger appliations, they are rarely evalu-ated on their own. Moreover, as we have seen in the hapter on related work, the methodsused to extrat the main ontent have hardly ever been ompared with eah other di-retly. This hapter desribes a framework for measuring, evaluating and omparing theperformane of CE methods based on objetive riteria. The framework is designed to beplatform independent and extensible for both the evaluation data and the measures to beemployed.We will further use it to evaluate the performane of existing single doument CEalgorithms. Thereby we will also provide a �rst and diret omparison of the approahespresented in 3.2 for loating the main ontent in web douments.5.1 Motivation for New Evaluation MeasuresIn hapter 3, talking about related work, we have seen several approahes of how CEmethods have been evaluated and on few oasions even have been ompared with eahother. Already there, we mentioned a few drawbaks of the solutions involving the di�erentways of evaluation. To motivate the development of a new evaluation approah, we willnow look at these drawbaks in more detail. We will in partiular pay attention to howthey an hinder a large sale evaluation or may even ause distorted or wrong results.The main drawbaks of the approah of employing human user evaluation are twofold:subjetive results and lak of automation. As we observed that the pereption of what be-longs to the main ontent is subjetive, any CE evaluation measure will have a subjetivenote. While this is an intrinsi problem, human user evaluation ontains further subjetiveaspets. Even if the user is provided with a gold standard for the main ontent, whihthe CE algorithm is supposed to extrat from the doument, there remains a ertain spaefor interpretation. How many mistakes may a CE algorithm make before the extrationis onsidered a failure? Whih deviations in the extration are exatly to be onsidered amistake? Are all mistakes of equal gravity? These are just some of the questions for whihit is di�ult to give detailed and spei� instrutions to the user in order to eliminate sub-91



92 Evaluating Content Extrationjetivity entirely. Aordingly, a omparison between CE methods under human evaluationis di�ult, even more so if di�erent people are involved in the evaluation proess.The seond drawbak � the lak of automation � auses other di�ulties. To get ageneral impression of the performane of a CE system, a large sample of di�erent doumentsshould be onsidered. This is pratially impossible when asking human users to do theevaluation. The time needed to ompare in detail a doument in its original version, agold standard for the main ontent and the extrat reated by the CE system is quitelong. Aordingly, it would take a huge workfore and still a remarkable amount of timeto evaluate the performane of even a single system. Thus, human evaluation is �rst of allsimply too time onsuming and too expensive to run it on a large sale.Human evaluation is, however, a useful approah to analyse in detail the spei� draw-baks or advantages of single systems. During the development proess of a CE appliationor after an automated evaluation of an existing system, a human expert might be able tospot spei�ally where a system fails or where it performs well. During the developmentphase, this analysis an fous on a ouple of test douments. After a large sale auto-mated evaluation proess, instead, the user an take a look at those douments where theresults are partiularly good or bad. Insights like �The system tends to fail in reognisingthe headline of the doument� or �Commerials embedded into the main ontent are notremoved from the doument� might be easy to obtain for a user. Knowing these detailsan help improving the performane of a system or in seleting the right kind of systemfor a given appliation bakground.Another approah for evaluation are the appliation spei� tests. While this kindof tests an be tailored to re�et exatly the requirements of an intended appliationenvironment for CE, they most of all lak generality. Even if a CE algorithm works well forone appliation does not neessarily mean that it will also work well for another appliation.Furthermore, the individual development of a measure and an automati way to apply itan be quite di�ult and time onsuming as well. Beyond this problem, it is espeiallyneessary to pay attention on how to de�ne a good performane.Gupta's sreen reader testing[Gup06℄ is an example where the test is spei�ally de-signed for the intended appliation, but also for a spei� extration approah. Evaluatingthe Crunh framework by how muh faster a doument an be read by a sreen reader afterit has been �ltered perfetly re�ets the senario Crunh was designed for. If the dou-ments an be read in less time, Crunh had performed well. When trying to generalise theapproah to other CE systems, the results might be questionable. An extreme example isa �lter whih simply removes all ontents from a doument. Suh an output is obviouslynot in the intention of a CE system. The sreen reader test instead will attest the systemto have done a phenomenal job as the doument an be read in no time at all. For Crunhthe sreen reading evaluation made sense, as the system was designed to be quite areful inremoving ontents. It rather extrats too muh than too little ontent. Other approahesdo not behave in this way.The indiret evaluation partially su�ers from the same problems. If a partiular systemis performing better due to the employment of CE methods, it does not neessarily meanthat the extration was done in a good way. A good example of distorted indiret evaluation



5.1 Motivation for New Evaluation Measures 93results an easily be given in the ontext of WM. A standard approah for lassifying webdouments is to use a Naïve Bayes (NB) lassi�er. Employing the Bayes theorem, thislassi�er dedues from a set of training douments the onditional probabilities of �ndingeah single feature � in this ase a feature orresponds to a word � in a doument, giventhat the doument belongs to a ertain ategory. For a new doument NB analyses theprobability of this doument to belong to a ategory, given the words ontained in it.Using a CE algorithm to �lter the web douments prior to using them for training orbefore lassifying a new doument should improve the performane of this lassi�er. Infat, this approah was suessfully taken by Yi, Liu and Li in [YLL03℄. They observedan NB lassi�er to perform better when pre-proessing the douments with the Site StyleTree algorithm. If the set of douments used for evaluation is instead hosen unlukily, theresults an easily turn out the other way. Seleting a large number of douments from fewweb sites, and using the web sites ategories as gold standard for lassi�ation is a ommonapproah to obtain large sets of training and evaluation data for lassi�ers. The hanesare quite high, that the douments ontain some referene to the ategories themselves, e.g.via the navigation menu, small modi�ations in the template struture or by ontainingategory spei� additional ontents whih are ommon to all douments in this ategory.These hints for the ategories are disovered by an NB lassi�er and are strong indiatorsif they appear in a previously unseen doument to put it in the aording ategory. Hene,an NB lassi�er trained on suh data will base its judgement mainly on those additionalontents.When inorporating a good CE system as a pre-proessor, these hints will be removed,as they de�nitely do not belong to the main ontent. Aordingly the ategory indiatinghints are missing and the NB lassi�er will quite ertainly tend to perform poorer � thoughthe CE algorithm is doing a good job. It an be argued that in this ase the original inputdata is biased and the NB lassi�er using the un�ltered douments will be over�tted onthe training set. However, the point is that the ombination of CE and a downstreamappliation might beome omplex and interwoven in a way that it is not lear how thehanges in the performane are aused. A separate and individual evaluation of bothsystems does not give rise to this problem.The ategory of IR-based evaluation measures was already mentioned in 3.4.4 to bethe approah whih allows best to measure the performane of a system in an automated,objetive and CE-spei� way. The publiations mainly using this evaluation approah arethe ones of Lin and Ho on InfoDisoverer [LH02℄ and Debnath, Mitra and Giles on Con-tentExtrator and (K-)FeatureExtrator [DMG05a, DMG05b℄. All these systems operateon the DOM tree representation of web douments. They inorporate a segmentation ofthe douments into bloks whih orrespond to nodes and their sub-trees in the DOM.Eah individual blok is then deided to be either main or additional ontent. As thisis equivalent to a binary lassi�ation of bloks, the authors in all ases provided a goldstandard for the blok lassi�ation and employed measures like reall, preision and F1.While it seems that this evaluation approah takes very well into onsideration thevery task a CE system has to ful�l, the results in some ases might not orrespond at allwith the atual performane of CE algorithms. The problem an again be desribed best



94 Evaluating Content ExtrationTable 5.1: The onfusion matrix for blok based evaluation of a CE algorithm whih hasmade one mistake. blok lassi�ed by CE asmain ontent additional ontentblok main ontent 4 (TP) 1 (FN)atually is additional ontent 0 (FP) 5 (TN)with an example. A web doument is segmented into ten bloks, of whih �ve belong tothe main ontent and �ve to the additional ontents. We assume, that a CE algorithmlassi�es all the bloks orretly exept for one mistake: one of the main ontent bloksis wrongly lassi�ed as an additional ontent. The onfusion matrix for suh an outomelooks like the one in table 5.1. The relative good performane of the system is also re�etedby a preision rating of 1, a reall rating of 0.8 and a F1 sore of 0.89. Hene, the overallperformane of the system seems to be quite satisfying.If the bloks and their ontent are spei�ed in more detail, the piture might hange.In our example the �ve main ontent bloks shall represent the title, the subtitle, a teasertext, an image with its aording text label and the body of a news artile. The �veadditional ontent bloks an be said to ontain the main navigation, a related links list, aommerial banner, the header and some opyright notations. Anyway, as the additionalontents were identi�ed orretly their form does not matter any further. For the mainontent bloks instead it matters, whih one has been wrongly lassi�ed. If it is the blokwith the subtitle or the image, the doument an still be onsidered to be dealt with quitewell and the evaluation ratings re�et this fat.If instead it is the blok with the artile text, whih is wrongly lassi�ed as additionalontent, the evaluation ratings are entirely distorted. This blok will very likely ontainmost of the ontent and an be onsidered the entral part of the main ontent. Withoutthe artile text the other bloks are very likely not making muh sense any more. In thisase, an F1 rating of 0.89 does not re�et the performane of the system at all.The reason behind this distorted result is that the blok length is never onsidered dur-ing the evaluation. A blok ontaining hardly any ontent is having the same importaneand aordingly the same weight in the evaluation sheme as a blok whih ontains a lotof ontent. Hene, lassifying orretly virtually empty bloks whih do not hange thepereption of the doument very muh an easily balane mislassi�ation of bloks whihheavily a�et the ontent of the doument.A further problem with the blok based approah is, that it is not ompatible withall extration methods. Those methods whih do not build bloks or are able to extrattext nodes from the DOM tree only partially annot be evaluated straight away by thelassi�ation result for bloks. The most important question to answer in this ase wouldbe how to evaluate a blok whih was extrated only partially. The evaluation approahesfound in the aording publiations of Lin and Ho and Debnath et al. did not go into thisdetail as their blok based CE methods do not ause this problem.



5.2 Measures for Evaluating Content Extration 95Summarising, we an say that none of the evaluation methods proposed so far is reallyadequate to measure the performane of a CE system. The IR based approah is the mostpromising but needs to be based on more appropriate data strutures.5.2 Measures for Evaluating Content ExtrationAs most other performane measure we will base our evaluation approah on a omparisonwith a gold standard. The latter is reated by experts and will serve as referene for whata CE algorithm is supposed to extrat. On the basis of this referene data we will developevaluation measures whih ompare the gold standard with the extrated ontents. Asalready mentioned we will fous on textual main ontents. It should, however, not be toodi�ult to adapt the desribed tehniques to ontents of di�erent formats.5.2.1 Creating a Gold StandardIn order to be able to measure the performane of a CE algorithm on a partiular doument,we need �rst of all independent experts to de�ne what exatly is the main ontent ofthis doument and thereby to reate a gold standard. It remains the question of whihexperts to employ in this task. Two pratial approahes an be taken: human expertsor dediated and speialised CE programs whih are suitable to extrat the main ontentfrom a partiular doument format of a single web site.Employing human experts to outline the main ontent in a doument allows to reategold standards for very di�erent kinds of douments. The term �experts� in general isatually a bit exaggerated. As we mentioned already in the introdution, every halfwayexperiened web user is apable of �nding the main ontent in a web doument. However,there remains the triky deision of whih losely related ontents might still be onsideredpart of the main ontent. To overome this problem we will adopt the approah suggestedin hapter 4 about the de�nition of CE, i.e. the expert will strike a balane between keepingonly the neessary parts of a doument whih ontain the main ontent and not strippingo� losely related ontents. Hene, we an rely on the expert user to provide a good goldstandard. In this way, the human user approah an provide diverse evaluation doumentsovering a wide range of doument types. As the main problem of involving human usersremains, namely that it is a very time onsuming task, this approah will not provide largeamounts of data.The speialised ontent extrators instead aim exatly at the reation of evaluationdata for massive tests. A speialised ontent extrator is a program whih is partiularlydesigned to work on one type of doument only � or better on douments whih are allbased on the same template. The implementation of suh an extrator is again to be basedon the knowledge or a doument analysis of a human user. Just that in this ase theuser formulates the way of reognising the main ontent in a way that allows to reate apattern for extrating the main ontent automatially. This pattern is then applied to alarge olletion of web douments. The development of speialised CE solutions an make



96 Evaluating Content Extrationuse of tools similar to the ones for wrapper generation. Using landmarks like partiularwords or tag ombinations in the soure ode to identify the slot of the main ontent is aommon and well performing method.As the speialised ontent extrators are based on a human's opinion of what makesup the main ontent as well, they also su�er from the same kind of subjetivity as the �rstapproah of humans outlining the main ontent manually for eah individual doument.Hene, we will have to keep in mind that all gold standards are after all nothing morebut a very good guess on whih parts of the doument make up the main ontent. It isimportant to keep this problem in mind when evaluating CE algorithms. After all, thealgorithms are developed following some notion of what de�nes the main ontent and howto loate it. So, if an algorithm tends, for example, to always extrat too muh, it mightsimply be due to a di�erene in the underlying notions of main ontent of the algorithmdesigner and the expert providing the gold standard. Hene, we usually annot expet aperfet math.5.2.2 Comparing Gold Standard and Extrated ContentsOne a gold standard for the main ontent of a doument has been established, the next taskis to �nd a way to ompare it with an extrat reated by a CE algorithm. To distinguishbetween the two notions of the main ontent in the further ourse of this thesis we willrefer to the gold standard provided by an expert simply as the main ontent and the textextrated by a CE system as the extrated ontent .A primary objetive in an evaluation proess must be to measure how similar the ex-trated ontent is to the expert's main ontent. Clearly, it should reward large aordane,while both possible deviations � extrating too muh or extrating too little � should bepenalised.The interpretation of CE as a doument level IR task of retrieving the relevant on-tent suggests to handle CE like a binary lassi�ation of ontents into main ontent andadditional ontent. The lear advantage of bringing CE into the IR world is � as alreadymentioned for the blok based IR evaluation � the wide range of evaluation measures thathas been developed for IR methods. Aordingly, we will base the evaluation on the wellknown and aepted reall, preision and F1 measures.The bloks reated during a web doument segmentation proess have already turnedout not to be �ne-grained enough for a reasonable evaluation proess. As it is not learwhih level of granularity is needed we take four di�erent approahes to de�ne the atomiitems, i.e. the smallest unit of ontent, whih an be retrieved in the extration proess.The approahes re�et four di�erent models for representing web douments, whih havea di�erent resolution of the doument ontents themselves.Charater Sequene: Eah harater is a fragment of the doument and as suh anbe part of the relevant main ontent or of an irrelevant additional ontent. Theevaluation aordingly ompares the agreement between the atual main ontentand the extrated ontent on a harater level. The addition of representing the



5.2 Measures for Evaluating Content Extration 97ontents not only by the haraters ontained in it, but as a sequene of haratersre�ets that not only the right amount of haraters has to be extrated, but thatthe haraters have to be in the orret order as well.This approah is ertainly the most �ne-grained one and is losest to our formalde�nition of CE in 4.2. It is apable of deteting whether a word was extratedonly partially and takes the orretly extrated part of it into aount for the overallextration performane. Though it is theoretially possible that a CE system extratswords only partially, it will usually not our in pratie. There is simply no sensein extrating only a part of a word. Words an probably be onsidered the smallestunit of information in a text whih annot be divided further without altering ordestroying its information. The advantage of suh a �ne resolution for evaluation isinstead that longer words in�uene the performane more and that even puntuationmarks or other partiular symbols are taken into aount.To apply reall, preision and the F1 measure we have to �nd a way to determinethe overlap of relevant and retrieved items, hene of extrated and main ontent.Given the harater sequene representation of the ontents and the fat that theextrated and the main ontent do not neessarily need to be a ontinuous sequenein the doument, the best way to alulate the overlap is to determine the longestommon subsequene (LCS). The LCS is a sequene of haraters whih an be foundin both texts, possibly interrupted by other interspersed haraters, and there is nolonger sequene with this property. Considering this longest subsequene to be theintersetion of relevant and retrieved items, the alulation of reall and preisionan then be based on the length of the harater sequenes m of the main ontent,the extrated ontent e and their ommon subsequene c by:
r =

|c|

|m|
, p =

|c|

|e|The speial ases of an empty main ontent or extrated ontent an be handled asdesribed in 2.2.4 for empty result sets and empty sets of relevant items.Word Sequene: We just mentioned words to be the probably smallest unit of infor-mation in a text. A way to model a text on a slightly higher level is aordinglyto onsider single words as the items retrieved by CE systems when answering thequestion �What is the relevant ontent?�. The string representation of the text ina web doument is tokenised into words and, given the gold standard for the mainontent, it is again possible to lassify eah single word as being either main or ad-ditional ontent. While all the following evaluation measures are based on words asthe smallest unit of the ontent, there are still di�erenes in how they are onsideredin order to model a doument.



98 Evaluating Content ExtrationThe �rst approah is to maintain the order of the words as they appear in the text,thereby onstruting a sequene of words. The biggest di�erenes between the wordsequene and the harater sequene model is, that puntuation marks and wordlength are not taken any more into onsideration. This model orresponds best to alldoument representations whih are based on words and whih maintain the wordontext at least to a ertain degree. A ommon representative for this doumentmodel are the n-grams whih group n words together to form a fragment of thedoument.The agreement between the atual main ontent aording to the gold standard andthe extrated ontent provided by a CE algorithm an be omputed, similarly to theharater based measure, via the LCS approah. The only di�erene is, that the LCSis de�ned on word sequenes instead of harater sequenes. The reall and preisionare again de�ned in the same way as above via the sequene lengths.Bag of words: The next step to a more oarse-grained evaluation measure is not to takeinto onsideration the word order. This orresponds to the bag of words model for adoument, whih simply ounts how often eah word ours in a doument.There are two reasons for developing a measure based on this model. First, thisdoument model is among the most wide spread in the domain of text mining. Andseond, while ignoring the word order will not hange performane very muh for mostCE algorithms in omparison to the word sequene approah, it allows to onsidersystems whih restruture the web doument. If some ontent is moved to anotherplae in the doument, the sequene based measure will result in a lower sore, asthe longest ommon subsequene of the agreement is not apable of handling movedontents. If, instead, the word order is ignored, a restrutured doument an behandled as well.In hapter 2 we said that a bag of words an be represented as a vetor by enu-merating all possible words. Hene, if the main ontent is represented by a vetor
m = (m1, m2, . . . , mn) and the extrated ontent by a vetor e = (e1, e2, . . . , en),where mi and ei ount how often the i-th word appears in the respetive ontents,the intersetion of the two ontents an be given by a vetor c = (c1, c2, . . . , cn),where ci = min(mi, ei). The vetor c formulates the agreement of the two ontentsby taking the minimum appearane of a word in both ontents. The alulation ofreall and preision an be done by summing the number of words whih appear inthe vetors:

r =

∑n

i=1 ci
∑n

i=1 mi

, p =

∑n

i=1 ci
∑n

i=1 eiSet of Words: Ignoring further how often the words appear in the ontents leads tomodelling the ontent as a set of words. The IR interpretation of CE is aordingly



5.2 Measures for Evaluating Content Extration 99re�eted by retrieving from a set of words the relevant ones, i.e. those words whihappear in the main ontent. This approah orresponds most losely to an appliationbakground in whih the main fous is on indexing the terms in the douments, e.g.for building an inverted index data struture.The reall and preision measures in this ase do not need to be adapted, as theyare de�ned on sets anyway. Thus, if m is the set of words in the main ontent, e theset of extrated words, the intersetion of relevant and retrieved words is the normalintersetion of sets and reall and preision are aordingly given by:
r =
|m ∩ e|

|m|
, p =

|m ∩ e|

|e|The four above ways to model the main and the extrated ontent and aordingly howto measure reall and preision are all suitable to evaluate CE. The level of granularitybeomes oarser in small steps from the harater sequene model to the set of wordsmodel. Based on the de�nitions of reall and preision all four models an be used toalulate the F1 measure as well.However, it is possible to arti�ially onstrut ases in whih those measures will fail toprovide a orret evaluation of the performane of a CE algorithm. One ase is a doumentwhih ontains twie exatly the same text, one as main and one as additional ontent.If a CE algorithm extrats wrongly the additional ontent, none of the desribed measureswill be able to notie this mistake and will attest a perfet reall and preision rating.The impliations arising from this problem an however be negleted for several reasons.First, from a semanti point of view the question arises, why the same text should appeartwie in a doument, one as main ontent and one as additional ontent. There might berare ases where suh kind of redundany an our in a redued way, for example, due toa doument whih mentions itself via its title and its teaser text in a related links list. Buteven then, the additional ontent would be so losely related to the main ontent that itan be said to atually belong to the main ontent and the de�nition of the gold standardis questionable. Seond, from a pratial point of view most appliations will not su�erif the orret text is extrated but from the wrong plae in the doument. In the mostextreme ase where the two texts are simply onatenated and loated at the same plaein a doument it is atually even impossible to deide whih one �nally has been extrated,when simply looking at the results. And last, from a realisti point of view, experiene inanalysing web douments suggests that there simply are no suh douments.While the measurements of reall, preision and F1 are ertainly the most important in-diators for the performane of a CE algorithm, there are a few additional measures we willemploy in the omparison. They are intended to estimate stability and time performaneof the algorithms.The stability riterion implies the idea that a CE method should ahieve a similarperformane on similar douments. In other words, the riterion is supposed to measure



100 Evaluating Content Extrationthe reliability of a method. So, for testing the stability we have to look at a olletion ofsimilar douments. A method is employed to extrat the main ontents and its results areompared with the gold standard for the main ontent. Distilling the F1 measure from thisomparison we look at how muh the performane di�ers between the douments. To doso, we onsider the F1 sores of the single doument extration as results of a probabilityexperiment and use them to alulate an estimate for the standard deviation. Given ndouments for whih the i-th doument has an F1 value of fi and the average F1 value is
f , then the standard deviation σ an be estimated by:

σ =

√

√

√

√

1

n− 1

n
∑

i=1

(

fi − f
)2The standard deviation an be alulated for eah of the di�erent doument modelsorresponding to the di�erent levels of granularity.Obviously, the smaller the standard deviation is, the more stable is the CE method.Note, that a high stability on its own does not say anything about the quality of analgorithm. An algorithm soring always an F1 value of 0 is extremely stable, but performspartiularly poor. On the other hand, a high standard deviation indiates �utuations inthe performane of a method. Thus, even if it sores relatively high F1 ratings on average,it might deliver very bad results even for similar douments.As all the algorithms disussed in this thesis are at least oneptually generi enough towork with any website and an be realised as a non intrusive system, we have to onsiderfor their omparison only the last quality aspet mentioned by Rahman, Alam and Hartono[RAH01℄: the algorithm has to be fast. For those algorithms desribed in literature withenough detail it is possible to analyse their time omplexity from a theoretial point of viewand determine their runtime behaviour. However, not for all algorithms the desriptionsare detailed enough and not always the worst ase omplexity re�ets the behaviour inpratie. To be further able to also evaluate algorithms that ome as a blak box, we willin all ases take a look at the time performane by simply measuring the time needed toproess a doument.The time aspet is partiularly important for systems that need to do the extrationon-the-�y in time ritial appliations. If CE is, for example, employed as a pre-proessorfor a sreen reader or a small sreen devie the users are ertainly not willing to wait toolong for the results. The extration proess has to be fast enough for not delaying thetransmission of web douments to the �nal browser too muh.As the doument length will most likely in�uene the time needed to �nd and extratthe main ontent, we need to normalise the proessing time with respet to the doumentlength in order to get omparable results. This normalisation an be ahieved by brakingdown the proessing time to seonds per kB. Even though, none of the methods we will dealwith operates on a byte level, it is the most neutral dimension to normalise the proessingtime for douments with di�erent length. However, the assumption does not seem toofar fethed that the number of HTML elements, tags, words, bloks or whatever other



5.3 Implementation of an Evaluation Framework 101strutures are used as basis for the extration proess inrease more or less linear with thebyte length of the doument.Summarising our evaluation measures we have: the reall, preision and F1 measureto evaluate the quality of a CE algorithm, the F1 standard deviation to measure its sta-bility and the normalised proessing time to measure the time performane. To determinereall, preision and F1 we will use di�erent underlying models to over di�erent levels ofgranularity in the evaluation proess.5.3 Implementation of an Evaluation FrameworkThe evaluation framework we will disuss in this setion provides all funtionalities ne-essary to evaluate and ompare CE systems. We will brie�y disuss some deisions madeabout the design of the framework and some aspets of its implementation. The mostfundamental deision is to inorporate the CE systems as HTTP proxy servers. While thisapproah might seem a bit umbersome at the �rst sight, we will see that in this way weare very �exible in evaluating di�erent kinds and arhitetures of CE systems.5.3.1 Design DeisionsTo keep the implementation of the evaluation framework as simple as possible, the idea is�rst of all not to provide a full evaluation environment, but rather an API whih allows toquikly draft programs for reating and managing sets of test douments, running evalua-tion tests with di�erent CE algorithms and storing the results in a simple format whih anbe analysed with other tools. As CE systems and appliations might appear on di�erentplatforms and as in the future other evaluation measures might be developed, platformindependene and extensibility of the framework are the main issues for the design.In more detail: the platform independene has to have two qualities. First and mostimportant, the framework must be independent from the evaluated CE algorithm. Imple-mentations of CE systems an ome along in di�erent programming languages, for di�erentoperating systems and in di�erent environments. Separating the evaluation framework fromthe CE systems under these aspets is stritly neessary simply for being able to evaluateas many di�erent CE on�gurations as possible. This also requires � as demanded for theCE systems themselves � a non intrusive design. CE systems might be blak boxes with nopossibility to aess their funtionality via an API. The evaluation framework is intendedto be able to integrate virtually any appliation whih operates on HTML douments.The seond independene quality to aim for is the possibility to keep the evaluatedand the evaluating appliation physially separated on di�erent mahines. The intentionbehind this requirement is that a high demand of system resoures due to the operationsof the evaluation framework should not interfere with the time performane of the CEsystem.The solution for realising platform independene is to involve Internet tehnologies.Given the fat that we are working with web douments the approah to use web teh-



102 Evaluating Content Extrationniques is nearly a self-evident solution. Modelling all the interations between the evalua-tion framework and CE systems via standard network protools is, in fat, the solution forboth independene issues. Obviously when ommuniating over a network, the CE systemand the evaluation system an be physially separated. Furthermore, as most modernprogramming languages and operating systems provide the means for network ommuni-ations, the platform independene under this aspet is ahieved as well.Some of the existing appliations for CE already ome along as a proxy server (e.g.the Crunh framework), others an easily be wrapped into suh a server. Aordinglywe use the HTTP protool [FGM+99℄ for the ommuniation with the CE systems. Theevaluation framework is then using the proxy with CE apabilities to retrieve doumentsand thereby loate their main ontent. We will get to the implementation details of thisapproah later on. The point is, that this onept separates the framework entirely fromthe CE implementations, guaranteeing a maximum freedom on both sides.Another, further platform independene aspet, though of minor importane, is ahievedby using the platform independent Java programming language to �nally implement theframework. In this way the platform independene goes even beyond the onnetion withthe CE systems and allows to use the evaluation framework on di�erent operating systems.The requirement for extensibility omes in two variations as well: extension of theemployed evaluation measures and extension of the used evaluation data. The �rst issuebears in mind the development of other evaluation measures whih an then be inor-porated easily. This demands a modular design for the framework. A subdivision intothree relatively independent omponents should be su�ient: an evaluation omponent, adoument management omponent and a omponent for interating with the CE systems.The interfaes between these omponents an be kept quite simple and be restrited to theneessary interations. By subdividing the tasks so learly, the mutual interdependenebetween evaluation, doument management and ommuniation with the CE system is atan absolute minimum. For example it would be no problem to modify the ommuniationomponent in order to use the API of a CE system diretly. For the evaluation this hangewould be entirely irrelevant. Likewise, an exhange or extension of the evaluation measuresdoes e�et neither the doument management nor the ommuniation omponent.The seond extensibility fouses on the possibility to extend, rearrange and managethe set of douments used for the evaluation proess. A simple but yet powerful way toorganise the test douments in evaluation pakages is the answer to this requirement. Theorganisation of douments in pakages allows to easily on�gure test senarios whih aneven be run in a bath mode to evaluate the performane of di�erent CE appliations.The simpliity of the pakage onept should also allow to easily reate di�erent appli-ations for reating evaluation data. Following the remarks in 5.2.1 on how a gold standardan be obtained, it should be possible to reate the pakages in both ways: automated andvia a user interfae for human experts.Therefore, the data formats used by the evaluation framework for input and outputare kept as simple as possible. A pakage of test data simply onsists of a desription�le and the �les for the evaluation proess. Those �les omprise the soure ode of theHTML douments, an expert's notion of their main ontent in a plain text format and the



5.3 Implementation of an Evaluation Framework 103meta information. To link a doument with its additional �les, they all share the samename using solely di�erent extensions. This simple �le based format allows an easy and, ifneessary, even manual reompilation and adaptation of test pakages. As the olletionsof data an beome quite large very quikly, the �les are additionally ompressed using thestandard zip-format1.Measuring the performane of a single CE system on all the douments in one of theevaluation pakages is what we will onsider from now on as an evaluation run. In otherwords, an evaluation run an basially be ompared to a test of the behaviour of a ertainsystem in a given senario.To store the results of an evaluation run, the measures taken for eah doument in apakage of the proessing time, preision, reall and F1-measure, we use again a simple andplatform independent format. As the downstream evaluation and also the presentation ofthe results should be possible with other appliations, we save the results of eah evaluationrun in a CSV (omma separated values) �le format. This text based format is a very widespread format for storing tabular data in a platform independent way. Several appliations,in partiular for data analysis, are apable of handling CSV �les.5.3.2 Implementation CharateristisThe design deisions outlined already the three big omponents whih haraterise theimplementation and are visualised in the overview in �gure 5.1: management of the datapakages, ommuniation with the CE systems and evaluation. The data pakage om-ponent provides all the neessary funtionalities for reating and handling the doumentolletions whih represent single test senarios. The ommuniation omponent, instead,takes are of the interation with the CE systems via the HTTP protool. Both theseomponents are intensively used by the evaluation omponent. The latter, being the heartof the evaluation proess, ontrols how the di�erent kinds of data are handled, orders theextration proess, omputes the evaluation measures and stores the results.Going more into the details, the data management omponent provides all the fun-tionalities neessary to work with the test data pakages. Aside from the data struturesfor the pakages themselves, it also ontains strutures for the evaluation douments. Eahtest doument onsists of the soure ode of the web page, the main ontent as plain textaording to the gold standard and some additional meta data. Among the meta data ofthe douments is the language and the URL of the original web doument. Several fun-tionalities are arranged around these entral data strutures to work with them as shownin �gure 5.2.The reation of pakages is supported by the options to ompile pakages from theexports reated by a Firefox extension. This extension is meant to support a humanexpert in de�ning a gold standard for web douments and is desribed in more detail in1The deision to use the zip-format was based on the general availability of tools for this format on allommon operating systems and the possibility to handle the �le format quite easily via interfaes providedby the standard Java API.
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the omponents of the evaluation framework.5.4.1 in the ontext of atually reating evaluation pakages. Another option to reatepakages is to gather the results of speialised ontent extrator programs, whih anbe used to generate large pakages. Finally, new pakages an be reated by seletingdouments from existing pakages and reombining them in a new test senario. A reliableand simple mehanism to save an entire pakage to the �le system of a omputer is anessential funtionality. As the olleted data of the soure ode of the doument and thegold standard for the main ontent an easily beome quite large2, the saving and loadingproess ontains a transparent layer for ompressing the data in a zip �le format. Themanagement funtionality for a pakage, instead, omprises methods to add, remove andhange douments in a test pakage. An important feature for the evaluation proess isthe possibility to easily iterate over all the single douments in a pakage.As �gure 5.3 shows, the ommuniation omponent is simpler. Beause we assume theevaluated CE systems to be wrapped in an HTTP proxy server, the omponent ontainsonly two main elements: a lient and server implementation. This is neessary as theevaluation framework takes both roles. On one hand, it provides a doument as a webserver, and on the other hand it requests the CE system to retrieve it. Only in this way ithas full ontrol of the original doument and of the version it retrieves from the CE proxy.Client and server are always handling one doument at a time.2Hardly any of the HTML �les in the test pakages has a size of less then 30 kB. The average �les sizefor storing only their soure ode is already somewhere between 50 and 70 kB. Hene, the mere soureodes for one pakage of 1000 douments makes up around 50 to 70 MB of data.
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Figure 5.2: Details of the omponent for managing the evaluation pakages.

Figure 5.3: Details of the ommuniation omponent.
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Figure 5.4: Details of the evaluation omponent.Whih douments the ommuniation omponent has to serve and request via the CEsystem is ontrolled by the evaluation omponent. Apart from ontrolling all the proessesin an evaluation run, this omponent is responsible for alulating the evaluation measuresand saving the results to CSV �les. These two main funtions are depited in �gure 5.4.As the proposed evaluation measures are based on unstrutured text, the �rst stepbefore the atual evaluation is to strip o� all tags, omments, style and sript elements.After resolving further the HTML entities into Uniode haraters and reduing super�uouswhitespae3 we have a string representation of the extrated ontent, whih is equivalentto the plain text format of the expert's main ontent.The next step taken by the evaluation omponent is to prepare the text for the di�erentevaluation measures. For the word based measures it splits both the extrated and themain ontent into word tokens. To alulate preision and reall it is essential to �ndthe intersetion of the extrated and the main ontent for de�ning the extrated relevantelements. To determine this intersetion for the methods based on the harater andthe word sequene, we alulate the LCS using the algorithm of Hirshberg [Hir75℄. Theintersetion for the measures based on a set of words is based on the set struture providedby the Java API, the intersetion of bags of words an be alulated based on vetors asdesribed above.As the evaluation of a single doument is independent from the evaluation of all otherdouments, the proess is suitable for parallelisation. Hene, the evaluation omponentmakes massive use of parallel threads: eah doument is evaluated in a single thread. As3As umulative whitespae is ignored in the presentation of HTML douments it is usually used tolayout the soure ode. As suh, it does not a�et the ontent and aordingly we ignore it.
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Figure 5.5: Proess of an evaluation run.the main issue of omputing the evaluation measures is to �nd the LCS for words andharaters, CPU usage is the bottlenek of the proess. The parallel approah an makeoptimal use of the ability of modern omputers to handle several proesses in paralleldue to multi-ore or hyperthreading tehnologies. However, for not interfering with theommuniation proess with the CE system or ausing delays in the network transationsand thereby in�uening the measurement of time, the parallel proesses for alulatingreall and preision are not started before all douments have been passed through the CEsystem.The results of the parallel omputation of the evaluation measures are olleted andhandled again by a entral part of the omponent. The results are then formulated in a CSVformat and written to the �le system for downstream proessing with other appliations.5.3.3 An Entire Evaluation RunTo explain how the omponents work together in detail, it is best to follow a step bystep example of an entire evaluation run. As said above, an evaluation run is the proessof evaluating the performane of a single CE system on all the douments in a singleevaluation pakage. The overall proess is visualised in �gure 5.5. The single steps arenumbered to follow more easily the ourse of the entire proess.The �rst step 1© is to load the data for the evaluation senario, i.e. the pakage ofdouments. Afterwards the evaluation omponent takes over ontrol and starts to iterate



108 Evaluating Content Extrationover the douments in the pakage 2©. Eah single doument has to be passed throughthe extration proess. To do this, the ommuniation omponent launhes a minimal webserver 3©, whih serves exatly the one doument that has to undergo extration, before theserver shuts down itself. In the next step the framework issues the proxy apable of CE toretrieve and impliitly �lter 4© the doument from the previously launhed server. Duringthis proess the time between the ompletion of serving the doument on the side of theweb server till the ompletion of reeiving it from the proxy at the side of the lient 5© ismeasured to estimate the time needed for the extration. The �ltered doument is passedbak to the evaluation omponent together with the time measured for the extrationproess.One all douments have been �ltered, the results are pre-proessed 6© to reate thedetagged ontent, resolve HTML entities and redue super�uous white spae. Now the goldstandard and the extrated ontent have the same form and an be ompared with eahother. The omparison and omputation is done for eah doument in a separate thread touse e�iently the resoures of multi-ore proessor arhitetures. Eah thread 7© tokenisesthe text ontent into words for the word based evaluation measures. Afterwards it omputesthe LCS for the word and the harater sequenes, the ommon word appearane for thebag of words based measure and the intersetion of the set based doument representation.These values are used to determine reall, preision and the derived F1 measure for all thedi�erent doument models. As soon as a thread has �nished all the alulations, it reportsits results to a entral instane ontrolling the parallel proesses. And one all threadshave reported that they ompleted their task, the results are ompiled 8© into a singledata struture and exported to a CSV �le 9©.5.4 Comparison of Existing Single Doument AlgorithmsThe �rst appliation for whih we use the evaluation framework is to ompare several of theexisting single doument CE algorithms we have mentioned in the related work hapter.This omparison has three main goals. First, to develop some realisti and interestingtest senarios, seond, to establish an objetive ranking of the existing algorithms underthe developed evaluation riteria, and third, to estimate how well the evaluation measuresre�et the performane of CE systems.Espeially the last goal is a triky issue, as there is no reliable referene measure foromparison. Hene, the approah we will take is to use the simplest way of human evalu-ation and hek that the evaluation results obtained by the evaluation framework do notontradit the subjetive impression of the extration performane.5.4.1 Creating Test DataTo generate test data, we need to ollet HTML douments and have an expert to deter-mine their main ontent. We will take both of the desribed above ways for reating a
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Figure 5.6: The Firefox browser with the ativated extension for outlining the main ontent.gold standard for the main ontent: employing a human user and onstruting speialisedextrator programs.The human expert is asked to look at di�erent web douments and outline the mainontent. A self implemented extension to the Mozilla Firefox browser supports the userin the task and allows him or her to save an HTML doument together with its metainformation and the seleted text of the main ontent. As an be seen in �gure 5.6, theextension is loated in a sidebar and onsists of a large text editor omponent for themain ontent and several ontrols to handle the meta data. The user an repeatedly selettext in the web doument by highlighting it with the mouse and opy it into the editoromponent. One the main ontent has been ompletely transferred into the editor andthe meta data settings of language et. have been made, the browser extension providesthe funtionality to store the HTML soure ode of the original doument, the outlinedmain ontent and the meta data to the �le system. A separated Java program is used toompile the single �les into a pakage struture as used by the evaluation framework.This approah was used to reate a very diversi�ed test pakage. It onsists of aolletion of 65 douments from a variety of web sites with di�erent bakgrounds. Inludinge-ommere online shops, newspapers portals with short news �ashes and full artiles,manuals and referenes, the olletion overs a wide range of di�erent web pages ontaining



110 Evaluating Content ExtrationTable 5.2: Overview of the automatially generated test pakages.Pakage Web site URL Language Doumentsbb BBC online http://news.bb.o.uk English 1000hip Chip online http://www.hip.de German 361eonomist Eonomist.om http://www.eonomist.om English 250espresso L'espresso http://espresso.repubblia.it Italian 139golem Golem http://golem.de German 1000heise heise online http://www.heise.de German 1000repubblia La Repubblia.it http://www.repubblia.it Italian 1000slashdot Slashdot http://slashdot.org English 364spiegel Spiegel online http://www.spiegel.de German 1000telepolis Telepolis http://www.telepolis.de German 1000wiki Wikipedia http://de.wikipedia.org German 1000yahoo Yahoo! news http://news.yahoo.om English 1000zdf ZDF heute.de http://www.heute.de German 422textual main ontents. To redue the impat of making an unluky hoie of doumentswhih represent outliers aused by extreme forms of single artiles, �ve typial pages fromeah website were inluded in the pakage, if possible relating to di�erent topis.The speialised extrators for partiular web sites are based on the Java networkingAPI, the SAX oriented HTML parser mentioned in 2.1.2 and the pakage managementfuntionality of the evaluation framework. They are basially equivalent to hand odedwrappers for loating the main ontent in web douments. To build the pakages it is thensu�ient to download several douments from the aording web sites and extrat the mainontent. Also the meta data of the douments an be harvested or extrated automatially.Pakages reated in this way allow massive testing of a CE method on douments withdi�erent ontents but similar struture, thus, they provide a good base for evaluating thestability of the method.The pakages reated with this approah are listed in table 5.2. All the web sitesused to reate the pakages have in ommon that they provide textual main ontents; thekind, the style and the length of this ontent, instead, varies. The douments also overa large range of di�erent layouts and web design tehniques to re�et several di�erentsenarios: the douments of some the web sites are quite rih in additional ontents, othersonsist of little more than the main ontent; some have a quite strutured or fragmentedmain ontent, in others the main ontent onsists of a single blok of text; some are rihin graphis, others ontain only few images; some douments are written are in English,others in German and yet others in Italian.In most ases the main ontent is quite obvious to spot. The only triky ase is repre-sented by the douments of the slashdot pakage. As already mentioned in 4.1, the mainartile of those douments is always extended by a rather lengthy disussion thread reatedby the slashdot users. We will onsider the disussion not to be part of the main ontent.



5.4 Comparison of Existing Single Doument Algorithms 111This test data of manually and automatially reated gold standards forms altogether14 pakages with a total of 9,601 douments available for the evaluation of CE algorithms.Appendix A ontains more details about the pakages and how the gold standards wereobtained.5.4.2 AlgorithmsNot all single doument CE algorithms have been developed to an extent that they areready to be used. Some of the papers we found dealing with CE remain vague aboutimplementing the proposed onept, even less provide a referene implementation. Themore developed algorithms were already presented in 3.2, aordingly our omparison ofalgorithms takes into onsideration only those approahes, namely Crunh, BTE, DSC,LQF, FeatureExtrator and K-FeatureExtrator.But even most those algorithms are presented only in theory and it was impossibleto �nd an implementation. Only the Crunh framework an be downloaded and runas an independent appliation [KGB05℄. For BTE exists a publily available refereneimplementation in Python [Fin05℄. The other algorithms had to be implemented fromsrath, following as lose as possible the desriptions in literature. Where desriptiondetails were missing, small gaps were �lled at best knowledge to follow the ideas of thealgorithms. In the ase of the FeatureExtrator and K-FeatureExtrator algorithms it wasneessary to ontat the authors to larify some open questions.The CE algorithms were implemented in Java. Beyond having a very rih standardAPI, espeially in the �eld of web tehnologies, this allowed to reuse some of the odewritten for the evaluation framework. Furthermore, there are several available libraries forstandard tasks: the JTidy program, for instane, to orret syntatial errors in HTMLdouments and to build DOM tree representation.So, while the theoreti bakground of the algorithms has been desribed in detail inhapter 3 about related work, here we will take a look at the algorithms from a pratialpoint of view. We will desribe a few implementation details and give an example of howthey �nd the main ontent of a web doument using the news artile from the Yahooweb site shown in �gure 5.7. This web page is ertainly not representative for a generalevaluation, but an help to get a subjetive impression of the performane and to possiblydisover some weak points of the algorithms. For this purpose we will always take a lookat the general shape of the web doument and in detail how the upper part of the mainontent is a�eted.The evaluation framework was designed to inorporate the CE �lters as proxy serversin a network environment. Hene, it is neessary to provide a simple proxy server, whihneeds to be apable of modifying web douments when forwarding them. The option ofmodifying a doument will be used by the CE �lters to remove the additional ontents.Under this aspet, Crunh is the easiest appliation to test as it is designed as a ready touse proxy server itself. We use version 2.0 with standard settings. The output of Crunhfor our example web page from Yahoo is shown in �gure 5.8. The hanged layout andthe removal of images are due to the rewriting and restruturing that is part of Crunh's
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Figure 5.7: Original form of the Yahoo news artile prior to any CE.extration proess. Beyond this, the example shows learly how Crunh removes text listsand link lists with its internal LQF. Conerning the other kinds of ontent Crunh is quiteonservative and rather removes too little than too muh of them.For the other algorithms we will use a very simple, self implemented and Java basedHTTP proxy with a standardised interfae for ontent �lters. The CE algorithms areommuniating with the proxy via this interfae. For an easier inorporation with thisproxy we use a reimplementation of the BTE algorithm in Java whih follows exatly thePython referene implementation. This has the additional advantage that all algorithms arerealised in Java. Hene, none of them should have partiular advantages or disadvantagesin time performane due to the underlying programming language. The tokenisation of aweb doument in word and tag tokens as required for BTE or DSC is based on the HTMLparser mentioned in 2.1.2 for loating tags and a funtion to split up strings at white spaeharaters for distinguishing single words.
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Figure 5.8: The Yahoo news artile �ltered with Crunh.The result of the BTE extration of our example doument an be seen in �gure 5.9. Itextrats far too muh; only the navigation menu at the top of the page has been removed.Optimising the extrat to ontain most words while exluding most tags seems not to workvery well with the Yahoo page. The additional ontents are probably too rih in wordsand ontain relatively few tags.Unlike the publiations on Crunh and BTE, the paper introduing the DSC algorithmmentions no referene implementation. Further, the approah was originally not intendedfor CE at all but served solely for distinguishing between douments whih ontain a textartile as main ontent versus those whih do not. Hene, we have to provide an imple-mentation of the algorithm ourselves. To do so, we an exploit the doument tokenisationdeveloped for BTE and use it to build the doument slope urve. Following preisely thedesription of the algorithm as in 3.2.3, the extrat generated by DSC on the Yahoo artilelooks like in �gure 5.10. It seems DSC tends to extrat too little of the main ontent as theheadline and the �rst paragraph are missing. However, the result is very preise � most ofthe additional ontents have been removed as well.
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Figure 5.9: The Yahoo news artile �ltered with BTE.Also for FeatureExtrator and K-FeatureExtrator we have to implement the algorithmbased on the desription in the related literature [DMG05b℄ alone. The DOM aess to adoument is realised via the aording funtions of JTidy. An e-mail exhange with SandipDebnath, one of the authors of the algorithm, lari�ed a few open questions about the webpage segmentation and that the employed k-means lustering algorithm has to be usedwith a setting of k = 3, i.e. to form three lusters. Therefore, following the desriptionslosely and using the original setting of forming three lusters, the performane of ourimplementation should orrespond quite losely to the one of the original paper. In �gure5.11 the extrat of the K-FeatureExtrator algorithm is shown. Applied to our exampledoument, it seems to perform quite well as it extrats the entire artile body. The headlineis missing, though, and also some additional ontents in the footer remained undeteted.As the LQF extrators may have several variations, we will use only one representative,general algorithm whih follows the formal desription as given in 3.2.4. The extration
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Figure 5.10: The Yahoo news artile �ltered with DSC.is based on a blok loal link/text removal ratio, whih does not take into onsiderationnested bloks. If this ratio of links is above a ertain threshold the entire blok is disardedas not being part of the main ontent. As threshold we use ratios of 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 toevaluate di�erent settings. This orresponds to removing those regions in a doument forwhih more than a quarter, more than half or more than three quarters of the text residesin hyperlinks. The e�et of LQF on the example web page an be seen in �gure 5.12. Asexpeted, it eliminates navigation menus and link lists very well but it fails to remove anyadditional ontent whih is not haraterised by a high rate of hyperlinks.Exept the above mentioned CE algorithms we will further use a proxy whih servesthe douments unhanged. This �plain� method for CE will always sore a perfet reallas it ertainly extrats all relevant ontents, but it will perform poorly onsidering thepreision as it extrats all irrelevant ontents as well. This pseudo-method orresponds tonot using CE at all and allows to laim from any CE algorithm to perform better than thisalternative, hene, it will serve as a baseline in the evaluation proess
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Figure 5.11: The Yahoo news artile �ltered with K-FeatureExtrator.So, with Crunh, BTE, DSC, FeatureExtrator, K-FeatureExtrator, LQF with thethree threshold settings and the plain method as baseline, we will evaluate altogether ninedi�erent methods for CE.5.4.3 Evaluation ProessThe evaluation proess is set up as follows. We ondut an evaluation run for all possibleombinations of pakages and algorithms. Hene, we reate a total of 9 · 14 = 126 CSV�les ontaining altogether all the results for eah single doument.Those results are then ompiled into a graphial presentation to allow an easier analysisand omparison of this huge amount of data. To do so, we ompute for eah evaluation runan average value for reall, preision and F1 separately for all levels of granularity, as wellas an average for the proessing time per kB and the estimate for the standard deviation ofF1 over all the douments. Further, to allow the diret omparison of the performane ofthe di�erent methods, we integrate the average values of eah measure aross all methodsonerning the same pakage. That is, we take, for example, the F1 performanes of all
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Figure 5.12: The Yahoo news artile �ltered with LQF and a threshold of 0.25.methods on the same pakage and plot them in a single diagram, to see how the methodsperform in diret omparison. To see the in�uene of the di�erent levels of granularity, theperformane values based on the harater sequene, the word sequene, the bag of wordsand the set of words are displayed in the same graph. Continuing our example of the F1performane, we will obtain as a result the harateristi urve of the F1 sores for eahCE method. The ombination of the urves of several CE algorithms in one hart showsthe relative and absolute performane of the methods at all levels of granularity.The hart in �gure 5.13 shows an example of how these urves look like for the F1performane of all of our nine CE methods onerning all levels of granularity. The hartis read as follows: the title of the diagram tells that the hart in this ase plots the F1performane on the heise pakage. Eah CE method is represented by a line with a di�erentolour; the assignment of olours to the extration algorithms is indiated in the legend.FeatureExtrator and K-FeatureExtrator are abbreviated by fe and kfe respetively; theother methods are abbreviated as before. The granularity of the performane measuresan be read from the labels on the x-axis: CS for the harater sequene, WS for wordsequene, BoW for bag of words and SoW for the set of words model underlying the
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Figure 5.13: F1 performane of the CE algorithms on the heise pakage.doument representation. The y-axis shows the atual performane and ranges from 0 to1 aording to the possible values of F1.5.4.4 ResultsHaving explained how to read the harts of the evaluation results, we an now fous theattention on the atual performane of the CE methods. Most of them perform in aomparable manner aross the mayor part of the evaluation pakages. The results forthe heise pakage shown in �gure 5.13 are quite typial and representative for most otherpakages. So, the onsiderations that follow an be observed in the heise hart but arevalid for nearly all the samples.Looking at the results in general, the �rst thing to notie is that the di�erent levels ofgranularity do not in�uene the resulting performane very muh. On the heise pakagein partiular, the relative performane of the CE algorithms remains unhanged under alldoument models: the algorithms are always ranked in the same order independently ofthe granularity. With few exeptions this behaviour an be observed in most ases � atleast for the average F1 sores.Also the ranking of the algorithms itself is quite typial and is on�rmed by the resultson most other pakages, in partiular the result that DSC sores the highest F1 values.While the �gures 5.13 to 5.21 illustrate some the evaluation results graphially for themore signi�ant pakages, table 5.3 gives a very ompat but omplete overview of the



5.4 Comparison of Existing Single Doument Algorithms 119Table 5.3: Word sequene F1 sores for all pakages and CE algorithms.bb hip eonomist espresso golem heise manual repubblia slashdot spiegel telepolis wiki yahoo zdfbte 0.676 0.262 0.736 0.835 0.532 0.674 0.409 0.842 0.113 0.749 0.927 0.853 0.602 0.875runh 0.756 0.342 0.815 0.810 0.837 0.810 0.382 0.887 0.123 0.706 0.910 0.725 0.738 0.772ds 0.937 0.708 0.881 0.862 0.958 0.877 0.403 0.925 0.252 0.902 0.859 0.594 0.780 0.847fe 0.147 0.015 0.002 0.035 0.273 0.264 0.141 0.099 0.067 0.002 0.143 0.236 0.109 0.015kfe 0.677 0.276 0.697 0.035 0.200 0.580 0.357 0.097 0.077 0.689 0.823 0.593 0.673 0.491lqf-25 0.834 0.502 0.732 0.667 0.926 0.791 0.387 0.826 0.135 0.790 0.906 0.690 0.708 0.579lqf-50 0.826 0.502 0.720 0.666 0.806 0.787 0.381 0.816 0.127 0.775 0.906 0.752 0.670 0.578lqf-75 0.798 0.473 0.694 0.665 0.735 0.767 0.374 0.816 0.118 0.749 0.906 0.785 0.644 0.571plain 0.595 0.173 0.613 0.624 0.502 0.575 0.371 0.704 0.106 0.549 0.858 0.823 0.582 0.514word sequene based F1 performane of all methods on all pakages. It an be seen in thistable, that the telepolis, wiki and zdf pakages are the only ones where DSC is outperformedby other methods4. However, on the telepolis pakage DSC is obtaining very good resultsand is inferior to the other CE methods merely beause they perform extraordinarily well.Also on the douments taken from ZDF heute it is seond to BTE only by a narrow margin.So, the wiki pakage is the only one, where DSC shows signi�ant drawbaks. But as wewill see soon, wiki pages are problemati in general in a CE ontext.In the performane ranking of the algorithms, the seond position after DSC is not aslear. BTE, LQF and Crunh show their weak and strong sides, depending on the pakage.We will now take a loser look at these algorithms. As on the heise pakage Crunh isbetter than LQF, whih is in turn better than BTE, we will look at the algorithms in thisorder.Crunh ahieves good results not only on the heise but also on most other pakages.However, on some douments the performane seems to drop remarkably, e.g. on the hippakage. An explanation for this outlier in performane ould be that Crunh is slightlyoutdated in version 2.0. The inorporated heuristis are based on assumptions abouthow web pages are designed and oded � but design and oding guidelines have hangedsine the publiation of Crunh and its latest update in 2004. Another observation isthat Crunh performs better than LQF on the major part of the test pakages. This isnot very surprising, as Crunh involves an LQF implementation itself. The additionalheuristis might then slightly improve the results in most ases. The observation that theadditional heuristis do not always lead to an improvement might be asribed to fat thatthe assumptions underlying those heuristis do not �t the douments in these ases. Areason for the failure of the heuristis might be one more the hanges in web design.4Looking at the �gures, BTE seems better also on the manual pakage. However, a di�erene in F1sores of 0.006 is so small, that the two methods an be onsidered of equivalent quality for this pakage.



120 Evaluating Content ExtrationThe di�erent versions of LQF, instead, are doing usually a quite reliable job. Theirperformane is pretty good on all of the test pakages. The threshold setting, remarkably,in�uenes the results surprisingly little. Quite often there is hardly any di�erene betweenthe F1 values for the thresholds of 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. If a di�erene ours it is usually the0.25 threshold whih performs slightly better. Higher settings probably prevent additionalontents with some but not too many links from being removed. The biggest drawbak ofLQF is its inapability to reognise those additional ontents whih do not onsist mainlyof hyperlinks.Also the BTE algorithm usually delivers good results, though not always at the sameheight as Crunh. In few pakages it even outperforms DSC, on others instead it is fallingfar behind. On average BTE ahieves the same ranking as LQF in relation to the othermethods. When looking at the individual pakages, instead, the performane of the twoapproahes varies notieably. The reason that sometimes it is LQF and sometimes it isBTE obtaining better results is very likely found in the two very di�erent approahes forloating the main ontent. BTE e�etively looks for a long text, while LQF exludes partsof the doument whih ontain too many links. Aordingly, it depends on the kind ofdoument whih one of the algorithms performs better.All of the so far mentioned methods sore good results. Leaving aside the wiki pakage,they are in partiular always ahieving better F1 sores than the plain method. Hene,they more or less really do manage to loate the main ontent. This observation annotbe made in general for the FeatureExtrator and K-FeatureExtrator.FeatureExtrator in partiular shows a remarkably bad performane. It ahieves nearlyalways the worst results, exept for one ase where K-FeatureExtrator performs still worse.And while K-FeatureExtrator apart from this one exeption seems a muh better ap-proah, it still has quite often an F1 sore below the one of the baseline of the plainmethod.These results seem quite onfusing, given the observations of Debnath et al. whenevaluating their algorithm in [DMG05b℄. They alulated very high sores for the blokbased reall and preision measures in most test ases for both of their algorithms. Alsothe performane of K-FeatureExtrator on our example Yahoo web page seemed better.Looking at the details of the algorithms and the evaluation method of Debnath et al.explains the divergene between the observed results. Both algorithms look for bloks inthe doument whih are partiularly �pure� with respet to a ertain desired feature. Fora textual main ontent, as in our ase, the desired feature is text. So, the algorithmsneed to look for those bloks ontaining preferably only text. Now, while short bloks,like headlines or teaser texts, usually ontain no other ontent beside text and not evenother HTML elements, the artile body � and thus the major part of the main ontent �is frequently a bit more strutured. It very likely onsists of several paragraphs, ontainshyperlinks or uses simple formatting instrutions like hanging the font style to bold oritali writing. These small strutures ause the main artile blok to be less pure than theheadline or teaser and, thus, might ause it to be disarded. This e�et ours atually quiteoften in pratie and FeatureExtrator eliminates all ontents from a doument exept theheadline. The blok lustering mehanism in K-FeatureExtrator partly ounterbalanes



5.4 Comparison of Existing Single Doument Algorithms 121this behaviour. However, this balane is not very stable and an easily be tipped to thewrong side. If the 100% pure text bloks form a luster on their own, while the slightlyless pure bloks of the artile body form another luster, the same results an be observedas for FeatureExtrator: headline and teaser remain, all the other ontents are deleted.The fat, that Debnath et al. observed nevertheless a good performane is probably dueto their evaluation method and an unluky hoie of test douments. In the motivationfor new evaluation measures we have already seen an example of when blok based IRmeasures like F1, reall and preision an ause distorted and deeiving results. Whilethe example we used then was onstruted and not based on an existing doument forthe sake of simpliity, the desribed problem is very real for the two FeatureExtratoralgorithms. Both algorithms very likely lassify most bloks orretly into additional andmain ontent, but simply fail on the largest blok of main ontent. Additionally it seemsthat the douments used for evaluation in [DMG05b℄ onsisted of one pure text blok for themain ontent only, so the sample �tted perfetly to the algorithm. But for some few, otherweb douments, also the evaluation in the paper of Debnath lists some extreme drops in F1performane, whih orrespond more to the results we an see here. So, FeatureExtratorand K-FeatureExtrator really do have a bad CE performane and our evaluation measuresre�et this very well.When hoosing a CE algorithm for a partiular appliation, for whih the impat ofmissing or super�uous data is known, it is also interesting to take a loser look at preisionand reall separately. After all, preision gives the ratio of super�uous data in the result andreall provides information about the ratio of missing data. Using again the heise pakageas quite representative for all pakages, we look at the respetive reall and preision hartsin �gure 5.14 and 5.15.The preision performane is quite interesting. All methods are more preise than thebaseline of the plain method. And the ranking under F1 seems to orrespond to the gainin preision � exept for FeatureExtrator and K-FeatureExtrator. As already explainedabove, those two algorithms might be quite preise, but tend to extrat far too little.This behaviour is also re�eted in the harts in 5.15 showing the reall sores. EspeiallyFeatureExtrator falls far behind the other methods. DSC and Crunh loose points underthe reall measure as well, but not of the same magnitude. This observation learly showsthe tradeo� between preision and reall. A method soring high in reall usually is poorin preision, a ommon problem in the �eld of IR. However, it seems that with little loss inreall the methods usually ahieve a quite good improvement in the preision rating. AndDSC seems � in the light of the F1 measure � to strike the best balane between a loss ofreall and the gain in preision.So far we looked mainly at the evaluation results on the heise pakage. Referringagain to table 5.3 above, we an say that most other pakages are omparable, with slightvariations in the order of the CE algorithms oming seond to DSC. In addition to therelative performane of the algorithms, also the absolute sores for F1, reall and preisionare similar � in partiular the extration performane of DSC is settled on a onstantlyhigh level. In appendix B the evaluation results for all pakages, all CE methods and
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Figure 5.14: Preision performane of the CE algorithms on the heise pakage.

Figure 5.15: Reall performane of the CE algorithms on the heise pakage.
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Figure 5.16: F1 performane of the CE algorithms on the slashdot pakage.all evaluation measures under the di�erent doument models are listed with all details intabular form.However, it is worth take a look at two partiularly interesting pakages in detail:slashdot and wiki. They are of partiular interest, beause they reveal some of the typialproblems of CE algorithms.Figure 5.16 shows, that the F1 performane of the CE methods on the slashdot pakageis in general muh lower than on all other pakages. This is due to the fat that weexluded the users' disussion and remarks on the original news artile from the mainontent. Under the aspet of style and appearane, these disussions and remarks �t verywell the desription of the main ontent and as the news artile is additionally very shortits appearane does not dominate the web page. All heuristis whih look for a longer textwill aordingly tend to extrat also the user disussion, if not even exlude the short mainontent. Hene, we an dedue that short main ontents are di�ult to retrieve, espeiallyif the douments are polluted with additional ontents ontaining longer texts.The F1 sores onerning the pakages built from Wikipedia douments are presentedin �gure 5.17. Also the wiki pakage turns out to be very triky for all the algorithms and,at least in the light of the F1-measures, it nearly seems best not to use any CE methodat all. Only BTE ahieves better results than the plain method. Taking into aount thatbasially all methods try to identify parts in a doument with little links or long texts withno tags, it beomes obvious, that a wiki artile with its strutured and, thus, fragmentedontent and its usually high rate of in-text-links is the worst senario possible.
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Figure 5.17: F1 performane of the CE algorithms on the wiki pakage.The problem of the methods with the wiki pakage beomes obvious when looking atreall and preision separately, as shown in the �gures 5.18 and 5.19. While preision, inomparison to the baseline, improves only a little or even dereases for some algorithms,the reall rate drops drastially. So, here the usually observed tradeo� between reall andpreision does not seem to apply.It remains to look at the stability of the algorithms, i.e. the estimates for the standarddeviation onerning the F1 values within eah pakage. We see those values in �gure5.20 for the heise pakage. In addition to being representative again, this is one of thelargest pakages as well. Aordingly it provides a large base of experiments to estimatethe standard deviation.The hart shows that the standard deviation of the F1 measure roughly ranges from0.1 to 0.15 for all methods. An observation whih an be made in all automatially reatedpakages5. Conerning stability, the generally bad performing FeatureExtrator and K-FeatureExtrator are an exeption again. Espeially the instable behaviour of the latterunderlines the remark of above on the fragile outome of the lustering of bloks aordingto their purity. This ould explain as well, why the performane of K-FeatureExtratorseemed di�erent for our example Yahoo doument: it might simply be one of those aseswhere the unstable algorithm delivered quite good results.5The standard deviation in the manual pakage is higher as the douments have a muh more variedform.
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Figure 5.18: Preision performane of the CE algorithms on the wiki pakage.

Figure 5.19: Reall performane of the CE algorithms on the wiki pakage.
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Figure 5.20: Stability of the CE algorithms on the heise pakage.

Figure 5.21: Time performane of the CE algorithms on the heise pakage.



5.5 Summary 127Looking lastly at the time performane of the algorithms in �gure 5.21, we an saythat DSC and FeatureExtrator are the fastest, though the di�erenes with other methodsare negligible. Only BTE peeks out, by being on average muh slower in proessing adoument. On some pakages the proessing time of BTE is even beyond one seond perkB. Considering an average doument size of 50 to 70 kB, BTE will take about a minute toloate the main ontent. Its inorporated approah of formulating CE as an optimisationproblem and �nding a solution to it turns out to be expensive for long douments. Thisrenders BTE unsuitable for use in an on-the-�y system.5.5 SummaryThe evaluation framework and the inorporated evaluation measures have proved to work asintended and the results orrespond quite well to the subjetively pereived performane ofthe CE algorithms. The di�erent levels of granularity used for evaluation measures showedto be more or less equivalent. However, in omparison with the blok based evaluationmeasures, they re�et far better the real performane of CE algorithms and are less proneto deliver misleading results.Considering the existing CE methods, it is ironially DSC whih is the best performingCE algorithm, as it originally was not even intended to be used for CE. The results ofCrunh are very good as well, but demonstrate in some ases how the heuristis underlyinga single doument CE algorithm an beome outdated and ause the system performaneto drop signi�antly under ertain irumstanes. The LQF extrators on the other handrevealed to be relatively stable and surprisingly tolerant to the threshold setting.The performane of the two FeatureExtrator algorithms is quite disappointing. Giventhe observations and evaluations in the original paper of Debnath et al. one would haveexpeted far better results. This demonstrates quite impressively, how important thedevelopment of new evaluation measures was in order to obtain reliable results. Finally,BTE is a good algorithm but it is too slow for being inorporated in time ritial systems.Beyond the performane of the algorithms it turned out that short or very fragmentedtextual main ontents are di�ult to loate, as shown by the douments taken from theSlashdot and Wikipedia web site.In the next hapter we will develop three new single doument CE algorithms. Indoing so, we will pay attention to the observed problems in order to overome some of thedi�ulties.
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Chapter 6New Single Doument AlgorithmsIn this hapter we will develop, desribe and �nally evaluate three new CE algorithms:largest pagelet, largest size inrease and ontent ode blurring. The �rst two algorithmsare based on work in the related �elds of wrapper generation and TD. They represent avariation of the original CE task. The aim of this variation is to loate the smallest DOMsub-tree whih ontains all of the main ontent fragments, even if this sub-tree ontainssome additional ontents as well. Before going into the details of those algorithms, wewill motivate this onept of modifying the searh for the main ontent to �nding a singleDOM sub-tree. For this purpose we will desribe a few appliation senarios where thisslightly modi�ed version of CE an be of interest.Content ode blurring, the third algorithm presented, is instead a lassial CE algorithmwhih is again aiming at outlining the main ontent as good as possible. It is an entirelynovel algorithm, based on the idea to �nd those parts in a web doument whih have auniform format as a homogeneous format is quite harateristi for the main ontent. Italso inorporates some tehniques whih partiularly aim at helping with the problematidouments we have seen in the last hapter. We will develop three variants of this algorithmand see that on most douments it performs better than the methods we have seen so far.6.1 Loating the DOM Sub-Tree of the Main ContentThe �rst two algorithms we will develop in this hapter try to �nd the smallest possibleDOM sub-tree whih still overs all of the main ontent. The aim of �nding this mainontent sub-tree seems, at �rst sight, ontraditory to the observations made in the lasthapter. After all, the results in hapter 5 reveal that the CE approahes whih performbetter, are those apable of loating also split up and distributed main ontents. The bestexample is the omparison between DSC and BTE, whih are both based on the same datastruture and oneptual idea: DSC being able to deal with fragmented and distributedmain ontents is in general the better CE solution.We will now desribe four senarios to eluidate this apparent ontradition of intro-duing the variation of the CE task of �nding a single DOM sub-tree. In these senarios129



130 New Single Doument Algorithmsthe proess of loating a partiular node in the DOM tree whih is the root of all of themain ontent fragments an be interesting or even more important than outlining the mainontent as preisely as possible.Exhange of the underlying template framework: The templates used by WCMSquite often provide a single slot for the main ontent. Even though the ontent inthis slot might later on be enrihed on-the-�y and extended with ommerials or re-lated information, the artile or text whih makes up the main ontent is usually notfragmented or split up to antiipate this modi�ation. Hene, the main ontent usu-ally resides in a single DOM sub-tree. Extrating ontents from one template baseddoument and inluding them in another template struture gives rise to the needof identifying the root node of the main ontent slot in the �rst doument. Copyingontents from one doument into another one while maintaining the struture of theontent is muh easier when dealing with DOM sub-trees, as there is no need to payattention to the resulting doument having a syntatially orret HTML struture.Personal information management and e-learning suites are examples of appliationsthat an bene�t from this senario of information integration. These appliationsan inlude the main ontent of a doument and its strutured DOM sub-tree intotheir own repository without having to bother about the additional ontents.Disovery of regions for editing: In 3.2.6 we mentioned the IsaWiki system. It allowsto personalise and edit arbitrary web pages in a Wiki style. To preserve the generalstruture of the web pages, editing is restrited to those regions whih ontribute tothe ontent and do not serve strutural purposes. To �nd these regions the rule-basedelISA algorithm lassi�es doument bloks into ategories like ontent, navigation,ommerial, et. The doument bloks orrespond to DOM sub-trees. Hene, pro-viding additional information about the sub-tree whih ontains the main ontentor at least whih part of the doument has to be analysed more arefully for thepresene of the main ontent supports this task and might improve the performaneof elISA and related systems.Pre-proessor for other CE method: Loating a DOM node whih most ertainlyontains the main ontent an also be suitable to aid other CE methods. By nar-rowing the fous of downstream CE methods on ertain parts of the doument, theextration proess might be faster and more reliable.Template analysis: The last senario we desribe in this ontext is the analysis of thetemplate that underlies an HTML doument. As the main ontent ertainly on-tributes most data for the �nal doument, �nding and outlining the root node of themain ontent slot allows deeper insights into the strutures of a template. It mightallow e.g. to reognise the strutures outside the main ontent sub-tree as being mostlikely template indued. This appliation might serve TD tasks and is, in a ertainway, omplementary to the pre-proessing senario for CE appliations.



6.2 Largest Size Inrease 131In all these appliations it is useful to pin-point a DOM node whih is a ommonanestor to all main ontent fragments and for whih none of its hild nodes satis�es thisrequirement. The algorithms we will desribe in 6.2 and 6.3 are promising to ful�l thistask. Given the spei�ed senarios we demand from suh algorithms to ahieve a high if noteven perfet reall. Under this onstraint they should also improve the preision sores inomparison to the alternative of not using CE at all, i.e. the plain method in our previousexperiments. A high reall and an improved preision orrespond exatly to ful�lling thedesribed task of narrowing the fous on those parts of a doument whih ertainly ontainthe main ontent.6.2 Largest Size InreaseThe XWRAP elite system of Han, Buttler and Pu [HBP01℄ has already been mentionedearlier during the disussion of related work in 3.1.2. It was said to be of partiular interestin the ontext of CE as it omprises a pre-proessing phase to loate the primary ontent.While �nding the primary ontent in XWRAP is supposed to help the system foussingon ertain HTML soure ode regions for building a wrapper, it is itself a variation of CE.We will now take a loser look at how the pre-proessing phase of XWRAP is working andturn it into a CE �lter.6.2.1 Conept and IdeaHan et al. developed three heuristis to �nd the main or primary ontent in a doument:largest tag ount (LTC), highest fanout (HF) and largest size inrease (LSI)1.The �rst two heuristis aim partiularly at �nding strutured or semi-strutured data inweb douments, as this is the type of data wrappers searh for. LTC ounts the number oftags ontained in a DOM sub-tree; a large number of tags orresponds to a highly struturedontent. HF slightly re�nes this approah by omparing the number of immediate hildnodes. A DOM sub-tree with more diret hildren is more likely an immediate root nodeto the highly strutured ontents. For lassial CE appliations, those two approahes arenot very useful, as a textual main ontent is usually not very strutured. Quite opposite,the additional ontents very likely will be muh more strutured.The third heuristi instead, namely LSI, is intended to �nd a single node ontainingthe textual main ontent. In order to �nd a part of the doument ontaining the mostand, presumably, main ontent, Han et al. alulate for eah node in the DOM tree howmuh visible text ontent the node adds to the doument. By looking at this inreaserelatively to the overall visible ontent of the parent node, it is possible to �nd the nodewhih ontributes more strongly to the ontents of the doument. For the ontent loationphase of XWRAP, this information is important in ombination with LTC and HF, as1Note that the largest size inrease algorithm is entirely di�erent from the onept of latent semantiindexing whih is ommonly abbreviated by LSI as well.



132 New Single Doument Algorithmsotherwise the primary ontent loation phase might result in �nding highly struturedDOM sub-trees whih do not ontain any text ontent.For us it is instead interesting to analyse the suitability of LSI to support CE. Inter-preting the node with the largest size inrease as the root node of the main ontent, allowsturning the LSI algorithm into a CE method.6.2.2 Adaptation and ImplementationThere is not muh adaptation work to do in order to use LSI for CE tasks. The algorithm,as it is shown in 6.1, an straight away be used for loating the DOM node with thelargest size inrease. The only gap to �ll in the work of Han et al. is the way how tomeasure the amount of visible ontent in a sub-tree, i.e. to de�ne how exatly the funtiongetText() works. With this detail missing in the original publiation, we will take thestraight forward approah of ounting the number of haraters in the visible text nodesin the entire sub-tree. Super�uous white spae haraters will obviously not be taken intoonsideration, in the same way as texts in style and sript nodes will be ignored.Algorithm 6.1: LSI: �nding the node with the largest size inreaseInput: D: DOM representation of a doumentOutput: n: DOM node with the largest size inreasebegin
N ← nodes(D) ;
lsi← 0 ;
n← rootNode(D) ;foreah m ∈ N do

vm ← length(getText(m)) ;
C ← desendents(m) ;
vmax

c ← 0 ;// Find largest hild sizeforeah c ∈ C do
vc ← length(getText(c)) ;if vmax

c < vc then
vmax

c ← vc ;// Determine size inrease of node
si← vm − vcmax ;if lsi < si then

n← m ;
lsi← si ;return nendOne the node whih adds most visible ontent to the doument is found, the extrationproess orresponds to deleting all visible text ontents whih are not ontained in the



6.3 Largest Pagelet 133aording DOM sub-tree. The easiest way to realise this is to traverse the DOM tree andremove all text nodes. When oming aross the main ontent root node as indiated byLSI, the traversal does not desent into this sub-tree. Aordingly the texts in this sub-treeare not removed.The algorithm an easily be implemented in Java by using the DOM tree funtionalityfor HTML douments, whih is provided by the JTidy pakage [GTG+08℄. In this way, theCE adaptation of LSI an easily be inorporated into the proxy framework developed inthe last hapter, thereby allowing to evaluate and to ompare LSI with other approahes.6.3 Largest PageletWe are now going to use another algorithm from the related work hapter as a basis forCE. The Page Partitioning [BYR02℄ of Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan was disussed in 3.3.1and is intended to loate pagelets. Pagelets are desribed as self-ontained regions in aweb doument, i.e. regions whih enapsulate a ontent, a navigation menu, a funtionor another atomi element. Looking at this informal desription, also the main ontentrepresents one of those self-ontained regions. As it usually will be the largest of them, wereate a single doument CE �lter based on extrating the largest pagelet (LP).6.3.1 Conept and IdeaThe Page Partitioning algorithm was developed in the ontext of disovering templatestrutures. Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan understand templates as olletions of reurrent,self-ontained regions, i.e. the pagelets. So, in their notion pagelets are somehow thebuilding briks of a web page as they an be reused on di�erent douments and providethereby a template harateristi.In order to disover templates � whih was the original intention of the approah � itis aordingly neessary to loate the pagelets in a web doument. This in turn requiresa formal desription of pagelets. To desribe what makes up a pagelet from a syntatialpoint of view, Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan use the following de�nition: a pagelet is a DOMnode whih does not have a pagelet as anestor node and does not ontain any hild nodewith at least k links. The requirement that a pagelet has no pagelet node as an anestorformulates a kind of maximality riterion. Otherwise all hild nodes of a pagelet would bepagelets as well, as they ertainly will not ontain any hildren themselves whih have kor more links.Using the number of hyperlinks ontained in hild nodes as a haraterisation for self-ontained regions seems at �rst sight a strange approah. In partiular, navigation menusan be onsidered a pagelet from the semanti desription. But, given the syntati de�-nition, they will very likely be split up in smaller fragments.However, for the onept of textual main ontent, the pagelet desription seems to �tquite well. Hene, deteting the pagelets in a single HTML doument and looking for theone whih ontains the most text is an interesting approah to �nd the main ontent.



134 New Single Doument Algorithms6.3.2 Adaptation and ImplementationBased on the syntati de�nition of pagelets, Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan developed thePage Partitioning algorithm as shown in 6.2. Starting from a queue ontaining the rootnode of a doument, they hek for eah pagelet andidate node in the queue, whetherit has hild nodes with at least k links. If this is the ase, the urrent node is disardedas a pagelet and all its hild nodes are added to the queue as new pagelet andidates.Otherwise, if no hild node has k or more links, the node is lassi�ed to be a pagelet itself.Algorithm 6.2: Page partitioning of Bar-Yossef and RajagopalanInput: D: HTML doument, k threshold of number of hyperlinks per pagelet.Output: P : set of pagelet nodes.begin// Start with root node in queue
q.append(rootNode(D)) ;
P ← ⊘ ;while ¬isEmpty(q) do

n← q.pop();
C ← desendents(n) ;if ∃c ∈ C : ountLinks(c) ≥ k thenforeah c ∈ C do

q.append(c) ;else
P ← P ∪ {n};return PendThe Page Partitioning algorithm does not need to be adapted for using it in the CEenvironment. The only additional work is to �nd the largest among the pagelets determinedby the Page Partitioning algorithm. As we are again interested in text, we searh onemore for the DOM sub-tree whih ontains most visible text in terms of haraters. Justas for the LSI implementation, sript and style ontents and white spae haratersare ignored when determining the amount of ontent. Also the extration proess an berealised, as done for LSI, by using a tree traversal to remove the text from all DOM nodeswhih are not hildren of the node that represents the largest pagelet.An important parameter for the Page Partitioning algorithm is k, the number of linksin hild nodes whih auses a pagelet andidate to be split in smaller pagelets andidates.Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan used a value of k = 3, but did not motivate this deisionfurther. Hene, we will also take a look at other settings during evaluation.



6.4 Content Code Blurring 1356.4 Content Code BlurringAfter LSI and LP, whih have been adaptations and translations of other algorithms for CEpurposes, ontent ode blurring is an entirely novel algorithm. Further, it is a �traditional�CE algorithm in the sense that it fouses on outlining the main ontent as good as possible� not neessarily �xing it to the sub-tree of a partiular DOM node.The idea underlying ontent ode blurring is to take advantage of the visual impressiona web page is supposed to ahieve. Additional ontents suh as ommerials, navigationmenus, funtional and design elements are usually highly formatted and ontain little andshort texts. The main ontent on the other hand is ommonly a long and homogeneouslyformatted text. As in the soure ode of an HTML doument any hange of format isindiated by a tag, we will aordingly try to identify those parts of a doument whihontain a lot of (visible) text and few or no tags2, i.e. areas with a lot of ontent and littleode.To give an example, �gure 6.1 shows a fragment of an HTML doument as it is renderedby a web browser and its soure ode form. Even in this quite small fragment we an see amain ontent and several additional ontents. The main ontent is the text in the paragraphand reports about a list of alternative searh engines. Additional ontents appear in theshape of meta information about the date and time of publiation, an image logo and afuntional element to add user omments. The soure ode of the douments re�ets quitelearly how the additional ontents onsist of muh shorter texts and, at the same time,are muh riher in markup ode.6.4.1 Conept and IdeaSo, the idea and aim of ontent ode blurring is to loate those regions in a doumentwhih ontain �a lot of ontent and little ode�. To formalise this task we �rst of all needto formalise what is a region in a doument, what exatly we mean by ontent and by odeand how to measure the amount of ontent or ode in the regions.The question of what is ontent and what is ode an be answered quite easily. Gen-erally speaking, all the tags in the soure ode orrespond to ode while everything elseorresponds to ontent. The tags after all provide the struture, the layout and the for-matting of a web doument, the text outside the tags makes up the ontent. There are,however, a few exeptions from this simple rule:
• HTML omments are ignored for obvious reasons, even though they form a part ofthe soure ode.
• White spae like blanks, linefeeds and tabulators may be part of the text in theirfuntion to separate single words. But in the major part of urrently found HTMLdouments they are also used to layout and prettyprint the soure ode. Commonly,2We will not di�erentiate between the di�erent kinds of tags, even if ertain kinds of tags have a strongerin�uene on the layout than others.
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Figure 6.1: A fragment of an HTML doument and its soure ode.the intention behind this white spae is to improve the readability and maintainabilityof the ode. In this funtion blanks, linefeeds and tabulators are neutral haraterswhih are neither ontent nor ode, aordingly we will ignore them.
• The data in sript and style elements is usually enapsulated in omments and,as suh, will be ignored as stated above. But even if this behaviour is onsideredbest pratie not all web pages follow it. In the latter ases the style de�nitions or



6.4 Content Code Blurring 137the sript ode do look like ontent, while in fat they are not. Neither an they beonsidered ode onerning our notion as they usually do not a�et the layout of thedoument at the same loation as they are de�ned in the soure ode. Therefore,even if they are not enapsulated in omments, sript and style elements and theirontents are disregarded in the proess3.
• HTML entities are basially some kind of ode, though they do represent ontent.Trikier even, several haraters are �nally meant to be resolved to one single har-ater when the doument is displayed in a browser appliation. Aordingly we willresolve them to single haraters prior to further operations on the doument.Having treated those speial ases and stripped o� the ignored parts, we now have aversion of the doument in whih we an determine learly and for eah part of it whetherit is ontent or ode.The next question we posed is, how to turn the doument into a struture for whihwe an de�ne the onept of regions. We will take two di�erent approahes here. The�rst approah is to strike a new path for doument representations in the CE ontextby determining for eah single harater whether it is ontent or ode. It is this haraterbased onept of regions whih requires in partiular the above mentioned handling of whitespaes and HTML entities. So, a doument is turned into a sequene of ode and ontentharaters. The seond approah is based on a token sequene like the one underlyingBTE and DSC. Eah tag and eah word orrespond to a token. The whole doument isaordingly represented as a sequene of tag and word tokens.In the end, both ways lead to a representation of a doument as a sequene of elementswhih are either ontent or ode. The sequene an be haraterised as a vetor of atomiontent or ode elements. We will refer to this vetor from now on as the ontent odevetor . An advantage that omes along with this doument representation is the robustnessto invalid or badly formatted HTML ode. Indeed, as long as the tags an be identi�ed,the reation of the ontent ode vetor will sueed.Now, based on this vetor of atomi elements, we need to de�ne our regions and theway to alulate the amount of ontent and ode therein. The windowing approah ofDSC ould be a solution, but the problem with moving a window of �xed width by alwaysthe same o�set is that the window positions do not take into onsideration any doumentstruture. The window might be positioned in an unluky way and slie o� parts of themain ontent whih are then grouped together with parts that are mainly ode. Thus, wewill adopt a more �exible approah.We will form regions, whih are based themselves on the riteria of onsisting mainlyof ontent or of ode. Aordingly, it is immediately lear whether to retain or to disarda region in an extration proess. To determine these regions, we will alulate for eahatomi element a ratio of how muh it is surrounded by other ontent or ode elements.So, we determine for eah harater or eah token how many ontent and ode haraters3This also means that ontent ode blurring � like all other CE and TD algorithms � is inapable ofdealing with ontent dynamially reated by lient side JavaSript.



138 New Single Doument Algorithmsor tokens surround it. If the ontent ode ratio is high for several atomi elements in a rowwe an say that we have found a part of the doument with a relatively uniform format,as a high ratio implies that there are few tags in a part of the doument whih mainlyonsists of text.How muh an element is surrounded by ontent or ode depends on the appearane ofontent or ode elements in its neighbourhood. The neighbourhood is de�ned individuallyfor eah atomi element and orresponds to a symmetri range of entries in the ontentode vetor. To further relax the sharp boundaries of this neighbourhood and to allow anin�uene even beyond neighbourhood borders, we will use an iterative proess inspired bythe blurring �lters in image proessing appliations.6.4.2 Blurring the Content Code VetorBefore starting the proess of determining the ontent ode ratio we will transform therepresentation of the ontent ode vetor into a more suitable format. We will represent itas a vetor of �oating point values. Eah entry in the vetor is initialised with a value of
1 if the aording element is of type ontent and with a value of 0 for ode. These initialratios an be interpreted as the ontent ode ratio of the elements prior to being in�uenedby their neighbourhood. A value of 1 means that 100% of the onsidered elements areontent, a value of 0 means that 0% of the elements are ontent.To obtain the atual ratios whih inorporate also the surrounding element values wealulate a weighted and loal average of the values in the neighbourhood of eah entry, i.e.for eah atomi element. Based on these loal average values, we reate a new vetor whihrepresents for eah element the individual ratio of ontent and ode in the neighbourhood.If all the elements in a neighbourhood had a ontent ode ratio of 1, also the neighbourhoodaverage will be 1. The same is valid for neighbourhoods with an initial ratio of 0. In amixed neighbourhood the value for a single entry will be somewhere in the interval between
0 and 1. The preise value depends on the values of the surrounding elements. If theyare mainly ontent, the ratio will be high, if they are mainly ode, the ratio will be low �exatly the e�et that we intended to ahieve.The weights in the average alulation are used for modelling a stronger in�uene ofnear elements and a weaker in�uene for those loated further away. We hoose the weightsaording to a Gauss distribution with parameters µ = 0 (re�eting the pivot element asthe entre of the distribution) and σ = 1

2
δ, where δ is the range of the neighbourhood.Roughly speaking, it an be said that the range δ indiates the diret in�uene of anelement.The in�uene of elements beyond the neighbourhood boundaries is ahieved by iter-atively repeating this proess of alulating weighted, loal neighbourhood averages. Ineah iteration we use the resulting vetor of ontent ode ratios as input for the next step.The iteration is stopped as soon as the values start to settle.Visually the whole proess orresponds to onstruting a one dimensional image fromthe atomi elements, in whih eah pixel represents a single element, initially being olouredwhite if it represents ontent and blak if it represents ode. The iterative alulation of
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Figure 6.2: A Gauss �lter blurs an image by spreading the olour information of a pixel toits neighbour pixels aording to a Gauss distribution.the ontent ode ratio orresponds to applying repeatedly a Gaussian blurring �lter �hene the name ontent ode blurring. Gaussian �lters an be found in nearly all imageproessing programs. They ahieve the blurred e�et in an image by spreading the olourvalue of a pixel to its neighbour pixels aording to a Gauss distribution. The e�et isdemonstrated in �gure 6.2: the upper image represents a very simple one dimensionalimage with one blak pixel surrounded by white pixels. The Gauss urve plotted beneaththis image determines how the olour is spread aross the neighbour pixels and the resultis the blurring e�et whih an be seen in the lower image.Figure 6.3 demonstrates the same blurring e�et on a more omplex image whih wasgenerated in the desribed above way from the soure ode of the HTML fragment of ourinitial example from �gure 6.1. The �rst image orresponds to the original vetor and is asequene of blak and white pixels. A blak pixel represents a ode element in the ontentode vetor, a white pixel a ontent element. The region of the long text of the mainontent an be reognised quite learly by the longer white region whih is interruptedonly by blak pixels for the few tags inside the main ontent4. The seond image in �gure6.3 demonstrates what happens when blurring the image: the abrupt transitions betweenblak and white are smoothed into shades of grey. The parts of the image whih wereinitially mainly blak end up being oloured in darker shades, those whih have initiallybeen mainly white will remain in lighter shades. Translated into the ontent ode ratio, thebright areas have a high ratio of ontent to ode and, aordingly, are rih in ontent, thedark ones have a low ratio and are rih in ode. However, the e�et, as an be seen in thelast three images in �gure 6.3, is less strong with every iteration and shows a onvergeneof the shades.The shades of the image after the last appliation of the blurring �lter an be interpretedas the �nal ontent ode ratio. The brighter the shades, the higher is the ratio of ontentto ode. Translating the shades bak again into numeri values, we have a value of 1 for4the longest interruption orresponds to the tag of the hyperlink and its attribute for the URL.



140 New Single Doument Algorithms
Figure 6.3: Blurring a harater vetor interpreted as greysale image.ontent and 0 for ode. A brighter grey orresponds to value loser to 1, a darker grey willbe loser to 0.Finding the regions in a doument whih ontain mainly ontent then orresponds toseleting those elements whih have a high ontent ode ratio, i.e. values loser to 1. Wewill use a �xed threshold for this ratio and selet all elements of the doument whih havea ontent ode ratio above this threshold as being part of the main ontent.Looking again at our example in �gure 6.3: the bright areas in the last image have ahigh ontent ode ratio, the dark ones have a low ratio. Due to the repeated blurring, thepixels whih orrespond to the short texts in the additional ontents beame very dark. Onthe other hand, the pixels representing the few tags whih appeared in the main ontentbeame quite bright. If now we extrat only those texts, whih have a high ontent oderatio value, we get exatly the main ontent we were looking for in our example.Altogether, the iterative blurring proess has all the properties we want: eah elementis assigned its own, individual ontent ode ratio and it is in�uened by the surroundingelements, while onversely in�uening them as well. Additionally, the elements that areloser to the pivot element have a stronger in�uene than those being further away.6.4.3 Adaptation and ImplementationThough the visual interpretation of blurring a blak and white image is very desriptive,our implementation of the ontent ode blurring algorithm performs the alulations ofblurring the ontent ode vetor without the overhead of reating an image representation.Instead, it uses the vetor representation of �oating point numbers as desribed above andassigns the ontent elements an initial value of 1 and the ode elements an initial value of

0. The operations of the blurring �lter are then applied to this vetor.As soon as a ertain stop riterion is met, we stop the iteration of the blurring proess.The stop riterion we will use is a low rate of hanges in the �nally extrated text. Thismeans, we determine, after eah step of the iteration, the ontent whih would be delaredmain ontent given the urrent ontent ode ratio of the atomi elements. And if thisontent extrat is beoming stable, the iteration is stopped. Other possible stop riteriaould be to �x an absolute number of iterations or to require the hanges in the ontentode ratio to beome small.



6.4 Content Code Blurring 141The extration itself is based on the �nal values of the ontent elements. If their value isabove a ertain threshold t they are onsidered main ontent, otherwise additional ontentand are replaed with a previously de�ned harater r, usually a blank5. Algorithm 6.3outlines the formal de�nition of ontent ode blurring and inludes the reation of theharater based ontent ode vetor. We will refer to this initial form of the algorithm asCCB.This basi ontent ode blurring algorithm is then further extended by a few down-stream re�nements, in order to be able to handle speial ases. The �rst adaptation isto extrat for eah ontent element with a ontent ode ratio above the threshold all sur-rounding ontent elements as well. This extension of the extration ranges till the nextode elements and it is intended to maintain ontinuous text bloks between tags. It ispartiularly neessary for the harater based CCB, as otherwise it might happen thatwords are extrated only partially, if some haraters are above the threshold while othersare below.This adaptation is also intended to support the reognition of short main ontents � atask whih was problemati for most CE algorithms. In fat, due to this modi�ation, itis enough if only a single element of a short text is onsidered main ontent to extrat theentire text blok.Another problem we disussed in hapter 5 was the one of the wiki pakage: highlyfragmented ontents whih additionally ontain a lot of in-text hyperlinks ontradit mostCE heuristis. We will introdue a variation of CCB to ope with this problem as well.The most prominent feature of Wikipedia artiles is the high number of in-text hy-perlinks. They ontribute most strongly to the fragmentation, whih is problemati alsofor the attempt of CCB to �nd areas with few tags. Thinking of our initial idea of textbloks with uniform layout, we reate an adapted CCB (ACCB) whih ignores anhor-tagsentirely. After all, hyperlinks are not in�uening the format intentionally. The visual in�u-ene they have on the doument is more a side-e�et of the neessity to referene anotherdoument.At the �rst glane, this approah might seem too speialised, over�tted for the Wikipediapages and even ounterprodutive for other kinds of HTML douments. LQF for exampleuses the presene of hyperlinks as a sure sign for additional ontents. Hene, ignoring thehyperlinks might weaken the general performane of the CCB approah. For this reasonwe will ompare the performane of ACCB with the original CCB. We will not make thisdi�erentiation for the token based doument representation, though, as it is muh lessa�eted by the hange of a single token.So, for evaluation we will onsider three variations of ontent ode blurring: the har-ater based version in its original form (CCB), the one with the adaptation of ignoringhyperlinks (ACCB) and the token based version (TCCB), whih ignores hyperlinks as well.5The option of replaing the additional ontents with any other harater an be used to get a visualimpression of the removed ontent when looking at a �ltered doument in a web browser.



142 New Single Doument AlgorithmsAlgorithm 6.3: CCBInput: D: HTML doument with resolved entities, where D[i] is the i-th harater,
w: weight vetor of length 2δ + 1, SC: stop riterion, t: threshold, r:replaement haraterOutput: D′ HTML doument, where all haraters in additional ontents aremasked by rbegin// Creating the ontent ode vetor

k ← 1;for i = 1 . . . |D| doif ¬( isComment (D[i]) ∨ isWhiteSpae (D[i]) ∨ isSript (D[i]) ∨isStyle (D[i])) thenif inTag (D[i]) then
c[k]← 0;else
c[k]← 1;

k ← k + 1;// Iterative blurringrepeatfor i = 1 . . . |c| do
ctmp[i]← 0;for j = −δ . . . + δ do

ctmp[i]← ctmp[i] + c[i + j] · w[j];
c← ctmp;until stop riterion SC is met ;// Extration proess

k ← 1;for i = 1 . . . |D| doif ¬( isComment (D[i]) ∨ isWhiteSpae (D[i]) ∨ isSript (D[i]) ∨isStyle (D[i])) thenif inTag (D[i]) then
D′[i]← D[i];elseif c[k] > t then

D′[i]← D[i];else
D′[i]← r;

k ← k + 1;else
D′[i]← D[i];return D′end



6.5 Evaluation 1436.5 EvaluationNow that the adaptation of LSI and LP for CE purposes and the new ontent ode blurringmethod and its variations have been developed and desribed from a theoretial point ofview it is time to evaluate their performane. For evaluation we will use again the evaluationframework developed in the last hapter. For omparability the evaluation will be madeon exatly the same data and using the same evaluation measures.During evaluation we will have to di�erentiate between the performane of LSI and LPon one hand and CCB, ACCB and TCCB on the other. As mentioned already above, wewould wish and expet LSI and LP to provide very good results under the reall measure,while the F1 performane is of seondary importane � as long as it is above the baseline ofthe plain method. This would orrespond to an extration in whih the algorithms loatethe main ontent very well, even if some additional ontents have not been removed. Forthe ontent ode blurring algorithms, instead, the primary aim is to deliver good F1 results� espeially in omparison with DSC, whih is so far the best among the evaluated CEalgorithms.6.5.1 Fixing the ParametersBefore proeeding to the evaluation, we need to �x the parameters for LP, CCB, ACCBand TCCB. For this purpose we use the evaluation framework as well. Using a small setof douments we look at the performane for di�erent parameter settings and hoose theone whih provides on average the best results.The parameter in LP orresponds to the number k of links in nested strutures whihis required to split up pagelet andidates into smaller strutures. In detail: if a DOMnode whih is analysed for being a pagelet ontains a hild node whih in turn ontains atleast k hyperlinks, the node is disarded as possible pagelet and all its hild nodes beomepagelet andidates. Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan used a setting of k = 3. However, sinethe publiation of the Page Partitioning algorithm some time has passed and the web hasalways shown quik hanges in design priniples and habits. Therefore, the number of linksin douments might have inreased and aordingly also the harateristi number of linksin a pagelet. Hene, we evaluate the LP ontent extrator with di�erent settings for kbetween 3 and 11 in the Page Partitioning algorithm.The results obtained for LP are very irregular. For some douments, high settings for
k ahieve better results, on other douments, instead, low settings of k are better. Worseeven, if high settings for k perform well, low settings seem to fail and vie versa. Choosing
k = 7 is a good balane, whih on average performs best.The ontent ode blurring algorithms have two main parameters: the range of theneighbourhood and the threshold value. The range de�nes the diret in�uene of theatomi elements on their neighbourhood; the threshold provides the minimum ontentode ratio an element has to reah for being delared part of the main ontent.During the evaluation it beame evident quite soon, that a threshold of 0.75 is a goodsetting for all neighbourhood ranges and all variations of the algorithm. Keeping the



144 New Single Doument AlgorithmsTable 6.1: Evaluation results of new single doument algorithms: average F1 (WS).bb hip eonomist espresso golem heise manual repubblia slashdot spiegel telepolis wiki yahoo zdfab-r40 0.924 0.703 0.890 0.875 0.959 0.916 0.419 0.968 0.177 0.861 0.908 0.682 0.732 0.929b-r40 0.923 0.716 0.914 0.876 0.939 0.841 0.420 0.964 0.160 0.858 0.913 0.403 0.742 0.929tb-25 0.914 0.842 0.903 0.871 0.947 0.821 0.404 0.918 0.269 0.910 0.902 0.660 0.758 0.745runh 0.756 0.342 0.815 0.810 0.837 0.810 0.382 0.887 0.123 0.706 0.910 0.725 0.738 0.772ds 0.937 0.708 0.881 0.862 0.958 0.877 0.403 0.925 0.252 0.902 0.859 0.594 0.780 0.847lsi 0.886 0.070 0.842 0.838 0.554 0.645 0.376 0.877 0.076 0.722 0.942 0.764 0.781 0.574lp-7 0.954 0.698 0.835 0.863 0.319 0.603 0.322 0.918 0.177 0.893 0.931 0.574 0.060 0.623plain 0.595 0.173 0.613 0.624 0.502 0.575 0.371 0.704 0.106 0.549 0.858 0.823 0.582 0.514threshold �xed allows an easy exploration of settings for the range. Here a range of 40empirially showed to be a good hoie for the harater based algorithms CCB and ACCB,while for the token base TCCB a range setting of 25 results in a good performane.6.5.2 ResultsAfter having �xed the parameter settings based on a few experimental runs, we an evaluateand ompare the new algorithms with the ones we have evaluated in the last hapter.Table 6.1 provides a quik overview of the average F1 results for the word sequene basedevaluation. The table also lists the results for DSC and Crunh, as DSC was the bestperforming CE algorithm and Crunh ahieved quite good reall values. Hene, we willompare CCB, ACCB and TCCB with DSC and the LP and LSI algorithms with Crunh.We will �rst look at the performane of the LSI and LP algorithm, before onsidering theontent ode blurring implementations. The results in the table highlight immediately thatLSI and LP have extreme problems under ertain irumstanes. LSI shows a very bad F1performane on the hip pakage, LP, instead, fails on the douments of the yahoo pakage.This learly shows the problem with heuristi based, single doument CE approahes. Theassumptions about how to loate the main ontent do not always hold and in these asesthe extration proess fails entirely.Looking at the struture of the doument, the reasons for the failures beome quiteobvious in both ases. As shown in �gure 6.4, the hip douments usually omprise a nottoo long main ontent and some quite verbose additional ontents in a side bar. Bothregions are DOM sub-trees whih split up quite early in the DOM tree. Hene, the sub-tree of the additional ontents inreases remarkably the amount of text in its parent node.LSI quite often makes the mistake of simply seleting this wrong branh of the DOM treeas main ontent, beause it ontributes largely to the visible text. The result of suh amistake is shown in �gure 6.5: the main ontent, in this ase, has been removed entirely.
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Figure 6.4: A doument from the hip web site in its original form.Figure 6.6 outlines the two sub-trees in the DOM tree of a hip doument whih ontainthe additional and the main ontent region. The �gure illustrates quite learly that bothsub-trees ontribute strongly to the visible ontent. For other algorithms, these additionalontents are not as problemati. Even though they are quite rih in text, they are alsorih in hyperlinks and other formatting instrutions. Aordingly, the other algorithmsreognise these nodes as additional ontents quite easily.The problem of LP with the yahoo pakage has another reason. However, also in thisase the bad performane is aused by a partiular struture of the DOM trees. The mainontent and a list of related links are settled together as sibling nodes in a div element.Figure 6.7 shows suh a yahoo doument. The high number of links in the related links listauses this div element to be disarded as a pagelet andidate and it is split up by the PagePartitioning algorithm. Unfortunately this splits also the main ontent. As the main artileis subdivided into several paragraphs whih are diret hildren of the div node, the text is
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Figure 6.5: LSI often extrats the ontent rih side bar of hip douments.segmented into several pagelets. The LP algorithm then selets the largest pagelet whihaordingly orresponds to the longest paragraph of the main ontent, as demonstrated in�gure 6.8. The longest paragraph, however, represents only a small fration of the mainontent, hene, LP obtains a very low reall sore. This problem will always our whenevera pagelet struture is nested in the pagelet andidate ontaining the main ontent.But even apart from those two heavy failures of LSI and LP, the onepts do notonvine in general. Their attempt to ahieve a high reall value and to possibly restrit thesearh for the main ontent to ertain DOM sub-trees is not very suessful either. Whilethe methods in general do reah a quite high reall value, there are better solutions underthis aspet. In table 6.2 we ompare the average reall of LSI and LP with Crunh, whihwas already said to be quite onservative and areful in removing additional ontents. Itan be seen, that Crunh is signi�antly outperformed only on the wiki pakage and merelyby LSI. In all other senarios, Crunh delivers better or equivalent reall results. Therefore,
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Figure 6.6: DOM tree of a hip doument with the two sub-trees of the main ontent regionand the ontent rih side bar.Crunh is a better andidate for a pre-proessor to redue the searh for the main ontent.Certainly, it does not attah the main ontent to a partiular DOM sub-tree as needed forsome other appliations mentioned in 6.1, but LSI and LP seem too unreliable and fragile.Finding suitable algorithms for the senarios we desribed above and whih do require asingle DOM sub-tree as input will need some further researh.The results obtained for the ontent ode blurring algorithms look muh more promis-ing. First of all, when looking at the average F1 values in table 6.1, we an notie thatACCB does not show a signi�ant drawbak in omparison to CCB. So, the adaptation ofignoring hyperlink tags during the onstrution of the ontent ode vetor does not ausea drop in the performane of the ontent ode blurring approah. We an dedue thatACCB � though also improving the F1 performane on the wiki pakage signi�antly �is not over�tted for Wikipedia douments. ACCB is atually performing better for someof the other pakages as well. So, the adaptation, whih was spei�ally introdued forthe partiular ase of a main ontent with a high ratio of in-text links is useful for othersenarios as well.Seondly, we an say that ACCB in general performs better than DSC. The results in�gure 6.5.2 on the heise pakage are quite typial under this aspet as the F1 performaneurve of ACCB is well above the one of DSC for all doument models. CCB and TCCB,
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Figure 6.7: A doument from the yahoo web site in its original form.instead do not show a lear advantage or disadvantage in omparison with DSC. On thedouments of the heise pakage they atually obtain a lower F1 sore. This is not alwaysthe ase and on average CCB, TCCB and DSC have a omparable performane.Looking at the total of our 14 evaluation senarios, ACCB obtains signi�antly higherF1 sores than DSC for �ve pakages, omparable results on six pakages and worse resultsonly for three pakages. Further, on four of the omparable pakages ACCB has slightlyhigher F1 sores, whih might underline its tendeny to perform better. Among the pak-ages where ACCB is inferior to DSC is the anyway problemati slashdot pakage. Though
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Figure 6.8: Due to the DOM struture LP extrats only one paragraph of the main ontentof a yahoo doument.Table 6.2: Reall for LSI, LP and Crunh in diret omparisonbb hip eonomist espresso golem heise manual repubblia slashdot spiegel telepolis wiki yahoo zdfab-r40 0.927 0.913 0.952 0.894 0.929 0.930 0.717 0.962 0.905 0.902 0.911 0.566 0.838 0.921b-r40 0.925 0.875 0.948 0.894 0.890 0.806 0.706 0.954 0.748 0.889 0.911 0.295 0.838 0.921tb-25 0.914 0.833 0.949 0.878 0.913 0.882 0.681 0.892 0.908 0.897 0.898 0.557 0.866 0.669runh 0.993 0.988 0.982 0.963 0.981 0.944 0.815 0.996 0.911 0.978 0.998 0.731 0.996 0.999ds 0.900 0.902 0.909 0.860 0.936 0.859 0.601 0.938 0.750 0.924 0.822 0.510 0.887 0.803lsi 0.975 0.272 0.968 0.901 0.988 0.755 0.816 0.991 0.521 0.934 0.996 0.907 0.985 0.858lp-7 0.982 0.952 0.895 0.937 0.303 0.640 0.522 0.963 0.315 0.843 0.985 0.494 0.038 0.686
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Figure 6.9: Average F1 performane of CCB, ACCB and TCCB on the heise pakage inomparison with DSC.ACCB ahieves better reall values for slashdot douments, it is muh less preise. Theproblems with the short main ontent and long additional text ontents seems to a�et theharater based ontent ode blurring stronger than DSC. Interesting is, that on the samepakage, DSC itself is oming seond to the TCCB when onsidering the F1 performane.This is also the ase for the spiegel pakage, where ACCB is outperformed by DSC, butTCCB is better than DSC. So, the question arises whether in these ases the haraterbased approah has exeptional drawbaks in omparison to a token based approah. Thismight be a hint that a more sophistiated onstrution of the ontent ode vetor ouldimprove the results of the ontent ode blurring idea. A solution somewhere between theharater and token based onstrution of the vetor might deliver still better results. Re-duing the in�uene of long words and attribute values in tags ould be an approah worthpursuing.When looking in more detail at the pakages where ACCB performs better than DSC,the results in table 6.2 show that the key to the suess of ACCB is a better reall. It isusually slightly less preise than DSC, but it ahieves better reall values and, as a result,in the light of F1 it reahes a better tradeo� between reall and preision. This explainsalso the observations for the slashdot pakage: ACCB extrats the user omments betterand more ompletely than DSC. But as they are not onsidered to be part of the mainontent, ACCB is punished for this extration in the preision measure.
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Figure 6.10: Time performane of LP, LSI, CCB, ACCB and TCCB on the heise pakagein omparison with DSC, LQF and Crunh.However, the reall of ACCB is not perfet either. If parts of the main ontent arehighly formatted, i.e. marked up with any kind of tags, they might not be reognised asmain ontent, espeially if they are positioned lose to other highly strutured additionalontents. This problem a�ets all ontent ode blurring implementations and is a phe-nomenon whih an typially be observed for the headlines of news artiles. They usuallyfollow a setion of additional ontents, have a short text themselves and are separated fromthe rest of the main ontent by some other formatting instrutions. However, it is worth tonote that DSC su�ers from the same problem, even to a higher degree. The improvementsof ACCB in reall are also due to a better performane exatly in these triky ases. Theadaptation of always extrating ontinuous ontent element sequenes entirely seems tohelp in some of the ases.Looking at the proessing time in �gure 6.10, the token based approahes DSC andTCCB are omparably fast. ACCB and CCB need longer to proess a doument, simplydue to the muh longer ontent ode vetor. However, both ACCB and CCB are reasonablyfast. Their time performane is similar to the LQF �lters and still faster than Crunh whihhave also been inluded in the graph of �gure 6.10 for ompleteness of omparison.Finally, also under the aspet of stability, the ontent ode blurring algorithms areompetitive with DSC. As shown in �gure 6.11, on the heise pakage ACCB is even slightlymore stable than DSC, and this tendeny is on�rmed by most other pakages.
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Figure 6.11: Stability of CCB, ACCB and TCCB on the heise pakage in omparison withDSC.6.6 SummaryIn this hapter we looked at several new algorithms. Two of them, namely LSI and LP,were dedued from existing algorithms in other appliation senarios in order to loate theDOM sub-tree ontaining the main ontent. One motivation for this CE variation in ourontext was the idea to restrit the searh for the main ontent to a ertain part of thedoument.However, the empirial results showed that those two algorithms are not suitable forthis task. We observed situations and doument strutures where LSI or LP might failentirely to loate the main ontent. Even when looking at the general reall performane,the Crunh framework seems to perform far better in situations where a restrited part ofthe doument is needed for further downstream CE algorithms.A question arising from these results is how suitable LSI and LP are in their originalontext. If LSI might indiate wrong DOM sub-trees for building a wrapper upon theirontents, or if LP fragments a web page too muh also XWRAP and Bar-Yossef andRajagopalan's TD algorithm might have problems under ertain senarios.Di�erent from LSI and LP, the variations of the ontent ode blurring algorithm aredesigned as a lassial CE algorithm. They are based on the idea of �nding those parts inthe doument whih have a homogeneous format, using the ratio of ontent and ode inthe neighbourhood of atomi elements. We used soure ode haraters as atomi elements



6.6 Summary 153for the CCB and the ACCB implementations and word and tag tokens for the TCCBrealisation of the ontent ode blurring onept. In an iterative proess we employeda tehnique omparable to blurring �lters in image proessing for alulating the ontentode ratio, and �nally extrated those parts whih ontain mainly ontent. Some additionaladaptations were made to ACCB and TCCB to ope in partiular with the observedproblems of douments with a high rate of in-text hyperlinks.Looking at the evaluation results, ACCB an be said to be the best performing generalCE algorithm to date. On most of our evaluation pakages it is superior or at leastequal to DSC, whih in the previous hapter obtained the best results. In partiular,on the Wikipedia douments ACCB ahieves better results, thanks to the inorporatedadaptations.
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Chapter 7Template Clustering and DetetionIn the last hapter we have developed some new single doument algorithms. Even thoughthe ACCB algorithm improves the performane of single doument CE in omparison withthe existing approahes analysed in hapter 5, it still su�ers from the drawbak that itneeds to make assumptions about how the main ontent looks like. Therefore, if thoseassumptions do not hold, the extration of the main ontent will very likely fail. Thebehaviour of LSI on the hip douments and of LP on the yahoo pakage demonstratedthis problem of single doument algorithms quite impressively.TD approahes, based on multiple douments, do not su�er from this problem. Theydisover the main ontent indiretly by �rst deduing a ommon template struture of thedouments in a training set and then, by using this knowledge, loate the main ontent.The need for a training set, though, is their biggest drawbak. The training set is a problemfor two simple reasons: �rst of all, it needs to be reated, and seond, it needs to be ofgood quality.In most publiations on TD the reation of training sets is a manual proess. A humanuser selets douments whih he judges to be based on the same template. The judgementis usually made on the basis of the visual impression of the douments and/or an analysisof the soure ode. This approah might be suitable for ases where only few templateshave to be analysed. However, the biggest drawbak is that it annot be automated andthat it is too time onsuming for a large sale appliation where very many or ontinuouslynew templates have to be deteted.Another, alternative approah is to download a large amount of �les from the sameorigin, i.e. a partiular web site. The idea of this approah is to assume that all thedouments on this web site are based on the same or at least very similar templates. Thisassumption, however, does not always hold and the training set is very likely ontainingnoisy or polluted data � polluted in the sense that it inludes douments based on entirelydi�erent templates or on no template at all.Naturally, this noise in�uenes the quality of the training set. If the training set om-prises douments build on di�erent underlying templates, the TD algorithms will almostertainly dedue wrong template strutures. Another triky issue is the presene of dupli-ate or near dupliate douments in the training set. Those algorithms whih are based155



156 Template Clustering and Detetionon an entropy alulation for disovering redundant ontents, will su�er from dupliatedouments as they distort the doument frequeny of the ontents. So, for a TD algorithmto work without problems, the training set should onsist only of douments, whih areall mutually di�erent, but whih are based on the same template. Suh a purity of thetraining set is atually expressly assumed for most TD algorithms desribed in literature,e.g. by Lin and Ho for InfoDisoverer [LH02℄.In this hapter we will start with developing a way to reate high quality trainingsets automatially by deteting di�erent templates underlying the douments. This aim isahieved by inorporating a luster analysis based on distane measures for the struturalsimilarity of web douments. One that this step is taken, we will bridge the gap betweenCE and TD by desribing a way in whih it is possible to turn virtually any multi doumentTD algorithm into a single doument CE algorithm. This proess omprises building atraining set from a single seed doument and leaning it via the luster analysis approah.We will on�rm the appliability of this approah by using a basi entropy based TDalgorithm to build a CE �lter.7.1 Clustering Template Based DoumentsDisovery and removal of dupliate or near dupliate douments is a topi whih has beenanalysed already in other works and the methods developed in this ontext obtain quitereliable results by now [CFGM02, BGMZ97, BDGM95℄. Cleaning a training set fromdouments with di�erent underlying templates, instead, has hardly ever been dealt with.As mentioned in 3.3.5, Reis et al. [RGdL04℄ proposed to luster the douments in thetraining set using a distane measure based on the RTDM tree edit distane algorithm.They never tested the suess of this approah for the support of TD, though. Ma etal. [MGCC03℄ proposed a lustering of the training set douments as well. After someattempts they disarded their approah altogether, as it showed to be too unreliable toreate lean data sets. In the end, they reated the training sets in a manual fashion. Giventhese experienes, the automati reation of high quality training sets remains a hallenge.We will now takle this hallenge and analyse several ways to luster douments ina training set aording to their underlying template. The �rst step we will take is todesribe, develop and ompare di�erent distane measures. Then we will use the distanemeasures in ombination with di�erent lustering algorithms to see whih ombinationre�ets best the detetion of the templates underlying the douments.7.1.1 Distane Measures for Template StruturesSome distane measures were already desribed in 3.5 in the hapter about related work.We will mention them here again and desribe them more formally to provide an overviewof all the distane measures we are going to employ in the luster analysis later on. Inaddition to these existing distane measures, we will also develop two new ones. These



7.1 Clustering Template Based Douments 157new distane measures are based on an evaluation of tag sequenes and we will inludethem in the omparison with the existing measures.With the approahes whih we present here, the list of distane measures for webdouments is far from being omplete. But with the presented measures we over severaldi�erent aspets of how to apture the struture of a doument and how to ompare thestrutural similarity of two douments. Hene, for our purpose the number of illustratedapproahes will be su�ient.The fous of the following part will be on desribing roughly the omputation of thedistane measures and their omputational omplexity. For the formulas in the de�nitionswe will always assume D1 and D2 to be two HTML douments ontaining ti tags and ninodes of whih li are leaf nodes, with i = 1, 2 respetively. However, the number ti oftags an roughly be estimated to be 2 · ni, as in most ases a node in the DOM tree willorrespond to a pair of an opening and a losing tag in the soure ode of the doument.Tree Edit Distanes: Any tree edit distane measure is based on alulating the ostfor transforming a soure tree struture into a target tree struture. For this purposeelementary operations like inserting, deleting, replaing or moving nodes or entiresub-trees in the tree struture are assoiated with ertain osts. The distane betweentwo douments orresponds to the minimal ost for hanging one tree into another.The hierarhial top-down tree mathing algorithm RTDM of Reis et al. [RGdL04℄was mentioned already in 3.3.5 as a solution whih is spei�ally tailored for HTMLdouments and whih has proven to perform quite well in pratie. Further, theauthors report the time performane of the RTDM algorithm to be good in pratie.Anyway, it remains of quadrati order in the worst ase.We use a slightly modi�ed version of the original algorithm, whih requires onlylinear spae of degree O(n1), whereas the original algorithm needs quadrati spae.The improvements orrespond to omputing the Levenshtein distane [Lev65℄ withlinear spae. The algorithm in 7.1 shows how the modi�ations are inorporatedinto the RTDM algorithm. For partiularly large douments it turned out that thismodi�ation remarkably sped up the distane alulation in the �nal appliation.In fat, the original algorithm easily requires a lot of memory spae and auses theoperating system to swap some of the runtime memory to the hard disk � a proesswhih is extremely time onsuming.Common Paths: Another way to ompare the struture of web douments is to look atthe paths leading from the root node to the leaf nodes in the DOM tree. A path isdenoted e.g. by onatenating the names of the elements it passes from root to leaf.It is then possible to represent eah doument D by the set p(D) of paths it ontains.A distane measure is derived from the overlap of the path sets of two douments �the ommon paths (CP). The approah we use to ompute the distane is based onthe intersetion of the two path sets:
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Algorithm 7.1: RTDM (linear spae)Input: Two DOM (sub-)trees T1 and T2 with diret hild nodes t1[i] and t2[j],threshold εOutput: Tree edit distane for (T1, T2)begin

m =length (t1);
n =length (t2);
M [0] = 0;for i = 1 . . .m do

C(1,i) ←desendents (t1[i]);for j = 1 . . . n do
C(2,j) ←desendents (t2[j]);
M [j]←M [j − 1] +

∑

k∈C(2,j)∪{j}
insert (t2[k]);for i = 1 . . .m do

tmp←M [0];
M [0]←M [0] +

∑

k∈C(1,i)∪{i}
delete (t1[k]);for j = 1 . . . n do

del←M [j] +
∑

k∈C(1,i)∪{i}
delete (t1[k]);

ins← M [j − 1] +
∑

k∈C(2,j)∪{j}
insert (t2[k]);

sub← tmp;if sub > ε then
sub←∞;else if identialSubTrees (t1[i], t2[j]) then
sub← sub + 0;elseif isLeaf (t1[i]) then

sub← sub+replae (t1[i], t2[j]);
sub← sub +

∑

k∈C(2,j)
insert (t2[k]);else if isLeaf (t2[j]) then

sub← sub+replae (t1[i], t2[j]);
sub← sub +

∑

k∈C(1,i)
delete (t1[k]);else

sub← sub+RTDM (t1[i], t2[j], ε);
tmp← M [j];
M [j]← min(del, ins, sub);return M [n]end
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dCP (D1, D2) = 1−

|p(D1) ∩ p(D2)|

max(|p(D1)|, |p(D2)|)Computing the paths for the douments an be done in linear time of degree O(n1 +
n2) with respet to the nodes. Using hashing, the intersetion of two resulting setsan be omputed in expeted linear time as well, this time with respet to the numberof paths whih orresponds to the number of leaf nodes.Common Path Shingles: A ombination of the paths distane with a shingling teh-nique was proposed by Buttler in [But04℄, as already mentioned shortly in 3.5.2. Theidea of this measure is not to ompare the omplete paths but rather breaking themup in smaller piees of equal length � the shingles. The distane is then based onthe ommon path shingles (CPS). The advantage of this approah is that two pathswhih are di�ering only for a small part, but are quite similar for the rest, will havea large �agreement� on the shingles. The shingling an be realised in a way that itdoes not add any substantial ost to the omputation in omparison with the CPdistane.So, if ps(D) provides the path shingles for a doument D, the CPS distane an beomputed similarly as above by:

dCPS(D1, D2) = 1−
|ps(D1) ∩ ps(D2)|

max(|ps(D1)|, |ps(D2)|)Buttler suggested a shingle length between one and four path elements. As we arepartiularly interested in the struture of a doument we will use the maximumreommended setting and use shingles of length four.Tag Vetor: Thinking of the ourrene of tags as a typial feature of a doument � inpartiular of a template based doument � leads to the tag vetor distane measure(TV). As the number of possible (i.e. omplying with W3C's HTML reommenda-tion) tags is limited, the idea is to onvert a doument D into a vetor v(D) of �xeddimension N by ounting how many times eah tag appears. This approah entirelyignores the order of the tags, but has the advantage that we an use the standardEulidean distane to measure distanes in the vetor spae of v(D):
dTV (D1, D2) =

√

√

√

√

N
∑

i=1

(vi(D1)− vi(D2))2A riti often mentioned when using the Eulidean distane for lassi�ation or lus-tering tasks is that it sensitive to vetor length. When it omes to measuring tem-plates of HTML douments this might instead be a desirable e�et. The vetor lengthorresponds to the number of tags, whih itself might be quite harateristi for a



160 Template Clustering and Detetiontemplate after all. The omputational ost orresponds mainly to reating the tagvetor and alulating the sum and is of order O(t1 + t2).Longest Common Tag Subsequene: The tag vetor approah neglets the order ofthe tags in the doument. To overome this drawbak, we interpret the strutureof a doument as a sequene of tags. The distane of two douments an then beexpressed based on their longest ommon tag subsequene (LCTS). The LCTS is �equivalently to the de�nitions for harater or word sequenes � the longest but notneessarily ontinuous sequene of tags whih an be found in both of the douments.If |D| denotes the number of tags in a doument, the LCTS of two douments D1and D2 an be turned into a distane measure by:
dLCTS(D1, D2) = 1−

|lts(D1, D2)|

max(|D1|, |D2|)Unfortunately, the omputation of this distane is expensive, as �nding the longestommon subsequene has quadrati omplexity of O(t1 · t2).Common Tag Sequene Shingles: To overome the omputational osts of the previ-ous distane measure we utilise again the shingling tehnique. Breaking up the entiresequene into a set of shingles ts(D) allows to maintain a ertain ontext for eahtag without having to look at the omplete doument. The distane measure is oneagain based on the overlap of sets and orresponds to �nding the ommon tag se-quene shingles (CTSS): thus, we apply shingling to redue the omputational ostsfor this distane to O(t1 + t2). The distane an then be omputed similarly to theCPS distane:
dCTSS(D1, D2) = 1−

|ts(D1) ∩ ts(D2)|

max(|ts(D1)|, |ts(D2)|)The length of the shingles will need to be di�erent from the CPS approah, as wehave a very di�erent underlying model to represent the template struture. As thedoument model has similarities with the tokenisation of web douments disussedused by BTE and DSC, we will use shingles of length eight. This was the minimumwindow length in the DSC algorithm, whih in our tests performed quite well.7.1.2 Clustering TehniquesCluster analysis is a vast �eld of ongoing researh. The aim of a luster analysis is toform groups of similar objets, i.e. of objets whih lie lose to eah other aording tosome distane measure. We will apply three di�erent tehniques to analyse how well theHTML doument distane measures of above re�et the underlying template strutures.The tehniques will now be desribed brie�y and by settling them straight away in ourontext of grouping web douments aording to the templates they are based on.



7.1 Clustering Template Based Douments 161Multidimensional Saling: Multidimensional saling (MDS) is a tehnique used to �nda on�guration of data points in a (possibly low-dimensional) vetor spae whihrepresents best a given distane matrix. In our ase, this means the douments aremapped onto points in a vetor spae and the Eulidean distanes between thesepoints resemble the distanes between the douments as good as possible. MDSomes in two general variations: metri for a distane matrix whih is in fat basedon a (usually Eulidean) metri and non-metri if the distanes are omputed in adi�erent way or even estimated. It is ommonly used to redue the dimensionality ofdata to the essential dimensions. The aim is often to obtain a 2D or 3D representationof the data whih allows a visual analysis.The latter is our aim as well, when we are going to apply MDS on the distanematries omputed for the template based douments. As the distanes are notall ful�lling the requirements of a metri1 and ertainly annot be represented byan Eulidean distane in a 2D spae, we apply non-metri MDS. Starting with theresult of a metri prinipal omponent analysis [Pea01℄ as initial on�guration we useKruskal's algorithm [Kru64℄ to obtain a stable on�guration.K-Median Clustering: k-means lustering is a lassial approah for lustering data.The basi idea is to start with a on�guration assigning randomly eah of the dou-ments to one of k luster. For all the lusters a entroid is omputed, i.e. a doumentin its entre. In an iterative proess eah doument is now assigned to the lusterwhose entroid is losest. This reates new lusters and thereby new entroids forthe next step of the iteration. The iteration proess is stopped if the on�guration isnot hanging any more or the hanges of the entroids beome minimal. Figure 7.1shows the result of a k-means lustering for 3 lusters. The darker points representthe entroids of eah luster and it an be seen quite learly how all items have beenassigned to the orret luster.In k-means lustering the mean of the data items in eah luster is omputed andused as entroid. As in our ase it is di�ult to de�ne a mean doument, we use aommon adaptation of the method whih uses the median doument as entroid �hene the name k-median lustering. The median doument is the doument whihhas the overall minimum distane to all other douments in the same luster.Though a standard method for lustering, k-means lustering, and likewise k-median,is known to have three mayor drawbaks. First, the number k of lusters is a pa-rameter, implying a ertain knowledge of the data as it has to be �xed a-priori. Inour experiments where the number of templates will be known this is not a problem.In an arbitrary set of douments, instead, it might not be possible to predit thenumber of di�erent templates ourring in the set, neither the number of lusters tobe formed. Seondly, the result depends on the initial random on�guration. Thisdrawbak is usually overome by lustering the data items several times and aver-aging the evaluations over all solutions. And thirdly, due to the use of entroids,1It is e.g. possible, that two douments have zero distane, though they are not idential.
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Figure 7.1: The k-means algorithm is using entroids to form lusters.

Figure 7.2: A luster on�guration whih has too ompliated shapes for k-meanslustering.the lusters annot have ompliated �shapes�. The example in �gure 7.2 shows suhan example, where the entroid of one luster lies too lose to the data items of an-other luster. Hene, in the next step of the iteration the orret lusters would bedestroyed and rearranged.Single Linkage: Unlike the previous method, hierarhial lustering methods do not re-quire to �x the number of lusters a-priori as parameter. They start with eahdoument forming a luster on its own. The lusters are iteratively merged untilonly one luster remains whih ontains all douments. The information on whihlusters have been merged at whih step during the iteration is represented as a treestruture � the dendrogram. This tree struture an be examined to determine dif-ferent luster on�gurations, e.g. due to luster size, average distane or number of
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Figure 7.3: Example of a dendrogram.

Figure 7.4: Single linkage lustering an handle also triky shaped lusters.lusters. An example of a dendrogram is given in �gure 7.3 starting from the dataitems A to H. It shows the iterative merging of lusters and their thereby reatedhierarhy. To obtain from suh a dendrogram a luster on�guration of, for example,three lusters it is enough to �undo� the last two merges. These orrespond to thetwo tree nodes labelled 7© and 6©. Removing these nodes, the proess results inthe three sub-trees ontaining the elements {A, B, C}, {D, E} and {F, G, H} whihrepresent the three lusters.There are several ways to deide whih lusters are merged in eah step and thereby toompute the dendrogram. The single linkage approah looks at all the distanes whihappear between douments from di�erent lusters and merges those two lusterswhih feature the smallest inter-luster distane of two douments. This allows themethod to apture also quite fany shaped lusters, as long as they are onnetedby douments lose to eah other. In �gure 7.4 we revisit the example of a lusteron�guration whih was impossible to detet for k-means. The single linkage methodan handle this example perfetly well.
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Figure 7.5: A luster on�guration whih might be di�ult for single linkage luster-ing. However, we an easily give an example where single linkage will have problems,while the k-means approah will have good hanes to sueed. In �gure 7.5 we seetwo lusters whih have a series of a few douments that onnet the lusters. This isa lassial example where single linkage might deliver strange results, as the largestintra-luster distane might easily be greater than the smallest inter-luster distane.So, the lusters might get merged at an early stage in the dendrogram beause of theshort distanes of the data items whih are onneted with the dashed line.The two very di�erent approahes for building lusters in k-means and single linkageare in a ertain way omplementary to eah other. Hene, the motivation to employ themin our ase is to �nd out, whih of these di�erent onepts works better for templatelustering.7.1.3 ExperimentsTo evaluate the di�erent distane measures and the two lustering algorithms we will usea orpus of 500 douments olleted from �ve di�erent German news web sites. The onlineversions of Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (FAZ), Fous, Frankfurter Rundshau (FR),Spiegel and Stern served as soure for this doument olletion. As shown in table 7.1,eah of these web sites ontributes 20 douments from �ve di�erent topial ategories. Asfar as possible, the topis of the ategories are hosen to be similar aross the web sites.The topis omprise news about national politis, international politis, sports, businessand Internet or IT related matters. The only exeption to this rule is the web site ofthe FR, whih does not subdivide the ategory of politis into national and international.Hene, in this ase we will use 20 douments about politis in general and 20 doumentsfrom the news about travelling and foreign ountries.The idea for taking into the orpus not only douments from di�erent web sites but toover also di�erent setions within the sites is to see how well the distane measures anope with the slight hanges in the templates whih usually our within the doumentsof di�erent ategories. Further, to use similar topis aross the web sites allows to see howwell the distanes an separate douments with similar ontents, but di�erent layouts.While omputing the distane matries for the 500 douments, we use the oasionto take a look at the time needed to ompute the matrix for an inreasing number of



7.1 Clustering Template Based Douments 165Table 7.1: Web douments used for evaluating template lustering approahes.Web site Topi Category on web site DoumentsFAZ national politis Politik � Bund 20(www.faz.de) foreign politis Politik � Ausland 20sports Sport � Fuÿball 20business news Wirtshaft 20IT news Computer 20Fous national politis Politik � Deutshland 20(www.fous.de) foreign politis Politik � Ausland 20sports Fuÿball 20business news Boerse � Aktien 20IT news Digital � Internet 20FR politis Politik 20(www.fr.de) travelling Reisen 20sports Sport 20business news Wirtshaft 20IT news Multimedia 20Spiegel national politis Politik � Deutshland 20(www.spiegel.de) foreign politis Politik � Ausland 20sports Sport � Fuÿball 20business news Wirtshaft 20IT news Netzwelt 20Stern national politis Politik � Deutshland 20(www.stern.de) foreign politis Politik � Ausland 20sports Sport � Fuÿball 20business news Wirtshaft � Unternehmen 20IT news Computer 20douments. The graph in �gure 7.6 shows the time in seonds needed for omputing(symmetri) distane matries depending on the number of douments involved and usingthe di�erent distane measures. While obviously the RTDM and the LCTS approahesare very time onsuming already for small doument olletions, the other measures anbe omputed reasonably fast. CTSS sequene shingling is on average taking twie as longas the CPS approah, whih itself is slower than the CP distane measure by a fator ofabout 1.5. The TV distane is the fastest to be omputed, probably beause there is noneed to handle sets and determine their intersetion.The resulting matries for all 500 douments are shown in �gure 7.7 through a graphialinterpretation. The douments are arranged in the same order from left to right for theolumns and top down in the rows. The arrangement groups together douments fromthe same web site and within eah site from the same topi ategory. Eah pixel in theimage represents the distane between two douments. The loser two douments are to
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Figure 7.6: Time needed to ompute the distane matrix with the di�erent distane mea-sures, depending on the number of douments.eah other, the brighter the pixels are oloured. Dark olours, aordingly, represent largedistanes between douments. In all ases the distanes have been normalised to onverta distane of 0 to white pixels and the largest distane to blak pixels.The �ve brighter large squares along the diagonal of the images on�rm quite well thatunder all distane measures the douments based on the same template tend to have smallerdistanes than the douments from di�erent web sites. These bright squares orrespondto the similarity entries of the matrix for douments whih are oming from the same website. Also the substrutures of the di�erent topi ategories an be seen more or less learlyfor most distane measures and web sites. They appear as a series of 25 smaller and stillbrighter squares along the diagonal of the matrix.However, not for all measures the di�erentiation between the �ve web sites is equallylear. Espeially the matrix based on the TV distane measure shows very bright oloursalso for douments based on di�erent templates. As this might be an artefat of theneessary normalisation of the olour range, we will also look at other indiations for howwell the templates have been separated.One instrument for suh an analysis is the Dunn index (see e.g. [SMW03℄). The Dunnindex, in our ase, ompares the maximum distane dmax ourring between douments
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RTDM TV

CP CPS

LCTS CTSSFigure 7.7: Visual interpretation of the distane matries for 500 template based doumentsfrom �ve web sites.



168 Template Clustering and Detetionbased on the same template with the minimum distane dmin ourring between doumentsbased on di�erent templates and is de�ned as:
IDunn =

dmin

dmaxThe higher the value of IDunn, the better the distane measure separates the doumentsbased on di�erent templates. In table 7.2 we see the Dunn index for all distane measureson our set of 500 douments. The best results are ahieved by the two shingling measuresand the CP method. The TV distane measure instead sores the lowest value. So, theimpression of the visual matrix interpretation is reinfored also by the Dunn index: theTV distane does not re�et very well the underlying template similarities.Table 7.2: Dunn index IDunn for all distane measures.Distane Measure IDunnRTDM 0.4657TV 0.1031CP 1.1691CPS 1.2272LCTS 0.6726CTSS 1.2901Now that the distane matries have been omputed and analysed, it is time to applythe di�erent luster analysis methods. To get a �rst idea on how the douments ould beloated relatively to eah other in a 2D vetor spae, we use the MDS method as desribedabove. The resulting 2D mapping of the distane data is shown in �gure 7.8. Here thelusters of the di�erent templates an be determined quite learly as well, but it beomeseven more obvious that their separation is not always as distintive as it ould be expeted.However, mapping the data into a 2D spae might redue the dimensionality too muh toallow more than a �rst visual analysis on how the data might be lustered. Hene, we willnow apply �rst the k-median and then the single linkage lustering algorithm.To evaluate the lusters omputed by the two algorithms we use three di�erent mea-sures: the Rand index [Ran71℄, the luster purity and the mutual information (as explainede.g. in [SGM00℄). We will �rst take a short look at these measures and explain and for-mulate them, one again, diretly in terms of how they translate into the ontext of webdouments and their underlying template strutures.Rand Index: Given a ground truth providing a �orret� lustering of the doumentsaording to their underlying templates, the Rand index measures how often a om-puted luster on�guration �agrees� with the ground truth. In our ase an agreementorresponds to the luster analysis either laiming orretly two douments to bebased on the same template (i.e. being grouped together in the same luster) or tolaiming orretly two of the douments having di�erent underlying templates (i.e.
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RTDM TV

CP CPS

LCTS CTSSFigure 7.8: Using MDS to map the douments into a two dimensional spae while main-taining the distanes.



170 Template Clustering and Detetionputting them in di�erent lusters). A disagreement aordingly orresponds to eitherputting douments together in a luster whih have di�erent underlying templates orto separate them in di�erent lusters though they are based on the same template.Therefore, if A and D are the numbers of agreements and of disagreements, the Randindex IRand is:
IRand =

A

A + DPurity: The purity of a single luster ompared with a ground truth provides a measureof how many douments based on the same template are lying within the luster.Given a luster cl and the number n
(i)
l of douments in luster l whih aording tothe ground truth atually belong to luster i, the purity is:

P (cl) =
1

∑

i n
(i)
l

·max
i

n
(i)
lPurity is a measure to evaluate one luster only. So, for an entire luster analysis itis neessary to ompute some kind of aggregation, e.g. the average purity.Mutual Information: Mutual information is another ommon measure to evaluate theonsensus of a lustering with a ground truth. Given a olletion of n doumentsbased on g di�erent templates, whih were grouped by the luster analysis into kdi�erent lusters, the mutual information is:
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1
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lAs the results of the k-median algorithm depend on the random initial on�guration, weapply this algorithm 100 times and take the average performane for omparison with thesingle linkage algorithm. Table 7.3 shows the results for a lustering with k set to 5. RTDMprovides the best results, followed by the CP measure. However, no distane measure, noteven the RTDM tree edit distane algorithm, allows the entroid based k-median approahto generate a perfet luster on�guration.Single linkage lustering performs far better. Extrating from the resulting dendrogram�ve lusters allows a perfet lustering under some measures as shown in table 7.4. Allmeasures exept RTDM and TV group together exatly the douments based on the sametemplates. We an dedue that for those measures, single linkage is a better way to formlusters for template based douments.As mentioned above, it is usually not known how many di�erent templates our withina set of douments. Hene, k-median lustering is in general unsuitable for this task.Neither an a hierarhi lustering algorithm use a �xed number k to dedue k lusters



7.1 Clustering Template Based Douments 171Table 7.3: Evaluation of k-median lustering based on the di�erent distane measures for
k = 5 (Average of 100 repetitions)Distane Measure IRand Avg. Purity MIRTDM 0.9608 0.9613 0.1444TV 0.9399 0.9235 0.1354CP 0.9560 0.9535 0.1432CPS 0.9140 0.9057 0.1302LCTS 0.9157 0.8629 0.1250CTSS 0.9293 0.9218 0.1350Table 7.4: Evaluation of single linkage lustering for �ve lustersDistane Measure IRand Avg. Purity MIRTDM 0.9200 0.9005 0.1287TV 0.9200 0.9005 0.1287CP 1.0000 1.0000 0.1553CPS 1.0000 1.0000 0.1553LCTS 1.0000 1.0000 0.1553CTSS 1.0000 1.0000 0.1553from the dendrogram. It needs a di�erent riterion to form the lusters. A typial approahin this ase is to de�ne a threshold distane for whih the lusters are not merged any more.To �nd suh a threshold, we take a look at the distribution of distanes within eahdistane matrix. The graphs in �gure 7.9 show the histograms of the distane distributionsusing a logarithmi sale for the y-axis. Some of the measures show gaps (distanes whihnever our) between higher and lower distanes. In partiular the CPS and the CTSSmeasures show lear gaps, the CP distane measure even two gaps. LCTS, RTDM and theTV distane do not show suh a lear gap in their distane histogram, whih orresponds totheir lower sores for the Dunn index and the more problemati 2D on�guration retrievedwhen using MDS.Assuming these distributions to be typial, we will use lustering thresholds whihorrespond to the gaps. As the CP, the CPS and the CTSS measure are normalised toprodue distanes in the interval [0, 1], we an translate the gaps in the histograms diretlyinto thresholds. We will employ thresholds of 0.6 for the CPS measure, a threshold of0.85 for the CTSS measure and thresholds of 0.7 and 0.9 for the CP measure. Based onthe threshold we an now apply again single linkage, but this time without the need ofproviding a priori the number of lusters to be formed.The 0.9 threshold for the CP measure turns out to be unsuitable and results in threelusters only. However, table 7.5 shows that, apart from this exeption, the gaps do reallyorrespond to a separation of the ground truth lusters. So, hoosing the distane thresholdaordingly for a single linkage lustering results in perfet groups of douments whih are
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RTDM TV
CP CPS

LCTS CTSSFigure 7.9: Distribution of distanes for all distane measures (logarithmi sale)based on the same template. Given this results, we have ahieved our aim of lusteringweb douments with respet to their underlying templates.7.1.4 Preliminary Results of Template ClusteringThe hosen thresholds should ertainly be on�rmed on a larger set of douments and tem-plates. It is too early to generalise the threshold values to be suitable for all template baseddouments. However, the template lustering experiments provide some very interestingresults.The �rst thing to notie is, that the tree edit distane measures � though often referredto as the most suitable measures to ompare HTML douments and here represented bythe RTDM measure � are not the best approah for lustering templates. For this purpose,some simpler measures perform signi�antly better. The CP, the CPS and the CTSSmeasure in ombination with a single linkage lustering deliver perfet results.



7.2 Automati Training Set Creation 173Table 7.5: Evaluation of single linkage with a distane threshold hosen aording to thegaps in the distane histograms.Distane Measure CP CP CTSS CPSThreshold 0.7 0.9 0.85 0.6Clusters 5 3 5 5
IRand 1.0000 0.7600 1.0000 1.0000Avg. Purity 1.0000 0.7778 1.0000 1.0000MI 0.1553 0.1296 0.1553 0.1553An explanation for this better performane ould be that the simpler measures are moretolerant towards partiular hanges in the DOM struture of a doument. If a strutureappears repeatedly but possibly in a variable number (e.g. the entries in a related linkslist) or if the same bloks of template generated ontent appear in a di�erent order, thedistanes of CP, CPS and CTSS are a�eted only little or not at all. A tree edit distanelike RTDM, instead, will detet relatively big hanges in the DOM tree. The distanemeasure will aordingly be a�eted muh more.Considering the omputational ost of the simple measures, the CTSS approah isslightly more expensive than the other two. The larger gap in the distane histogram, theMDS analysis and the Dunn index, instead, hint to a better separation of the lusters whenusing the CTSS distanes.In any ase, the most interesting and important result is that template lustering isfeasible. The observation of Ma et al., that their template lustering approah was notreliable was probably due to an unluky and unsuitable ombination of distane measureand lustering algorithm. The observations made here on�rm that single linkage lusteringbased on some simpler distane measures allows to separate douments based on di�erenttemplates very well.7.2 Automati Training Set CreationHaving solved the problem of lustering web douments aording to their underlyingtemplate struture allows to detet di�erent templates within a training set for a TDalgorithm. Further, by knowing these lusters, it is atually possible to lean the trainingsets automatially.A partiular appliation of this automation is to onvert a multi doument TD algorithminto a CE algorithm whih an operate on a single doument as input. The idea of thisapproah is, that we reate a training set online and automatially whenever onfrontedwith a web doument. In this way we an virtually apply TD on a single doument. Thisallows to ombine the advantages of the two worlds of TD and CE. We will now desribesuh a method to bootstrap TD.This proess of bootstrapping onsists of two phases. Provided an initial single dou-ment for whih the main ontent should be extrated, we ollet in the �rst phase a set of



174 Template Clustering and Detetiondouments whih are likely to be based on the same template. By lustering the olleteddouments aording to their underlying templates, we distinguish in the seond phasebetween the di�erent template strutures present in this set. Using the luster whih hasbeen formed around the initial doument as the training set for a TD algorithm allows todetet the very template we are interested in, namely the one of the initial doument. Wewill now look at this proess in more detail.7.2.1 Bootstrapping Template DetetionSo, starting from the single doument of a lassial CE algorithm we have to provide a setof training douments for a TD algorithm automatially and without any user interation.To bridge the gap between TD and CE algorithms, we already identi�ed the two steps of�nding a set of douments whih are likely to be based on the same template as the initialdoument and of �ltering out those douments whih are not based on this template.To realise the �rst task we simply download the web douments referened from theinitial doument via its hyperlinks. Realling our remark from the introdution on theinreased use of WCMS motivates this approah. Web pages reated by the same WCMSusually have a high number of intra-site links whih onnet them. Furthermore, the do-uments originating from the same web site are a good starting point for building a trainingset as they are very likely based on the same or at least similar templates. Colleting thereferened douments orresponds to a limited rawling proess. A simple rawler is fedwith the initial doument, parses it for all anhor elements a and downloads the doumentsreferened via their href attribute.This set of douments will most ertainly ontain douments, whih are based on dif-ferent templates. Hyperlinks to external web sites, to internal pages whih use a di�erentlayout (e.g. a printer friendly layout for the same main ontent) or to pages whih serveas navigation pages (e.g. the TOC pages as desribed by Kao et al. in [KCLH02℄) ausethis olletion of douments to ontain several di�erent template strutures. To lean thedoument set from this noise, we apply a suitable luster analysis like the ones introduedin 7.1. Clustering all referened douments inluding the initial doument groups the webpages aording to their underlying templates. Seleting the luster whih ontains theinitial doument provides a lean training set of douments based on the same template.The single steps of the overall proess of rawling and lustering the linked douments andbuilding a TD training set for an initial doument automatially is summarised in �gure7.10.A similar approah of lustering douments to purify training sets is taken by Reis etal. in [RGdL04℄. They use the top-down hierarhial tree mathing algorithm RTDM toalulate the similarities and form lusters with a similarity threshold of 80%. As theyalready start with a given olletion of training douments, they do not need to buildtraining sets on-the-�y. They note, however, that rawling and downloading all doumentsfrom the domain of a web site is a ommon way to build training sets. Aside from theproblems of RTDM to form reliable lusters � as we have observed above � this approahauses an additional problem. The doument set to be leaned beomes large very quikly,
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(a) The proess starts from a single seeddoument for whih the main ontent hasto be extrated via a TD algorithm. (b) In a �rst step, all douments referenedvia hyperlinks are downloaded. These do-uments might be based on di�erent tem-plate strutures.

() Comparing all of the douments andalulating a distane for their struturalsimilarity allows to luster the doumentsaording to their underlying template. (d) The luster whih forms around theinitial seed doument an then be used astraining set for the TD algorithm.Figure 7.10: The proess of building a lean TD training set for a single seed doument.hene, the whole proess will take very long. Further, the paper of Reis et al. does notmention any evaluation of how well this lustering approah works.7.2.2 Entropy Based Template DetetionIn 3.3 we already referred to several publiations disussing TD algorithms. Some of them� namely InfoDisoverer, ContentExtrator and to a ertain degree also the pagelet basedapproah of Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan � are segmenting the pages to �nd redundantpiees of information. For this purpose all approahes alulate the entropy or a similarmeasure for eah of the segments found in the training set. Segments whih appear too



176 Template Clustering and Detetionoften aross several douments are onsidered redundant and are delared to be part ofthe template framework or some other automatially generated ontent.We use a simpli�ed version of the algorithm of Ma et al. [MGCC03℄ to on�rm thatthe idea of training set generation for TD is working and to omplete the link to the CEworld in pratie. Given the bakground of CE, we analyse only the texts appearing in theweb douments of the training sets. We base the segmentation of a web doument on itsDOM tree representation: eah text node in the DOM tree is onsidered a segment of theweb page. Counting in how many douments the fragments appear in exatly the sameform we alulate the doument frequeny of the texts. If the doument frequeny for atext fragment of the initial doument is too high, we remove it from the doument. In thisway, all redundant texts are removed and the ontent whih remains should be the mainontent. This orresponds to the funtionality of a CE algorithm.In our ontext, the algorithm of Ma et al. has an advantage beyond being well and fullydesribed and its simpliity to implement it. It does not really make use of the struturesof the web douments � the algorithm is based solely on the text ontents. Hene, it shouldbe unbiased towards the strutures deteted and used by the distane measures.For evaluation purposes, the algorithm has been implemented and wrapped into a proxyserver as all the other CE algorithms. Thus, from a logial aspet of interation it is notdi�erent from a single doument approah.7.2.3 Evaluation of Bootstrapped Template DetetionTo evaluate how well the bootstrapped TD algorithm works we will use one again theevaluation framework developed in hapter 5. A few small adaptations need to be made tothe evaluation framework, though, in order to deal with the slightly hanged environmentthe TD algorithm expets.As the TD algorithm will ollet douments during the extration proess, the evalua-tion framework must provide this data as well. Certainly, the TD algorithms ould rawldiretly the WWW to download the referened douments, but, in this ase, it is di�ultto guarantee that the douments will be exatly the same in eah evaluation run. Slightlyhanged additional ontents, e.g. due to an additional ontent whih lists the latest news,missing or temporarily unavailable douments and hanges of the templates, e.g. due toa web site redesign, an ause di�erent irumstanes for eah evaluation run. Only ifthe evaluation framework has full ontrol over all douments the TD algorithm an a-ess, the results are omparable and independent of the time of the evaluation run. Forthis purpose, the evaluation pakages are extended to ontain not only the douments forwhih the main ontent is to be extrated, but also all the web pages referened by thesedouments. The supplementary douments are stored in the evaluation pakage togetherwith their full URL.As the TD algorithm is implemented as a proxy server and entirely transparent foreah doument request, the question remains, how to gain full ontrol over all the datait is reading from the Internet. The answer is to employ another proxy. Pretending theCE proxy to be in a situation where it annot aess the WWW diretly, but has to use
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Figure 7.11: The evaluation framework simulates the web aess for the CE proxy.a relaying HTTP proxy itself, will hannel all the network tra� through a single point.At this point we insert the evaluation framework again. It ats as a proxy and aeptsall forwarded requests from the CE proxy. But, instead of relaying them to the �real�web, it uses the douments stored in the evaluation pakage. Figure 7.11 shows the smallmodi�ation in the overall proess of an evaluation run as it was depited in �gure 5.5.In this way, in eah evaluation run the TD algorithm sees always the same douments. Ifit requests a doument whih is not ontained in the evaluation pakage, the evaluationframework proxy answers with an HTTP 404 error ode, signalling the doument was notfound.As base line for omparison we will employ again the �plain� pseudo-extration methodwhih orresponds to not using CE at all. For omparison with the single doumentmethods we inorporate the results of the good performing DSC and ACCB approahes.Given, that the evaluation pakages used for the single doument algorithms are lakingthe supplementary �les, we need to reate new training sets. We will use douments fromthree German and two Italian online news web sites with a gold standard for the text oftheir main ontent. The test data in these pakages omprises 746 douments with anoutlined main ontent and 10,994 douments referened by hyperlinks. The doumentsused in these tests were di�erent from the ones used for �xing the distane threshold forthe single linkage lustering to avoid interferenes between the two experiments. Exeptfor the douments from Spiegel online, the evaluation data was also taken from di�erentweb sites.We luster, for eah of the douments, the set of linked pages to determine trainingsets for the entropy based TD algorithm we desribed in 7.2.2. The lustering is based



178 Template Clustering and DetetionTable 7.6: Average F1 results of the bootstrapped TD algorithm, DSC and ACCBespresso heise repubblia spiegel telepolisab-r40 0.759 0.912 0.970 0.884 0.930p-luster 0.748 0.758 0.836 0.640 0.903ps-luster 0.748 0.741 0.823 0.640 0.899tss-luster 0.748 0.743 0.819 0.640 0.904ds 0.722 0.886 0.934 0.918 0.865plain 0.542 0.548 0.701 0.549 0.861on distanes obtained from the three suitable distane measures CP, CPS and CTSS.The doument frequeny threshold used for disarding a text fragment orresponds toonsidering a text redundant if it appears in more than a third of the douments in thetraining set. Having extrated the presumed main ontent by eliminating redundant texts,we ompare the remaining ontents with our gold standard. The same proedure � withoutthe detour of building training sets � is used for the DSC, ACCB and the plain approahand, in their ase, orresponds to the original evaluation onept.Table 7.6 summarises the results of the experiments, showing the average word sequeneF1 sore obtained for the CE proess on the web douments of the �ve di�erent news websites. The omplete results under all performane measures an be found in appendix B.2.The �rst point to notie is that the performane of the entropy based TD is always abovethe alternative of not using CE at all. This demonstrates the appliability of the approah.It suggests as well, that the generated training sets are suitable for the TD task. Otherwisethe results would be omparable to the performane of the plain method as no redundanttemplate information would be found and aordingly no texts would be removed.Further, all the three underlying distane measures lead to the same quality in theresults. For some test douments there are slight di�erenes in performane, but thevariations are not signi�ant enough to derive a superiority of one of the approahes. Thison�rms again the omparable performane of the distane measures in lustering templatebased douments. It further allows to favour the simple path based CP distane measure,as it is slightly faster in omparison to the other two measures.Compared with DSC and ACCB the results are not as onlusive. For the doumentstaken from the online versions of L'espresso and Telepolis the entropy based approahdelivers better results than DSC, for the other three web sites the results are worse. Inomparison to the F1 sores of ACCB the TD approah is always inferior. Looking morelosely at the performane in the reall and preision measures underlying F1 an help toexplain this observation. The entropy based algorithm always sores a very high, ofteneven a perfet reall value, i.e. the extrator almost ertainly �nds the main ontent. Thepreision instead is not as good, whih means that some other ontents are not �ltered



7.2 Automati Training Set Creation 179out even though they ought to be. Thus, the preision improvements ompared with theplain series are usually not of the same magnitude as those of DSC and ACCB. DSC andACCB however never sore a perfet reall. In the light of the F1 measure, this tradeo�of sari�ing reall for improving preision favours the single doument algorithms.An explanation for the poorer preision performane of the entropy based CE methodan be found in the way the extrator is working. If a text fragment is reated by a WCMSin the ontext of a partiular doument � e.g. a list of related links � it might not appearin the same form on any other linked page found in the training set. Aordingly, thesetexts will not be disovered as redundant and will not be removed from the doument.The problem, however, is ommon to all entropy based TD methods and an appear evenfor perfet training sets.Looking at the results, the entropy based algorithm might be a suitable solution forappliations whih require a high reall and whih an easily handle additional data. Atypial senario for suh an appliation is streamlining web pages for displaying them onsmall sreen devies or pre-proessing them for sreen readers. Mutilating the main ontentby extrating too little of it is obviously ounterprodutive in these ases, while the useran easily ignore some wrongly extrated additional ontent. Also some of the senariosdesribed in the last hapter as motivation for the LSI and LP algorithms fall in thisategory.Another drawbak of the TD algorithms is the time they need. While most traditionalCE algorithms proess an HTML doument within frations of a seond, any algorithmneeding a training set takes longer as we an see in �gure 7.12. Downloading the linkeddouments, alulating the distane matrix and applying the TD algorithm is very timeonsuming and renders this approah so far unsuitable for an e�etive on-the-�y extrationof the main ontent.7.2.4 Conlusions about Bootstrapping Template DetetionWith the inorporation of the automati training set reation into a TD algorithm, we man-aged to bring together the two major bene�ts from the worlds of TD and CE. Combiningthe possibility of working �out of the box� and without the need of expliitly providing atraining set with the theoreti underpinning of TD algorithms allows to reate a new lassof CE algorithms. Already a variation of the simple algorithm of Ma et al. provides quitegood results. Employing more sophistiated web doument segmentation methods andmore detailed algorithms for deteting redundant information might improve the preisionsore obtained by the bootstrapping approah.For time ritial appliations that need to perform CE on-the-�y, the approah is notyet suitable, though. Crawling the linked douments and lustering the thereby reateddoument olletion is a very time onsuming task. There are, however, several waysto speed up the proess. Parallelising the rawling proess and the alulation of thedistane matrix is a �rst measure to take. Another possibility ould be to limit the sizeof the generated training set, as the time omplexity for omputing the distane matrix,underlying the lustering, is of quadrati order. A further improvement ould be to redue
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Figure 7.12: Time performane of ACCB, DSC and the lustering TD algorithms.the neessity to download all referened douments by seleting only those links whihseem promising. This would mean to guide the rawling proess to retrieve doumentsbased on the same template.A di�erent and quite applied issue is to build in a fallbak solution, in ase no suitabletraining douments for TD are found during the luster analysis. A quik, easy and straightforward solution would be to use a single doument CE algorithm if the training set ontainsvery few douments or only the initial one. Depending on the senario we ould simplyuse ACCB or DSC for this purpose.



Chapter 8Conlusions and Future WorkIn this thesis we have dealt with several topis in the ontext of CE. In this hapter wesummarise shortly the ontributions and formulate the onlusions whih an be drawnfrom the results. Afterwards we will take a look at possible diretions in whih to drivefuture work. An interesting aspet in this ontext will be the role of CE for the Web-as-orpus initiative and the relation of CE to HTML 5, for whih the W3C has released the�rst working draft of the spei�ations in January 2008.8.1 Results and ConlusionsThe main results and ontributions of this thesis fall in four ategories: the survey of CEalgorithms and related tehniques, the objetive evaluation of CE methods, the develop-ment of new single doument CE algorithms and the automati reation of training setsfor TD. We will now look at the results in these four areas separately.Survey of CE Algorithms: As the topi of CE so far has rarely been addressed on itsown, an overview of the algorithms in this �eld was still laking. Hene, the surveyof urrently available CE and TD algorithms is ertainly the �rst ontribution madeby this thesis. While disussing related work in hapter 3, we have seen a wide rangeof algorithms from both �elds.Also the olletion of di�erent evaluation models for CE methods is a result of thissurvey. The di�erent purposes, aims and appliation ontexts of the extration sys-tems and algorithms revealed a wide range of di�erent approahes for evaluating theperformane of a CE system. From involving human users over speialised and ap-pliation spei� tests to general purpose evaluation measures, we have seen a widerange of onepts to apture the performane of a system or even to ompare di�erentsolutions.All of these existing evaluation measures proved to have drawbaks, though. The lakof subjetivity, the impossibility to automate the evaluation proedure and, thus,the inapability to evaluate a method on a large set of data, as well as problems of181



182 Conlusions and Future Workdivergene between evaluation result and atual performane were the main ritisfor existing evaluation proedures.Evaluation of CE methods: Given the lak of objetive and adequate evaluation mea-sures for CE, we have developed a way to map the evaluation of CE algorithms intothe domain of IR. This allowed us to use aepted and �eld-tested IR evaluationmeasures for the purpose of deteting the performane of a CE system. The result isa olletion of objetive and reliable measures to apture the extration performane,the stability and the time performane of CE algorithms.We implemented our evaluation approah in a framework whih is highly platformindependent and extensible for new evaluation measures. This framework allowed theevaluation of all the CE methods and systems we ame aross. Its �rst appliationwas to evaluate and rank the existing CE algorithms. Comparing the results of thisevaluation with the subjetive impression we had of the extration performane ofthe algorithms, we an say that the new measures re�et very well the pereivedperformane of the systems.The omparison of the existing algorithms revealed that DSC is the best performingCE algorithm � even though it was never intended for this purpose. BTE is a goodCE solution as well, but it takes too long to deliver the results. The heuristis ofCrunh, instead, might be slightly outdated and seem not to work properly on somemodern douments. LQF has an intrinsi problem in disovering additional ontentswhih are not haraterised by hyperlinks. However, these algorithms more or lesssueed in �nding the main ontent. Some are more preise, others have a highreall, but all of them an be said to be a better option than not using CE at all.FeatureExtrator and K-FeatureExtrator, instead, do not omply with this demand.They fall far behind in their extration performane and are not a serious option forCE appliations. The reason that they delivered good results in the omparisonwith the InfoDisoverer algorithm was due to blok based IR measures employed forevaluation. We provided some pratial examples to demonstrate the general problemof this in the CE ontext atually quite frequently used evaluation approah.Other insights we gained during the evaluation were typial senarios where mostCE algorithms have problems and tend to deliver poor results. Short main ontents,in partiular in ombination with long additional ontents are one problem. Anadequate solution to detet those ontents is still missing. The seond senario forwhih we deteted a drop in performane onsisted of fragmented main ontents witha high rate of in-text hyperlinks. Wiki based web douments are a good example ofit.New Single Doument CE Algorithms: Our next ontribution, after the evaluationframework, was the introdution of new single doument algorithms. With LSI andLP we used ideas from other �elds, like wrapper indution and TD, to �nd the small-est DOM sub-tree whih still ontains all of the main ontent in a doument. Evalu-ation showed that the approahes are not suitable in general. For both algorithms we



8.1 Results and Conlusions 183found douments on whih their heuristis make unsustainable assumptions aboutthe main ontent and the CE fails entirely. An open question is, how the disoveryof these problems a�ets the original environment of the algorithms.The ontent ode blurring approah, instead, turned out to be a very good CE algo-rithm. It is based on the idea of �nding homogeneously formatted regions in a webdoument, as a uniform format is quite harateristi for the main ontent. In itsACCB form it even outperforms DSC in the major part of the ases. ACCB omesalong with some adaptations whih have been spei�ally designed to handle asesof fragmented main ontent with a high rate of in-text links. During evaluation itturned out, that this adaptation does not ause drawbaks on other douments andmight even improve the extration performane in general. Hene, given our resultswe an say that ACCB is the best performing general purpose CE algorithm at themoment.Automati Creation of Training Sets for TD: The problems of LSI and LP demon-strated impressively how the heuristis of single doument algorithms an fail. AsTD algorithms are not as suseptible to this problem, our next step was to develop away to transform multi doument TD solutions into single doument CE algorithms.The most important prerequisite for bridging the gap between CE and TD was thepossibility to build training sets automatially. This also requires a way to detetdi�erent template strutures in a set of douments. Clustering the web douments insets aording to their underlying templates promised to meet this requirement. Thefew approahes to this task, whih were reported in related researh work, had eithernot been suessful or had not really been analysed for their suess.We have analysed several distane measures and luster analysis methods for webdouments to see whether template lustering was feasible. Comparing distane mea-sures based on tree edit distanes, DOM tree paths, tag vetors and tag sequenes,we disovered that in ombination with a hierarhial single linkage lustering it isatually the simpler distane measures whih perform best. Given our data, theyresulted even in a perfet lustering of the templates. Hene, we managed to ob-tain lustering results of previously unseen quality and thereby proved that templatelustering is feasible.This insight was used to implement an automati training set onstrution for a sim-ple TD algorithm. First we used a limited web rawler to �nd andidate doumentsfor the training set, starting from the initial doument for whih the main ontent isto be deteted. Then we lustered the retrieved douments aording to their under-lying templates and hose the luster featuring the initial doument as training setfor an entropy based TD algorithm.The results of this proess are promising. The algorithm works well and sorespartiularly high reall results. Though not ahieving the same quality of ACCBunder the F1 measure, it shows that automating TD is possible. Furthermore, asour way of building the training set is entirely independent from the employed TD



184 Conlusions and Future Workalgorithm, we an use it to turn virtually every multi doument TD algorithm intoa single doument CE approah.8.2 Future WorkThe inorporation of the automati training set reation into more sophistiated TD algo-rithms and the evaluation of their performane is one of the tasks for future work. Usingalgorithms like InfoDisoverer, SST or the approah based on Page Partitioning, it wouldbe interesting to see the performane of a high quality bootstrapped TD.Improving the time performane is another issue in this ontext. Tehnial improve-ments, like speeding up the bootstrapping proess by parallelising the rawler and theonstrution of the distane matrix, will already improve the situation. A further speedupan be ahieved by optimising the lustering algorithm in this very ontext. Given thegood separation of the lusters it might even be possible to omit alulating the full dis-tane matrix. Restriting the size of the training set and stopping the rawling proesswhen enough suitable douments have been found is another option. This is partiularlypromising in ombination with guiding the rawler to �rst follow those URLs, whih mightmore likely lead to douments that are based on the same template.In the ontext of single doument CE algorithms there remain a few unsolved problemsas well. Disovery of short main ontents � espeially in the viinity of longer additionalontents � remains a hallenge. Takling CE from a more semanti point of view would bea pretty new approah to single doument CE. Instead of using syntati haraterististo disover and outline the main ontent, a basi �understanding� of the ontents of adoument ould provide very good hints of what belongs to the main ontent and whatnot. Hene, inluding natural language proessing is another diretion in whih CE ouldbe driven.Also the ACCB algorithm an bene�t from some �ne tuning. The onstrution of theontent ode vetor and the settings of its initial values for the blurring proess seem tobe a good starting point for further re�nements. Using blurring �lters di�erent from theone for Gaussian blurring and exploring better the parameter spae might improve theperformane still a bit as well.A general problem, ommon to both CE and TD solutions, are the developments inthe Web 2.0 ontext. In partiular, the advent and adolesene of the AJAX tehnologiesallows to modify douments after they have been loaded and displayed in the browser.This is a problem, as the apperane of suh a doument is dynami and annot be deduedfrom the HTML soure ode alone. The dynami aspets are ontributed by JavaSriptode and XML ontents whih are downloaded from a web server in the bakground whilethe page is being displayed and whih are then inorporated into the doument. Thisbehaviour is not ompatible with the lassial CE and TD approahes.Another problem with modern web pages might be the option of personalisation. Ifa web doument has a unique look and layout for eah user, it is di�ult to make gen-



8.3 Content Extration and Web-as-Corpus 185eral assumptions about a template struture, and the CE algorithms might behave verydi�erently for di�erent users, even for the same main ontent.A last interesting topi to mention here is to evaluate the in�uene of CE �lters on WMtasks suh as ontent lassi�ation or IE. An open question is, if in the end a suessfulCE serves or hinders these tasks. Both results are possible and it would be interesting toknow what happens under whih irumstanes.8.3 Content Extration and Web-as-CorpusWeb-as-orpus is the name of a speial interest group (SIGWAC) of the Assoiation forComputer Linguistis (ACL). The aim of the group is to develop methodologies to exploitthe vast amount of text on the WWW as a soure for linguisti data, i.e. as orpus fortext analysis.One of the major issues when using web douments as data for linguisti analysisis the noisiness of the texts. Therefore, SIGWAC introdued in 2007 the CLEANEVALompetition for the 3rd WAC workshop. The task of CLEANEVAL was basially to performCE on arbitrary web douments, and thereby prepare them for inlusion in a web orpus.The partiipants to the ompetition had to �lter the main ontent out of a given set of webdouments in English and Chinese language. In addition to extrating the main ontentthe task also demanded to dedue a very rough struture of the text, outlining headlines,paragraphs and lists.Several researh groups partiipated to the ontest and the reated extrats were om-pared with a gold standard using a Levenshtein distane. The performane was measuredas a perentage of similarity between gold standard and extrat � the preise algorithmis not desribed expliitly. However, leaving aside the struture detetion, the evaluationmethodology seems quite similar to the one introdued in hapter 5.None of the algorithms analysed in this thesis partiipated in the CLEANEVAL ompe-tition, though. It would be interesting to extend the winning algorithms of our evaluation,like ACCB, DSC or a sophistiated TD algorithm, to ope with struture detetion and runthem on the CLEANEVAL data. Chanes are good, that they might deliver ompetitiveresults.In any ase, the web-as-orpus projet is an interesting appliation for CE. And theresults of the researh work following this trak might provide interesting ontributionsfor the CE and TD methods. Surprisingly, so far the two ommunities do not seem to beaware of eah other.8.4 Content Extration and HTML 5The topi of CE itself might soon beome more interesting in a di�erent environment, too.The �rst working draft of the HTML 5 spei�ations [W3C08℄ has been published on the22nd of January 2008. Among the newly introdued features are onepts to di�erentiate



186 Conlusions and Future Workbetween the kinds of ontent and to outline spei� setions in a doument. The kindsof ontent are supposed to delare whether a ontent is e.g. meta data, interative orprose. The spei� setions in a doument extend existing onepts like the quotationsor headlines by artiles, navigation, headers, footers and the so-alled aside setions. Thesemanti de�nition of the artile setion orresponds quite well to the main ontent, whilethe aside setions re�et additional, but still related ontents. Navigation, header andfooter, instead, would typially be examples of additional ontents.If the proposed onept will beome part of the eventual W3C reommendation for theHTML 5 spei�ations, CE might hange its role. On one hand it might be used as aonverter from old doument formats to the new HTML 5, on the other hand it ould bespeialised to inorporate the new tags in the extration proess.Converting douments from old formats to new ones will probably be interesting evenon the long run. One reason are legay douments whih simply will not be onvertedand in ase of neessity will have to be transformed on-the-�y by external �lters. Anotherreason are new douments whih simply do not adhere to the spei�ations. One of thelessons learned in the short history of the web is that format spei�ations are handled ina very lax way by the ommunity. Web doument authors and even authoring software donot or at least not always omply with the de-fato standards of the W3C.A hange towards speialisation of CE would mean, instead, that CE algorithms usethe additional information to operate in a more reliable but also more spei� way. Theyould fous on ategorising the ontents better than what the standard permits. Classifyingontents as main ontent, losely related ontent or additional ontent an be done more�ne-grained, e.g. as suggested by Di Iorio's Pentaformat [Di 07℄.This appliation of CE may also be used for the purpose of searh engine fraud detetion.After all, just beause the author outlines ertain ontents as the main ontent does notneessarily mean that they atually are. Clearly an interest of introduing the new setiontags is to aid searh engines in reating a better index of web douments1. CE algorithmsan verify the tagging of a doument to detet manipulations and misleading markup.So, even with the advent of HTML 5, CE will most likely not beome obsolete; it mightatually beome even more useful. In any ase, the development and the diretion the newspei�ations have taken underline the importane of knowing the main ontent in a webdoument and thereby the importane of CE.
1This is probably also one of the reasons why one of the editors of the working draft, namely IanHikson, is an employee of Google.



Appendix ATest DataThe tables presented here desribe how the evaluation pakages for single doument andmulti doument CE algorithms have been omposed. Of partiular interest might be howthe main ontent is determined for the automatially generated evaluation douments.A.1 Evaluation Pakages for Single Doument AlgorithmsThe pakages for evaluation of single doument algorithms ontain for eah doumentmainly the original HTML soure ode and the extrated text for the main ontent. Theyare used in hapter 5 and 6. bbWeb site BBC onlineURL http://news.bb.o.ukType General newsLanguage EnglishNo. of douments 1000Main ontent Determination via speialised automati extrator. The head-line is identi�ed via the embedding table element with a lassattribute of sh, the artile body is wrapped into the two om-ments <!-- S BO --> and <!-- E BO -->.
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188 Test DatahipWeb site Chip onlineURL http://www.hip.deType Produt reviews and tehnology newsLanguage GermanNo. of douments 361Main ontent Determination via speialised automati extrator. The on-tent slots are reognised via partiular omments. The ti-tle is wrapped into the omments <!-- mn-title --> and<!-- /mn-title -->, the main artile in the omments<!-- mn-text --> and <!-- /mn-text -->.eonomistWeb site Eonomist.omURL http://www.eonomist.omType Eonomial, politial and business newsLanguage EnglishNo. of douments 250Main ontent Determination via speialised automati extrator. The head-line is identi�ed via a omment <!-- top-title -->. Theartile text follows the �rst omment <!-- ol --> in a p ele-ment. Nested additional ontents in the artile are reognisedvia the lass attribute info.espressoWeb site L'espressoURL http://espresso.repubblia.itType General news and reportagesLanguage ItalianNo. of douments 139Main ontent Determination via speialised automati extrator. Severalnested elements indiate the loation of the title, the teaserand the main text. The title is embedded in an h1 headlineelement, the teaser in the �rst b element following the titleand the artile text is ontained in a div element with lassattribute didasalia. Nested additional ontents are reog-nised via the lass attributes data or paging.



A.1 Evaluation Pakages for Single Doument Algorithms 189golemWeb site GolemURL http://www.golem.deType IT related newsLanguage GermanNo. of douments 1000Main ontent Determination via speialised automati extrator. The titleand a subtitle are ontained in an h3 and an h4 element re-spetively. They are further indiated by the lass attributesartikelhead for the title and artikelsubhead for the subti-tle. The artile text, instead, is embedded between the om-ments <!-- ontent --> and <!-- /ontent -->.heiseWeb site Heise onlineURL http://www.heise.deType Tehnology newsLanguage GermanNo. of douments 1000Main ontent Determination via speialised automati extrator. All of themain ontent is marked up via non-HTML tags HEISETEXT.The nested additional ontents are identi�ed via another non-standard element adv or a span element with lass attributeISI_IGNORE. manualWeb site Manual seletion of pagesURL di�erent souresType News, e-ommere, manuals, referenesLanguage English, German, ItalianNo. of douments 65Main ontent Manually reated pakage. Using a Firefox Extension (seep. 109), a human user outlined the main ontent in a webdoument in the browser window. The douments were takenfrom several di�erent web sites, like online news, e-ommere,manuals, et. From eah web site several douments weretaken to redue the risk of inluding outlier douments.



190 Test Data
repubbliaWeb site La Repubblia.itURL http://www.repubblia.itType General newsLanguage ItalianNo. of douments 1000Main ontent Determination via speialised automati extrator.The main ontent onsists of several parts, all ofwhih are indiated by partiular omments. Theomments marking the beginning of a main on-tent fragment are <!-- inizio OCCHIELLO -->,<!-- inizio TITOLO -->, <!-- inizio SOMMARIO -->and <!-- inizio TESTO -->, the end of the frag-ments is indiated by <!-- fine OCCHIELLO -->,<!-- fine TITOLO -->, <!-- fine SOMMARIO --> and<!-- fine TESTO --> respetively. Embedded ommerialsan be reognised via the omments <!-- inserto --> and<!-- /inserto -->.
slashdotWeb site SlashdotURL http://slashdot.orgType IT news and rumoursLanguage EnglishNo. of douments 364Main ontent Determination via speialised automati extrator. The titleof slashdot douments is obtained from the HTML title el-ement by stripping o� the pre�x �SLASHDOT |�. The shortmain ontent of a news is found in a div element with lassattribute intro.



A.1 Evaluation Pakages for Single Doument Algorithms 191spiegelWeb site Spiegel onlineURL http://www.spiegel.deType General newsLanguage GermanNo. of douments 1000Main ontent Determination via speialised automati extrator. The titleof a doument is obtained from the HTML title element.The teaser text is indiated by a p element with lass at-tribute spIntrotext. The artile text is embedded in a divelement with id spArtileBody. As the artile might on-tain nested div elements with main ontent, the number ofopening and losing div tags is ounted to determine whenthe main ontent div is losed.telepolisWeb site TelepolisURL http://www.telepolis.deType General newsLanguage GermanNo. of douments 1000Main ontent Determination via speialised automati extrator. All of themain ontent is marked up via non-HTML tags HEISETEXT.However, this setion ontains additional ontents. The mainontent inside it is found via h1, h2 or h3 headline elementsor p elements with lass attributes fliess or zitat.wikiWeb site WikipediaURL http://de.wikipedia.orgType EnylopaediaLanguage GermanNo. of douments 1000Main ontent Determination via speialised automati extrator. The ar-tile title is indiated by an h1 element with lass attributefirstHeading, the artile itself is embedded in the omments<!-- start ontent --> and <!-- end ontent -->.



192 Test Data
yahooWeb site Yahoo! NewsURL http://news.yahoo.omType General newsLanguage EnglishNo. of douments 1000Main ontent Determination via speialised automati extrator. The head-line is identi�ed via an h1 element. The main ontent is a divelement with id storybody. As nested div elements indiateadditional ontents, the number of opening and losing divtags is ounted and only the ontents on the highest level areextrated.

zdfWeb site ZDF heute.deURL http://www.heute.deType General newsLanguage GermanNo. of douments 422Main ontent Determination via speialised automati extrator. Themain ontent onsists of a teaser and the main text. Theteaser is found in a div element with lass attributeartile-box-ontent, the main text in a div element withlass attribute artikel-inhalt-text.



A.2 Evaluation Pakages for Multi Doument Algorithms 193A.2 Evaluation Pakages for Multi Doument AlgorithmsThe evaluation pakages used for multi doument CE algorithms in hapter 7 additionallyontain all those douments whih are referened via hyperlinks. The extration rules forthe main ontent are exatly the same as for the single doument pakages. Hene, thetables merely list the number of douments with an outlined main ontent and the numberof hyperlinked douments in the pakages.espressoWeb site L'espressoURL http://espresso.repubblia.itNo. of douments 18Referened douments 237 heiseWeb site Heise onlineURL http://www.heise.deNo. of douments 197Referened douments 3206 repubbliaWeb site La Repubblia.itURL http://www.repubblia.itNo. of douments 112Referened douments 642 spiegelWeb site Spiegel onlineURL http://www.spiegel.deNo. of douments 371Referened douments 5827 telepolisWeb site TelepolisURL http://www.telepolis.deNo. of douments 47Referened douments 1082
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Appendix BEvaluation ResultsThe following pages summarise the results of all the evaluation runs made in the ontextof this thesis. The results are presented in tabular form as the most ompat mean. Theevaluation results for single doument CE algorithms are listed in B.1, the results for TDbased multi doument approahes in B.2.The table list F1 measure, reall, preision and the estimate for the standard deviationof F1 for the following underlying doument models (see 5.2.2): harater sequene (CS),word sequene (WS), bag of words (BoW) and set of words (SoW). The proessing time isnormalised to seonds per kilobyte. All experiments were onduted on the same systemwith a 2.6 GHz Pentium 4 proessor and 512 MB RAM, whih was used to run the CEappliations.There are few ases in whih the plain method does not ahieve a reall value of 1.0whih seems to ontradit the theoreti bakground. This e�et is aused by problemsin resolving the enoding of the HTML soure ode. Some speial haraters had notbeen resolved orretly when determining the main ontent for the gold standard. As thisproblem a�ets all CE methods equally the relative performane is not a�eted.B.1 Single Doument AlgorithmsThe following results are ompiled from the evaluation runs onduted for the omparisonof existing and new single doument CE methods in hapter 5 and 6. The evaluatedmethods omprise Body Text Extration (bte) (see 3.2.2), ontent ode blurring in theharater based version (b-r40), the adapted harater based version (ab-r40) andthe token based version (tb-25) (see 6.4), Crunh (runh) (see 3.2.1), Doument SlopeCurves (ds) (see 3.2.3), Link Quota Filters (see 3.2.4) with a link quota threshold of 0.25(lqf-25), 0.5 (lqf-50) and 0.75 (lqf-75), largest size inrease (lsi) (see 6.2), largest pagelet(lp-7) (see 6.3), FeatureExtrator (fe) and K-FeatureExtrator (kfe) (see 3.2.5). The plainmethod orresponds to not using any CE �lter at all and serves as baseline (see 5.4.2).The evaluation pakages omprise the douments taken from the web sites of BBC,Chip, The Eonomist, l'espresso, Golem, Heise online, La Repubblia, Slashdot, Spiegel195



196 Evaluation Resultsonline, Telepolis, Wikipedia, Yahoo! news and ZDF heute online. The manual pakageonsists of di�erent web douments taken from a wide range of web sites. Details aboutsize, omposition and reation of the single pakages are given in appendix A.Table B.1: Evaluation results single doument algorithms: average F1 (CS)bb hip eonomist espresso golem heise manual repubblia slashdot spiegel telepolis wiki yahoo zdfab-r40 0.939 0.722 0.896 0.881 0.958 0.920 0.484 0.970 0.190 0.871 0.913 0.678 0.739 0.928bte 0.668 0.272 0.749 0.835 0.547 0.670 0.452 0.846 0.117 0.749 0.930 0.858 0.601 0.884b-r40 0.938 0.745 0.918 0.882 0.939 0.851 0.487 0.966 0.189 0.870 0.916 0.400 0.749 0.928runh 0.754 0.390 0.823 0.816 0.887 0.830 0.430 0.892 0.136 0.734 0.915 0.754 0.742 0.784ds 0.929 0.738 0.891 0.872 0.959 0.883 0.485 0.926 0.282 0.908 0.869 0.652 0.785 0.855fe 0.149 0.161 0.044 0.080 0.277 0.304 0.271 0.172 0.276 0.043 0.152 0.280 0.211 0.089kfe 0.682 0.318 0.706 0.080 0.371 0.581 0.436 0.188 0.225 0.713 0.828 0.640 0.692 0.527lqf-25 0.833 0.521 0.722 0.669 0.932 0.806 0.429 0.832 0.144 0.811 0.914 0.733 0.703 0.580lqf-50 0.826 0.520 0.709 0.667 0.822 0.801 0.423 0.819 0.133 0.802 0.912 0.800 0.667 0.579lqf-75 0.799 0.496 0.683 0.666 0.763 0.781 0.413 0.819 0.123 0.779 0.913 0.824 0.644 0.572lsi 0.889 0.216 0.868 0.850 0.574 0.719 0.414 0.876 0.128 0.732 0.945 0.830 0.788 0.611lp-7 0.956 0.714 0.885 0.865 0.532 0.717 0.420 0.931 0.364 0.901 0.934 0.583 0.229 0.728plain 0.588 0.184 0.599 0.628 0.521 0.580 0.375 0.698 0.108 0.553 0.868 0.814 0.578 0.507tb-25 0.931 0.844 0.906 0.881 0.947 0.823 0.469 0.920 0.280 0.915 0.906 0.653 0.765 0.748



B.1 Single Doument Algorithms 197Table B.2: Evaluation results single doument algorithms: average reall (CS)bb hip eonomist espresso golem heise manual repubblia slashdot spiegel telepolis wiki yahoo zdfab-r40 0.937 0.925 0.958 0.898 0.928 0.934 0.872 0.965 0.940 0.906 0.919 0.559 0.850 0.919bte 1.000 0.999 0.991 0.968 1.000 0.998 0.905 0.999 0.999 0.973 0.997 0.809 0.999 1.000b-r40 0.936 0.895 0.948 0.898 0.890 0.815 0.863 0.956 0.900 0.895 0.918 0.291 0.849 0.919runh 0.994 0.993 0.999 0.959 0.981 0.947 0.937 0.996 0.970 0.982 0.998 0.752 0.999 1.000ds 0.902 0.923 0.915 0.868 0.938 0.865 0.792 0.941 0.917 0.925 0.838 0.552 0.894 0.808fe 0.083 0.100 0.027 0.069 0.166 0.196 0.246 0.146 0.216 0.023 0.088 0.197 0.165 0.049kfe 0.655 0.791 0.823 0.069 0.399 0.755 0.721 0.164 0.649 0.793 0.819 0.596 0.816 0.559lqf-25 0.994 1.000 0.998 0.965 1.000 0.977 0.946 1.000 0.998 0.985 0.997 0.689 0.999 1.000lqf-50 0.995 1.000 0.999 0.968 1.000 0.983 0.950 1.000 1.000 0.987 1.000 0.861 0.999 1.000lqf-75 0.995 1.000 0.999 0.968 1.000 0.987 0.960 1.000 1.000 0.989 1.000 0.917 0.999 1.000lsi 0.985 0.770 0.997 0.936 0.988 0.867 0.911 0.991 0.945 0.945 0.999 0.985 0.989 0.925lp-7 0.987 0.966 0.958 0.960 0.542 0.789 0.681 0.979 0.695 0.849 0.988 0.500 0.147 0.831plain 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.969 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000tb-25 0.926 0.838 0.950 0.887 0.911 0.894 0.835 0.897 0.932 0.898 0.906 0.548 0.879 0.669Table B.3: Evaluation results single doument algorithms: average preision (CS)bb hip eonomist espresso golem heise manual repubblia slashdot spiegel telepolis wiki yahoo zdfab-r40 0.943 0.602 0.853 0.918 0.991 0.913 0.391 0.984 0.118 0.856 0.934 1.000 0.672 0.950bte 0.514 0.160 0.619 0.766 0.382 0.524 0.354 0.758 0.064 0.627 0.897 0.942 0.441 0.804b-r40 0.943 0.646 0.917 0.919 0.998 0.912 0.397 0.985 0.126 0.863 0.942 1.000 0.688 0.950runh 0.618 0.247 0.718 0.739 0.811 0.751 0.312 0.819 0.077 0.603 0.869 0.774 0.602 0.654ds 0.964 0.625 0.894 0.931 0.989 0.923 0.423 0.931 0.191 0.917 0.936 0.874 0.720 0.943fe 1.000 0.472 0.630 0.447 0.970 0.938 0.636 0.628 0.489 0.616 0.988 0.777 0.460 0.654kfe 0.938 0.279 0.734 0.447 0.401 0.721 0.454 0.624 0.213 0.744 0.933 0.793 0.633 0.729lqf-25 0.726 0.358 0.584 0.528 0.873 0.703 0.311 0.733 0.081 0.702 0.866 0.826 0.556 0.420lqf-50 0.714 0.358 0.568 0.524 0.703 0.693 0.305 0.716 0.074 0.689 0.862 0.768 0.514 0.419lqf-75 0.676 0.336 0.536 0.523 0.623 0.663 0.294 0.716 0.068 0.657 0.862 0.763 0.488 0.412lsi 0.840 0.127 0.821 0.823 0.431 0.661 0.331 0.849 0.072 0.673 0.921 0.751 0.667 0.493lp-7 0.928 0.576 0.846 0.828 0.540 0.693 0.454 0.900 0.271 0.976 0.919 0.965 0.734 0.667plain 0.429 0.103 0.442 0.477 0.357 0.423 0.258 0.563 0.059 0.399 0.787 0.704 0.418 0.350tb-25 0.940 0.934 0.895 0.929 0.990 0.799 0.407 0.973 0.220 0.963 0.942 1.000 0.700 0.960



198 Evaluation ResultsTable B.4: Evaluation results single doument algorithms: stability (CS)bb hip eonomist espresso golem heise manual repubblia slashdot spiegel telepolis wiki yahoo zdfab-r40 0.033 0.106 0.120 0.196 0.025 0.066 0.252 0.088 0.155 0.120 0.141 0.253 0.148 0.077bte 0.120 0.076 0.149 0.182 0.093 0.154 0.248 0.152 0.083 0.137 0.148 0.170 0.132 0.091b-r40 0.035 0.105 0.149 0.196 0.046 0.109 0.251 0.090 0.153 0.122 0.141 0.286 0.145 0.077runh 0.104 0.090 0.138 0.175 0.043 0.084 0.237 0.105 0.097 0.134 0.146 0.119 0.112 0.098ds 0.050 0.117 0.150 0.195 0.066 0.112 0.234 0.119 0.206 0.148 0.140 0.193 0.147 0.145fe 0.088 0.032 0.039 0.092 0.117 0.181 0.186 0.252 0.083 0.027 0.106 0.198 0.064 0.043kfe 0.370 0.141 0.332 0.092 0.069 0.343 0.262 0.231 0.115 0.309 0.258 0.283 0.220 0.406lqf-25 0.081 0.098 0.155 0.154 0.024 0.114 0.241 0.144 0.096 0.109 0.145 0.191 0.128 0.131lqf-50 0.083 0.098 0.154 0.153 0.059 0.113 0.239 0.147 0.090 0.114 0.145 0.134 0.131 0.131lqf-75 0.087 0.097 0.154 0.153 0.072 0.115 0.236 0.147 0.088 0.119 0.145 0.121 0.131 0.131lsi 0.166 0.052 0.229 0.205 0.148 0.271 0.247 0.238 0.087 0.250 0.149 0.172 0.117 0.206lp-7 0.063 0.107 0.204 0.197 0.246 0.287 0.210 0.154 0.178 0.146 0.165 0.291 0.070 0.283plain 0.132 0.059 0.152 0.145 0.090 0.146 0.228 0.183 0.069 0.159 0.143 0.127 0.132 0.132tb-25 0.056 0.240 0.148 0.197 0.051 0.159 0.260 0.152 0.261 0.167 0.162 0.305 0.162 0.241Table B.5: Evaluation results single doument algorithms: average F1 (WS)bb hip eonomist espresso golem heise manual repubblia slashdot spiegel telepolis wiki yahoo zdfab-r40 0.924 0.703 0.890 0.875 0.959 0.916 0.419 0.968 0.177 0.861 0.908 0.682 0.732 0.929bte 0.676 0.262 0.736 0.835 0.532 0.674 0.409 0.842 0.113 0.749 0.927 0.853 0.602 0.875b-r40 0.923 0.716 0.914 0.876 0.939 0.841 0.420 0.964 0.160 0.858 0.913 0.403 0.742 0.929runh 0.756 0.342 0.815 0.810 0.837 0.810 0.382 0.887 0.123 0.706 0.910 0.725 0.738 0.772ds 0.937 0.708 0.881 0.862 0.958 0.877 0.403 0.925 0.252 0.902 0.859 0.594 0.780 0.847fe 0.147 0.015 0.002 0.035 0.273 0.264 0.141 0.099 0.067 0.002 0.143 0.236 0.109 0.015kfe 0.677 0.276 0.697 0.035 0.200 0.580 0.357 0.097 0.077 0.689 0.823 0.593 0.673 0.491lqf-25 0.834 0.502 0.732 0.667 0.926 0.791 0.387 0.826 0.135 0.790 0.906 0.690 0.708 0.579lqf-50 0.826 0.502 0.720 0.666 0.806 0.787 0.381 0.816 0.127 0.775 0.906 0.752 0.670 0.578lqf-75 0.798 0.473 0.694 0.665 0.735 0.767 0.374 0.816 0.118 0.749 0.906 0.785 0.644 0.571lsi 0.886 0.070 0.842 0.838 0.554 0.645 0.376 0.877 0.076 0.722 0.942 0.764 0.781 0.574lp-7 0.954 0.698 0.835 0.863 0.319 0.603 0.322 0.918 0.177 0.893 0.931 0.574 0.060 0.623plain 0.595 0.173 0.613 0.624 0.502 0.575 0.371 0.704 0.106 0.549 0.858 0.823 0.582 0.514tb-25 0.914 0.842 0.903 0.871 0.947 0.821 0.404 0.918 0.269 0.910 0.902 0.660 0.758 0.745



B.1 Single Doument Algorithms 199Table B.6: Evaluation results single doument algorithms: average reall (WS)bb hip eonomist espresso golem heise manual repubblia slashdot spiegel telepolis wiki yahoo zdfab-r40 0.927 0.913 0.952 0.894 0.929 0.930 0.717 0.962 0.905 0.902 0.911 0.566 0.838 0.921bte 0.999 0.999 0.956 0.946 1.000 0.998 0.805 0.997 0.996 0.983 0.995 0.808 0.999 1.000b-r40 0.925 0.875 0.948 0.894 0.890 0.806 0.706 0.954 0.748 0.889 0.911 0.295 0.838 0.921runh 0.993 0.988 0.982 0.963 0.981 0.944 0.815 0.996 0.911 0.978 0.998 0.731 0.996 0.999ds 0.900 0.902 0.909 0.860 0.936 0.859 0.601 0.938 0.750 0.924 0.822 0.510 0.887 0.803fe 0.082 0.009 0.001 0.022 0.163 0.172 0.115 0.100 0.056 0.001 0.081 0.173 0.084 0.008kfe 0.655 0.758 0.803 0.022 0.222 0.749 0.593 0.106 0.271 0.781 0.809 0.569 0.796 0.537lqf-25 0.993 1.000 0.981 0.969 1.000 0.971 0.838 1.000 0.986 0.980 0.996 0.658 0.998 1.000lqf-50 0.995 1.000 0.982 0.972 1.000 0.979 0.843 1.000 1.000 0.982 1.000 0.818 0.998 1.000lqf-75 0.995 1.000 0.982 0.972 1.000 0.984 0.869 1.000 1.000 0.985 1.000 0.880 0.999 1.000lsi 0.975 0.272 0.968 0.901 0.988 0.755 0.816 0.991 0.521 0.934 0.996 0.907 0.985 0.858lp-7 0.982 0.952 0.895 0.937 0.303 0.640 0.522 0.963 0.315 0.843 0.985 0.494 0.038 0.686plain 1.000 1.000 0.984 0.973 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000tb-25 0.914 0.833 0.949 0.878 0.913 0.882 0.681 0.892 0.908 0.897 0.898 0.557 0.866 0.669Table B.7: Evaluation results single doument algorithms: average preision (WS)bb hip eonomist espresso golem heise manual repubblia slashdot spiegel telepolis wiki yahoo zdfab-r40 0.924 0.581 0.846 0.913 0.991 0.909 0.345 0.983 0.110 0.842 0.928 1.000 0.667 0.949bte 0.523 0.153 0.612 0.764 0.368 0.528 0.322 0.753 0.062 0.623 0.893 0.923 0.443 0.789b-r40 0.924 0.614 0.911 0.915 0.998 0.900 0.347 0.984 0.108 0.847 0.939 1.000 0.682 0.949runh 0.622 0.210 0.713 0.727 0.733 0.720 0.279 0.812 0.069 0.571 0.861 0.735 0.598 0.638ds 0.984 0.591 0.890 0.922 0.990 0.917 0.361 0.930 0.174 0.907 0.926 0.779 0.716 0.931fe 1.000 0.039 0.023 0.138 0.911 0.701 0.310 0.168 0.104 0.018 0.907 0.559 0.274 0.096kfe 0.927 0.177 0.636 0.138 0.223 0.721 0.351 0.160 0.057 0.633 0.928 0.665 0.599 0.471lqf-25 0.727 0.341 0.601 0.524 0.863 0.683 0.281 0.725 0.076 0.676 0.854 0.759 0.562 0.419lqf-50 0.715 0.341 0.586 0.520 0.680 0.674 0.275 0.711 0.070 0.656 0.851 0.718 0.518 0.418lqf-75 0.675 0.315 0.553 0.520 0.587 0.644 0.266 0.711 0.065 0.621 0.851 0.726 0.488 0.411lsi 0.841 0.041 0.790 0.808 0.411 0.605 0.305 0.849 0.043 0.664 0.919 0.692 0.659 0.466lp-7 0.929 0.561 0.794 0.821 0.342 0.589 0.333 0.890 0.139 0.963 0.914 0.934 0.201 0.579plain 0.436 0.096 0.459 0.471 0.340 0.417 0.254 0.571 0.057 0.396 0.772 0.717 0.421 0.356tb-25 0.918 0.934 0.889 0.920 0.988 0.801 0.359 0.971 0.212 0.954 0.938 1.000 0.694 0.951



200 Evaluation ResultsTable B.8: Evaluation results single doument algorithms: stability (WS)bb hip eonomist espresso golem heise manual repubblia slashdot spiegel telepolis wiki yahoo zdfab-r40 0.035 0.107 0.147 0.206 0.025 0.072 0.274 0.089 0.153 0.135 0.154 0.257 0.161 0.078bte 0.119 0.074 0.153 0.189 0.095 0.147 0.253 0.155 0.083 0.137 0.151 0.205 0.133 0.091b-r40 0.037 0.116 0.155 0.206 0.047 0.121 0.277 0.091 0.154 0.143 0.154 0.291 0.159 0.078runh 0.102 0.084 0.146 0.172 0.056 0.091 0.245 0.107 0.093 0.146 0.147 0.137 0.113 0.100ds 0.052 0.136 0.164 0.204 0.068 0.119 0.265 0.124 0.222 0.164 0.166 0.234 0.154 0.152fe 0.087 0.012 0.005 0.100 0.117 0.209 0.193 0.257 0.040 0.013 0.104 0.197 0.049 0.024kfe 0.369 0.172 0.342 0.100 0.055 0.341 0.281 0.241 0.055 0.321 0.265 0.302 0.245 0.425lqf-25 0.081 0.096 0.159 0.152 0.028 0.114 0.246 0.146 0.094 0.123 0.147 0.227 0.129 0.131lqf-50 0.083 0.096 0.158 0.151 0.066 0.112 0.244 0.149 0.087 0.132 0.147 0.165 0.132 0.131lqf-75 0.086 0.095 0.157 0.151 0.078 0.113 0.238 0.149 0.085 0.135 0.147 0.145 0.132 0.132lsi 0.183 0.083 0.221 0.204 0.150 0.378 0.252 0.236 0.092 0.268 0.152 0.165 0.119 0.268lp-7 0.090 0.114 0.262 0.200 0.387 0.422 0.234 0.200 0.230 0.195 0.170 0.293 0.039 0.413plain 0.132 0.056 0.156 0.143 0.090 0.142 0.227 0.184 0.070 0.163 0.144 0.127 0.133 0.132tb-25 0.067 0.240 0.154 0.207 0.052 0.170 0.281 0.156 0.263 0.177 0.175 0.307 0.175 0.244Table B.9: Evaluation results single doument algorithms: average F1 (BoW)bb hip eonomist espresso golem heise manual repubblia slashdot spiegel telepolis wiki yahoo zdfab-r40 0.924 0.709 0.895 0.878 0.959 0.918 0.436 0.969 0.186 0.868 0.912 0.682 0.747 0.931bte 0.676 0.262 0.737 0.836 0.532 0.675 0.424 0.843 0.113 0.753 0.927 0.858 0.603 0.875b-r40 0.923 0.720 0.918 0.879 0.939 0.847 0.437 0.965 0.184 0.865 0.917 0.403 0.755 0.931runh 0.758 0.344 0.815 0.812 0.840 0.816 0.394 0.887 0.130 0.708 0.910 0.742 0.739 0.772ds 0.937 0.713 0.891 0.866 0.958 0.882 0.449 0.927 0.273 0.904 0.868 0.602 0.785 0.854fe 0.147 0.017 0.002 0.043 0.273 0.270 0.165 0.101 0.106 0.002 0.146 0.252 0.116 0.017kfe 0.684 0.281 0.702 0.043 0.290 0.583 0.384 0.100 0.136 0.697 0.829 0.604 0.687 0.496lqf-25 0.835 0.502 0.732 0.672 0.926 0.794 0.399 0.826 0.136 0.792 0.907 0.716 0.708 0.579lqf-50 0.827 0.502 0.721 0.669 0.806 0.789 0.393 0.816 0.127 0.777 0.906 0.772 0.670 0.578lqf-75 0.800 0.473 0.694 0.669 0.735 0.768 0.383 0.816 0.118 0.751 0.906 0.803 0.645 0.571lsi 0.888 0.104 0.842 0.843 0.554 0.663 0.389 0.877 0.104 0.727 0.942 0.768 0.786 0.584lp-7 0.955 0.709 0.836 0.864 0.361 0.630 0.367 0.921 0.262 0.894 0.931 0.574 0.089 0.647plain 0.595 0.173 0.613 0.627 0.502 0.575 0.371 0.704 0.106 0.549 0.858 0.823 0.582 0.514tb-25 0.914 0.847 0.907 0.874 0.947 0.828 0.423 0.921 0.276 0.912 0.907 0.660 0.767 0.751



B.1 Single Doument Algorithms 201Table B.10: Evaluation results single doument algorithms: average reall (BoW)bb hip eonomist espresso golem heise manual repubblia slashdot spiegel telepolis wiki yahoo zdfab-r40 0.927 0.921 0.958 0.897 0.929 0.932 0.750 0.964 0.957 0.909 0.919 0.566 0.857 0.924bte 0.999 0.999 0.959 0.947 1.000 0.999 0.831 0.997 0.997 0.990 0.996 0.812 1.000 1.000b-r40 0.925 0.881 0.953 0.897 0.890 0.812 0.741 0.955 0.891 0.896 0.919 0.295 0.853 0.923runh 0.995 0.993 0.982 0.964 0.984 0.951 0.844 0.996 0.972 0.982 0.998 0.750 0.997 1.000ds 0.900 0.909 0.919 0.864 0.936 0.863 0.682 0.942 0.859 0.926 0.837 0.516 0.895 0.811fe 0.082 0.011 0.001 0.026 0.163 0.175 0.137 0.102 0.091 0.001 0.083 0.185 0.090 0.010kfe 0.662 0.773 0.809 0.026 0.320 0.753 0.628 0.109 0.461 0.790 0.821 0.579 0.814 0.543lqf-25 0.994 1.000 0.982 0.975 1.000 0.974 0.870 1.000 0.992 0.982 0.997 0.683 0.998 1.000lqf-50 0.996 1.000 0.983 0.977 1.000 0.981 0.874 1.000 1.000 0.985 1.000 0.840 0.999 1.000lqf-75 0.997 1.000 0.983 0.977 1.000 0.985 0.893 1.000 1.000 0.988 1.000 0.902 0.999 1.000lsi 0.978 0.393 0.968 0.907 0.988 0.780 0.848 0.991 0.759 0.945 0.996 0.911 0.992 0.874lp-7 0.983 0.967 0.895 0.938 0.349 0.673 0.574 0.966 0.490 0.844 0.985 0.495 0.057 0.719plain 1.000 1.000 0.984 0.977 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000tb-25 0.914 0.839 0.955 0.881 0.913 0.890 0.720 0.897 0.947 0.899 0.907 0.557 0.878 0.676Table B.11: Evaluation results single doument algorithms: average preision (BoW)bb hip eonomist espresso golem heise manual repubblia slashdot spiegel telepolis wiki yahoo zdfab-r40 0.924 0.585 0.851 0.916 0.992 0.911 0.358 0.983 0.115 0.848 0.932 1.000 0.680 0.952bte 0.523 0.153 0.613 0.766 0.368 0.528 0.335 0.753 0.062 0.626 0.894 0.929 0.443 0.789b-r40 0.924 0.617 0.914 0.918 0.998 0.907 0.361 0.984 0.122 0.854 0.942 1.000 0.693 0.952runh 0.623 0.212 0.713 0.729 0.736 0.727 0.287 0.812 0.073 0.573 0.861 0.752 0.598 0.639ds 0.984 0.595 0.899 0.926 0.990 0.922 0.400 0.932 0.186 0.909 0.934 0.791 0.721 0.939fe 1.000 0.045 0.025 0.188 0.911 0.717 0.363 0.179 0.158 0.019 0.920 0.605 0.284 0.112kfe 0.935 0.180 0.640 0.188 0.312 0.724 0.383 0.173 0.100 0.640 0.933 0.677 0.611 0.477lqf-25 0.729 0.341 0.602 0.527 0.863 0.686 0.290 0.725 0.076 0.678 0.855 0.789 0.563 0.419lqf-50 0.716 0.341 0.586 0.523 0.680 0.676 0.283 0.711 0.070 0.657 0.851 0.736 0.518 0.418lqf-75 0.676 0.315 0.553 0.522 0.587 0.646 0.272 0.711 0.065 0.623 0.851 0.741 0.489 0.411lsi 0.842 0.061 0.790 0.813 0.411 0.619 0.314 0.849 0.058 0.667 0.919 0.696 0.664 0.474lp-7 0.930 0.569 0.795 0.823 0.382 0.614 0.399 0.892 0.198 0.964 0.915 0.935 0.293 0.598plain 0.436 0.096 0.459 0.473 0.340 0.417 0.254 0.571 0.057 0.396 0.772 0.717 0.421 0.356tb-25 0.918 0.938 0.893 0.923 0.988 0.807 0.374 0.974 0.216 0.956 0.942 1.000 0.702 0.957



202 Evaluation ResultsTable B.12: Evaluation results single doument algorithms: stability (BoW)bb hip eonomist espresso golem heise manual repubblia slashdot spiegel telepolis wiki yahoo zdfab-r40 0.035 0.103 0.144 0.206 0.025 0.070 0.273 0.088 0.157 0.134 0.144 0.257 0.154 0.075bte 0.119 0.075 0.152 0.189 0.095 0.147 0.257 0.155 0.083 0.135 0.151 0.201 0.133 0.091b-r40 0.037 0.113 0.152 0.207 0.047 0.117 0.275 0.089 0.161 0.141 0.145 0.291 0.153 0.075runh 0.103 0.085 0.146 0.172 0.055 0.087 0.245 0.107 0.096 0.146 0.147 0.128 0.113 0.100ds 0.052 0.133 0.160 0.204 0.068 0.114 0.269 0.120 0.219 0.161 0.146 0.229 0.149 0.144fe 0.087 0.015 0.005 0.100 0.117 0.204 0.196 0.257 0.069 0.014 0.104 0.200 0.050 0.025kfe 0.372 0.175 0.343 0.100 0.067 0.343 0.281 0.241 0.093 0.323 0.259 0.303 0.244 0.428lqf-25 0.081 0.097 0.159 0.152 0.028 0.112 0.245 0.146 0.093 0.123 0.147 0.216 0.128 0.131lqf-50 0.084 0.097 0.158 0.152 0.066 0.111 0.243 0.149 0.087 0.132 0.147 0.154 0.132 0.131lqf-75 0.087 0.095 0.158 0.151 0.078 0.113 0.238 0.149 0.085 0.135 0.147 0.135 0.132 0.132lsi 0.176 0.073 0.221 0.204 0.150 0.352 0.250 0.236 0.089 0.263 0.151 0.166 0.117 0.255lp-7 0.083 0.110 0.261 0.200 0.360 0.389 0.226 0.190 0.208 0.190 0.169 0.292 0.047 0.381plain 0.132 0.056 0.156 0.143 0.090 0.142 0.227 0.184 0.070 0.163 0.144 0.127 0.133 0.132tb-25 0.067 0.238 0.151 0.207 0.052 0.163 0.280 0.153 0.264 0.176 0.164 0.307 0.170 0.242Table B.13: Evaluation results single doument algorithms: average F1 (SoW)bb hip eonomist espresso golem heise manual repubblia slashdot spiegel telepolis wiki yahoo zdfab-r40 0.921 0.701 0.903 0.874 0.979 0.929 0.498 0.981 0.272 0.865 0.923 0.726 0.809 0.956bte 0.682 0.309 0.750 0.831 0.541 0.656 0.493 0.848 0.196 0.747 0.932 0.872 0.661 0.905b-r40 0.921 0.716 0.926 0.875 0.966 0.869 0.498 0.978 0.264 0.863 0.929 0.456 0.825 0.956runh 0.773 0.612 0.843 0.818 0.892 0.819 0.479 0.913 0.222 0.803 0.929 0.734 0.784 0.830ds 0.957 0.708 0.901 0.866 0.970 0.900 0.491 0.945 0.341 0.904 0.888 0.638 0.864 0.885fe 0.222 0.021 0.004 0.058 0.365 0.325 0.185 0.112 0.109 0.003 0.205 0.309 0.184 0.026kfe 0.696 0.329 0.706 0.058 0.279 0.572 0.423 0.113 0.151 0.689 0.846 0.623 0.745 0.503lqf-25 0.832 0.550 0.705 0.637 0.930 0.798 0.471 0.826 0.223 0.803 0.914 0.736 0.777 0.587lqf-50 0.825 0.550 0.697 0.636 0.816 0.794 0.466 0.813 0.212 0.788 0.912 0.767 0.736 0.586lqf-75 0.807 0.525 0.673 0.635 0.758 0.766 0.460 0.813 0.202 0.764 0.912 0.796 0.710 0.580lsi 0.885 0.126 0.851 0.841 0.582 0.654 0.458 0.879 0.159 0.734 0.951 0.770 0.783 0.593lp-7 0.946 0.749 0.842 0.864 0.360 0.624 0.407 0.918 0.263 0.916 0.938 0.619 0.111 0.653plain 0.605 0.246 0.626 0.599 0.529 0.576 0.460 0.704 0.185 0.557 0.861 0.813 0.652 0.549tb-25 0.913 0.869 0.919 0.873 0.969 0.832 0.481 0.948 0.357 0.914 0.922 0.694 0.837 0.794



B.1 Single Doument Algorithms 203Table B.14: Evaluation results single doument algorithms: average reall (SoW)bb hip eonomist espresso golem heise manual repubblia slashdot spiegel telepolis wiki yahoo zdfab-r40 0.957 0.952 0.950 0.894 0.969 0.957 0.757 0.982 0.950 0.916 0.929 0.619 0.878 0.958bte 1.000 0.999 0.941 0.944 1.000 0.999 0.833 0.998 0.997 0.987 0.997 0.836 0.999 1.000b-r40 0.955 0.916 0.947 0.894 0.938 0.851 0.747 0.976 0.873 0.905 0.929 0.346 0.876 0.957runh 0.993 0.993 0.973 0.956 0.988 0.954 0.838 0.997 0.965 0.981 0.998 0.745 0.997 0.999ds 0.937 0.935 0.917 0.865 0.956 0.895 0.683 0.967 0.837 0.928 0.862 0.573 0.924 0.849fe 0.129 0.014 0.002 0.036 0.232 0.221 0.154 0.113 0.096 0.002 0.122 0.233 0.126 0.015kfe 0.702 0.778 0.803 0.036 0.339 0.760 0.632 0.121 0.408 0.798 0.840 0.624 0.838 0.558lqf-25 0.994 1.000 0.974 0.970 1.000 0.978 0.866 1.000 0.991 0.982 0.997 0.722 0.998 1.000lqf-50 0.995 1.000 0.974 0.974 1.000 0.984 0.871 1.000 1.000 0.985 1.000 0.863 0.999 1.000lqf-75 0.996 1.000 0.975 0.974 1.000 0.987 0.890 1.000 1.000 0.988 1.000 0.917 0.999 1.000lsi 0.978 0.380 0.950 0.907 0.992 0.783 0.839 0.991 0.701 0.956 0.997 0.894 0.996 0.873lp-7 0.983 0.976 0.879 0.930 0.367 0.678 0.572 0.966 0.429 0.882 0.987 0.535 0.073 0.705plain 1.000 1.000 0.976 0.973 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000tb-25 0.944 0.871 0.948 0.879 0.956 0.913 0.722 0.943 0.944 0.906 0.922 0.602 0.903 0.733Table B.15: Evaluation results single doument algorithms: average preision (SoW)bb hip eonomist espresso golem heise manual repubblia slashdot spiegel telepolis wiki yahoo zdfab-r40 0.892 0.561 0.868 0.912 0.989 0.909 0.418 0.987 0.171 0.835 0.936 1.000 0.758 0.961bte 0.527 0.185 0.636 0.759 0.375 0.506 0.399 0.759 0.112 0.618 0.895 0.926 0.504 0.835b-r40 0.892 0.593 0.930 0.914 0.998 0.902 0.421 0.988 0.175 0.841 0.948 1.000 0.785 0.961runh 0.642 0.448 0.756 0.742 0.816 0.727 0.369 0.851 0.130 0.692 0.887 0.740 0.656 0.717ds 0.983 0.576 0.915 0.925 0.989 0.921 0.440 0.939 0.236 0.905 0.936 0.772 0.823 0.949fe 1.000 0.053 0.028 0.199 0.911 0.713 0.361 0.193 0.148 0.021 0.918 0.631 0.433 0.127kfe 0.916 0.217 0.646 0.199 0.277 0.706 0.410 0.183 0.108 0.621 0.937 0.665 0.681 0.480lqf-25 0.722 0.384 0.565 0.487 0.870 0.689 0.356 0.722 0.129 0.691 0.861 0.777 0.646 0.426lqf-50 0.711 0.384 0.555 0.484 0.693 0.681 0.350 0.703 0.122 0.670 0.856 0.708 0.593 0.425lqf-75 0.686 0.360 0.526 0.484 0.615 0.640 0.342 0.703 0.116 0.637 0.855 0.718 0.561 0.418lsi 0.833 0.077 0.813 0.809 0.436 0.606 0.379 0.849 0.093 0.667 0.927 0.706 0.655 0.483lp-7 0.913 0.615 0.815 0.830 0.364 0.599 0.429 0.885 0.204 0.964 0.919 0.934 0.282 0.616plain 0.444 0.142 0.472 0.443 0.364 0.417 0.329 0.567 0.104 0.401 0.771 0.702 0.494 0.388tb-25 0.886 0.944 0.916 0.924 0.986 0.794 0.432 0.976 0.271 0.953 0.948 1.000 0.791 0.961



204 Evaluation ResultsTable B.16: Evaluation results single doument algorithms: stability (SoW)bb hip eonomist espresso golem heise manual repubblia slashdot spiegel telepolis wiki yahoo zdfab-r40 0.035 0.095 0.137 0.206 0.023 0.063 0.264 0.079 0.154 0.123 0.128 0.253 0.127 0.061bte 0.107 0.071 0.138 0.185 0.085 0.147 0.250 0.146 0.096 0.133 0.129 0.195 0.116 0.075b-r40 0.037 0.106 0.144 0.206 0.035 0.104 0.267 0.080 0.158 0.130 0.128 0.308 0.124 0.061runh 0.088 0.085 0.128 0.163 0.041 0.080 0.249 0.090 0.106 0.113 0.126 0.130 0.096 0.080ds 0.048 0.126 0.154 0.205 0.056 0.101 0.257 0.111 0.216 0.157 0.139 0.227 0.118 0.132fe 0.102 0.018 0.007 0.114 0.144 0.231 0.199 0.261 0.063 0.017 0.130 0.205 0.072 0.034kfe 0.378 0.195 0.339 0.114 0.063 0.339 0.277 0.244 0.085 0.314 0.255 0.302 0.245 0.431lqf-25 0.073 0.084 0.141 0.144 0.026 0.113 0.244 0.132 0.101 0.112 0.125 0.204 0.100 0.120lqf-50 0.074 0.084 0.141 0.143 0.056 0.112 0.243 0.135 0.097 0.121 0.124 0.149 0.107 0.119lqf-75 0.074 0.084 0.141 0.143 0.066 0.113 0.237 0.135 0.096 0.123 0.124 0.132 0.110 0.120lsi 0.167 0.097 0.206 0.211 0.153 0.360 0.252 0.228 0.104 0.267 0.128 0.148 0.106 0.266lp-7 0.085 0.098 0.257 0.198 0.381 0.395 0.226 0.188 0.211 0.189 0.145 0.267 0.056 0.407plain 0.117 0.062 0.140 0.136 0.084 0.136 0.229 0.169 0.082 0.152 0.122 0.121 0.116 0.121tb-25 0.065 0.239 0.144 0.208 0.040 0.163 0.278 0.152 0.249 0.175 0.149 0.314 0.146 0.243Table B.17: Evaluation results single doument algorithms: average time in s/kBbb hip eonomist espresso golem heise manual repubblia slashdot spiegel telepolis wiki yahoo zdfab-r40 0.000 0.008 0.015 0.016 0.009 0.012 0.020 0.014 0.013 0.015 0.052 0.028 0.013 0.000bte 0.049 0.404 0.411 0.412 0.162 0.381 0.413 0.043 1.901 1.000 0.183 0.329 0.180 0.134b-r40 0.007 0.008 0.015 0.016 0.009 0.011 0.018 0.011 0.013 0.016 0.052 0.024 0.013 0.000runh 0.027 0.012 0.014 0.033 0.033 0.032 0.047 0.048 0.019 0.018 0.077 0.073 0.024 0.028ds 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.002 0.001 0.000fe 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000kfe 0.000 0.001 0.007 0.001 0.002 0.005 0.015 0.001 0.002 0.005 0.035 0.013 0.006 0.003lqf-25 0.000 0.003 0.016 0.013 0.004 0.010 0.017 0.003 0.009 0.009 0.051 0.012 0.010 0.000lqf-50 0.004 0.003 0.016 0.010 0.004 0.011 0.017 0.000 0.009 0.009 0.051 0.013 0.011 0.001lqf-75 0.001 0.003 0.017 0.011 0.004 0.011 0.017 0.000 0.009 0.009 0.050 0.014 0.011 0.000lsi 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.007 0.002 0.000lp-7 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.001 0.001 0.000plain 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000tb-25 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.004 0.003 0.001 0.000



B.2 Multi Doument Algorithms 205B.2 Multi Doument AlgorithmsThe results in this setion are ompiled from the evaluation runs onduted for the ompar-ison of multi doument methods based on bootstrapping TD in hapter 7. The evaluatedmethods omprise an entropy based TD algorithm using a the ommon paths (p-luster),the ommon path shingle (ps-luster) and the ommon tag sequene shingle (tss-luster)distane measures (see 7.1.1) for template lustering. As referene served the adaptedontent ode blurring (ab-r40) (see 6.4), the Doument Slope Curve algorithm (ds) (see3.2.3) and the plain method (see 5.4.2).The evaluation pakages omprise the douments taken from the web sites of l'espresso,Heise online, La Repubblia, Spiegel online and Telepolis, as well as all the web doumentsthat were referened via hyperlinks. Details about size, omposition and reation of thepakages are given in appendix A.Table B.18: Evaluation results multi doument algorithms: average F1 (CS)espresso heise repubblia spiegel telepolisab-r40 0.767 0.920 0.970 0.887 0.934p-luster 0.750 0.764 0.838 0.640 0.908ps-luster 0.750 0.747 0.823 0.640 0.904tss-luster 0.750 0.748 0.820 0.640 0.910ds 0.751 0.895 0.941 0.920 0.872plain 0.545 0.554 0.689 0.539 0.871Table B.19: Evaluation results multi doument algorithms: average reall (CS)espresso heise repubblia spiegel telepolisab-r40 0.890 0.916 0.964 0.926 0.922p-luster 0.963 0.987 0.996 0.998 1.000ps-luster 0.963 0.988 0.997 0.998 1.000tss-luster 0.963 0.988 0.997 0.998 1.000ds 0.878 0.879 0.945 0.943 0.819plain 0.971 0.996 0.998 0.999 1.000



206 Evaluation ResultsTable B.20: Evaluation results multi doument algorithms: average preision (CS)espresso heise repubblia spiegel telepolisab-r40 0.786 0.933 0.981 0.856 0.955p-luster 0.668 0.643 0.745 0.485 0.840ps-luster 0.668 0.621 0.722 0.485 0.833tss-luster 0.668 0.623 0.719 0.485 0.842ds 0.750 0.936 0.947 0.905 0.953plain 0.406 0.398 0.549 0.382 0.780
Table B.21: Evaluation results multi doument algorithms: stability (CS)espresso heise repubblia spiegel telepolisab-r40 0.293 0.067 0.047 0.073 0.076p-luster 0.248 0.133 0.140 0.135 0.077ps-luster 0.248 0.142 0.139 0.135 0.077tss-luster 0.248 0.142 0.142 0.135 0.078ds 0.280 0.110 0.080 0.089 0.103plain 0.228 0.144 0.166 0.142 0.080

Table B.22: Evaluation results multi doument algorithms: average F1 (WS)espresso heise repubblia spiegel telepolisab-r40 0.759 0.912 0.970 0.884 0.930p-luster 0.748 0.758 0.836 0.640 0.903ps-luster 0.748 0.741 0.823 0.640 0.899tss-luster 0.748 0.743 0.819 0.640 0.904ds 0.722 0.886 0.934 0.918 0.865plain 0.542 0.548 0.701 0.549 0.861



B.2 Multi Doument Algorithms 207Table B.23: Evaluation results multi doument algorithms: average reall (WS)espresso heise repubblia spiegel telepolisab-r40 0.875 0.907 0.962 0.925 0.920p-luster 0.964 0.981 0.996 0.997 0.998ps-luster 0.964 0.983 0.997 0.997 0.998tss-luster 0.964 0.983 0.997 0.997 0.998ds 0.793 0.868 0.937 0.944 0.813plain 0.975 0.997 0.998 0.999 1.000
Table B.24: Evaluation results multi doument algorithms: average preision (WS)espresso heise repubblia spiegel telepolisab-r40 0.780 0.926 0.981 0.850 0.950p-luster 0.663 0.637 0.744 0.485 0.833ps-luster 0.663 0.616 0.723 0.485 0.826tss-luster 0.663 0.617 0.719 0.486 0.835ds 0.722 0.928 0.940 0.900 0.942plain 0.403 0.391 0.564 0.392 0.765

Table B.25: Evaluation results multi doument algorithms: stability (WS)espresso heise repubblia spiegel telepolisab-r40 0.301 0.071 0.047 0.079 0.083p-luster 0.247 0.132 0.143 0.137 0.080ps-luster 0.247 0.140 0.141 0.137 0.080tss-luster 0.247 0.140 0.145 0.137 0.081ds 0.294 0.118 0.106 0.102 0.118plain 0.228 0.142 0.166 0.144 0.084



208 Evaluation ResultsTable B.26: Evaluation results multi doument algorithms: average F1 (BoW)espresso heise repubblia spiegel telepolisab-r40 0.765 0.914 0.971 0.889 0.933p-luster 0.749 0.759 0.838 0.640 0.903ps-luster 0.749 0.742 0.824 0.640 0.899tss-luster 0.749 0.743 0.821 0.640 0.904ds 0.738 0.887 0.936 0.919 0.872plain 0.544 0.548 0.702 0.549 0.861
Table B.27: Evaluation results multi doument algorithms: average reall (BoW)espresso heise repubblia spiegel telepolisab-r40 0.888 0.909 0.964 0.930 0.924p-luster 0.966 0.982 0.998 0.998 0.998ps-luster 0.966 0.984 0.998 0.998 0.998tss-luster 0.966 0.983 0.998 0.998 0.998ds 0.818 0.870 0.939 0.946 0.821plain 0.978 0.997 0.999 0.999 1.000

Table B.28: Evaluation results multi doument algorithms: average preision (BoW)espresso heise repubblia spiegel telepolisab-r40 0.785 0.928 0.982 0.855 0.953p-luster 0.665 0.637 0.746 0.485 0.833ps-luster 0.665 0.616 0.724 0.485 0.826tss-luster 0.665 0.618 0.720 0.486 0.835ds 0.739 0.930 0.942 0.902 0.949plain 0.404 0.391 0.564 0.392 0.765



B.2 Multi Doument Algorithms 209Table B.29: Evaluation results multi doument algorithms: stability (BoW)espresso heise repubblia spiegel telepolisab-r40 0.300 0.069 0.044 0.077 0.077p-luster 0.247 0.132 0.144 0.137 0.080ps-luster 0.247 0.140 0.142 0.137 0.080tss-luster 0.247 0.140 0.146 0.137 0.081ds 0.295 0.116 0.101 0.099 0.105plain 0.228 0.142 0.166 0.144 0.084
Table B.30: Evaluation results multi doument algorithms: average F1 (SoW)espresso heise repubblia spiegel telepolisab-r40 0.778 0.923 0.983 0.886 0.943p-luster 0.764 0.754 0.849 0.634 0.899ps-luster 0.765 0.738 0.835 0.634 0.895tss-luster 0.765 0.739 0.832 0.634 0.900ds 0.744 0.900 0.951 0.918 0.893plain 0.534 0.561 0.697 0.549 0.860

Table B.31: Evaluation results multi doument algorithms: average reall (SoW)espresso heise repubblia spiegel telepolisab-r40 0.884 0.931 0.982 0.934 0.934p-luster 0.958 0.978 0.997 0.997 0.999ps-luster 0.958 0.981 0.997 0.997 0.999tss-luster 0.958 0.980 0.997 0.997 0.999ds 0.812 0.893 0.964 0.945 0.850plain 0.975 0.997 0.998 0.999 1.000



210 Evaluation ResultsTable B.32: Evaluation results multi doument algorithms: average preision (SoW)espresso heise repubblia spiegel telepolisab-r40 0.802 0.922 0.986 0.847 0.958p-luster 0.683 0.631 0.762 0.478 0.822ps-luster 0.683 0.610 0.741 0.478 0.816tss-luster 0.683 0.612 0.736 0.478 0.825ds 0.744 0.925 0.945 0.900 0.951plain 0.392 0.402 0.556 0.390 0.760
Table B.33: Evaluation results multi doument algorithms: stability (SoW)espresso heise repubblia spiegel telepolisab-r40 0.287 0.062 0.032 0.078 0.061p-luster 0.223 0.127 0.142 0.130 0.062ps-luster 0.223 0.136 0.140 0.130 0.062tss-luster 0.223 0.135 0.142 0.130 0.063ds 0.283 0.099 0.098 0.099 0.093plain 0.213 0.131 0.156 0.133 0.066

Table B.34: Evaluation results multi doument algorithms: average time in s/kBespresso heise repubblia spiegel telepolisab-r40 0.017 0.017 0.013 0.013 0.062p-luster 0.131 0.206 0.119 0.282 0.169ps-luster 0.103 0.206 0.131 0.197 0.180tss-luster 0.119 0.219 0.099 0.209 0.199ds 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.002plain 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000



Appendix CGlossaryAdapted ontent ode blurring (ACCB): Adapted version of the harater based on-tent ode blurring. Ignores hyperlink elements to ope with the problemati ases ofdouments in whih the main ontent ontains a lot of interspersed hyperlinks. (seep. 141)Attribute: Attributes are the harateristis of instanes in information retrieval anddata mining. The instanes are in fat desribed by the values their attributes have.Attributes are equivalent to features. (see p. 23)Body text extration (BTE): Content extration algorithm based on a tokenisation ofweb douments into word and tag tokens. The main ontent is haraterised as aontinuous subsequene of these tokens whih ontains most words while exludingmost tags. (see p. 43)Common paths (CP): A path in a DOM tree is a sequene of nodes from the root nodeto a leaf node. Comparing the sets of paths whih appear in two douments allowsto ompute a distane for doument strutures. (see p. 157)Common path shingles (CPS): Applying shingling to the paths in a DOM tree resultsin path shingles. Comparing the sets of path shingles whih appear in two doumentsallows to ompute a distane for doument strutures. (see p. 159)Common tag sequene shingles (CTSS): Tag sequene shingles are shingles of a �xedlength build from the sequene of tags as they appear in a web doument. Comparingthe sets of tag sequene shingles of two douments allows to ompute a distane fordoument strutures. (see p. 160)Content ode blurring (CCB): Charater based ontent extration algorithm whihinvolves a tehnique similar to Gaussian blurring �lters. The blurring �lter is appliedto the ontent ode vetor. CCB is aiming on �nding those regions in an HTMLdoument whih ontain a homogeneously formatted text. (see p. 141)211



212 GlossaryContent ode ratio: A value whih resembles the amount of ontent and ode in a er-tain soure ode region. The ontent ode ratio is used by ontent ode blurring andthe derived variations to deide whih parts of a web doument to extrat. (see p.138)Content ode vetor: The ontent ode vetor is a vetor representation of the sequeneof atomi ontent and ode elements in an HTML doument. The ontent ode ratiois dedued from the ontent ode vetor in an iterative proess. An entry in thevetor resembles a single harater for CCB and ACCB and a tag or a word tokenfor TCCB. (see p. 137)Content extration (CE): The proess of loating the main ontent in a web dou-ment. The algorithms are usually based on heuristis to �nd the main ontent in asingle doument or apply template detetion tehniques on a olletion of multipledouments. (see p. 10)Crawler: A program whih uses the hyperlink struture of the WWW to �nd and analyseweb pages. Crawlers are an essential part of web searh engines and harvest thedouments for further analysis. Via its hyperlinks, eah rawled doument providesnew URLs for the Crawler to visit. (see p. 3)Crunh: Crunh is a DOM based CE framework. It ombines several heuristis for �l-tering web douments. It was designed to improve aessibility for sreen readers orsmall sreen devies like mobile phones or PDAs. (see p. 43)Comma separated values (CSV): A simple and text based format for storing tabulardata. The values of eah ell in a table are separated by a previously spei�edharater. This harater usually is a omma, a semiolon, a blank or a tabulatorharater. Due to its simpliity, the CSV format is ommonly used for exhangingdata between di�erent appliations. (see p. 103)Dendrogram: A tree struture to represent the results of a hierarhial luster analysis.The tree expresses whih lusters are merged at whih point of the luster hierarhy.(see p. 162)Doument slope urve (DSC): A funtion to represent the distribution of words andtags in a web doument. Eah word and eah tag are onsidered to be a token. Thedoument slope urve is de�ned on the tokens sequene and assigns the i-th tokenthe number of tag tokens enountered so far in the doument. The DSC ontentextration algorithm is based on �nding plateaus in this urve. (see p. 45)DOM: The doument objet model is a programming language independent referenemodel of data strutures and funtions for aessing and modifying the data inSGML/XML based douments. The hierarhi struture of the douments basedon those markup languages is represented by a tree struture. (see p. 17)



213Dunn index: The Dunn index is a measure of how good the items in a luster on�gu-ration are divided with respet to a ertain distane matrix. The Dunn index is thequotient of the minimal distane between items from di�erent lusters divided by themaximum distane between items from the same luster. It does not neessarily takeinto aount a ground truth. (see p. 166)Entropy: In lassial information theory the entropy is a measure for the informationontained in a transmitted message. It is based on the probability for ertain ontentsto appear in a message or � better � the unertainty about the ontents of the message.It is used frequently in template detetion algorithms to determine frequent parts ofa doument. (see p. 31)F1: A quality measure for evaluating information retrieval tasks. F1 ombines preisionand reall in a single measure. F1 is de�ned to be F1 = 2·r·p
r+p

. (see p. 29)False negative: Charaterisation of an instane whih would have been relevant to agiven query but was not retrieved. (see p. 27)False positive: Charaterisation of an instane whih is not relevant to a given query butwas retrieved. (see p. 27)Feature: Features or attributes are the harateristis of instanes in information retrievaland data mining. The instanes are in fat desribed by the values that their featureshave. (see p. 23)FeatureExtrator: A single doument ontent extration algorithm, whih segments adoument in bloks and assigns ertain features to eah blok. As features servethe words of the ontained texts and partiular HTML elements, like images orJavaSript. The extration proess �nds the blok whih orresponds best to aertain desired feature. While for lassial ontent extration the desired featureis text, the algorithm an also handle other kinds of ontents by using, for instane,images as desired feature. (see p. 51)Gold standard: The gold standard is the best known lassi�ation or lustering for in-stanes whih an be used for training or evaluation. The gold standard does notneessarily orrespond to the real lassi�ation or lustering, neither to the best. Inases where the truth is simply not known, other ways to determine this best resultare ommonly used, e.g. to employ experts' opinions. (see p. 26)Ground truth: When testing lassi�ation or lustering algorithms it is neessary toprovide test data for whih the orret lassi�ation or lustering is known. Thistrue lassi�ation or lustering is referred to as the ground truth. (see p. 26)Hierarhial lustering: Hierarhial lustering starts with eah instane forming a lus-ter on its own. These lusters are iteratively merged aording to some sheme until



214 Glossaryonly one large luster remains. The order in whih the lusters have been mergedan be represented in a dendrogram. (see p. 162)Instane: An objet or data item whih is part of larger olletion. Information retrievaltasks orrespond to �nding those instanes in the set whih are relevant to a givenquery. Also the objets in a training set for mahine learning algorithms are referredto as instanes. (see p. 23)K-FeatureExtrator: A single doument ontent extration algorithm, whih extendsFeatureExtrator with a re�nement whih involves lustering those doument bloksthat orrespond best to the desired ontent. (see p. 51)
k-means: An iterative luster analysis algorithm whih needs a parameter k of how manylusters to form. The instanes are initially assigned to one of the k lusters randomly.In eah iteration step, the algorithm omputes a entroid for eah luster. A entroidis a value representing the entre of a luster, e.g. an average value or an objetwhih lies entrally to all other instane in the luster. Afterwards all instanes arereassign to the luster, for whih they have minimum distane to its entroid. (seep. 161)Largest size inrease (LSI): The largest size inrease ours at the node in the DOMtree whih ontributes strongest to the visible ontent in a web doument. Thedetetion of this node was used in the XWRAP elite system to �nd data rih regionsfor wrapper indution. The same algorithm an also be used for ontent extration.(see p. 131)Levenshtein distane: The Levenshtein distane for strings omputes a distane basedon the hanges whih are neessary to onvert one string into another one. Thesehanges like inserting, deleting and replaing single haraters have a ertain ostand the distane orresponds to the minimum ost for the transformation. (see p.157)Link quota �lter (LQF): A heuristi ontent extration algorithm whih is quite widespread. The basi onept is to loate regions or bloks in a web doument whihontain a high ratio of hyperlinks. These regions very likely represent navigationmenus or link lists and, hene, are onsidered additional ontents whih are removed.(see p. 47)Longest ommon subsequene (LCS): The longest ommon subsequene of two stringsis a sequene of haraters whih an be found in both strings, possibly interruptedby other interspersed haraters, and there is no longer sequene with this property.(see p. 97)Longest ommon tag subsequene (LCTS): The longest ommon tag subsequene isde�ned similarly to the longest ommon subsequene for strings. The di�erene is



215that it operates on a sequene of tags. It an be used to de�ne a distane measurefor doument strutures. (see p. 160)Naïve Bayes (NB) lassi�er: A lassi�ation algorithm based on the Bayes theorem foronditional probability. It onsiders the features of the instane to be independentrandom variables. Estimating from a training set the onditional probabilities forthe values, i.e. the realisations of the features given a ertain ategory, it dedues theategory for a new instane by looking at the values the features have. (see p. 33)Pagelet: The term pagelet was introdued by Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan. It desribes aself-ontained region with a single topi or funtion, e.g. a link list, a searh funtionelement or the main ontent. (see p. 56)Plain (extration method): The plain method in the evaluation of ontent extrationalgorithms orresponds to not using any extration system. This means a doumentis ompared in its original form to the gold standard for the main ontent. Themethod represents the alternative of not employing ontent extration tehniquesand, hene, serves as a baseline in the omparison. (see p. 115)Preision: A quality measure for evaluating information retrieval tasks. The preision isthe ratio of relevant items in a result set. It an be ombined with the reall measureinto the F1 measure. (see p. 28)Proxy: A proxy server relays requests in a lient server arhiteture. It takes the role ofa server, as it aepts requests from the lient. In the same time it is a lient itselfas it ats like a lient when forwarding the request to a server. Proxy servers areused for onneting separated networks in a single point or to ontrol or modify thetransmitted data. (see p. 102)Rand index: The Rand index measures how far a omputed luster on�guration agreeswith a known ground truth. An agreement orresponds to a division of di�erentitems in di�erent lusters or in grouping similar items together in the same luster. Adisagreement orresponds to grouping di�erent items together or separating similaritems. The Rand index is the ratio of agreements to the sum of agreements anddisagreements. (see p. 168)Reall: A quality measure for evaluating information retrieval tasks. The reall is theratio of relevant retrieved items to all relevant items. It an be ombined with thepreision measure into the F1 measure. (see p. 28)Single linkage: A hierarhial lustering algorithm whih iteratively always merges thosetwo lusters for whih the distane between two ontained items is minimal over allinter-luster distanes. (see p. 163)



216 GlossaryShingle: Shingles are the fragments of a longer sequene whih all have the same length.Shingling an be used to approximate the similarity of two sequenes quite e�ient.(see p. 57)Tag vetor (TV): A tag vetor is vetor whih ounts how often eah tag appears in adoument. This vetor representation an be used to ompute a distane for dou-ment strutures. (see p. 159)Template: An empty framework doument whih provides solely a layout. It is �lled withdi�erent ontents to reate a �nal doument. Templates are a standard tehnologyof web ontent management systems. (see p. 4)Template detetion: The attempt to dedue a ommon template struture from a ol-letion of web douments. It orresponds to a reverse engineering of templates andan serve ontent extration algorithms. (see p. 12)Token based ontent ode blurring (TCCB): Token based version of the ontent odeblurring algorithm. Ignores hyperlink elements and bases the onstrution of theontent-ode vetor on tag and word tokens. (see p. 141)Tree edit distane (TED): A tree edit distane omputes a distane between tree stru-tures by determining the minimum ost for transforming one tree into the other one.The RTDM algorithm an be used to ompute a tree edit distane e�iently andpartiularly for DOM trees. (see p. 157)True negative (TN): Charaterisation of an instane whih was not relevant to a givenquery and has not been retrieved. (see p. 27)True positive (TP): Charaterisation of an instane whih was relevant to a given queryand has been retrieved. (see p. 27)Web ontent management system (WCMS): Web ontent management systems sup-port the maintenane of a web site in a systemati way. These information systemseparate at least layout, ontent and the struture of a web site and organise theaess via di�erent roles, e.g. of authors, editors, tehnial sta�, designers, et. Webontent management systems appear in very di�erent forms are by now quite widespread. They are also onsidered to be responsible for most of the redundant andadditional ontents on the web. (see p. 2)Web mining: Desribes data mining with a fous on the world wide web and related�elds. Web mining is typially subdivided into web data mining, web linkage miningor web usage mining. Web data mining are all task whih try to �nd information inthe douments on the web, web linkage mining is operating mainly on the hyperlinkstruture and web usage mining analyses the behaviour of web user, e.g. by lookingat the aess log �les of a server. (see p. 30)



217Wrapper: A wrapper is a program whih is intended to harvest strutured data from webdouments whih are all based on the same template. Typial appliation senariosfor wrappers are to retrieve information about produts from an online shop or toextrat ontat data from phone lists. (see p. 37)
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Appendix DAbbreviationsACCB adapted ontent ode blurringBPM bi-gram proximity matrixBTE body text extrationCCB ontent ode blurringCE ontent extrationCMS ontent management systemCP ommon pathCPS ommon path shinglesCSV omma separated valuesCTSS ommon tag sequene shinglesDM data miningDMOZ Open Diretory ProjetDOM doument objet modelDSC doument slope urveECMS enterprise ontent management systemERA extensible rendering arhitetureF1 F1-measureF-D (matrix) feature doument matrixFN false negativeFP false positiveHF highest fanoutIBDF inverse blok-doument frequenyIE information extrationIR information retrievalkB kilobyteLCS longest ommon subsequeneLCTS longest ommon tag subsequeneLP largest pageletLQF link quota �lterLSI largest size inrease 219



220 AbbreviationsLTC largest tag ountMDS multi dimensional salingMI mutual informationNB Naïve BayesNLP natural language proessingp preisionPDA personal digital assistantr reallRSS really simple syndiationRTDM restrited top down tree mapping algorithmSAX simple API for XMLSVM support vetor mahinesTCCB token based ontent ode blurringTD template detetionTF-IDF term frequeny � inverse doument frequenyTM text miningTN true negativeTP true positiveTPM tri-gram proximity matrixTV tag vetorUFRE union-free regular expressionW3C World Wide Web ConsortiumWCMS web ontent management systemWM web miningWWW World Wide Web
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